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Chapter One 

Introduction

This study is concerned with the phonetics and phonology of Ikalanga, 

a Bantu language of the Shona group used in the northern part of Botswana. 

Although the present study is based on this language as spoken in Botswana, 

an equally large group of Ikalanga speaking people is found on the southern 

and southwestern part of Zimbabwe in the region around Hwange and 

Plumtree. In Botswana, Ikalanga speakers occupy a large part of northern 

Botswana beginning around Frandstown, in the north, and stretching further 

north to the border with Zimbabwe in what is called the Northeast District, as 

well as in the villages to the northwest of Francistown in the Central District 

up to the border with Zimbabwe. Actual statistical figures on the number of 

Ikalanga speakers in Botswana are not available because population census in 

Botswana is not carried out by ethnic group. Thus, any figures given are 

normally based on estimations based on other forms of investigation. 

Andersson & Janson (forthcoming) estimate that Ikalanga speakers in 

Botswana must be about 150,000. Their estimation is based on the percentage 

of Ikalanga-speaking children from surveys of primary education carried out 

by the Ministry of Education in 1976 and 1982 which are 12% and 11% 

respectively. But given the method used to derive the above percentages and

1
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the dates when these surveys were carried out, in my opinion1, the number of 

the Ikalanga speakers must be well over 150,000.

Speakers of this language refer to themselves in the plural as the 

BaKalanga and, in the singular, as Nkalanga. They refer to their language as 

Ikalanga [ikdldqgd], the term used throughout the present study. The i- in 

Ikalanga is a noun class 7 prefix, which is often dropped in citing names of 

Bantu languages by Bantuists. According to Chebanne, Rodewald & Pahlen 

(1995:17) (henceforth Chebanne et al. (1995)), Ikalanga spoken in Botswana 

differs slightly from that spoken in Zimbabwe in the areas of pronunciation, 

vocabulary and grammar. Different researchers have given different 

subgroupings of the dialects of Ikalanga, as shown below.

Table 1. Different dialect subgroupings of Ikalanga

Doke (1931) Wentzel (1983) Chebanne et al. (1995)

Nyayi Nyayi (Rozwi) Nyayi
Nambya Nambya Lilima
Rozwi Kalanga Talaunda
Kalanga Talaunda Nambya
Talaunda Lilima (Humbe)
Lilima (Humbe) Peri
Peri Twamamba

Lemba
Lembethu
Pfumbi
Jawunda
Rom we

1 De facto census figures of August 1991 indicate that there were approximately 208,647 
Bakalanga in Botswana, which is about 16% of the total population which was 1,326,7% in 
that year. The above figure is based on statistical figures from three districts which are 
dominantly Ikalanga speaking.

2
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As seen in the above table, Doke (1931) lists seven main dialects of Ikalanga. 

But, as noted in Wentzel (1983), Nyayi and Rozwi turned out to be two names 

of the same dialect, which means that Doke distinguished only six dialects. 

Wentzel (1983) documents twelve dialects, but points out that the Twamamba 

and Lemba dialects are ascribed to Fortune (1959). According to Wentzel, 

some of these dialects have fallen into a state of disuse. In a more recent 

study, Chebanne et al. (1995) give only four main dialects of Ikalanga, seen in 

the above table. We observe from Doke's and Wentzel's classifications that 

one of the dialects in the language goes by the same name as the language, 

that is, Kalanga, a situation which other scholars have commented upon as 

likely to cause some misunderstanding to researchers. (Also worth pointing 

out is that Ikalanga should not be confused with Karanga, another of the 

Shona dialects.) The number of dialects in Ikalanga is beyond the scope of the 

present study, in which I will assume just the four main dialects given by 

Chebanne et al. (1995).

Ikalanga, also referred to as Kalanga or Western Shona in some studies 

(see Doke (1931) and Wentzel (1983)), is one of the six dialects in the Shona 

cluster. Guthrie (1967-71 Vol.4:62) classifies Ikalanga as S.16, putting it in Area 

S with other southern Bantu languages such as Tswana, Sotho, Zulu, Xhosa, 

Venda and Tsonga. The first classification of the dialects of Shona was first 

undertaken by Doke (1931:8) which study remains the authority in this area. I 

give the six dialects of Shona below:

3
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Dialects of Shona
Karanga
Zezuru
Korekore
Manyika
Ndau
Ikalanga

Even that early in the century, Doke realized that Ikalanga was far removed 

from the other dialects in all respects, that is, in the areas of phonetics, 

grammar, vocabulary and other linguistic areas. The most obvious of these 

differences include the use of the lateral / l /  where other dialects of Shona 

have a trill /r /;th e  lack of implosives in Ikalanga, which are also found in 

Shona; and, its use of a syllabic nasal N- as a noun class prefix for classes 1 and 

3 instead of m u- found in Shona (see §2.3.1 below for the discussion of these 

noun class prefixes in Ikalanga). Differences like these led to Ikalanga being 

left out when a unification of the other five Shona dialects was formed for 

purposes of an orthography. Today, Ikalanga is the least studied of the Shona 

dialects.

The Ikalanga data used throughout this study are based on my speech. 

As a result, I am the sole speaker for the phonetic measurements made in the 

analyses of selected sounds in this language. I have also relied on my 

knowledge of Tswana when giving some examples from this language.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: §1.1 considers 

some areas where Tswana, the majority language of Botswana, has had some 

influence on Ikalanga. §1.2 gives the goals and organization of the

dissertation, and, §1.3 gives the theoretical assumptions which inform the
4
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analyses presented in this study. Finally, §1.4 considers the notations used 

throughout this dissertation.

1.1 Influence of Tswana

Ikalanga has been isolated from the other Shona dialects for at least a 

few centuries. It is this isolation that has contributed to the slight difference 

between it and the Zimbabwean version mentioned above, not to mention 

that between it and the other dialects in the Shona group. During its long 

period of isolation, it has been in very close contact with the Tswana 

language, classified by Guthrie (1967-71 Vol 4:62) as S.31a, one of the languages 

in the Sotho group. Doke noticed in 1931 numerous signs of influence by the 

Sotho-Tswana group on the dialects of Ikalanga. While there may be more 

areas in which the influence of Tswana on Ikalanga is found, I limit my 

discussion below to lexical borrowing, morpheme borrowing and a shared 

diachronic development. I begin with vocabulary borrowing.

1.1.1 Vocabulary Borrowing

Evidence of the influence of the Tswana language is most obvious in 

the area of vocabulary borrowing into Ikalanga. A possible explanation for 

this heavy borrowing must be the superior status given to Tswana which, as 

the national language, is taught in schools, together with English, while 

Ikalanga is not. The declaration of Tswana as a national language was made 

at independence in 1966. As a result, the teaching of Ikalanga in the district

5
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where it had been taught was discontinued. Some Tswana borrowings have 

introduced novel sounds not found in earlier inventories or writings of 

Tkalanga (Doke 1931; Masole Kumile in Wentzel 1983, Vol.l). The most 

obvious of these borrowed sounds are ejectives and velar fricatives. I begin by 

looking at these borrowings which brought new segments into the language.

1.1.1.1 Lexical borrowings with ejectives

No language other than Ikalanga in the Shona cluster has been shown 

to have ejective consonants. On the other hand, a number of studies note the 

presence of ejectives in the consonant inventory of Tswana (Doke (1954); Cole 

(1955); Janson (1991/92)). The source of most ejectives in Ikalanga is 

borrowing from Tswana. The two relevant ejectives are the voiceless 

alveolar stop / 17/ and the voiceless palato-alveolar affricate /tf '/. (1) below

gives some examples of words borrowed into Ikalanga with the above

ejectives respectively. Tswana cognates are also given for illustration.

(1) Borrowings from Tswana with ejectives sounds / t7, tf'/

Ikalanga Tswana Gloss

a. li-uaff li-bat'i 'door'
fi-uafa si-bat'a 'patch (n)'
ma-kat'6 ma-k'at'dne 'wild melons'2
kafa k'afa 'be tamed or trained'
Vaid tfald 'blue or green'

2 The Tswana form appears to be a diminutive form with a variant of the diminitive suffix -ane
which has now been lexicalized.

6
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b. ma-f'fld mats'fla 'clothes'
Ijf'dli l^'dli 'shawl'
uutf'arara botfarara 'sour; addic'
lu-^'atj^a 'side or flank'

Only one example in (lb) does not seem to have originated from Tswana, in 

which the word for 'side or flank' is /lofl^dkdn/.

1.1.1.2 Borrowing with velar fricatives

Another set of segments which come into Ikalanga through vocabulary 

borrowing from Tswana are the voiceless velar fricative /x / and the labialized 

voiceless velar fricative /xw/. (2) below gives some examples to illustrate.

Borrowings with the velar fricatives
Ikalanga Tswana Gloss

d3axa d^axa 'hasten'
xdxamdla x£x£m£la 'be tightly drawn'
raxa raxa 'kick'
rfexa diexa 'delay7
xakala xak'ala 'be angry'

i-xwaba sixwapa 'biltong; dried meat7
i-xweto 'loop'

1.1.1.3 Borrowings from other cultures

Vocabulary borrowing from Tswana includes words borrowed by 

Tswana from other cultures. (3) gives some examples and their languages of 

origin where relevant.

7
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(3) Borrowed specialized words
Ikalanga Tswana Language of Origin

tfrfna t'irfna Afrikaans 'trein' (train)
kfrlsfmosi k'Irfsfmosi English 'Christmas'
palamente palam^nf € English 'parliament'
fdnftjara fdnifara English 'furniture'
motdkara motorokara English 'motor car'

However, borrowing from Tswana was not just restricted to lexical items. 

Ikalanga seem to have borrowed the diminutive morpheme as well. I turn to 

this in the following subsection.

1.1.2 Borrowing of the diminutive morpheme

Diminutivization is one of the areas in which Ikalanga behaves 

differently from other Shona dialects. As will be shown in Chapter Four 

below, unlike Shona which uses classes 12 ka- and 13 tu- noun class prefixes 

in the formation of diminutives (Doke 1954), Ikalanga primarily uses the 

diminutive suffix -ana in the formation of its diminutives (see §4.1.1). (4) and 

(5) give examples of Shona and Ikalanga diminutives respectively.

(4) Shona diminutives
N oun Diminutive Gloss

ije ka-j“6 'small chief'
6adza ka-padza 'small hoe'
ru-rfmf ka-rimf 'small tongue'
va-ndai)gwe tu-dar)gwe 'small first-born children'
mbudzi tu-mbudzf 'small goats'
hanzwadzi tu-hanzwadzi 'small brothers'
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(5) Ikalanga diminutives

mbeua mbeu-and 'small mouse'
dziua dzru-and 'small pool (of water)'
ditima ditim-and 'small pumpkin'
ufsi ufs-dnd 'small water melon'
n-si n-s-and 'small pestle'

As Doke further observes, the use of this suffix is quite widespread in the 

other southern Bantu languages such as Tswana, Sotho, Zulu, Xhosa and 

Venda. I am therefore assuming that Ikalanga must have borrowed the use 

of this diminutive morpheme from the Tswana language. (6) gives examples 

of Tswana diminutive forms for comparison. Note that the palatalization 

shown in these Tswana forms when diminutivized is not relevant to this 

discussion (see Chapter Four for the discussion of palatalization in Ikalanga 

diminutives); the reader is advised to disregard it when looking at these 

examples.

(6) Tswana diminutives with suffix -ana

phatd pkatf'-dna 'small skin mat'
li-roli li-rod3-ana 'small dust7
li-fifi li-fitehw-ana 'small darkness'
mo-xobi mo-xoci^-dna 'small pond'
si-tihan  si-t^ate^-ana 'small tree'

The fact that most of the Shona dialects use the class 12 ka- and 13 tu- noun 

prefixes and not the diminutive suffix -ana leads me to conclude that the use 

of this suffix by Ikalanga must be a recent development in this language.

9
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1.1.3 Use of the lateral /l/ from PB *d

The use of the lateral from Proto-Bantu *d is another area where 

Ikalanga behaves differently from other dialects in the Shona group. In most 

of its occurrences in Proto-Bantu reconstructions, PB *d corresponds to an 

alveolar lateral / l /  in Ikalanga. This reflex is different from what we find in 

Shona where this PB stop changed to an alveolar trill / r / .  The development 

of a lateral from PB *d is an innovation which Ikalanga shares with Tswana, 

as illustrated below.

(7) Reflexes of PB *d
Ikalanga Tswana Shona Gloss PB Forms

kdjtila x6tth6la kdsdra 'cough' < *-kocod-a
ktila x61a kurd 'grow7 < *-kud-a
zwala tsala zwara 'give birth' < *-biad-a
lima lima rima 'cultivate' < *-dim-a
lu-lfmf lo-lfmi ru-rfmi 'tongue' < *-dimi

It has been observed in Doke (1931) that not all dialects of Ikalanga show this 

development, some using an alveolar trill as in the rest of Shona. However, 

the use of the lateral reflex appears to be common to those dialects used in 

northern Botswana, which makes me conclude that it might be from the 

influence of Tswana.

1.2 Goals and organization of the dissertation

In this dissertation I present an analysis of sound change based on the 

phonetics and phonology of Ikalanga. As the first work of its kind in this 

language, it provides insights into how cases of pronunciation variation, both

10
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diachronic and synchronic, occurred in Ikalanga. The questions that I 

specifically address are: (a) what sound changes were involved in the

development of some Ikalanga sounds; (b) what underlying phonetic 

principles could have led to the development of these sounds; and, (c) is a 

particular sound change common to other languages of the world, more 

especially languages within the Bantu family. This study is intended to be a 

contribution to our knowledge of Bantu phonetics and phonology. My 

intention is to lay a foundation which will put Ikalanga in the field of 

linguistic research enjoyed by the other Bantu languages.

It is goes without saying that as the first work of its kind in this 

language, it is bound to leave many questions unanswered. In this 

dissertation, I address only those aspects of the language which have to do 

with Ikalanga sounds, their distribution, and sound changes which led to 

their development, and the tonal system. As a result, I have left untouched 

many interesting aspects of this language.

In this chapter, I have given background information on the Ikalanga 

language, and considered the theoretical assumptions that inform the 

analyses in this dissertation. In Chapter Two, I look at the Ikalanga consonant 

inventory and its distribution in the phonology. This chapter also gives an 

overview of the morphs that are used throughout the dissertation in the 

illustration of different morphophonemic alternations. Chapter Three 

considers the diachronic and synchronic processes of (af)frication (referred to 

as High Vowel Frication) in Ikalanga effected by the Proto-Bantu (PB) close

11
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vowels *i and *u. Chapter Four looks at the process of palatalization, which is

shown to be both diachronic and synchronic. In Chapter Five, I look at the 

development of veiarization in Ikalanga. Just as in the preceding two 

chapters, I show that this process is both a diachronic sound change and a 

synchronic morphophonemic alternation. Chapter Six looks at the 

development of aspiration from PB nasal+voiceless stop clusters and the 

effects of these aspirated consonants on the following tones. Chapter Seven 

deals with depressor consonants and the tone system of Ikalanga, and Chapter 

Eight gives the conclusion.

1.3 Theoretical assumptions

This study consist of two parts. The first deals with sound change and 

the second with the tonal system of Ikalanga. Two different sets of theoretical 

assumptions, mentioned where relevant, inform the analyses in these 

subparts. I present these theoretical assumptions here as background 

information to assist the reader with the basis for the analyses given in this 

dissertation.

My analysis of sound change is based on Ohala's theory of sound 

change (1981b, 1992). In this theory, the listener is shown to play an 

important role in sound change. According to Ohala, a speech signal is 

subject to a lot of distortions when uttered by the speaker. These distortions 

may be from vocal tract constraints or other types of noise that speech is 

subject to. Normally, the listener has the ability to factor out these distortions

12
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and reconstruct the intended speech signal by the speaker. In order for the 

listener to effectively factor out these distortions, he/she must have detected 

the environment that causes the distortion. Failure to detect this 

environment and to be aware of the mechanical causal link between the 

environment and the distorted segment may lead to the listener not being 

able to reconstruct the intended speech signal. When the listener turns to 

speak, he/she may produce a speech signal different from what was intended. 

As a result, a "mini-sound change" will have taken place. In other cases, the 

listener may over-apply his/her knowledge of contextual coloring of sounds, 

in which case, he /she makes a "correction" where it was not required. Here, 

the listener perceives the intended signal correctly, only he /she assumes it 

has some distortions because of its environment, which he/she erroneously 

corrects. Ohala (1981a, 1992) refers to these types of sound changes as "hypo- 

correction" and "hyper-correction" respectively. (8a-c) below gives these 

scenarios respectively from Ohala (1981a) for illustration.

(8)a. No change; successful correction 

/u t/ /u t/
I t

distorted by reconstructed
vocal tract into as

4 I
/ yt/  heard as ► /yt/

13
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b. Scenario for hypo-correction 

speaker listener

/ ut/
I

distorted as
I

[y(t)]------ heard as

fyf------
t

interpreted as
I

—  \y]

listener-tumed-
speaker

Scenario for hyper-correction 

speaker listener

/  yt/
I

produced as
i

[yt]  heard as

/u t / ---------
T

reconstructed as 
I

—  N

produced as
i
w

listener-tumed-
speaker

produced as
i

[ut]

Following Ohala (1978), both the inductive and deductive approaches are 

adopted in my analysis. Under the inductive approach, having observed a 

particular pattern of sound change in a language under study, typological 

evidence from other languages of the world is given showing that such a 

change is also attested in other languages. And under the deductive 

approach, on the other hand, a phonetic description of the underlying 

principles which may have led to the development of that pattern are also 

given. Used together, these two approaches supplement each other leading to 

our understanding of how certain sound changes are much more common in 

the languages of the world than others.

The second part of the dissertation gives an analysis of the tone system 

of Ikalanga. My analysis of the tone system of Ikalanga is based on the
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framework of Lexical Phonology (Kiparsky 1982, 1985; Mohanan 1986 etc.) for 

the different levels at which a given rule in a language apply, that is, whether 

a rule applies at the lexical or postlexical levels. Furthermore, I am assuming 

the prosodic domain theory (Nespor & Vogel 1986, Selkirk 1986 etc.) for the 

way in which phonological domains within which rules apply are formed. 

According to prosodic domain theory, the interaction between phonology and 

syntax is mediated in the prosodic structure organized into a phonological 

hierarchy which includes a phonological word, a clitic group, a phonological 

phrase, an intonational phrase and an utterance. These levels are strictly 

layered such that all elements at a lower level are dominated or contained in 

the domain of the higher level. These two frameworks put together form the 

basis of the analysis of the tone spreading rules in Ikalanga.

1.4 Notations

Throughout the dissertation, any form preceded by an asterisk (for 

example, *-b£ba 'rat7) is a Proto-Bantu reconstruction from either Guthrie 

(1967-71) or from Meeussen (1969/80). No distinction has been made between 

these reconstructions. Where relevant to the discussion, a hyphen is used 

between morphemes, for example, fup-dn£ 'small bone'. As is common in 

Bantu, most verbs end the Final Vowel (FV) -a, also marked where relevant 

by a preceding hyphen, as in bik-a 'cook'. An equals sign (=) is following a 

proclitic (e.g. n£= 'with, and).

15
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As is standard, slashes indicate phonemic representations while square 

brackets indicate phonetic realization. High tones are transcribed throughout 

the study with an acute accent (') while Low tones are not transcribed. Tn a 

few examples in Chapter Seven though, some Low tones are also transcribed 

for illustration using a grave accent ('). These two tones are in most cases 

abbreviated as H (High) and L (Low). In the few cases where LH rising tones 

are found, they are transcribed with a rising accent (*). The following 

notations are used in the derivations, which are standard in phonological 

theory.

(9)a. C consonant
V vowel

b. I 'is linked to'
/  'is spread to'

4= 'delink'

0  'deletes'

All Ikalanga examples in this dissertation are given in the 

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA); where possible, the transcriptions of 

examples from other languages are also modified to IPA unless it is not clear 

to the writer what the phonetic value of a segment is. The one exception are 

the prenasalized stops and affricate where the nasal part is not superscripted 

as is normally done in IPA. Throughout this study these segments are simply 

transcribed as /mb, nd, gg/ and /n3^/ respectively (but considered singletons

and never clusters). A dental diacritic [ „ ] beneath a sound indicates that the 

sound has a dental place of articulation, as is customary in IPA. Also worth
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mentioning is the transcription of the breathy voice consonants (see Chapter 

Six below on the phonetic origin of these consonants). Consonants in this 

class are transcribed with a superscripted hooked -h- [fi] (e.g. /pfi, t6, w®/)or just 

a hooked /fi/ for the glottal fricative making them distinct from the regular

non-breathy voice consonants in the language with which they share a place 

of articulation. (10) gives both the regular consonants and the breathy voice 

consonants for comparison.

(10)a. Regular consonants b. Breathy consonants 

/ph/ /pfi/
/t*7 /t6/
/ k h v /  /k w fi/

/IsV  / ts®/
/ ? /  I V I
/w / /wV

/fi/

Note that the glottal fricative in Ikalanga is always breathy voiced; as a result, 

it does not have a regular counterpart.

The Ikalanga portion of the Ikalanga-English lexicon in Appendix C is 

given in the conventional orthography. As a result, there is need to give the 

orthographic symbols and their IPA equivalents as a guide to the reader who

is interested in both presentations of the language. Starting with the vowels,

no difference is made between the conventional orthography and IPA 

transcription; that is, in both cases the Roman alphabet is used (e.g. /i, e, a, o, 

u/). A different situation emerges, though, in the case of consonants. As will 

be shown in §2.1.2 below, Ikalanga has a large consonant inventory and with

17
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work on the orthography still continuing, there are bound to be some changes 

in this area in future. I have adopted the orthography proposed by Chebanne 

et al. (1995) with a few differences. In cases where I use a different symbol 

from theirs, their symbol is also given alongside within parentheses. Because 

of the larger number of consonants than that proposed by Chebanne et al 

(1995), some of which are from loanwords, I have made a distinction between 

the lower case and the upper case in the presentation of some consonants. 

This is the case with apicals (e.g. Th is the voiceless dental aspirate /t*7 vs th

which is the voiceless alveolar aspirate /t*/) and in the class of breathy

consonants given in (Ilk) below. (11) below illustrates.

(11) Consonants3
IPA symbols 
Plosives

Ortho graj

/p/ P
/ph/ ph
M bh
/t/ t
/t7
/tV Th
/tV th
/d / d
/d/ dh
/k/ k
/kh/ kh
/g/ g

3 A classification of Ikalanga consonants is given in §2.1.2 in Chapter Two.
18
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b. Affricates

/ps/ ps
/6z/ bz
/ ts/ ts
/IsV  tsh
/3z/ dz
/ ? /  ch (tj)
/tf7  ty
/<&/ j

c  Fricatives

/f/ f
/ v /  V

/s / s
/z / z
/J7 Sh
/3/ zh
/x/ x

d. Sonorant consonants
/m/ m
/n / n
/p/ ny
A)/ ng7
/I/ 1
/r/ r
/* /  b
/j/ y
/w / w

e. Doubly articulated stops

/pkV pkh (pkhw)
/6g/ bg (bgw)
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f. Prenasalized consonants
/mb/ mb
/ndf nd
/gg/_ ng
/nd3/ nj

Labialized stops

/tw/ tw
/thv/ thw
/dw/ dw
/kw/ kw
/k ^ / khw
/gw/ gw

Labialized affricates

/S*/ tsw
/ tehw / tshw
/a^ / dzw

Labialized fricatives

/sw/ sw
/zw/ zw
/ r / shw
/xw/ xw

Labialized nasal

/rjw/ ng'w

Breathy voice consonants

I f l pH
/tV tH
/k"'6/ kHw
/ ts6/ tsH
/ r / cH
/w*/ hw4
/fi/ h

* Chebanne et al (1995) use this symbol /h w / to denote the labialized glottal fricative.
20
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Chapter Two 

Segment Inventory, Phonotactics 

and Selected Aspects of Morphology

This chapter looks at the segment inventory of Ikalanga and its 

distribution in the phonology. The last section gives an overview of the 

morphology of the morphs in the examples used throughout this study so as 

to familiarize the reader to them. In §2.1 I begin by looking at the Ikalanga 

segment inventory proposed by Chebanne et al. (1995). Because of some 

problems with their inventory, I propose an amended segment inventory 

with an increased number of consonants. Palatograms and the acoustic 

analyses of selected segments provide evidence for the reclassification of 

some of these segments. Next, §2.2 gives the distributional analysis of both 

vowels and consonants. Finally, §2.3 gives the morphology of the morphs in 

the examples used throughout the dissertation.

2.1 Ikalanga Segment Inventory

Very little work has been done over the years on Ikalanga. It wasn't 

until 1989 that work on the orthography started. As a result, not much work 

has been done on the segment inventory todate. However, this does not 

mean to overlook earlier works in this language, for example, Doke (1931) 

and Wentzel (1961) had both developed segment inventories for Ikalanga,
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which, as noted by Chebanne, Rodewald & Pahlen (1995:21) were never 

adopted. The latest work on the Ikalanga inventory is that by Chebanne et al. 

(1995). However, as will be shown in §2.1.2, there are some problems with the 

consonants they propose. I begin by looking at the Ikalanga vowels in the 

following section.

2.1.1 Ikalanga Vowels

Like many Bantu languages, Ikalanga has a five vowel system:

(1) Ikalanga Vowels
Front Back 

High i u
Mid e o
Low a

As shown in (1), this vowel system is made up of two front vowels /i, e/, the

two back vowels / u, o /,and  the low central (unrounded) vowel /a / . In order

to properly characterize the qualities of these five vowels, I measured their

first three formants instrumentally. To carry out this study, bisyllabic stems

were recorded using a high quality analog tape recorder and then digitized at

10,000 Hertz using the Kay Computerized Speech Lab (CSL) Model 4300. As

no examples could be found in the language in which all the five vowels

occurred in the same environment on the same tone, vowels in different

words were used and the formants averaged to get the first three formants of

each vowel, measured at mid point. Altogether twenty-five single tokens of

twenty-five words were recorded providing seven environments at different
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tones.5 Frequency measurements, based on single tokens, were made at mid 

point on the vowels. (2) gives the wordlist.

(2) Wordlist recorded for formant measurements

uila 'boil'
uala 'read; count'
uola 'rot'
uula 'intestine'
uidza 'make boil
u6dzd 'irritate'
uodza 'make rot7
uudza 'tell'
peld 'get finished'
pala 'scratch'
pola 'be cured'
pula 'thresh'
pfea 'bum '
pesa 'jest'
pasa 'pass'
posa 'throw'
tala 'draw (line)'
tdla 'take'
tula 'put down load'
dila 'pour'
dela 'lazy baby7
dala 'elevated platform to put harvest7
sikd 'small scar of a burn on back of hand'
seka 'laugh'
suka 'wash'

In Table 1 below I give the formants of each one of the five Ikalanga vowels. 

For each vowel, I give the first, second and third formants (FI, F2, and F3) and 

the rightmost column gives the average formants of these vowels.

51 am aware of the possible difference in formant value due to the difference in tone. However,
as no examples could be found with low tones only, I have had to use both low tone and high  
tone vowels. A close look at the formants in Table 1 below reveals that the formants of a high  
tone vowel are not always higher than the same word ona low tone.
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Table 1. Formants of Ikalanga vowels

Environments

Vowels u_la u_dza p_la p_sa t_la d_la s_ka Average

f i / :  FI 
F2 
F3

345
2765
3508

311
2540

3318

328
2713

3353

326
2817

3353

328
2679

3336

328
2703
3374

/ el :  FI 
F2 
F3

518

2437

3284

553
2489
3370

414
2419
3111

414

2575
3042

466
2437
3024

473
2471
3166

/a / :  FI 
F2 
F3

1054

1693
2903

967
1676
2869

985
1745
2696

1037
1763
2955

1348
1711
2696

1078
1718
2824

/ of :  FI 
F2 

F3

466
881

3163

432
864
2990

553
1054
3215

466
881
2990

570
1123
3076

497
961
3087

/ u / :F l  
F2 
F3

414
674
2973

345
864
3232

311
864
3111

328
985
3076

432
1313
3094

366
940
3097

The following observations can be made from these average formants figures:

The first formant is closely related to vowel height, a correlation well known

in the literature (see Ladefoged (1982); Clark and Yallop (1991), among others).

In other words, the frequency of FI in Ikalanga vowels increases as one

moves from the high front vowel / i/ to the low central vowel /a / ,  after

which it starts falling as one moves to the high back vowel /u /. The second

observation from this Table, also well known in the literature, is the

correlation between the second formant frequency and the degree of backness
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of a vowel. The frequency of F2 in Ikalanga vowels decreases as a speaker 

moves from the high front vowel /  i/ to the high back vowel /u /. A similar 

correlation was found to exist in the Karanga vowels of Shona by Pongweni 

(1983:130-132). On the contrary, Ladefoged (1982:178) found this correlation 

not as reliable as that of FI frequency and vowel height when looking at 

American vowels.

Figure 1 gives a conventional graphical display of the average 

frequencies of FI versus F2 of the vowels, where FI increases from top to 

bottom on the Y-axis and F2 increases from right to left on the X-axis.
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Figure 2.1. Formant Chart of Ikalanga Vowels
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We observe in this Figure that the high front vowel / i/ is more front than 

/e / as is often the case when languages' vowels are plotted in this way. Also 

evident from the Vowel Chart is the extreme low position of the low vowel 

/a / in relation to the mid vowels /e, o/ suggesting that that /a / is a more 

open central vowel. The mid vowels /e, o/ have been phonetically 

transcribed as [e] and [o] respectively (see Chebanne et al. (1995)). Throughout 

this study, these mid vowels are simply transcribed as /e / and /o / as indicated 

in Figure 1 above.
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2.1.2 Ikalanga Consonant Inventory

Unlike with the simple five vowel system presented above, Ikalanga 

has a large and complex consonant inventory. Table 2 gives the consonant 

inventory proposed by Chebanne et al. (1995:19). In their consonant chart, 

they give thirty-seven (37) consonants unique to Ikalanga as used in 

Botswana.6 I have modified their trancription to IPA.

Table 2. Ikalanga Consonant Inventory (by Chebanne etal. (1995:19))

Labials Dentals Palatals Velars
bilab lab-

dent
alveo retro

-flex
palat
alveo

dorso
palat

pal vel. uvul glot

Plosives 

- asp. P t
d

t
cl $5

?

pk
65
k
g

?

+ asp. Ph t“ t

ps
6z

Affricate 
- asp s

+ asp te*
Fricative 

- asp P f
V

s
z

J
3

+ asp hw
Nasals m n n 0
Lateral 1
Vibrant r
Glides w i w

Below I look at their classification in series by manner of articulation.

01 have omitted from their chart those sounds which they say are found in the Zimbabwean 
Ikalanga only because the present study is based on Ikalanga as used in Botswana.
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2.1.2.1 Plosives

First, we observe that this series is a mixture of stops and affricates. It is 

not clear why some affricates are given under plosives when others are given 

separately below. It would be less confusing to the reader if these affricates 

/d3, F, tf, ps, Sz/ are given with other affricates separate from the plosives. I

defer discussion of these affricates until §2.1.2.2. I begin by considering the 

labials.

(a) Labials / p, ph, b*7

No plain voiced counterpart of the voiceless bilabial stop /p /  is given,

instead we find the voiceless and voiced aspirated stops /ph, if1/. (3) gives

words with these labial stops to illustrate.

(3) pala 'scratch'
phatula 'crack'
b4ka 'cook'

However, the average VOT duration (Voice Onset Time), that is, a period of 

voicelessness after the stop articulation and before the start of the voicing for 

the vowel (Ladefoged 1982), of the voiced bilabial stop (bh] in Ikalanga was 

found to be -143 milliseconds indicating that voicing started at the beginning 

of the closure for the stop. This figure is based on ten tokens each of the 

words b^n i 'forest', one of the examples given with an initial voiced 

aspirated bilabial stop by Chebanne et al (1995). I, therefore, conclude that the 

voiced bilabial stop /b / in Ikalanga is not aspirated (see Fig.2.8 in §2.1.2.5 for a

spectrogram with a voiced bilabial stop).
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(b) "Dentals" / 1, d, tV and t , d , 1*7

As seen in the heading, Chebanne et al. divide these "dentals" into two 

sets, namely: the alveolar stops and the retroflex stops respectively. (4) gives 

some examples with these sounds to illustrate.

(4)a. Alveolar stops
tum£ 'send'
t^m a 'make'
dd 'like'

b. Retroflex stops

fum d 'sew7
fopi 'melon porridge'

However, no examples with the voiceless (unaspirated) retroflex stop /£ / are 

given in the manual even though this consonant is given in the chart. The 

voiced retroflex stop /cj. / is said to be an allophone of the "normal d" which 

occurs when prececed by a nasal (1995:30). I assume by "normal d" is meant

the voiced alveolar stop / d / . Likewise, no examples are given to illustrate

this sound.

The question is: are Ikalanga apicals produced at the alveolar and 

retroflex points? I claim that these apicals are produced at the dental and the 

alveolar places of articulation. In other words, Ikalanga does not have 

retroflex consonants in its inventory. What Chebanne et al. (1995) identify as 

retroflex stops are in actual fact alveolar stops and their examples of alveolar 

stops have a dental place of articulation. Evidence in support of this claim is 

derived from palatograms of the writer's speech. I discuss this in §2.1.2.1.1 

below.
29
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(c) Velar stops Irk. 6a. k. g/

Chebanne et al. (1995) classify the doubly articulated stops /pic/ and /6g /

under velars with the velar stops / k/ and / g/ in their chart. While it does 

not make that much difference whether these doubly articulated stops are 

classified as velars or labials as none of the two portions seem secondary to 

the other, in Table 3, I chose to enter these doubly articulated stops under 

labials because the first closure in their production is at the labial place of 

articulation. The voiceless doubly articulated stop is aspirated, thus, it is 

realized as /pi?1/ (see §5.5 for evidence that these doubly articulated stops are 

single segments). The voiceless aspirated velar stop /kh/ is not given in Table

2 above even though an example with this sound is later given in the 

manual. (5) gives examples with these velars to illustrate.

(5)a. Words with doubly articulated stops /pic11. 6q/

'dry up' 
pj?Hzi 'sheep
6gilila 'return'
m-6gd 'dog'

b. Words with velar stops /k. kh, g/

k£md 'milk (v)'
kakdle 'again'
kMta 'miss'
kh61a l^e excited'
gama 'catch'
guta l>e full'
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(d) The Glottal stop /?/

It is not clear if the glottal stop /?/ is considered a phoneme or just a 

dialectal variant from Chebanne et al. even though it is included in the 

consonant chart. It seems though that a glottal stop is audible before function 

words beginning with a vowel including those realized by a vowel alone, for 

example, the 2nd person pronoun singular u and the 3rd person singular 

pronoun u, and some adverbs beginning with vowels. (6) illustrates.

(6)a. Function words and utterances

m i 'what7 -> [finf]
dm 'who' — [?dm]
ipf 'which one' — Pfpfl
u rjgaji? 'where is he/she? — [?u rjgajf]
u ggdji? 'where are you? — [?u rjgdji]

Adverbs

ee 'yes' —► [?ee]
aa 'no' -* [?dd]

The presence of this glottal stop seems to be a case of style which may vary 

from one speaker to the other. I therefore do not consider it to be phonemic 

in this language; as a result, it should not be included in the inventory.

2.1.2.1.1 What place of articulation are Ikalanga apicals?

As seen in Table 2, Chebanne et al. (1995) claim that Ikalanga has the 

alveolars / 1, t11, d / and the retroflexes /t, f , 4/ in its inventory. However, only 

a few examples are given with aspirated apicals to illustrate this difference. I 

restate these examples in (7).
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(7) Words exemplifying apicals (as dted by Chebanne et al. (1995:23)
Alveolars Retroflex

t^m a 'do' fum d 'sew7
t^u la  'separate' fopi 'melon porridge'

faggd ' 'garden'

As mentioned above, no examples are given to illustrate the difference 

between the voiceless alveolar and retroflex apicals or the retroflex voiced 

apical /ct /.

Even though I agree with them that there are two places of articulation 

involved in the production of Ikalanga apicals, I argue (as shown in my 

proposed inventory in Table 5) that these apicals are produced at the dental 

and alveolar places of articulation respectively. In other words, there seems 

to be no retroflexion involved in the production of Ikalanga apicals nor in the 

Ikalanga inventory as a whole. Evidence in support of this claim is derived 

from palatograms of the writer's speech. (8) gives the five words produced by 

the writer in this study.

(8) Words used in the palatograms
a. Dentals b. Alveolars

j^dmd 'do; make' /tV t’hima 'sew7 /t1*/
duma 'roar' /d / duma 'agree' /d/
tama 'we stopped' / t /

The procedure in making the palatograms is as follows: First, the hard 

palate and teeth are coated with a charcoal-chocolate drink mix combination 

using an atomizer. A target word is then produced three times. A photo is 

then taken using a Polaroid dental photography kit. After each picture is
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taken, the mouth is cleaned and the same procedure is repeated for each of 

the five words.

Palatograms of the above words are given as Figures 2.2-2.6 below. In 

Figure 2.2, the palatogram of the word t^ m a  'do; make', we observe that the

charcoal-chocolate mixture is wiped off from the upper incisors indicating 

contact at the back of the upper incisors. This confirms a dental place of 

articulation for this apical. In Figure 2.3, on the other hand, the charcoal- 

chocolate mixture is not wiped off the upper incisors; instead we observe a 

place of articulation slightly back at the alveolar ridge for the word tMma 

'sew7. Likewise, Figure 2.4 shows a wipe off at the back of the upper incisors 

for the voiced dental stop /d / in duma 'roar7 while Figure 2.5 shows a wipe 

off at the alveolar ridge for voiced alveolar stop / d / in the word duma 'agree'. 

And finally, Figure 2.6 confirms a dental place of articulation for the voiceless 

apical / t / . In this Figure, the charcoal-chocolate mixture is also wiped off the 

upper incisors, as is the case with the other dental stops. Essential to note is 

that none of these palatograms shows any evidence of true retroflexion, 

especially in the production of the alveolar aspirated apical, which, in 

Chebanne et al., is considered a retroflex apical.

In view of the above results, the following observations are made 

about these apicals. The voiceless unaspirated dental apical / t /  does not have 

an alveolar counterpart. (9) gives some examples to illustrate.
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Figure 2.2. Palatogram of the word /t*ama/ 'make' showing a dental point of
articulation for the apical.

Figure 2.3. Palatogram of the word / tMma/ 'sew7 showing a point of 
articulation at the alveolar ridge.
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Figure 2.4. Palatogram of the word /duma/ 'roar7 showing a dental point of
articulation for the apical.

Figure 2.5. Palatogram of the word / duma/ 'agree' with a point of articulation 
at the alveolar ridge.
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Figure 2.6. Palatogram of the utterance /tama/ 'we stopped' showing a dental
point of articulation for the apical.

23 c
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(9) Words with the voiceless unaspirated apical / t /

tdtd 'chase'
tf3a 'run'
t€m£ 'cut; chop'
tdla 'take'
tumd 'send'

The voiced dental stop Id/  and the voiced alveolar stop /d / ,  on the other 

hand, are phonemically distinct as illustrated by the minimal pair in (10a). 

However, the voiced dental stop /d / is more widespread than the voiced 

alveolar stop / d / which is found in a few words and only before the high back 

vowel /u / .  Note that the dental apical /d / is also found before this back 

vowel as seen in (lOa-b) suggesting that, even though the alveolar stop has a 

restricted environment, the two apicals are lexically specified.

(10)a. duma 'roar' vs duma 'agree'

b. Words with the dental apical /d /

dila 'pour'
delele 'okra'
d£m£ 'word; cheek'
dope 'm ud'
dunf 'mortar'

c Words with the alveolar apical Id/

dukudza 'shake, to remove dust7
dubula 'take out of liquid'
n-dumbi 'drizzle (n.)'
duuika 'immerse'
li-uadu 'rib'
tji-ledu 'chin'

The voiceless aspirated dental /t*1/ and the voiceless aspirated alveolar /tV are 

also lexically specified as their occurrence is not conditioned by any specific
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environment in the words in which they are found. As a result, they are also 

phonemically distinct. (11) gives words with these apicals to illustrate.

(ll)a. Words with the aspirated dental stop /t1*/

t^m d 'make'
rtkflf 'thatch (n)'
J^qjid 'cuddle'
tfdwd 'whey7
l^am' 'new hut with thatch and without a wall'

b. Words with the aspirated alveolar stop /t*7

tMuula 'break, as a rope'
ftgama 'kneel''
tMma 'sew7
t**uka 'jump over kraal'
uu-t^kd 'of same age'

I therefore, conclude that Ikalanga apicals have two places of articulation, and 

they are, the dental and alveolar. The distribution of apicals is discussed in 

§2.2.3.3 below.

2.1.2.2 Affricates

Altogether seven affricates are given, that is, /ps, Sz, Us, 1?, d3, tJ, ”tf/.

Missing from the chart by Chebanne et al. is the voiced dental affricate /dz/ 

even though examples with this sound are later given in their manual. 

Below I look at these affricates by place of articulation.
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(a) Bilabial affricates/ ps, 6z/

These affricates are marginal phonemes in Ikalanga whose distribution

is restricted to very few words. Only six roots were found in the database 

(Appendix C) with /ps/ and four with its voiced counterpart, as shown in (12).

(12)a. Words with /ps/

psd 'new7
psd 'burn'
psdjfla 'sweep'
m-psarara 'fowl excreta'
ma-psigwa 'burnt food'
li-psd-uadzfmu 'small bum, believed to be by spirits'

b. Words with /6z/

Hza 'belch'
6z£la 'plant (v)'
tfi-bza 'thigh'
Tji-Szalo 'plant (n)'

In all the words in which they are found, they are in free variation with the 

labialized affricates /tsbw/ and /3zw/ respectively. This may be an indication 

that these sounds are dying out of the language. (13) illustrates this 

alternation.

ps£ 'new'
psa 'bum '
psdjfla ts^djfla 'sweep'
6za d ^ a 'belch'
fjzdla dz^la 'plant7
tfi-bza tfi-dzwa 'thigh'

I assume that these affricates are single segments and not bi-segmental. As 

seen in (12) they are only found root initially. Ikalanga does not allow
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consonant dusters in its phonology, and to consider them consonants clusters 

would make them the only dusters in this language (see also §5.5 on 

arguments against consonant clusters in Ikalanga).

(b) Dental affricates /ts, ts*1, dz/

These affricates have a dental place of articulation. (14) gives some 

examples with these affricates.

(14) tsdtula 'crush'
Isika 'wink'

(c) Palato-alveolar affricates /tf, d^/

In Chebanne et al these affricates have different places of articulation, 

namely; /tf/ is given as a palatal affricate while /5$/ is palato-alveolar 

affricate. It is not dear why this is the case as these sounds have a similar 

place of articulation in this language, that is, as palato-alveolar affricates. (15) 

illustrates.

(d) Affricate /tV

Chebanne et al. identify this affricate as a dorso-palatal affricate. 

However, this sound seems to be an ejective palato-alveolar affricate /tf'/,

febamba
dzila
dzamula

dig'
step on'
smear mud on floor' 
snatch'

(15) tfa fear'
live'
ear
cloth'

tjila

d3ila
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possibly borrowed from Tswana where this sound occurs (see 1.1 above on the 

influence of Tswana on Ikalanga). In Ikalanga, its occurrence is very 

restricted, as it is found in four roots only, as seen in (16). Tswana cognates 

are also given except for the last example which does not seem to be a 

borrowing. I, therefore, consider this sound a marginal phoneme in Ikalanga, 

that is, a phoneme with a very restricted distribution.

(16) Words Gloss Tswana

2.1.2.3 Fricatives

Altogether eight fricatives /(3, f, v, s, z, J, 3, hw/are given in Table 2. I 

assume that the sound Chebanne et al. classify as a voiced bilabial fricative 

/p / is in actual fact a bilabial approximant / v / . Unlike the bilabial fricative,

the stricture in the production of this approximant is wide enough to allow 

air to pass without causing any friction. The glottal fricative, on the other 

hand, always occurs with breathy voicing. As a result, I transcribe it with a 

hooked [fi] (see §2.1.2.7). (17) illustrates.

'mg'
'sour; acidic' 
'clothes'
'side or flank'

botfarara
mafcj'fla
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(17) Words with fricatives

fula 'graze'
viild 'water'
seka 'laugh'
zfua 'know'
ji'md 'dislike'
3uud 'sun'
fidlf 'pot7

2.1.2.4 Sonorants

These include the nasals /m , n, ji, g/, the lateral / l / ,  the trill /r / , and 

approximants /j, w /. (18) gives some examples to illustrate.

(18) Words with sonorants

mejid 'peel (v)'
ndggd 'groundnut'
jiepa 'Ue (v)'
gfna 'earring'
leu a 'tell'
k^iriridza 'snore'
jemula 'desire'
wdnika 'hang out to dry7

Below I consider those series which are not included in the Chebanne et al. 

inventory.

2.1.2.5 Prenasalized consonants

It is not clear whether Chebanne et al. consider prenasalized 

consonants as consonant clusters, as nowhere in their work do they mention 

this series. However, Ikalanga has a set of voiced prenasalized consonants in 

its inventory. These include the voiced prenasalized stops /mb, nd, gg/ and
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the voiced prenasalized palato-alveolar affricate /nd3/ . (19) gives examples

with prenasalized consonants to illustrate.

(19) Words with prenasalized consonants
a. lamba 'refuse'

tendeka 'point'
Landula 'deny'
ggi'na 'enter'
segga 'carry'

b. lu -n ^ f  'needle'
uu-nd3i 'many'
n-Jand^e 'green grass or lawn'
n-sund^e 'black ant7

The question is whether these prenasalized consonants in Ikalanga are single 

segments or bi-segmental. To address this question, it is necessary to compare 

acoustic durations of these prenasalized stops to those of voiced stops and 

nasals. Note that a number of studies on the timing and duration of 

prenasalized stops already exist in the literature, the results of which have 

generally shown the duration of prenasalized stops to be comparable to that of 

single segments (see Sagey (1986); Browman & Goldstein (1986); Herbert 

(1986); Maddieson (1989) among others). Below I show that the durations of 

prenasalized stops in Ikalanga are close to those of single segments suggesting 

that these prenasalized consonants are single segments.

To carry out this study, the average durations of intervocalic 

prenasalized stops are compared to those of intervocalic nasals and voiced 

stops in the language. These average durations are based on ten tokens each 

from nine (9) target words (see §2.1.1 above for the recording procedure). The
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target words were recorded embedded in carrier phrases k u   kakdle 'to/ at

  again' to avoid the application of the phonological rule of Penultimate

Length which lengthens the penultimate vowel in Ikalanga words when they 

occur in isolation or at the end of a intonational phrase.7 It was thus possible 

to get characteristic measurements of the duration of the preceding vowels, 

too. Only the low vowel /a / was used in the wordlist to eliminate any 

duration variations that may be due to different vowel qualities. For 

accuracy, duration measurements were made from both waveforms and 

broadband spectrograms. (20) below gives the wordlist used in this study.

(20) Wordlist
gabd 'bucket'
gama 'catch'
gdmb d 'clot'
dada 'jest7
dana 'be in-love'
ddndd 'log'
maga 'mug'8
maga 'cracks on heel of foot'
daggd 'kraal'

Measurements of the voiced stops were made from the beginning of the oral 

closure to the release burst. For nasals, measurements were made from the 

onset of the oral closure for the nasal after the cessation of the preceding 

vowel to the onset of the following vowel. In the case of prenasalized stops, 

measurements were made from the onset of the oral closure for the nasal to

7 See Chapter Seven for a discussion of the Penultimate Lengthening rule.
8 Even though the word mdga 'mug' is a borrowing from English, it has been fully nativized. As 
a result its borrowed status does not have any adverse effects on the point being made.
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the release burst of the stop, too. Table 4 below gives the average durations 

and standard deviations.

Table 3. Average durations and Standard Deviation of voiced stops, 
nasals and prenasalized stops based on 10 tokens each

Segments Ave. Duration 
(msec.)

Standard
Deviation

Labials:
b 92 5
m 94 6
mb 100 6

Alveolars:
d 84 12
n 69 5
nd 73 3

Velars:
8 89 4
0 117 8
OS 107 10

I performed the ANOVA (analysis of variance) which showed that there is a 

statistically significant difference for type, that is, between a prenasalized stop,

a plain voiced stop and a nasal at F=5.46 (F2,60)=3.15, a=.05). However, in 

Table 3 we observe slightly higher durations in the case of the prenasalized 

bilabial stop compared to its voiced stop and nasal counterparts. The labial 

prenasalized stop /m b/ has a duration of 100 milliseconds, 8 milliseconds 

higher than the bilabial voiced stop and 6 milliseconds higher than the 

bilabial nasal consonant. The velars show the nasal with the longest duration 

of 117 milliseconds, 10 msec, higher than the prenasalized velar stop /gg/. 

While the velar stop is the shorter than the others. The alveolars, on the
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other hand, it is the voiced stop which has longer duration than the others. 

The fact that these prenasalized stops are not consistently longer in duration 

on all the three types, that is, in velars the nasal is longest while in alveolars 

the stop is the longest, suggests that they are considered singletons in this 

language. The sample waveform and spectrograms of the labials / mb, b, m, / 

are given below as Figures 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 respectively to illustrate. (As it 

happens these figures show vowel durations from the extreme end of the 

distribution.)

In addition, it has been observed across languages that vowels are 

shortened before clusters and lengthened before voiced single segments 

(Maddieson (1985); Maddieson & Ladefoged (1993). As Maddieson & 

Ladefoged (1993:272) note, these effects are usually attributed to the longer 

duration of clusters resulting in shortened vowels while the shorter 

durations of voiced consonants lead to lengthened vowel durations. 

However, as shown in Table 4 below, the average durations of vowels before 

the Ikalanga prenasalized stops were found to be very comparable to those of 

vowels preceding their singleton voiced stop and nasal counterparts.
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Figure 2.7. Waveform and spectrogram of /g^mb4/ 'clot' illustrating 
the prenasalized bilabial stop /mb/.
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300

Figure 2.8. Waveform and spectrogram of /g aW  'bucket' illustrating the 
voiced bilabial stop /b/.

t
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Figure 2.9. Waveform and spectrogram of /gama/ 'catch' illustrating 
the bilabial nasal /m /.
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Table 4. Average duration of vowels before voiced stops, nasals and
prenasalized stops based on 10 tokens each

Vowels
before

Mean Duration 
(msec.)

Standard
Deviation

Labials:
b 114 5
m 102 6

_ mb 110 5

Alveolars:
d 116 6
n 119 10

_ nd 123 10

Velars:
_ g 129 10
-  r) 128 14
_ og 129 10

We observe longer vowel durations before the velars followed by those before 

the alveolars and the shortest vowel durations are before the bilabial 

consonants. However, these data do not show any difference between 

prenasalized stops versus the unquestionable singletons suggesting that these 

prenasalized consonants in Ikalanga are not considered different from these 

singletons in terms of vowel duration.

In view of the above statistical figures, it may be the case that the above 

duration measurements be used with caution as evidence for the singleton 

status of these prenasalized stops because studies conducted across languages 

have shown there being no difference in phonetic timing between 

prenasalized stops and nasal+stop clusters (see Ladefoged & Maddieson (1986); 

Browman & Goldstein (1986)). It may well be the case that the decision
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whether a nasal+stop element is a prenasalized stop is not a phonetic matter, 

but a phonological one as has been suggested by Ladefoged & Maddieson 

(1986) (see also Maddieson (1989)).

2.1.2.6 Labialized consonants

In addition, Ikalanga has a set of labialized consonants in its inventory. 

Even though Chebanne et al. do not include these in their chart, they later 

mention that / tw, dw/ are also phonemes. (21) gives examples to illustrate.

(21) Words with labialized consonants
a. Stops

dwa 'come from'
kwald 'write'
gwdla 'be ill'
t^d  'spit; vomit'
k^d 'pound (v)'

b. Affricates

fehwaja 'brand or mark'
dzwala 'plant (v)'

c  Velar Nasal and prenasalized stop

gwind 'hole'
ggwir)gwi 'gums'

d. Fricatives

swika 'arrive'
zwala 'bear child'
f 'a ja  'poke'

/ttev/ is also a marginal phonemes found in only one example in the database

(Appedix C). Note that the labialized fricatives /sw, zw/ in the Shona group
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have often been referred to as "whistling" fricatives (Doke 1931). Below I give 

an acoustic analysis of these fricatives in Ikalanga to find out if there is a 

significant amount of whistling involved in their production.

2.1.2.6.1 Labialized alveolar fricatives / sw, zw/

The labialized alveolar fricatives /sw, zw/ in Ikalanga are in constrast

with the plain alveolar fricatives /s ,z / as illustrated in (22).

(22) Plain alveolar fricatives contrast labialized alveolar fricatives

sika 'create fire' vs swika 'arrive'
zfgwa 'be known' vs zwigwa 'fruit of vangueria

infauta tree'

An acoustic analysis of these fricatives /sw, zw/ is intended to find out if there

is any significant whistling involved in their production to justify labelling 

them "whistling" fricatives or whether the slight whistle perceived is the 

effect of secondary labialization in these sounds. Previous work on the 

acoustic properties of the "whistling" fricatives is by Bladon, Clark and 

Mickey (1987) on the Zezuru dialect of Shona. In this study, they compare the 

spectral characteristics of "whistling" fricatives /sw, zw/ to dental fricatives /s,

z/ and palato-alveolar frivatives /X, 3/. Their results show that the

"whistling" fricatives have a sharper peak in their noise spectra than the 

other fricatives.

To carry out this study, two words with these labialized fricatives were 

recorded using a high quality analog tape recorder for analysis. These words 

are given in (23) below.
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(23) Words with labialized alveolar fricatives

t4swd 'm ount'
ndzwd 'lick'

These words were then digitized at 16kHz using the Computerised Speech Lab 

(CSL) and the broadband spectrograms of these words were generated. In 

addition the power spectra of a sample length of 60 milliseconds for each 

fricative was generated. The 60 milliseconds portion of the fricative was 

selected at the center of the sound to eliminate transitional effects at the 

boundaries of the sound.

Contrary to expectations, the spectral characteristics of both fricatives

showed no presence of a significant amount of whistling in their production.

The presence of whistling would be indicated by an extremely narrow peak in

the spectra. In other words, no peak frequency locations were found in the

spectra to indicate there being a significant whistle in their production (hence

the spectra of both fricatives are not included here). My own native intuition

is that this whistle is enhanced when the high front vowel / i /  follows these

fricatives, while before a low vowel, it is very slight to the point of zero. But,

as can be seen in the spectrograms in Figures 2.10 and 2.11 respectively, in the

second half of both labialized fricatives there is a downward trend of intense

noise from about 4.5kHz to as low as 3.2kHz obviously effected by the

labialization in these fricatives. This extreme effect of labialization in these

fricatives suggest that the slight whistle often perceived in their production,

especially in the environment of the high front vowel, must be caused by the

lip rounding plus fronting involved in their production. In any case, the lip
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rounding in these labialized fricatives is very obvious when one articulates 

them compared to plain alveolar fricatives / s,z/.

In summary, I conclude that the slight whistle perceived in the 

production of these fricatives is from the effect of secondary labialization and 

not significant enough to label them "whistling" fricatives. Thus,

throughout this study, I refer to these fricatives as labialized alveolar 

fricatives and transcribed as /sw/ and /zw/ respectively.
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Figure 2.10. Waveform and spectrogram of /tdsw2/ 'mount' illustrating the 
voiceless labialized alveolar fricative /sw/.
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Figure 2.11. Waveform and spectrogram of / n£zwd/ 'lick' illustrating the 
voiced labialized alveolar fricative /zw/.
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2.1.2.7 Breathy voice consonants

The final set of sounds also found in Ikalanga are the breathy voice 

consonants /pfi, t®, fi, tj®, ts®, k1*®, w®/. Of these seven breathy voice consonants,

only the glottal fricative /fi/ is given in Chebanne et al. (1995) who transcribe

it as /hw/. These consonants share a similar derivational history from Proto-

Bantu *NC sequences and are distinguished from the regular consonants 

with a similar place of articulation in this language by their behavior in 

relation to tones. I defer discussion of these breathy consonants until Chapter 

Six. Below, I give words with these consonants to illustrate.

(24) Words with breathy consonants

p®and£ 'applause; clap of hands'
t®ula 'fruit of sclerocarya caffra tree'
fialf 'pof
H®e1je 'skunk'
te®iqgd 'veins'
k ^ a  'giraffe'
w®ali 'patridge'

In view of the above conclusions, I propose a revised consonant 

inventory for Ikalanga, as shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Proposed Ikalanga Consonant Inventory

Labial Labio
-dent

Dent Alveo. Palato-
alveo.

Pal. Labio
-velar

Velar Glot

Stops:
plain P b t d d k g
as p i ra te d Ph

<pfi>
?
ctV

kh

Velarized
stops

pi?
6g

Fricatives:
plain f  V s z J 3 <fi>

Affricates:
plain (ps)

(ijz)
ts
dz

?
d3
<?>

aspi rat ed

<£*>
g lo t ta l (?)

Nasals: m n Jl 0
Prenasals:

stops mb nd Og
affricate n33

Labialized:
stops

dw
kw
gw

lab. asp. (fhV)

A

K 
*

J* 
V

affricates

<dzw
nasal ow

prenasal ogw
f r i c a t i v e sw

zw
r

Trill: r
Lateral: 1
Approx. V j w

<w®>
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We observe in Table 5 that Ikalanga has a large consonant inventory of 

altogether fifty-nine (59) consonants.9 Of the fifty-nine consonants given, the 

four marginal consonants are given in parenthesis and the breathy voiced 

consonants are given in triangular brackets < >. In order to illustrate that 

Ikalanga consonants in Table 5 are phonemically distinctive, in (25) I give 

some minimal pairs (ignoring tone which is not relevant).

(25) Ikalanga Minimal Pairs

pika 'carry piggyback' /p / bika 'cook' Ibl
pap1̂ 'increase' /P  / p ^ d 'chop' /p  hl
tula 'put dow n' /t / tMld 'kick' /t*7
dum a 'roar' /d / dum a 'agree' Id/
kuta l ie  sulky' /k / k V a 'm iss' /kV

kula 'clear grass' /k / gula 'field in fa llow 7 /g /
fula 'blow air' Id v u la 'water7 h i
bamba 'fam ine' /b / uambd 'bitch' h!
uala 'read' h i vala 'dress-up' h i
seud 'backbite' Is/ leu a 'tell' Id
r fe z i 'guest' hi r fe n i 'owner7 h i
3ala 'hunger7 13/ Jala 'choose' 15/
fidlf 'pot7 h i w fialf 'patridge' /w®/
psd 'burn' Ipsl pd 'give' /P /
Sza 'belch' /Hz/ gWa 'fight7 /gw/
kalsi 'cat7 /ts / kdpi 'baby's bon net7 /p /
l^ am b a 'step on' /tsV lamba 'refuse' Id
kudza 'until' /d z / k u ^ d 'to eat7 Ids/
? fla 'live' w d3i'ld 'cloth' Ids/
m a f'M 'materials' Ifl maljila 'you lived ' /tf/

9 Note that four borrowed segments fromTswana / M, tw, x, xw/  are not included in the above 
chart. Below I give some borrowed words in which these sounds occur, 

li-oa t'f 'door'
twd6la 'beused to'
xdxamdla 'be tight'
i-xwabd 'biltong (beef jerky)'
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muma 'shut one's mouth' / m/ liimd 'bite7 /I/
lapa 'cure' /n / lamba 'refuse7 /mb/
Jiota 'thirst7 /Ji/ potd 'be cold' /P/
gombe 'cattle' /r)/ lombe 'singer7 /l/
pl^a 'dry up' /pi?/ t^d 'spit7 /f-v
Bgilfla 'go back7 /txj/ w^lfla 'listen7 /w6/
pfî 3a 'forehead' /pfi/ pa3d 'have diarrhoea7 I?/
nda 'lice' /nd/ da 'love7 14/
rjgano 'folktales' /gg/ mbano 'firstborn child' /mb/
lu-n33i 'needle' /nd3/ lu -^ f 'right hand" /<§/
dwa 'come from' /dw/ gwa 'fight7 /gw/
kwula 'mate' /kw/ swula 'intercourse7 /sw/
rfagga 'scratch' Af7 gaqga 'doctor7 /r)/
swina 'squeeze' /sw/ zwina 'close (container)7 /zw/
ra ja 'poke' / r / Iaja 'be without7 /I/
1? waja 'brand mark' /tshw/ k^aja 'pound softly7 /khw/
r)gwe 'tiger7 /ggw/ be 'honeycomb7 /b/
mejd 'spirit7 HI mela 'sprout7 /I/
rfjd 'delay7 M pijd 'trip s.o.7 /P/

From the above, I condude that the above Ikalanga consonants are 

phonemically distinctive.

2.2 Distributional analysis of Ikalanga inventory

This section looks at the phonology of Ikalanga segments and the 

phonotactics found in their distribution within roots. As would be expected 

in a language with a large inventory, some restrictions are found as to what 

segment can occur with another segment within a word. However, many 

consonants show a wide distribution throughout the language with few or no 

restrictions at all. I begin by looking at the vowels.
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2.2.1 Vowels

As was shown in §2.1.1, Ikalanga has a simple five vowel system 

consisting of the vowels /i, e, a, o, u /. Although there are cases (shown 

below) where some of these vowels occur alone in a V syllable (i.e. without 

an onset), generally all vowels occur in CV syllables. Below, I look at the 

phonology of these five vowels.

2.2.1.1 V ow el/i /

The high front vowel / i /  is in contrast with the other four vowels in 

this language as seen in (26) below.

(26) sika 'create fire'
seka 'laugh'

uila 'boil'
uala 'count7

uiga 'put7
u6ga 'alone (pi.)

uila 'boil'
uula 'intestine'

/ i/ occurs aftermost consonants in Cl position except the voiceless aspirated 

dental stop /t11/, the voiced alveolar stop / d /, (which occurs only before the 

back round vowel /u /),and  the breathy voiced glottal fricative /fi/, (which is 

found only in Cl position or after the labialized palato-alveolar fricative /jw/). 

In addition, / i/ is not found after velars / k, g/ in this position, possibly 

because of velar softening discussed in §3.4 in Chapter Three. Furthermore,
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this vowel does not occur after the labialized affricates /tshw, dzw/, which

sounds only occur before the low vowel /a /. / i/ occurs in all positions in 

Ikalanga verb and noun roots, that is, in VI, V2 and V3 positions. (27) below 

gives examples of nouns and verbs with this vowel in different syllable 

positions.

(27)a. Nouns

sfmbd 'wildcat7
g-kddzf 'woman'
s£u£si 'red clay7

Verbs
lima 'cultivate
lauila 'taste'
jiajiajidza 'deny7

/ i /  is very rare after a velar nasal /g / in both Cl and C2 positions in both 

nouns and verbs. Of the thirty-one (31) words with the velar nasal, only one 

word grna 'earring7 was found where / i/ follows a velar nasal.

2.2.1.2 V ow el/e/

As was shown in §2.1.1, /e / is a mid front vowel. It is also in contrast 

with the other four vowels, as shown in (26) above and (28) below.

(28) teggd 'buy'
t&Jga 'be first7

lend 'tell'
I6ua 'beat7

seka 'laugh'
suka 'wash'
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/ e/ is found after most consonants in the inventory except the voiced 

alveolar stop /d /,the  breathy glottal fricative /fi/ and the velar nasal /g / (see

§2.2.1.1). In addition, this vowel does not occur after the marginal phonemes, 

namely; the complex affricates /ps, 6z/, the apical /thff7  and the globalized 

palato-alveolar affricate /$ '/. /e / also occurs in VI, V2 and V3 positions in 

both verb and noun roots, as illustrated in (29) below.

(29)a. Nouns

mb§3o 'adze'
gole 'year; cloud'
fiilele 'mist'

b. Verbs

peta fold'
emula 'envy'
tooela 'follow'
p6t£l6ka 'surround'

/e / is rarely found in root final position (in noun roots) preceded by an 

alveolar nasal /n / . Only one example is found in the database with this 

sequence, namely; pfien§ ,deer/.

2.2.1.3 Vowel/a /

/a / is a low central vowel (see §2.1.1), in opposition with the other four 

Ikalanga vowels. (30) illustrates this contrast (see §2.2.1.1 and §2.2.1.2 above 

for other examples).
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(30) uala 
uola

ddla 
dula

'read'
‘rot

'receptive for com' 
'granary'

/a / is found after most of the Ikalanga consonants except the prenasalized 

palato-alveolar affricate / nd^/. It is found in all positions within noun and

verb roots. (31) gives some examples from both nouns and verbs to illustrate.

(31)a. Nouns

b.

bakasa
si'mbd

Verbs
kdmd
naggdjfla
ambula
gadzikana

'country' 
'wooden fence' 
'wild cat7

'milk' 
'walk' 
'undress' 
'be calm'

2.2.1.4 V o w el /  o /

The mid back vowel /o / is a round vowel, also in contrast with the 

other four vowels in this language, as shown in (32) below (see above for 

other examples).

(32) gombo 'threshing stick'
gumbo 'kg'

Unlike the front vowels / i, e/ and the low vowel /a/,back vowels have more 

restrictions in their distribution. The vowel /o / never occurs after any 

labialized consonant including the doubly articulated velarized stops /pk11, 6g/
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in this language.10 In addition to these, this vowel is also not found after the 

dental affricate /ts/. In all the thirteen (13) roots in the database with this

dental affricate, it only occurs before non-back vowels / i, e, a/. Only one 

example could be found in which /o / is preceded by the prenasalized affricate

/nci3/, namely; tTi-uand^oro 'African violin'. (33) gives examples of verb and

noun roots and we observe this vowel in VI, V2 and V3 positions.

(33)a. Nouns

gombe 'cattle'
baggo 'log7
nddudlo 'marriage'

b. Verbs

u<5nd 'see'
Jokola 'harvest7
sodzoloka 'slip, as on slippery surface'

2.2.1.5 V ow el /  u  /

The high back vowel / u/ is also a round vowel. As shown above, it is 

also in contrast with the other vowels in this language. Like the mid back 

vowel /o /, /u /  does not occur after labialized consonants, the doubly 

articulated velarized stops /p? , 6g/,the prenasalized affricate / n ^ /  and the

dental affricate /ts/. In addition to these, no examples were found in which

this vowel is preceded by the voiceless aspirated dental stop /th/. It is also

10 See Chapter Five below on Velarization for the historical explanation why back round 
vowels are not found after labialized consonants and the doubly articulated velarized stops in 
Ikalanga.
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found in VI, V2 and V3 positions in both noun and verb roots, as seen in 

(34).

(34)a. Nouns
fupd 'bone'
g6vu 'greedy person or thing'
Ifi-uululu 'brown lizard'

b. Verbs

tMmd 'sew7
palula 'tear; rip apart7
jialuluka 'resf

Tables 6-9 summarize the distribution of Ikalanga vowels after different 

consonants in Cl position. Note that the breathy consonants have the same 

distribution as their regular counterparts, as such, they are not considered 

separately in these Tables. I have also left out the marginal phonemes 

because the few words in which these phonemes are found are already given 

in §2.1.2 showing the vowel types with which they occur.

Table 6. Vowel distribution after stops

P b t d d k S Ph t* kh

i + + + + - - - + - + +

e + + + + - + + + + + +

a + + + + - + + + + + +

0 + + + + - + + + + + +

u + + + + + + + + - + +
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Table 7. Vowel distribution after fricatives and affricates

£ V s z s 3 a ts ciz &  15* £5
i + + + + + + - + + +  + +
e + + + + + + - + + + + +

a + + + + + + + + + + + +
o + + + + + + + - + +  + +

u + + + + + + + - + +  + +

Table 8 . Vowel distribution after nasals, p r e n a s a l i z e d  segments, trill,
lateral and approximants

m n Ji 5 m b nd gg nd3 r 1 u j w

i + + + - + + + + + + + - +
e + + + - + + + + + + + + +

a + + + + + + + + + + + + +
0 + + + + + + + + + + + + +
u + + + + + + + - + + + - +

Table 9. Vowel distribution after labialized and doubly
articulated segments

|W .w rw .w
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2.2.2 Cooccurrence patterns of vowels in stems

I begin by looking at the cooccurrence patterns of Ikalanga vowels in 

bisyllabic noun stems. We observe in Table 10 below that all the possible 

twenty-five (25) vowel patterns are found in Ikalanga. Even though other 

patterns have a larger distribution than others, it is obvious from the Table 

that disyllabic noun roots in Ikalanga allow all the possible vowel patterns. 

Note that C in both Tables 10 and 11 stands for any consonant.

Table 10. Distribution of vowels in disyllabic noun roots

Vowel Patterns No. of noun 
roots

Examples

CiCi 47 sfndf 'squirrel' 
gwilf 'potato'

CiCe 6 r)wis£ 'tail' 
sije 'eyebrow7

CiCa 47 II* s

CiCo 42 uu-tjild 'life' 
sw£mb6 'club'

CiCu 3 uu-siku 'night7 
ma-situ 'soot7

CeCi 27 i-k£ji 'yoke-pin' 
tfi-l6ji 'sledge'

CeCe 47 bepe 'calabash' 
zeue 'ear7

CeCa 24 jiemba 'beans' 
'fiedzd 'light7

CeCo 31 mbe30 'adze' 
li-peto 'hem '

CeCu 13 ndedu 'beard' 
uu-l61ii 'lightweight7

CaCi 58 dduf 'branch' 
gwatf 'tree bark7

CaCe 20 m-pale 'dried melon' 
pfiand6 'clap of hands'
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Vowel Patterns No. of noun 
roots

Examples

CaCa 136 uagga
badzd

'scar'
'hoe'

CaCo 45 Ifi-bdko
Jambo

'snuffbox' 
'wild dog'

CaCu 20 li-uadu
bapu

'rib'
'lung'

CoCi 25 n-jdclzi
li-voni

'tear'
'lamp'

CoCe 23 dope
gold

'm ud'
'year'

CoCa 28 gdla
londa

'vulture'
'sore'

CoCo 54 dorjgo
ndqgo

'ruin '
'groundnut7

CoCu 8 3ou
pfi6u

'elephant7
'ostrich'

CuCi 34 mbudzf
durn

'goat7
'mortar7

CuCe 12 uuwe
uu-kuse

'gad fly7 
'fur7

CuCa 44 vula
gunda

'intestine'
'owl'

CuCo 27 buzo
mindd

'question'
'pleat7

CuCu 42 dutu
dzuqgu

'strong wind' 
'dizziness'

From the Table we observe that CiCu roots are very few with only three 

examples found in the database. From the above figures, /a /  is the most 

common vowel in this language, in both the VI and V2 positions. However, 

a different behavior is observed in the case of trisyllabic verb roots, where, as 

in bisyllabic noun roots, only two vowels participate in the vowel patterns, 

that is, the first two vowels in the root. As mentioned above, all Ikalanga
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verbs, except those in the subjunctive forms in which the final vowel is -e, 

end in the final vowel -a. As a separate morpheme, this final vowel does not 

participate in the vowel patterns found in these verb roots. As a result, it is 

simply left out in the trisyllabic verbs considered below. Table 11 below 

shows the cooccurrence distribution of vowels in trisyllabic verb roots and we 

observe some restrictions between the comer vowels /i, u, a/ and the mid 

vowels /e, o/.

Table 11. Distribution of vowels in trisyllabic verb roots

Vowel Patterns No. of verb 
roots

Examples

CiCiC 39 milfka
dzimila

'stand-up' 
'get lost'

CiCeC 0

CiCaC 9 ftgdma
ingdjia

'kneel'
'bury'

CiCoC 0

CiCuC 6 pitula
Simula

'turn over' 
'up-root'

CeCiC 0

CeCeC 34 p6p6ta
leuesa

'winnow' 
‘be truthful'

CeCaC 9 l€mdla
TeTana

l>e disabled' 
'be creased'

CeCoC 0

CeCuC 20 tjeuuka
deluka

'look back' 
'descend'

CaCiC 40 dauda
psdjfla

'answer'
'sweep'

CaCeC 5 pharela
jidm61a

'plaster'
'disappear'

CaCaC 29 kdqgar)wa
lauana

'forgef
'alternate'
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Vowel Patterns No. of verb 
roots

Examples

CaCoC 0

CaCuC 36 pdlula 'tear' 
jakula 'weed'

CoCiC 0

CoCeC 16 jowela 'tuck in' 
voneka 'light'

CoCaC 1 kotama 'bend over'

CoCoC 39 kdldta 'owe' 
kotoka 'arrive'

CoCuC 0

CuCiC 26 sumbika 'conceal' 
fumika 'cover7

CuCeC 0

CuCaC 7 kuudla 'be injured' 
wuuama 'lean forward'

CuCoC 0

CuCuC 44 lijuluka 'jum p' 
bukutfa 'swim'

As the zeros indicate, not all the vowel patterns are found in the verbal 

database. The unattested patterns violate the harmony patterns permitted ty 

this language. Ikalanga, like many Bantu languages, has vowel harmony in 

its verb roots whereby the corner vowels do not cooccur with the mid vowels 

(see also Mtenje (1985) on Chichewa). (35) gives the eight (8) vowel patterns 

not permissible in Ikalanga verb roots.
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(35) Impermissible vowel patterns in trisyllabic verb roots
a. *CiCoC
b. *CeCoC
c  *CoCiC
d. *CoCuC
e. *CuCoC
f. *CaCoC
g. *CiCeC
h. *CeCiC
i. *CuCeC

Just as in other Bantu languages, we observe the asymmetric nature of vowel

harmony in Ikalanga. As a result, Ikalanga forbids patterns such as *CeCoC in 

(35b) which is not in violation of the harmony patterns, while allowing 

patterns such as CoCaC and CeCuC, which violate the harmony patterns 

expected. Only one exceptional case is found which violates of the expected 

harmony, as shown in (36) below11.

(36) CaCeC (5 examples)

Similar vowel harmony patterns are found in trisyllabic nouns where the 

first two vowels agree in harmonic height, as seen in (37).

(37) Vowel harmony in trisyllabic noun roots

N oun Gloss Vowel Patterns
bapiro 'bird wing7 CaCiCo
jidjiedzi 'star' CeCeCi
uu-tjend3edu 'wisdom' CeCeCu
i-k6k6ld 'elbow7 CoCoCa
lu-uoleld 'bee sting7 CoCeCa
i-^ f^ i 'n o  'heel' CiCiCo

With the exception of (36) above, I therefore conclude that vowel harmony 

exists in Ikalanga verb roots and trisyllabic noun roots. However, vowel

11 It is not clear if the roots with this pattern are borrowings from other languages or not.
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harmony in Ikalanga is not just confined to roots, it also occurs in verb stems, 

that is, a verb root + extensions, excluding the final vowel which, as 

mentioned above, is irrelevant to harmony. I turn to these verbal extensions 

in the following section.

2.2.2.1 Vowel Harmony in Verb Stems

Vowel harmony is an interesting process which has generated a lot of 

interest in phonological theory in the past two decades. It is a process 

common to a number of the world's languages both within and outside the 

Bantu family. A lot of studies have been carried out on vowel harmony cross 

linguistically from different theoretical viewpoints. The object of this section 

though, is not to go into the merits and demerits of the different frameworks 

under which this process has been analyzed in the literature. Nor does the 

case of vowel harmony in Ikalanga present any novel challenges to the 

literature. Rather, the present discussion is intended as a documentation of 

another example of vowel harmony in Bantu.

Bantu vowel harmony can be traced back to Proto-Bantu. As observed 

in Greenberg (1951), roots with mixed vowels from different levels were 

almost non-existent in Proto-Bantu. A vowel of a higher level got lowered if 

the preceding vowel were of a lower level and vice-versa. As Greenberg 

further notes, vowel harmony in Bantu is not just restricted to verbal 

suffixes, Proto-Bantu noun roots also did not have mixed vowels. Likewise,
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as shown in the preceding section, vowel harmony in Ikalanga is found in 

both verb and noun roots.

As seen in the preceding section, Ikalanga vowels divide into two sets 

for purposes of harmony, that is, the comer vowels /i, u, a / tend to occur 

together in verb roots and the mid vowels / e, o/ group together, too. Thus, 

with the exception of those verb roots with the patterns given in (36) above, 

most verb roots in Ikalanga do not allow mixed vowels from these two 

harmonic sets. (38) and (39) illustrate the two different vowel harmony 

patterns found in Ikalanga polysyllabic verb roots.

(38) Comer vowels in polysyllabic verb roots

a. fuluk-a 'migrate; move'
mflfk-a 'stand up'
jaggan-a 'meet'
kumbfl-a 'request'
uambul-a 'crucify'

b. udkflfl-a 'fence in'
fumbdtfl-a 'close fist7
jialuluk-a 'rest7
tut^m dl-a Ije elevated'

(39) Mid vowels in Dolvsvllabic verb roots

a. jiol6dz-a 'moisten'
tenddk-a 'point7
touel-a 'follow'
sendedz-a 'kindle fire'

b. p6tdldk-a 'circle'
wdmdldl-a 'become dry; har
lembelek-a 'dangle; hang'
sodzolok-a 'glide'
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However, vowel harmony also occurs in verbal suffixes. In addition to 

occurring with the subject agreement marker and a tense marker, both of 

which do not participate in vowel harmony, an Ikalanga verb, as in most 

Bantu languages, can also occur with a number of extensions or suffixes. It 

has been observed that only the underlying high and low vowels appear in 

these suffixes (Goldsmith 1985). However, the vowel of the verbal suffix 

always harmonizes with that of the verb root in the surface forms. The 

verbal suffixes commonly considered in the literature are the applicative 

suffix -il- 'for/to/at7, the causative suffix -is-, the reciprocal suffix -an-, the 

passive -w-/-iw- and the intensive suffix -IS- which has the same 

phonological shape as the causative suffix (hence given here in the upper 

case). (40) gives some examples of verbs with the applicative and causative 

suffixes respectively to illustrate.12

(40) Vowel harmony in verb stems
a. Verb root 

lil-a
kumbul-a
jaggan-a

tdl-a
p£pet-a
kdkddz-a

+ Applicative
lil-il-a
kumbul-fl-a
jaggan-il-a

t6l-el-a
pepet-dl-a
k(5kddz-el-a

'cry for/at' 
'think for/ af 
'meet for/ at7

'take for' 
'winnow for' 
'knock for'

12 Note that these suffixes are underlyingly toneless, thus the High tone on these suffixes when 
they are attached to H tone verb roots is a result of high tone spreading rules discussed in 
Chapter 7.
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Verb root + Causative

lim-a lim-is-a 'cause to cultivate'
^fiiliik-a Ijuluk-is-a 'cause to jump'
jaggaji-a jarjgaji-is-a 'cause to mix'

pos-a pos-es-a 'cause to throw'
kojol-a koj"6l-es-a 'cause to cough'
sende3z-a sendedz-es-a 'cause to kindle fire

But in cases where the verb roots have mixed vowels, it is the last vowel in 

the root which determines the harmony, as shown in (41) below.

(41) Harmony conditioned by the root final vowel
a. Verb root + Applicative

kotam-a kotam-il-a 'bend for/ onto'
pharel-a pharel-el-a 'plaster for'
deluk-a deluk-il-a 'descend by/onto'
Idmdl-a ldmdl-fl-a l^e injured af

b. Verb root + Causative

kotam-a kotam-is-a 'cause to bend over'
p^rel-a p^el-es-a 'cause to plaster'
deluk-a deluk-is-a 'cause to descend'
lemdl-a ldmdl-fs-a 'cause to be injured'

More than one verbal suffix can occur within a stem at the same time subject

to some morphotactic constraints on the ordering which are not the concern

of this study. When a verb stem has more than one suffix, we observe that

the vowel harmony :spreads throughout all the suffixes, as shown in (42)

below.

(42) Verb root + Caus. + Appl. Gloss

a. suqg-d suijg-fe-fl-a 'cause to tie at7
tutum-a tutum-is-il-a 'cause to boil onto/for'
daufl-a dauil-fs-fl-a 'cause to answer for/ at7
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b. tjek-a tf<§k-es-el-a 'cause to cut at/for'
b6m-d bom-6s-6l-a 'cause to smear at7
pepet-a p6pet-ds-£l-a 'cause to winnow at/for'

The following conclusions can be made from the above examples in (38) -

(42): vowel harmony in Ikalanga verb stems is root controlled in that the

harmonic value of the suffixes is determined by that of the root. As a result,

the harmonic feature spreads from left to right. In addition, evidence from

those examples where vowels from the two harmonic groups cooccur in a

single root show that it is the root-final vowel that conditions the harmonic

value of the suffixes.

A different situation emerges, though, when the reciprocal suffix -an-

is attached to these verb roots. In this case we observe the failure of the

corner vowel / a/ to harmonize with the vowel of the verb root. This shows

that the vowel /a / is opaque in that it fails to undergo harmony when the

vowel in the root is a mid vowel. (43) and (44) illustrate this point.

Reciprocal suffix -an-
Verb root + Reciprocal Gloss
ambul-a
sumbik-a
Ijuluk-a
miTfdz-a

ambul-an-a
sumbik-an-a
^uluk-an-a
mih'dz-dn-a

'undress each other' 
'conceal each other' 
'jump (over) each other7 
'lift each other7

p<5t6l£k-a
pelek-a
fi§rjg<§l-a
w6l6t-a

p6t§l£k-dn-a
pelek-an-a
tfeggel-in-a
w6l<5t-dn-a

'circle each other7 
'accompany each other7 
'cheat each other' 
'dream each other7

When the reciprocal suffix is preceded by a mid vowel in the root and 

followed by another suffix, we observe that not only does its vowel fail to
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harmonize with the preceding vowel of the root, but it also act as an initiator 

of a new vowel harmony pattern, as seen in (45).

(45) /a / initiates a new harmony pattern
Root + Rec. + Appl. Gloss

tdm-d tem-dn-fl-a 'chop each other for/at7
b6m-d bom-dn-fl-a 'smear each other for/at7
tfi§rjgdl-a f<§gg61-dn-fl-a 'cheat each other for/at7
touel-a touel-an-il-a 'follow each other for/at7

The corner vowel / a/ initiates a new harmony pattern in the sense that only 

another comer vowel, in this case / i/ can occur in the suffix following the 

reciprocal.

2.2.3 Distribution of Ikalanga Consonants

In this section I look at the distribution of the main consonantal 

phonemes of Ikalanga, given in Table 5 above.

2.2.3.1 Position in a syllable

As in most Bantu languages, Ikalanga has a (C)V syllable structure. A 

syllable may also be made up of a syllabic nasal, which is tone bearing. This is 

the case in nouns of the classes 1 and 3 prefixes and the third person pronoun. 

Besides these syllabic nasals, all the consonants in this language can occur as 

onsets to syllables subject to the restrictions on vowels shown in Tables 6-9
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above. Since Ikalanga does not have any dosed syllables, no consonants can 

occur word- or syllable final.13

Z2.3.2 The Aspirates

As shown in §2.1.2, Ikalanga has aspirated stops /ph, t*, t1*, kh/ in its

consonant inventory. Like the rest of the consonants, they can occur as onsets 

to syllables word initially and medially subject to restrictions with vowels

13 A few words exist though which have a nasal which, at first glance, appears to either form 
the coda of the preceding syllable or form a cluster with the following consonant. I give the 
seven (7) words with this structure below and their noun classes which may be the explanation 
to their syllable structure and morphology (see §2.3.1 onlkalanga nounclass system).

mdnldmbe 'bat (bird)' class 7 /2a
mdnk^ajia -fid I f 'praying mantis' Cl. 7 /2a
manklw'akwarara 'cricket' C1.7/2a
mdnjidqgdvf 'snail' C1.7/2a
mansund3e 'black ant' Cl. 7 /2a
mdntokwd 'honey by black bees' Cl. 7 /2a
mdnthumbe 'type of insect' Cl. 7 / 2a

We observe that in the singular, these nounsbelong in class 7 associated with names of things, 
while in the plural they belong in class 2a associated with kinship terms and personal names. 
Closer examination, however, reveals that these words have double prefixes ma- 'mother of' 
normally prefixed before the name of child and used to call its mother to show respect, and the 
class 1 prefix n-, which is a syllabic nasal and in this case used in the formation of nounsof class 
1 from verbs. As a result this nasal does not form a coda of the preceding syllable nor does i t 
form a cluster with the following consonant. The prefix ma- is also used in the language to mean 
'one who has or one who does something'. It seems that this is the meaning adopted in these 
nouns. Thus, the formation of these nouns with prefixes normally ieed on human beings only 
explains why they take the class 2a prefix in the plural, while in the singular they belong in 
class 7 because they refer to non-human things. The following illustrate the morphology of 
some these nounswith the literary meaning given.
a . md- n- Idmbe (lembe < lembeleka 'hanging down') 'one who is a dangler' (referring 
to the posture of a bat when it is resting, ie. hanging upside down.
b. md- n-k^ajia -fid 1 f 'one who is a breaker of pots'
c  ma-n-klwakwarara 'one who makes the crickety noise'
d. md-n-t6 umbe (tfium be<tfiumba 'a dwelling') 'one who is carrying its dwelling' This
type of insect always moves around carrying its cocoon.
Thus, to explain the syllable structure of these nouns we have to be familiar with the 
morphology and as well as the semantics of nounclass prefixes.
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discussed in §2.2.1. In addition they can occur with most of the consonants 

within a word. Exceptions are those consonants that have a restricted 

distribution themselves such as the voiced alveolar stop / d / and the doubly 

articulated velarized stops /pi?, 6g/. However, it appears to be a general rule 

in Ikalanga that aspirates do not cooccur within a word, a pattern resembling 

Grassman's Law as it applies to Proto-Indo-European developments in 

Sanskrit and Greek. The few examples in which more than one aspirate 

occur in a word are mainly borrowings from neighbouring languages or from 

English. (46) gives these examples; where a word is a borrowing, the language 

of origin is also given. The number of examples found is also given 

alongside which shows how rare such combinations are in Ikalanga.

Word

v i u u L / i c  a p i L c u  c o p i i a i c j  /  l ,  i  /

Gloss Language of origin

t^tMuo 'examination' Tswana
ma-tMt1̂ 'problems' Tswana

Words with double labial aspirate /ph/ (3)

p’W * 'pipe' English
p^qAima 'bubble over; froth' Zulu
p^phd 'chop'

Words with double velar aspirates /kh/ (1)

ma-k^k^S 'domuts'

Note that the word phdphd 'chop' in (b) seems to be onomatopoeic, an 

imitation of the sound made by an axe when someone chops wood.
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2.2.3.3 TheApicals

As shown in the consonant inventory (see §2.1.1), Ikalanga has both the 

dental and the alveolar apicals. While most of these apicals do not have any 

restrictions in their distribution, the voiced alveolar stop /d /  has a restricted 

distribution. In the first place, this apical is found in a few words in the 

database (see Appendix C), and only before a back round vowel /u /. 

Altogether sixteen (16) words were found in the database with this consonant 

in Cl, C2 and C3 positions. I give these words in (47) below. Note that in 

(47a) where this consonant occurs in Cl position that four of the examples are 

actually derived from one root.

(47)a. / d / in Cl position
duma 'agree'
dumila 'believe, as in God'
dumilila 'permit; allow'
dumano 'agreement'
dumilano 'mutual agreement'
duuika 'immerse; dip'
duuula 'take out of some liquid'
dukudza 'shake off, as dust7
n-dumbi 'a drizzle; continuous rain'
n-dumfla 'type of tree'

/d / in  C2position
mbadu 'ribs'
"tji-ledu 'chin'
ndedu 'beard'
sudu 'maize cob'
kodu 'thick; fat7

/d /  in C3 position

uu-1jend3edu 'wisdom'
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No examples could be found before the other four vowels in this language 

(see Table 6 in §2.2.1 above for the distribution of vowels after stop 

consonants).

2.2.3.4 The Bilabial Approximant / v/

The bilabial approximant f v /  is a very common consonant in Ikalanga.

Historically, this bilabial approximant is derived from Proto-Bantu *b. This 

explains why the voiced bilabial stop /b / is not common in Ikalanga

compared to /v / .  In addition to occurring with all the five vowels in the

language, / v /  also cooccurs with the other consonants within words in all 

syllable positions in words. However, it is very rare to find words in which it 

cooccurs with the voiced bilabial stop /b / possibly because of its historical 

origin mentioned above. Only one compound word was found in the 

database in which both sounds cooccur and that is, buuu-zebe 'deaf person'.

Also, the bilabial approximant alternates with the voiced bilabial stop /b/ 

when preceded by a nasal.

In addition, this approximant is rarely found in the same word with 

the voiced labio-dental fricative /v /. Only three examples in which these two 

consonants cooccur could be found in the database. (48) below gives these 

three words to illustrate.
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(48) Stems in which Ivl  and /v / cooccur

uu-vavd 
v uvela 
vuuu

theft'
ferment7
hippopotamus

2.2.3.5 Doubly articulated velarized stops / plch, hg /

The doubly articulated stops /pi?, 6g/ can occur with the three non-back 

vowels /i, e, a /, a characteristic they share with the labialized consonants in 

this language. These two velarized consonants are restricted in their 

distribution in that they occur in a few words in both Cl and C2 positions. 

Only eight (8) words in the database have the voiceless velarized stop /pkV

and /6g/ is found in fifteen (15) words only. As a result, they cooccur with 

few other segments. For example, /pi?/ was found to cooccur with five other 

consonants and these are / 1, fi, j) ji, 1/ while its voiced counterpart cooccurs 

with five consonants too, that is, /t, d, J, n, 1/. (49) and (50) give some 

examples in which these velarized consonants cooccur with the above 

consonants.

(49) Words with /6k11/ in Cl and C2 positions

a. pi?a 'dry up'
pl^ajia 'break'
pkHzi 'sheep'
pk^ta snatch'
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b. fiapj?d 'armpit7
lapi?a 'be healed'
ma-jap^d 'tasteless food'

(50) Words with /6q/ in Cl and C2 positions

a. fxjilila 'return'
m-6gandna 'puppy7
m-6geti 'type of tree'

b. daBgd 'type of bird'
detxje 'leather blanket7

The question of whether these doubly articulated velarized consonants are bi-

segmental or not is dealt with in §5.5 in Chapter Five.

2.Z3.6 Prenasalized Consonants

As shown in §2.1.1 above, Ikalanga has prenasalized stops / mb, nd, gg/

and a prenasalized affricate / n ^ /  in its consonant inventory. The

prenasalized stops can occur in syllables in any position in a word, that is, in 

Cl, C2 and C3 positions. These consonants can cooccur with other consonants 

within a word subject to some exceptions discussed below.

(a) Prenasalized bilabial stop / mb/:

As shown in §2.2.1, the prenasalized bilabial stop / mb/ can occur with any of 

the five Ikalanga vowels. This prenasalized stop does not cooccur with any 

other prenasalized stop within a word. The only exception to this rule are a 

few compound words given in (51) below.
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(51) Cooccurrence of / mb/ in compound words
ambaamba 'grope'
ma-lemb£16mbe 'hangings'
m a-mburumburu 'crumbs'
mundambeii 'totem name for men' (from muenda-mbeii -

'one who goes forward')

In addition, this prenasalized stop does not cooccur with most labialized

consonants except the labialized fricatives /sw, zw/. However, only ten (10)

words were found with this combination and in all these words the labialized 

fricatives are in Cl position with the bilabial prenasalized stop in C2 position.

(52) illustrates.

(52) zwimbfla 'constipate'
zwimba 'swell'
swimb<5 'club'
zwimba 'hide (n)'
zwimbunula 'uncover'

The non cooccurrence of this prenasalized stop (and the other prenasalized 

stops considered below) within words suggests the application of Meinhof's 

Rule found in many eastern Bantu languages (Meeussen (1962)). According 

to this rule, a nasal+stop compound is simplified to a nasal segment when 

another nasal+stop compound occurs in C2 position. In any case, traces of 

this rule in Ikalanga can be seen in words where Proto-Bantu had had two 

nasal+stop clusters. As seen in (53), the first of these clusters changed to a 

velar nasal.

(53) qombe 'cattle' < *N-gombe
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(b) Prenasalized alveolar stop /n d /:

This prenasalized stop can also occur with any vowel (see §2.2.1), and no 

examples could be found where it cooccurs with another prenasalized stop 

within a word except in very few compounds as shown in (54) below.

(54) Cooccurrence of /n d / in compounds
nd£lundelu 'very light (in weight)'
maendambelf 'first fruit or harvest'
dindiqgwe 'leopard'

Except for the last example above, no other examples could be found in the 

database where it cooccurs with labialized consonants in non-derived 

environments.

(c) Prenasalized velar stop /ng/:

Like the other prenasalized stops, /gg/ occur with all Ikalanga vowels (§2.2.1).

Likewise, it does not cooccur with any other prenasalized consonant within a 

word except in a few compound words, as shown in (55) below.

(55) /ng/ in compound words

tfi-qgorirjgori 'small caps on ankle'
fi-Oguggu 'gizard'
jaggajaggajia 'mix-up'

Only two examples could be found where the prenasalized velar stop cooccurs 

with a labialized consonant in a non-derived environment, as shown in (56).

(56) kaqg3r)wa 'forget'
fiagg£i]wa 'forgetfulness'

Note that the labialized velar nasal is found only in thirty-eight (38) words in 

the database.
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(d) Prenasalized palato-alveolar affricate /nd^/:

Unlike the other prenasalized consonants, the prenasalized palato-alveolar 

affricate can only occur preceding the four vowels / i, e, a, o/ but not the high 

back vowel /u / . Only one compound word could be found in which this 

consonant occurs twice in a word, as shown in (57) below.

(57) /nd5/ in a compound word

nd^i'nc^i 'many; a lot7

No examples could be found where this prenasalized affricate cooccurs with 

other prenasalized consonants or with labialized consonants. Moreover, 

unlike the prenasalized stops above, this prenasalized affricate does not have 

a widespread distribution throughout the language. Only twenty-five (25) 

words were found in the database with this consonant. In twenty-two (22) of 

these, it occurs in C2 position preceded by other consonants in Cl position,

namely; /ph, d, s, j, mb, jvIf, (I3, 1, r, v / .  In the remaining three words it occurs

as Cl. (58) and (59) illustrate.

(58) /ncR/ in Cl position

lu-nd3i 'needle'
uu-ncl3i 'most'
nd3inci3f 'a lot; many'

(59) Info/  in C2 position

m bon^e 'injuries'
dend3e 'bush'
n-lifend^e 'white ant7
jiond^e 'gum from tree'
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2.Z3.7 Labialized Consonants

As shown in §2.1.1, Ikalanga has a large inventory of labialized 

consonants. These consonants do not seem to have any restrictions in their 

cooccurrence patterns with the other consonants, except that they never occur 

preceding the back round vowels /  o, u / (see Table 7 in §2.2.1). Unlike the 

aspirates and the prenasalized stops (§2.2.3.2 and §2.2.3.6 respectively) in this 

language, labialized consonants cooccur within the same word, as illustrated 

by (60).

(60) Labialized consonants cooccur

sweswa 'black ant7
Ogwir)gwi 'gums'
gwakwa 'dry veld'
gwakwa 'spineless monkey orange'
n-swiqwa 'type of tree'
n-zwfgwa 'vangueria infauta tree'
r e r a n a 'crease'

2.3 Overview of the Morphology

Throughout this study, a number of morphs are given in the examples 

used indicating various morphophonemic alternations found in this 

language. The purpose of this section, therefore, is to familiarize the reader 

with these morphs and the morphological processes in which they occur.

As in other Bantu languages, the structure of the Ikalanga word consist 

of prefixes, root and some suffixes:
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(61) Word structure in Ikalanga: [prefixes [root -suffixes-FV] Sfem] word

a. word = (prefixes) + stem
b. stem = root + (suffixes) and the Final Vowel (FV) on verbs

From the above, noun and verb stems in Ikalanga can have the following 

structures, as shown in (62) and (63) respectively.

(62) Morphological structure of a noun

a. root = fupa 'bone'
b. root + suffix = fup-dnd 'small bone'
c prefix + root = ma-fup^ 'bones'
d. prefix + root + suffix = ma-fup-dnd 'small bones'

(63) Morphological structure of the verb

[ ud-n<5-[suqg-£l-an-a] ] 'they tie for each other7

they-present tense-root-applicative-reciprocal-FV

However, details on the cooccurrence patterns of these suffixes are beyond the

scope of the present study.

Below I discuss the Ikalanga noun class system.

2.3.1 Ikalanga Noun Gass System

I begin by giving the twenty (20) noun classes of Ikalanga in Table 12 

following Wentzel (1983). Note that classes 12 ka- and 13 tu- have since been 

lost in Ikalanga, as a result, have been omitted from the Table.
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Table 12. Ikalanga Noun Class System

Class N oun
Prefix

Examples

1 N- n-lum£ - 'm an'
la 0 kuku -  'grandmother'
2 ua- ua-lume - 'm en'
2a v6- ud-kuku - 'grandmothers'
3 N- n-tf - 'tree'
4 mi- mi-tf - 'trees'
5 (a) [+voice]

(b) 0
gold - 'year' 
fupd - 'bone'

6 ma ma-kole - 'years' 
ma-fiipd - to n e s '

7 la) Ti-
(b) i-
(c) 0

Ti-p <5 - 'gift' 
i-kiinf - 'stick' 
manlembe - 'bat'

8 zwi- zwi-p6 - 'gifts' 
zwi-kum - 'sticks'

9 (a) N-
(b) 0

m-biidzf - 'goaf 
pfiene - 'deer7

10 (a) N-
(b) dzi-
(c) 0

m-budzf - 'goats' 
Szi-kdpi - 'cups' 
pfiene - 'deer (pi.)'

11 (a) lu-
(b) li-

Iu-u6k6 - 'arm; hand' 
li-uafi - 'door7

14 uu- uu-kuse - 'fur7
15 ku- ku-^3d - 'to eat7
16 pa- pa-3e - 'outside'
17 ku- ku-6ge - 'at stone'
18 mu- mu-kati - 'inside'
20 ku- ku-vii5zand - 'small goat7
21 3i- Si-t^u - 'huge thing'

We observe that some of these dasses have different prefix variants. 

Furthermore, not all noun dasses have a prefix; for example, dass la  nouns 

are without a prefix. In addition, some dasses with a dass prefix also have
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some nouns which take a zero prefix, as in dasses 5, 7, 9 and 10. In all these 

cases, just as in other Bantu languages, the identifying feature as to which 

dass a noun belongs is the concord. However, the situation with dass 5 is 

more complex and requires more elaboration, as discussed in the following 

subsection.

2.3.1.1 Class 5 nouns

Nouns of dass 5 are of two types. The first type have as their prefix a 

[+voice] feature which surfaces in the initial segment, which feature is not 

there when these nouns occur in the plural form preceded by the dass 6 prefix 

ma-. The second set is that which does not show this voicing alternation, 

hence a zero-prefix. (64) illustrates.

(64)a. Class 5 nouns with 1+voice] prefix
Class 5 Class 6

budzf 'melon' ma-pudzi 'melons'
dula 'granary ma-tula 'granaries'
gole _ 'year' ma-kol6 'years
d3^nd3^du 'wise person' ma-t$end36dii 'wise people'

Class 5 nouns with a zero prefix
fupa 'bone' ma-fupa 'bones'
vudzi 'strand of hair' m a-vudzi 'hair'
null 'hole' ma-uuli 'holes'
sudu 'maize cob' ma-sudu 'maize cobs'
zeu 'molar tooth' ma-zeu 'molar teeth'
3dmu 'breast' ma-3dmu 'breasts'
dzudzu 'cheater7 ma-dzudzu 'cheaters'
jiek^a 'lie' ma-jiekhwd 'lies'
londa 'sore' ma-londa 'sores'
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The voicing alternation, however, is only limited to nouns beginning with 

stops /b,d, g/ and a few examples beginning with the palato-aveolar affricate 

/Oi/. As seen in (64b), nouns of dass 5 beginning with other consonants in 

this language do not show this alternation in voicing. However, as shown in 

Table 13 below, not all nouns of class 5 which have /b,d, g, initially allows 

this voicing alternation in the plural.

Table 13. Class 5 nouns with voicing alternation root initially
in the plural versus those without

Initial
consonant

With voicing 
alternation

No voicing 
alternation

/b/ 30 8

H I 35 5

W 54 11

H zl 3 10

Note that most of the words with initial stops which do not allow this 

voicing alternation are either compound words or borrowings from other 

languages. As mentioned above, nouns in Ikalanga can also take a suffix, as 

shown in (62b) above. In the following section I look at how nouns 

diminutivize with the suffix -ana.

2.3.2 Diminutive Suffix

Ikalanga, like most southern Bantu languages such as Tswana, Sotho, 

Zulu and Xhosa (Doke 1954), uses the suffix -ana in the formation of its 

diminutives. This is unlike the rest of the Shona group which uses the noun
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dass prefixes 12 ka- and 13 tu- in the formation of its diminutives (Doke 

1954). In Ikalanga, these two noun dass prefixes have been lost. Doke 

(1954:54) best illustrates the use of this prefix in southern Bantu by giving the 

diminutive form of the word for 'goaf in some of these languages, as 

illustrated in (65) below. The gloss for the nouns is 'goaf and for the 

diminutive form its 'little goaf.

Language N oun Diminutive

Zulu imbuzi imbuz-ana
Tsonga mbuti mbut-ana
N. Sotho pudi puts-ana
Venda mbudzi mbudz-ana
Ikalanga mbudzf mbudz-and

Shona mbudzf kambudzf
but,

(66) gives examples of Ikalanga diminutives to illustrate.

(66) N oun Diminutive Gloss

mbudzf
jiiinda
3ul*
mbavd
jiama

mbudz-and
jiund-ana
3ul-dnd
mbav-dnd
jiam-and

'little goaf 
'small hump' 
'small frog' 
'small thief' 
'small m eaf

It is important to note that even though Ikalanga mainly uses the diminutive 

suffix -ana in the formation of its diminutives, it can also use dass prefixes 

for diminutive fundion. In Ikalanga, the noun dasses 7 Ijj- and 8 zwi- 

prefixes can be used together with the -ana suffix to add the meaning of 'very 

small or little' to a noun (see also Louw (1975/76) on Tsonga). In addition to 

these two dass prefixes, a few words are found which allow the use of the
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dass 20 ku- prefix in the formation of diminutives. Like the other dass

prefixes mentioned above, this prefix is also used with the suffix -ana to

derive the diminutive meaning (see Wentzel 1983:82). (67) gives the different

ways of forming diminutives in Ikalanga with examples.

(67) 
a.

Forms of diminutives in Ikalanga
Nouns \- diminutive prefix, - diminutive suffixl

mbudzf 'goaf
fupd 'bone'
jidkd 'snake'
jiama 'meaf
qumbd 'hut or house'

[- diminutive prefix, + diminutive suffix]

mbu3z-ana 'small kid goaf'
fup-and 'small bone'
ji6k-dnd 'small snake(s)'
jiam-and 'small meaf
gumb-dnd 'small hut or house'

c [+ diminutive prefix, + diminutive suffix]

tfi-uiidz-ana zwi-uudz-and 'very small kid goat(s)'
Iji-fup-dnd zwi-fup-dnd 'very small bone(s)'
Ifi-jiok-and zwi-jidk-dnd 'very small snake(s)'
tfi-jiam-ana zwi-jiam-and 'very small(pieces of) meat'
ifi-rjumb-dnd zwi-gumb-dnd 'very small house(s)'
ku-uu3z-and 'very small goat7
ku-jaggw-dnd 'very small shoe'

However, when these dass prefixes are used before these nouns without the 

suffix -ana, the meaning conveyed is derogative and not the diminutive one. 

As result, we observe the omission of the [+diminutive prefix, -diminutive 

suffix] pattern in (67).
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In the next sections I discuss the morphs which occur in the 

causativization and passivization of verbs.

2.3.3 Causative Suffix

Ikalanga, as with most Bantu languages, forms its verb causatives by 

affixing the suffix -is- onto the preceding verb root. (68) below gives some 

examples to illustrate.

(68) Verb Causatives
Verb Causative Gloss

vtimb-d uumb-fs-a 'cause to build'
dzfm-£ dzim-is-a 'cause to extinguish'
bi3-a bi3-is-a 'cause to leak'
posa pos-es-a 'cause to throw7
sek-a sek-es-a 'cause to laugh'

The change in vowel quality of this causative suffix in the last two examples 

is due to vowel harmony (see §2.2.6). However, a study of causativization in 

Ikalanga shows that this suffix does not occur with all the verb roots. Most 

verb roots with a lateral consonant as the root final consonant have a 

different form of the causative. In these verb roots, the root final surface 

lateral alternates with the palato-alveolar affricate /3z/ when these verbs 

causativize. (69) below gives some examples to illustrate.

(69) Causatives of verb roots with final lateral
Verb Causative Gloss

fula fuHza 'cause to graze'
uila oidza 'cause to boil'
pbld p63z6 'cause to heal'
kdjdla kdjddza 'cause to cough'
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I defer discussion of this alternation until Chapter Three.

2.3.4 Passive Suffix

Ikalanga, as is common in many Bantu languages, has two forms of the 

passive suffix, traditionally referred to as the short form -w- and the long 

form -iw-.14 It has been observed in many Bantu languages that monosyllabic 

stems almost always occur with the longer form -iw-. As Schadeberg (not 

dated) notes, no language has been found that uses the shorter form -w- after 

roots of the shape -CV. (70) below gives examples of monosyllabic stems and 

their passive forms.

(70) Passive forms of monosyllabic verbs15
Verb Passive Gloss

te -̂a teMw-a 'be dug'
w-d w-fw-a 'be heard'
"tf-d 1^-fw-a 'be afraid'
gw-a gw-iw-a 'be fought'
mb-d mb-fw-a lie sung'

A different picture emerges though when disyllabic and polysyllabic verb

stems are passivized. We observe two groups, namely: one which allows

both the short and long forms and another which only takes the long form of

the passive suffix. The former are illustrated in (71).

14 Schadeberg (n.d.) gives the most commonshapes in which the passive suffix is realized in 
Bantu languages as -w-, -iw-, -ibw-, ilw-, and -igw-.
15 Note that not all the examples given in (70) are historically monosyllabic, for example, -mba 
'sing' < *-yfmb-a; and, -wd 'hear7 < *-yigu-a.
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(71) Verb Passive Gloss

pet-a petw-a/ pet-iw-a “be folded'
sund-a sundw-a/ sund-iw-a 'be pushed'
gotf-a gotj^-a/ gotf-iw-a 'be baked on hot coals'
segg-a seggw-a/ segg-iw-a 'be carried'
dus-a dusw-a/ dus-iw-a 'be removed'
Ifiiluk-a Tfulukw-a/1fuluk-iw-a "be jumped (over)'
sendedz-a sendedzw-a/ sendedz-iw-a 'be kindled'

When the short passive form -w- occurs adjacent to another consonant, it is 

realized as secondary articulation to the preceding consonant, while the glide 

in the long form retains its primary place of articulation.

The second group of verbs, which only take the longer form -iw- is 

exemplified in (72) below.

Verb Passive Gloss
lap-a lap-iw-a 'be cured'
lip-a lip-iw-a 'be paid'
phaph-a pb^pk-iw-a 'be chopped'
bab-a bab-iw-a 'be carried on back'
uiimb-a uumb-fw-a 'be built'
kwhj-a kwfu-iw-a 'be stolen'
kou-a kou-iw-a 'be given away7

kusw-a kusw-fw-a 'be sharpened'
buzw-a buzw-iw-a 'be asked'
nazw-a ndzw-fw-a 'be licked'

Of interest is the fact that these verb stems all end in a labial or labialized 

consonant. A plausible explanation for this type of development is that 

Ikalanga appears prohibit the labialization of labials. This prohibition is also 

common to a number of other Southern Bantu languages, which, like 

Ikalanga, have been found not to allow sequences of a labial followed by a
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labio-velar glide /w / (see Ohala and Kawasaki-Fukumori (forthcoming) who

dte a number of other languages in which labialized labials are also

disfavored). I formalize the requisite constraint in Ikalanga in (73) below.

(73) Constraint against labialized labials

[+rd]
I

*C

I
[lab]

This constraint also applies to words ending with labialized consonants. For a 

detailed discussion of the passive suffix and the restrictions in its occurrence, 

the reader is referred to §5.9.1 in Chapter Five.

2.3.5 Summary

In this chapter I have considered the segment inventory of Ikalanga 

and its distribution in the phonology. It has been shown that Ikalanga has a 

very large consonant inventory of fifty-nine consonants, some of which have 

a restricted distribution. This chapter also gives an overview of selected 

morphs used throughout the dissertation to illustrate the different sound 

changes and morphophonemic alternations found in this language.
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CHAPTER THREE 

EFFECTS OF THE CLOSE VOWELS

In this chapter, I look at the effects of Proto-Bantu (PB) close vowels on 

Ikalanga reflexes. In the majority of Bantu languages in which high vowels 

of degree 1 and 2 have merged, it has been found that before PB close vowels 

*i and *u PB stops underwent a process of spirantization (see Hinnebusch,

Nurse and Mould (1981) on Eastern Bantu; Hinnebusch and Nurse (1981) o n 

Chaga; Nurse (1987); and Janson (1991/92) on Southern Bantu). By

spirantization is meant a process whereby PB close vowels *i, *u effected

changes in PB stops tinning them into fricatives and affricates. This process 

occurred in those Bantu languages which underwent vowel reduction from 

seven vowel systems to five vowel systems. The purpose of this chapter is to 

show that Ikalanga underwent spirantization. In addition, it is shown that 

(af)frication from PB close vowels still occurs synchronically in 

morphophonemic alternations. In this study, I refer to this process as High 

Vowel Frication (HVF) standing for frication arising from the high vowels. 

In §3.11 begin by giving the reconstructed segment inventory of Proto-Bantu. 

Next, §3.2 looks at the process of High Vowel Frication in Ikalanga. §3.3 gives 

phonetic explanations for how high vowels caused the development of 

frication on the preceding stops. §3.4 looks at frication in morphophonemic 

alternations in the formation of some verb causatives. §3.5 gives typological
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evidence from other languages, more especially, Bantu languages. And 

finally, in §3.61 give a summary to the chapter.

3.1 Proto-Bantu inventory

I begin by giving the seven vowels of Proto-Bantu in (1) below. Of 

relevance to this discussion are the two most high vowels, often referred to as 

"super close vowels" in the literature. In the present study, however, these 

two vowels are simply referred to as close vowels. These close vowels are 

usually differentiated in transcription from the high vowels by a small 

diacritic mark underneath as seen in (1).

(1) Proto-Bantu Vowel System (Meeussen 1969/80)

*a

In most Bantu languages, these close vowels have merged with the high 

vowels *i, *u reducing the vowel systems of these languages from seven to 

five vowel systems. As Schadeberg (1994) notes, the five vowel system is the 

most commonly reported one in Bantu.

In addition to the seven vowel system given in (1) above, PB had a 

consonant inventory given in (2).
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(2) Proto-Bantu Consonant Inventory (Meeussen (1969/80)16

*p *t *c *k
*b *d *j *g

* m * n * ji

We observe in (2) that PB did not have fricative consonants. But on studying 

the PB reconstructions in both Meeussen (1969/80) and Guthrie (1967-71) and 

cognates from different Bantu languages, it has been found that PB stops 

changed to fricatives and affricates in the environment of the close vowels. It 

is therefore logical to assume, as in previous studies, that the close vowels *i,

*u first caused the frication of these Proto-Bantu stops, after which the close

vowels merged with the high vowels, reducing the vowel systems of the 

respective languages to five.

In the next section I look at the different environments in which High 

Vowel Frication took place in Ikalanga. As will be shown below, this process 

did not take place with all the PB stops; evidence shows that the (af)frication 

was not complete in the case of apicals.

16 Note that some skepticism has often been expressed on the phonetic value of some of the PB 
voiced stops as to whether they were stops or fricatives, fricatives vs affricates and so on 
(Nurse 1987). However, that will not be my concern in this study. I am assuming that these 
consonantsare voiced stops as given in other sourcesin the literature.
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3.2 High Vowel Frication in Ikalanga

Ikalanga, as in most Bantu languages, underwent the process of High

Vowel Frication where PB stops occurred preceding the close vowels *i, *u.

Below I give all the environments where HVF occurred in Ikalanga with 

examples to illustrate. PB reconstructed forms are also given for illustration 

and where these forms have a different reconstructed gloss from that of 

Ikalanga, the gloss of the proto form is also given in parenthesis.

(3) HVF of the labial stops before *i

a. *p changed to a labialized fricative /sw/

Word Gloss PB

swika 'arrive' < *-pik-a
swimb6 'club' < *-pimbo ('stick')
swina 'squeeze' < *-pin-a
swfpd 'suck' < *-p(p-a

b. *b changed to a voiced labialized fricative /zw/

zwdla 'bear child' < *-bted-a
zwimba 'conceal' < *-bimb-a
zwimbd 'swell' < *-bimb-ai.

zwitd 'enemies' < *-bita ('war')

Of particular interest about these changes is that even with the occurrence of 

the (af)frication, the labialization from the stops was retained as secondary 

articulation. However, a different situation occurred where the same labials 

were followed by the back close vowel *u. In this case, we derived labio

dental fricatives with the labiality as primary articulation. (4) gives some 

examples to illustrate.
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(4)

a.

HVF of the labials before the dose vowel *u

b.

fdn£ 'resemble' < *-pudn-a
fiild 'blow (by mouth) < *-pud-a
fuld 'foam' < *-pudo
fupa 'jealousy' < *-pupa

*b changed to a voiced labio-dental fricative / v/

vu 'soil' < *-bu•t
v i 'white hair7 < *-bui<
vdrjga 'mix' < *-bu&jg-a
vuld 'water7 < *-buda
vudzi 'strand of hair7 < *-budi < «
vund 'break' < *-bun-a<
vunika Ise broken' < *-bunik-a<

We observe that even in those examples where PB had two vowels creating 

an environment for a glide formation, this glide does not occur. I assume 

that with the frication of these stops to labio-dental fricatives, the labio-velar 

glide from the back vowel was lost as a result of the constraint against 

labialized labials discussed in §2.3.4 (see also §5.7.1). (5) gives the historical 

derivations of fdna 'resemble' and v i 'grey hair' to illustrate.

(5) PB HVF Labialization

a. *puan-a > fuan-a > fwan-a

b. *bui > vui > vwi

Absorption of 
labialization

fan-a

vi

Note that Ikalanga does not have distinctive vowel length, so that as a result,

where PB had two vowels within a syllable, one of the vowels has been lost.

In cases where VI was one of the close vowels, after (af)frication occurred,
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they underwent other changes resulting in their loss as in (5). However, in 

cases where the close vowel was the only vowel within a syllable, after 

effecting the (af)frication on the preceding stop it simply changed to a high 

vowel, as will be seen in the examples below. In (6) are given examples

where we observe the affrication of the apicals *t, *d before the close vowel *i.

In this environment, these apicals changed to affricates / I ? /  and /dz/ 

respectively.

(6) HVF in the apicals before the vowel *i

a. Voiceless apical *t changed to an affricate / foV
teMld 'wipe' < *-tiud-a
te^ndfka 'push' < *-t|ndik-a
te'fma 'well' < *-tima
ts^nde 'stub of grass' < *-tind£
fc^fgga 'veins (cl. 10)' < *-tigga

b. Voiced apical *d changed to an affricate /3z/

n-dzi 'root' < *-di
Szuggu 'dizziness' < *-d(uggu ('giddiness')
dziua 'deep water' < *-diba
dzfma 'extinguish' < *-dim-a
dzimila 'get lost7 < *-dimid-a

Note that before the close vowel *u the voiced apical did not undergo HVF as 

would be expected. The voiceless apical, on the other hand, developed 

aspiration while retaining its primary place of articulation. Where *u was in 

the VI position followed by another vowel within the same syllable, Ikalanga
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reflexes of PB apicals *t and *d also have secondary labialization. (7) and (8) 

illustrate.

/n\Kn
a.

b.

(8)

a.

Failure of HVF in *t before the close vowel *u 1 1 — — '■ ■ - ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

*t changes to an aspirated apical /t*7

tMld
tMdzi

tMmd
t^umd
tMmula

'forge; kick'
'shoulder'
'bullet'
'sew7
'take firewood 
from fire'

<

<

<

<

<

*-tud-a
4.

*-tuudi
4 4

*-tumo ('spear')
*-tum-a
*-tumud-a

Labialization of *t where Vl= *u

t^d
t^fla

'spit; vomit' 
'vomit into'

<

<

*-tu-a
‘-tuid-a ('spit7)

Failure of HVF in *d before the close vowel *u■ , i  . . — . . 4

*d retains its PB form

duma
duma
n-dumbf

agree <
'roar7 <
'continuous rain' <

*-dum-a
*-dum-a4*
*-dumbi

Labialization of *d when Vl= *u

dwa
?i-dwf

'come from' 
'knee'

<

<

*-du-a
*-dui

It is obvious from these examples that the apicals did not undergo frication 

when followed by these close vowels in PB. It is not clear why the process of 

HVF was incomplete in these apicals. I can only assume that this has to do 

with Ikalanga losing contact with the other Shona dialects where this process 

of frication was complete (see (19) below). This means that Ikalanga must
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have moved out of the HVF zone before these changes hit the apicals before

the back close vowel *u. This suggests that HVF must have started on the

labials, palatal and velars, and that the apicals were the last to undergo the

process. As a result, where PB had these apicals preceding the vowel *u,

Ikalanga reflexes show other changes.17 However, the process of HVF was 

complete in the other PB stops, as seen in (9) - (12) below.

(9) HVF of the palatal stops *c and *j before *i

a. *cchanged to an alveolar fricative /s /

sdla 'remain' < *-cidd-a
im-s<5 'face' < *-ci6
uu-sfku 'night7 < *-ciku
simba 'wild-caf < *-cimba

b. *j changed to a palato-alveolar fricative A /

3a 'come' < *-j£-a
3ula 'open' < *-jigud-a

10. HVF of the palatal stops before *u

a. *c changed to an alveolar fricative /s/

suka 'wash' < *-cuk-a

b. *j changed to a palato-alveolar fricative l \ l

3ugga 'sifF < *-jurjg-a

17 See also Chapters Five and Six below for more discussion of these diachronic changes to 
apicals.
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It is worth noting however, that unlike other PB stops, these palatal stops 

underwent frication before all the seven PB vowels. See Appendix A for all 

Ikalanga reflexes before PB vowels for illustration.

11. 

a.

b.

12.

a.

b.

*k changed to an alveolar fricative /s /

uu-sflu 'stubbornness' < *-kldu
n-sindd 'footfall; echo' < *-kindo

*

sije 'eyebrow7 < *-kige

‘ e changed to an alveolar fricative /z /

n-zi 'village; home' < H
t^ z i 'fly7 < H i
zmd 'name' < *-gina

HVF of the velar stops before *u

*k changed to a labio-dental fricative lil

fa 'die' < *-ku-a
fumd 'be rich' < *-kum-a<

fafuna 'chew7 < *-takun-a<

uu-fa 'inheritance' < *-kua<

i-fihfa 'chest' < *-kuba<

fupd 'bone' < *-kupa
ma-fufa 'oil' < *-kuta

4.

*g changed to a labio-dental fricative / v/

vima
vuuu

'hunt'
'hippopotamus'

<

<

-gufm-a
*-gubu

However, no changes involving HVF took place where these close vowels 

occurred preceded by the PB nasals. (13) below illustrates.
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(13) No HVF where dose vowels followed nasals:

mila 'mucus' < *-mida
numb£ 'pregnancy' < *-mimba ('foetus')
m-midio 'throat' < *-mldo
jia 'defecate' < *-ni-a
jiala 'tire (v)' < *-niad-a ('wither7)
nuwfia 'smell (n)' < *-nuuk-a

Instead, we observe palatalization of the alveolar nasal, which changes to a 

palatal nasal /ji/ before the close front vowel *i. From the above examples,

that is, excluding the nasals and the apicals before *u, it is obvious that HVF

took place in Ikalanga, changing PB stops to fricatives and affricates. Table 1 

summarizes changes involving HVF in Ikalanga (see also Appendix A).

Table 1. Summary of HVF changes in Ikalanga

*p *b *t *d *c *j *k *S

*i sw zw dz s 3 s z

*u•c f V t*1 d s 3 f V

The question is: how did these vowels cause frication in the preceding PB 

stops? I address this question in the following section.

3.3 How did the close vowels cause frication of PB stops?

To understand how the PB close vowels caused HVF on the preceding

stops, it is worthwhile considering aerodynamic principles involved in the

production of both stop consonants and high vowels. As Ohala

(forthcoming) points out, it is the initial portion of a high vowel (or glide)
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which gets fricated after the stop release. But if listeners parsed this frication 

with the preceding stops, it is stops that become (af)fricated, as has been the 

case with PB stops. According to Ohala (p.6), the speed of airflow through a 

constriction is one of the primary determinants of frication intensity, which, 

in turn, depends on the volume of air flowing through the constriction. 

Ohala indicates that there are two situations which lead to an increase in the 

speed of airflow. First, if these high vowels are produced with the vocal cords 

in a voiceless configuration, there will be little resistance to the airflow at the 

glottis and this can result in a very high (oral pressure). Note that a high

Pffra/ makes the APorai (= ?aral - Patmospheric) high and it is the AP^ which partly

determines the speed of airflow. This high speed airflow would result in a

fricative sound. Second, as Ohala further points out, stop sounds generate a

high upstream pressure. As a result,

"... when a stop is released before a high close vowel or glide, some of the air must 

escape through the narrow channel present. It can take a few tens of milliseconds for 

the PoreI to reach Pa(mos (atmospheric pressure) and during t his time the air will be 

forced through the constriction at a higher rate. Hence the initial portions of the  

vowel or glide can be fricated ..." (Ohala (forthcoming^).

As a result of these facts, PB stops became (af)fricated before the close vowels

in Ikalanga, as is the case in most Bantu languages. This frication, however,

did not occur where these vowels were preceded by nasals because, as Ohala

further explains, the open velopharyngeal valve bleeds any pressure build up

in the cavity behind the oral constriction. As a result, these nasals retained
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their PB forms in Ikalanga or underwent different changes as shown in (13) 

above.

As pointed out earlier in the chapter, sound changes involving 

(af)frication from PB close vowels are still found in the present state of the 

language in the formation of causatives of some verb stems. I discuss these 

changes in the following section.

3.4 Affrication in causative verbs

Ikalanga, as with most Bantu languages, forms its verb causatives by 

affixing the suffix -is- onto the preceding verb root (see §2.3.3). However, it is 

clear from the reconstructions of Proto-Bantu that there is a shorter form of 

the causative suffix which in a number of studies is identified as -i- (see

Guthrie 1967-71 Vol.4:219; Meeussen 1967:92; and Schadeberg n.d.:22). This 

causative suffix has disappeared in Ikalanga. However, its effect is still 

present in morphophonemic alternations in the formation of the causative 

forms of some verb stems. The effect of this causative suffix is most common 

in those verb roots in which the root final consonant is a lateral consonant 

/ l/  (< PB *d). When verb roots ending in a lateral consonant are causativized 

in Ikalanga, the lateral alternates with an alveolar affricate /3z/. (14) gives 

examples of verb causatives to illustrate.
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(14) 11/ alternates with /dz/in verb causatives

Verb Causative Gloss

uila uidza 'cause to boil'
uola uodza 'cause to rot7
fula fudza 'cause to graze'
lila lidza 'cause to cry7
gala gadza 'cause to sit'
kuld kudzd 'cause to grow7
p<5ld p6dzd 'cause to heal'
jiala jiadza 'cause to be tired'
ezela ezedza 'cause to sleep'
ambala ambadza 'cause to dress'
arjgula aqgudza 'cause to bathe'
dzimfla dzimidza 'cause to get lost7
lemdla ldmadza 'cause to be crippled'
touela touedza 'cause to follow7
lauila lauidza 'cause to taste'
kdjdla kdjodza 'cause to cough'
w6m6l61a w6mel£dza 'cause to dry-up'
narjgajila ndqgajfdza 'cause to walk'
tuggdnula tuggdmidza 'cause to lead'
amutjila amutjldza 'cause to receive'

As was shown in Table 1 above, in the environment of PB close vowel *i, in

this case the shorter causative suffix *-i-, *d affricated changing to /d z /, while

in the other environments it changed to a lateral / l / .  A rule accounting for 

these developments can be formulated as follows.

(15) Affrication Rule of *d:

*d > /dz/ /  *i

With the development of the dental affricate, the close vowel was then lost 

before the Final V owel -a of the verb stem.
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The affrication of PB *d before the dose vowel *i is also found in other*

environments where its proto form was retained as in cases where it occurred 

preceded by a nasal consonant, and is realized as a prenasalized stop /nd /. Of 

the thirteen (13) verb stems with this prenasalized stop in root final position, 

only four (4) verbs causativize by alternating the prenasalized stop /nd / with 

a breathy voiced dental affricate /ti6/ while the other nine (9) causativize with 

the long causative form -is- with no affrication. (16) gives a list of both types 

of verb stems and their causatives. Where available, the PB forms of these 

verbs are also given.

(16) Verb stems with /nd / root final

a. Verbs which affricate /n d />  /ts6/ in causatives

Verb Causative Gloss PB

panda pats®a 'cause to ache'
wonda wots^a 'cause to be thin' < *-jond-a
tunda tiite®a 'cause to urinate' < *-tund-a
wanda wate®a 'cause to be plentiful'

Verbs which do not affricate /n d / in causatives
enda end-is-a 'cause to go' < *gend-a
fdndd fund-is-a 'cause to mouth something'
kunda kund-is-a 'cause to defeaf
linda lind-is-a 'cause to waif < *-dind-a
londa lond-es-a 'cause to follow7 < *-dond-a
sunda sund-is-a 'cause to push'
tanda tand-is-a 'cause to sew poorly7
tenda tend-es-a 'cause to praise'
tikfndd t?md-i's-a 'cause to groan'

I assume that the four verbs in (16a) must be lexically specified to causativize 

with the short suffix -i- as other verb stems with a similar environment do
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not take this suffix. Also worth noting about the causatives in (16a) is that a 

number of sound changes must have occurred to derive the breathy voiced 

dental affricate /ts6/. First, we observe that, unlike with PB *d which 

affricated to a voiced affricate /3 z /, /n d / changed to a voiceless affricate. To 

account for this change I assume that PB apical *d first underwent an 

intermediate stage whereby it devoiced becoming a voiceless stop / 1/, after 

which PB close vowel *i of the short causative suffix effected affrication and

aspiration changing it to /tsV, a sound change shown in Table 1 above (see 

also §6.4.1.1). The nasal segment then caused the breathy effect we find in this 

affricate after which it was lost (see §6.5.2). (17) gives some derivations wotsha 

'cause to be thin' and tutsha 'cause to urinate' to accour for the different stages 

in the development of the affricate /ts*/ from the prenasalized stop /nd/.

(17) Derivation of /ti6/ from /nd/

*-jond-a b. *-tund-a 1. Proto-Bantu
*-jont-a *-tunt-a 2. Devoicing

*-jont-i-a *-tunt-i-a
<

3. Causative suffix

-jont^a -turit^a 4. Affrication and Aspiration

-jont^a -tunte®a 5. Breathy effect from nasal
tut^a 6. Loss of the nasal

wote^d ------------- 7. Other Rules

Note that other rules refers to a rule which led to the development of the 

labio-velar glide where PB had a palatal glide. A detailed discussion of how 

nasals caused the development of breathy effect in the following stops is 

given in §6.5.2 in Chapter Six.
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Furthermore, the short causative suffix caused velar softening in a few 

roots ending in a voiceless velar stop /k /. In these verbs, this velar stop 

changes to a voiceless alveolar fricative / s/ in the causative forms. (18) gives 

some examples to illustrate.

(18) Velar stop /k /  changes to a fricative /s/

muka musa 'cause to wake-up'
janduka jandusa 'cause to go back'
deluka delusa 'cause to descend'
fuluka fulusa 'cause to move'
kotoka kotosa 'cause to arrive'
jiawuka jiawusa 'cause to melt'
l£wuka I6wusa 'cause to sprain'

Note that other velar final verb stems causativize with the long causative 

suffix -is- with no velar softening. Since this causative suffix is no longer 

found in Ikalanga I regard all the above causative forms as "frozen forms". 

However, it is essential to point out that the changes we see in these verb 

causatives are typical of the diachronic changes that took place changing the 

Proto-Bantu apicals *t, *d and the velar stop *k to affricates and a fricative 

respectively in the environment of a following PB close vowel *i (see Table 1 

above and also Appendix A). Thus, if we adopt the PB reconstruction form of 

the short causative suffix as PB *-i- given in Guthrie (1967-71 Vol.4:219) and

Meeussen (1967:92), it makes sense to conclude that the changes we find in 

these frozen causatives are in actual fact the result of diachronic sound 

changes which have persisted into the present state of the language even after 

the close vowels merged with the high vowels in Ikalanga.
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As noted above, HVF occurred in most Bantu languages where the 

vowel systems were reduced from seven to five vowel systems. In the 

following section I give a survey of the Bantu languages where this process 

also took place. A few examples are also given from outside the Bantu 

family.

3.5 Typological evidence from other Bantu languages

Examples from other Bantu languages show us that the fricatives and

affricates we find in these languages developed from PB close vowels *i, *u

following PB stops. I begin by giving examples of the Shona language where 

we observe that this process of frication is fully developed.

(19) HVF in the Shona language
PB Stops Shona Examples Gloss PB forms

* P /-I > sw swimbo 'stick' < *-pfmbo
*p/_u > f fana 'resemble' < *-puan-a
*b/_ i > zw zwara 'give birth' < *-biad-a

4

i
« > V m-vura 'water' < *-buda<

* t/_ i > s sinde 'grass' < *-tinde
4

*t/_ u > pf pfura 'forge < *-tud-a
4

*d/_ i > dz dziua 'pond' < *-diba
4

*d/_ u > bv bvi 'knee' < *-duf
4

*c/_ i > s simba 'genet7 < *-cimba
4

*c/_u > s suka 'wash' < *-cuk-a
4

1 / - i > zw izwi 'voice' < *-jiu

* j/-¥ > z nzurjgu 'groundnut' < *-nju
*k/_ i > s sije 'eyebrow7 < *-kige
*k/_ u > pf tapfuna 'chew7 < *-tdkun-a

4

* g /-* > v vima 'hunt' < *-gufm-a
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(20) HVF in Swahili (from Hinnebusch & Nurse (1981)
PB Swahili Examples Gloss PB forms
* P /-i > f fijia 'pinch' < *-pini

*P/- 9 > f fuko 'mole' < *-p^iko
*b/_ i > V ma-vi 'excrement' < *-bi

4

*b/_ u > V vuna 'harvest7 < *-biin-a4
*t/_ i > s m-situ 'forest7 < *-titu

4

*t/_ u > f fua 'forge' < *-tud-a
4

*d/_ i > z ma-ziwa 'milk' < *-diba
4

*d/_ u > V vuta 'pull' < *-dut-a
4

*k/_ i > j- jina 'tree base' < *-kina
4

*k/_ u > f fupi 'short7 < *-kupi
* g /-i > z n-zige 'locust7 < *-Sge
* g /-^ > V vumbi 'dust7 < *-gumbf

According to Hinnebusch and Nurse (1981), the frication changes we see in 

Swahili above are a representation of the changes that occurred in the Bantu 

languages of the Northeast Coast Group (NEC). In addition to Shona and the 

languages of the NEC, HVF also took place in some Southern Bantu 

languages (see Janson 1991/92). In (21) below, reflexes of the Nguni group are 

given from Janson (1991/92:80-81) showing frication. To these, I have added 

Zulu cognates to illustrate.
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(21) HVF in Zulu
PB Nguni Zulu Gloss PB

* P /-i > f fika 'arrive' < *-pik-a

*p/_ V > i futha ‘blow' < '-pud-a
*b/_ i > V vimba 'swell' < *-bimb-a«
*b/_ u > V vuna 'harvest' < *-bun-a<
* t/_ i > s -sinde 'clod of grass' < *-tind6
*t/_ u > f frnjga 'bind' < *-tung-a
*d/_ i > z zi6a 'deep pool'' < *-diba<
*d/_ u > V vum a 'assent7 < *-dum-a
*k/_ i > s sila 'grind' < *-kid-a<
*k/_ u > f -fu6a 'chest7 < *-ktiba<
* g /- i > z -zi 'village' < *-gi
*g/-V > V -vu 'sheep' < *-g^

It is obvious from the above examples from Shona, Swahili and Zulu

Proto-Bantu close vowels caused the frication of the preceding si

throughout most of the Bantu field. It is worth pointing out though that 

some variations exist in the type of fricative derived from one language to the 

other.

However, the process of (af)frication of stops before high vowels is not 

just restricted to Bantu languages. Ohala (forthcoming^) gives some 

synchronic changes and diachronic sound changes showing (af)frication in 

other languages outside the Bantu family. I give these examples in (22) below 

to illustrate.

(22)a. English actual [’aekt/ual] < sekt + jual

bestial ['bistfal] < bist + jal

b. Latin fortia > *fortsja > Fr. force
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3.6 Summary

In the above sections, it has been shown that the PB close vowels *i, *u

are responsible for the process of High Vowel Frication which changed PB 

stops into fricatives and affricates in most Bantu languages. This process was 

shown to have persisted into the present state of this language in the 

formation of some causatives. Phonetically, it is the frication of the initial 

portion of the high vowels due to a combination of different elements 

involved in the production of both stops and the high vowels which led to 

the frication of these stops. As a result, most Bantu languages today have 

fricatives and affricates where PB stops had preceded the close vowels.
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CHAPTER FOUR 

PALATALIZATION

This chapter looks at the process of palatalization in Ikalanga. As will 

be shown below, the word palatalization here is used to m ean those changes 

caused by a palatal element, which could be either the front vowels / i, e/ or a 

palatal glide /j /. As a result, some of the segments derived by this process are 

palato-alveolar affricates (e.g. / I f  d3/) and the palatal nasal /ji/ while others 

have an alveolar place of articulation (e.g. /C?™, ndzw/). In this chapter, I look

at palatalization both as a diachronic and a synchronic process. Ikalanga, like 

many Bantu languages, attests to diachronic palatalization of the velar stop 

PB *k, which changed to a palato-alveolar affricate /tf/ before Proto-Bantu 

front vowels *i, *e. Synchronically, like in most of the southern Bantu 

languages, Ikalanga palatalization is found in the formation of noun and 

adjective diminutives. According to Doke (1954:39), who provides a 

comprehensive survey of palatalization in southern Bantu, palatalization is 

"... a phonological process, occurring among Southern Bantu languages in 

Nguni and Sotho, by which a palatal (or prepalatal) consonant is substituted 

for one of another organic position." I am assuming that by using the word 

"prepalatal" above, Doke meant that the consonants derived by this process 

have a fronted place of articulation on the palatal, that is, a palato-aveolar 

place of articulation. However, nowhere in the literature has this process

been shown to exist in Ikalanga. For example, Wentzel (1983:65) gives some
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examples of Ikalanga diminutives showing palatalization, yet he fails to 

include this process among the morphological features of this language 

considered in his work. This chapter is intended to show that the process of 

palatalization exists in Ikalanga. §4.1 looks at the diachronic process of velar 

palatalization in Ikalanga. §4.2 deals with palatalization in morphophonemic 

alternations in the formation of Ikalanga noun and adjective diminutives. 

Next, in §4.3 typological evidence for the occurrence of palatalization from 

other Southern Bantu languages is given. §4.3 gives the summary.

4.1 Velar palatalization

As in many Bantu languages, Ikalanga attests to velar palatalization. 

Where PB voiceless velar stop *k occurred before the front vowels *i, *e, it 

palatalized to a palato-alveolar affricate /tf/ in Ikalanga. An example

common in these Bantu languages is the class 7 noun class prefix Ijl- (d-)

derived from PB *ki-. Hyman and Moxley (1994) dte (ci-)Bemba, (ci-)Tonga, 

(ci-)Shona and (d-)Cewa as some of the languages which occur with this 

prefix given in parenthesis. In Ikalanga, the velar in this dass prefix also 

underwent palatalization and it is now realized with an initial palato- 

alveolar affricate l£i- as shown in (1) below. PB reconstructed forms are also 

given for illustration.
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(1) Velar palatalization of the dass 7 noun prefix
Cl .7 noun Gloss PB forms

"p-t^i 'thing7 *ki-ntu
tjt-jtfld 'finger7 *ki-jddd
Iji-ledu 'chin7 *ki-d£du<
Ip-lemd 'cripple7 *ki-demd

Velar palatalization in Ikalanga is also found root initially in verbs, as shown

in (2) below.

(2) Velar palatalization root initially in verbs
Verbs Gloss PB forms

f ila Tje alive7 < *-kfd-a ('get well')
tji'rjgdma 'lie across7 < *-kfi)gam-a
tfela 'draw (water)' < *-ked-a ('strain')
tjekd 'cut7 < *-k£k-a
fem a 'cry out7 < *-k6m-a
tfi§uuka 'look around' < *-kebuk-a
1f<§nama lae amazed' < *-k£nam-a

However, only two examples were found in which velar palatalization

occurred root initially in nouns, as shown in (3) below.

(3) Velar palatalization root initially in nouns

ma-t$ende 'testicles' < *-kende (class 6)
vu-t$i 'honey' < *-juki (class 14)

But in cases where this PB velar was followed by the back vowel /u , o / and 

the low vowel /a /,n o  palatalization occurred. (4) below gives some examples 

to illustrate this point.
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No velar palatalization before non- front vowels

kotama 'be bent7 < *-kotam-a
kotoka 'arrive home' < *-kotuk-a
kuld 'grow up' < *-kud-a
kuma 'touch' < *-kum-a
kumbila 'ask for' < *-kumbid-a

kdrjga ‘W < *-kdgg-a
kama 'milk' < *-kdm-a
g-kdcizi 'woman' < *-kadi<
mu-katf 'inside' < *mu-kati

the above, we conclude that velar palatalization only occurred where

PB *k was followed by the front vowels *i, *e. A rule that accounts for these 

changes can be formulated as in (5) below.

(5) Velar Palatalization Rule:

*k > / t f / / ___*i, *e

Note that unlike the voiceless velar stop, in most of its occurrences in this 

environment, PB voiced velar stop *g was lost; hence very few examples with 

this consonant underwent velar palatalization (see Appendix A).

In the above examples, I have shown velar palatalization occurring 

morpheme initially. However, Ikalanga seem to be one of those Bantu 

languages in which velar palatalization also occurred morpheme internally, 

contrary to claims made that velar palatalization does not occur in non-initial 

syllables within a morpheme (Hyman and Moxley (1994)). As shown in (6) 

below, a few words are found in this language where velar palatalization took 

place within morphemes.
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(6) Velar palatalization morpheme internally

tf6 nd3^1a
n-selje
Jiutff

l)e wise'
'sand'
W <

<

<

*-k6ggid-a

The first example in (6) presents an interesting case because it shows that 

velar palatalization also occurred in the case of the voiced velar stop *g in this 

environment as well. The fact that Ikalanga has velar palatalization both 

morpheme initially and internally only puts it in what Hyman and Moxley 

have referred to as the Type B category with Cifundi and Jomvu, a few other 

Bantu languages in which palatalization occurs anywhere within morphemes 

but not across morphemes.

However, as mentioned above, palatalization in Ikalanga is not just a 

diachronic process; it is also found in morphophonemic alternations in the 

diminutivization of nouns and adjectives. I turn to these in the following 

section.

4.2 Palatalization in diminutives

As mentioned in §2.3.2, Ikalanga, like most southern Bantu languages 

such as Tswana, Sotho, Zulu and Xhosa (Doke 1954), primarily uses the suffix 

-ana in the formation of its diminutives. Of particular interest to this 

discussion, however, are those cases in Ikalanga which, with the affixation of 

the diminutive suffix -ana, the primary place of articulation of the root final 

consonant in the noun or adjective changes to become palatal or prepalatal. 

This type of alternation occurs in those stems in which the root final
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consonant is either a lateral, a nasal or a labial. In other words, these changes 

are only found with alveolars and labials in Ikalanga. This is unlike the other 

southern Bantu languages (except Shona) where this process of palatalization 

is much more widespread. For example, in the Tswana language alone, Cole 

(1955:43) gives six instances where this process occurs, such as, in verb 

passives, nominal and adjectival diminutives, in nouns with class 3 prefix le, 

verb causatives and via other sound changes. As will be shown below, even 

in those environments where this process is well developed in Ikalanga, such 

as in nouns ending with a lateral, there are some exceptional cases where the 

process fails to occur for a large number of words. I assume, as mentioned in 

§1.1 in Chapter One, that the process of palatalization in this language is a 

recent development, hence its inconsistency in the environments where it is 

expected.

In the following subsections, I consider the different environments in 

which palatalization occurs in diminutives. I begin with the lateral in 

Ikalanga.

4.2.1 Palatalization of the lateral

The lateral consonant / l /  changes to a palato-alveolar affricate /S^/

before the diminutive suffix -ana. (7) below gives some examples; we observe 

palatalization when the final vowel in the noun is a front vowel /i, e/.
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(7) Palatalization of lateral before front vowels

a. n u ll 
fidlf 
m -bili

uiid^-and 'small hole'
fidHs-and 'small pot7
m-bid3-and 'small body7

vv^ali

uutfli
w®ad3-dnd 'small patridge'
mittS^-and 'small bottle'

b. gold 
pfiele 
vu-gwdle 
i-tole 
uileirile 
delele

god3-and 'small cloud'
pfied3-and 'small hyena'
uu-gwdd3~and 'small illness'
i-tod3-and 'small kid'
ufleuid3-ana 'small hot peppers'
dele33-and 'small (amount of) okra'

In (8) below, observe the non-occurrence of palatalization when the stem 

final lateral consonant is followed by the back vowels /o ,u /.

(8) No palatalization of lateral before back vowels

Note that when the lateral is followed by the back vowels, we derive 

velarization and not palatalization as seen in (7) above. In this case the lateral 

sound changes to a velar consonant effected by a labio-velar glide from the 

back vowels in the environment of a following low vowel. For a detailed 

discussion of the process of velarization, the reader is referred to Chapter 

Five. For our purpose, what is significant is that palatalization of this lateral 

consonant occurs in the environment of the front vowels / i, e/ and not back

Julo
n-jol<5
ndilo
n-tdlo
tji-milo
i-kulu
p'Hilu

jugw-ana 'small rabbit7
n-Jdgw-ana 'small head'
ndfgw-and 'small plate'
n-t6gw-ana 'small load'
lfi-migw-and 'small nose'
i-kugw-dnd 'small ringworm'
pSig^and 'small calf
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vowels. I am assuming that these vowels first undergo a glide formation rule 

in the environment of a following low vowel /a /. The palatal glide then 

effects affrication of the preceding consonant changing it to a palato-alveolar 

affricate / ^ / .  It is worth pointing out that the lateral / l /  in Ikalanga is a

reflex of PB *d, the reflex of which alternates with the lateral in the surface 

forms. It is, therefore, this proto *d which underwent an affrication rule in 

the environment of a following palatal glide. (9) and (10 below give the Glide 

Formation Rule and the Affrication Rule respectively.

(9) Palatal Glide Formation Rule

i, e -* / j /  / ___ /a/

(10) Affrication Rule

*d > /3^/ / ___ /]/

These rules apply in the order given to derive the surface forms seen in (7) 

above. (11) gives a derivation to illustrate.

(11) *-gode *-gode 1. Underlying form
god£-and 2. Diminutive suffix

gole   3. *d > I
godj-dnd 4. Glide Formation Rule

goHs-dna 5. Affrication Rule

gole ~ god3~3nd 'small cloud'

In this derivation, we observe that with the affixation of the diminutive 

suffix, the Glide Formation Rule applies changing the front vowel to a palatal 

glide. It is this palatal glide which causes the affrication of the underlying
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variant of the surface lateral changing it to a palato-alveolar affricate /d§/. 

Note that the diminutive suffix in Ikalanga has a High tone on the final 

vowel. (A discussion of the tone system of Ikaianga is given in §7.2 beiow.) 

Diachronic evidence for the above sound changes where *d changed to a 

palato-alveolar affricate !<&,! before a palatal glide can be seen in the 

development of the word for 'eat' in this language. (12) illustrates.

(12) d3-d 'eaf < *dj-a < *-df-a

More evidence of affrication of I (~ *d) before high vowels was also seen in 

§3.4 in frozen causatives where the surface / l /  alternates with an affricate /dz/ 

in the causative forms of some verbs, obviously from the influence of the 

short causative suffix which is PB close vowel *i.

However, a different situation is observed in those nouns in which the 

final lateral consonant is followed by a low vowel /a /. In this case, two 

groups of nouns emerge: those in which the palatalization of the lateral 

consonant is optional, and, those in which the lateral consonant never 

palatalizes at all. (13) and (14) give examples to illustrate respectively.

(13) Optional palatalization of /1/ before /a /
N oun Diminutive Gloss
zila zil-and ~ zi3§-and 'small path'
vula vul-ana ~ vud3-ana 'small (quantity of) water7
tfi-jidla tfi-jial-dnd ~ tfi-jid33-ana 'small finger'
g-kwald g-kwal-dnd ~ g-kwad3-dna 'small footprints
ma-mila ma-mil-and ~ ma-mic^-ana 'small mucus'
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(14) No palatalization before the vowel /a /

3uld 
3ala 
g<51a 
d3ild 
gula
uula
m-bdld

3ul-dn3
3al-and
gol-dnd

gul-and
uul-and

'small frog'
'small hunger7 
'small vulture'
'small (piece of) cloth' 
'small grassland' 
'small intestine' 
'small color7m-b l̂-dnd

Note that the majority of nouns ending in a low vowel which do not allow 

palatalization is much larger than that which allows an alternation illustrated 

in (13) above. Altogether sixty-seven (67) nouns were found in the database 

ending in a lateral followed by a low vowel. In forty-eight (48) of these, the 

lateral fails to undergo palatalization and only nineteen (19) allow optional 

palatalization, making the former class the most productive of the two. The 

question is: why is palatalization also found in the environment of a low 

vowel /a /?  Obviously, there is no glide formation in this environment, as 

seen in (14) where palatalization fails to occur. I assume that the occurrence 

of optional palatalization in (13) is a case of analogy. In this case, speakers of 

Ikalanga have tended to palatalize the lateral consonant in this environment 

simply because they do the same in the other environments, that is, before 

the front vowels.

As I will show below, the occurrence of palatalization in Ikalanga 

diminutives also occurs when nouns ending in nasals are diminutivized. I 

turn to these in the following subsection.
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4.2.2 Palatalization of the nasals

Palatalization in Ikalanga diminutives is also common in nouns 

ending with the nasals / m, n / followed by the front vowels /i, e /. When the 

diminutive suffix -ana is affixed to these nouns, the root final nasals change 

to a palatal nasal /ji/. In this case, as with the lateral consonant above, la m  

assuming the application of the Glide Formation Rule given in (9) above; the 

glide then changes the preceding nasal to a palatal nasal. The following 

examples in (15) illustrate this point.

(15)a. Ini  > /n / before the front vowels / i .e /

duni duji-dnd 'small mortar'
bani baji-ana 'small bush'
fiunf fiuji-dnd 'small firewood'
m-pim m-pfji-and 'small axe-handle'
i-kunf i-kuji-dnd 'small stick'
pfiani pfiaji-and 'small scorpion'
3dm 3aji-and 'small leaf
pfiene pfieji-ana 'small steenbuck'

b. /m / > Ini  before the front vowels /i, e/

lu-lfmf lu-lrjidnd 'small tongue (uvula)'
seme sejidna 'small baskef
i-teme i-tejiand 'small gourd'
te’h'me te^jidnd 'small well'
n-lumd n-lujidnd 'small husband i.e. younger 

brother to one's husband'

However, when these nasals are followed by the low vowel /a/,palatalization 

does not occur. Instead, the diminutive suffix is simply attached. I assume 

the final vowel of the noun simply drops before an identical low vowel in the
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suffix. (16) gives some examples where we observe the failure of 

palatalization to occur when these nasals are followed by a final low vowel.

(16) No palatalization in nouns with a final low vowel

teN'ma te^m-dnd 'small well'
jiama jiam-and 'small meat'
rjgwena rjgwen-and 'small crocodile'
(find (fin-dnd 'small hole'
ditima ditim-and 'small pumpkin' 

'small bead'ndalamd ndalam-dnd

The fact that palatalization of nasals is restricted to the environment of the 

front vowels /i, e/ clearly lends support to my argument above that, it is the 

palatal glide from the root final front vowels which triggers palatalization of 

the lateral consonant and the nasals. Thus, in cases where there is no glide 

formation, as in (14) and (16) above, palatalization fails to occur.

In the following section I turn to palatalization of the labials, a topic 

that has generated a lot of interest in the literature.

4.2.3 Palatalization of the labials

Even more interesting about this process in Ikalanga diminutives, as in 

most Southern Bantu languages where it is attested, is the palatalization of 

labials. While in the Sotho and Nguni group of languages this process is 

found in most labials, in Ikalanga only three labials undergo palatalization: 

the voiceless bilabial stop /p /, the prenasalized bilabial stop /m b/, and the 

bilabial approximant / v /  (< PB *b). The other two labials, that is, /ph/ and /b/, 

fail to undergo palatalization in similar environments. It is worth
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mentioning that the changes to these labials are covered under palatalization 

because of the conditioning environment, which is also palatal, as pointed 

out at the beginning of this chapter (see also Cole (1955) on Tswana; Stahlke 

(1976); Herbert (1977); and Ohala (1978)). However, as will be seen in the 

examples below, the derived consonants in this case have an alveolar place of 

articulation. This explains why in other studies (for example, Doke (1954); 

Swanepoel et al. (1980) on Southern Sotho) these changes are treated under 

the process of alveolarization, whereby a consonant changes to an alveolar 

fricative or affricate. In (17) below are given the diminutive forms of nouns 

and adjectives ending with the voiceless bilabial stop / p / where we observe 

the occurrence of palatalization.

(17) / p / changes to an aspirated labialized affricate /tshw/18

t^opf tfiotehw-and 'small melon porridge'
k6pi kdts^-dnd 'small cup'
fupf futs^-dnd 'shorter'
bepe bels^-and 'small calabash'
fi6pe fiotehw-dnd 'little sleep'
dope dotehw-and 'small mud'

I am assuming that, just as with the lateral / l /  (~ *d) and the nasals / m, n/ 

(see §4.2.1 and §4.2.2 respectively), the affrication of these labials is triggered by 

a palatal glide after the application of the Glide Formation Rule given in (9) 

above. After which the Affrication Rule in (10) above applies. The question 

of whether a palatal glide can effect the type of changes we see in these labials

18 Only one example was found where palatalization occurs before a back vowel, and this is: 
phep6 ph£tslw-ana 'small wind'

Again I assume analogy.
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has been addressed in Ohala (1978:373). As Ohala notes, it is phonetically 

natural for labial sounds to shift to dentals in the environment of a following 

palatal glide. According to Ohala (1978) (and the references therein), the 

acoustic similarities between palatalized labials and dentals are likely to make 

the listeners confuse these sounds (e.g. /pj, p*/ > /t, te, tf/). In addition to the 

acoustic evidence provided in this study, Ohala further gives a survey of the 

world's languages both within and outside the Bantu family, where changes 

similar to those found in Ikalanga labials above are also found. As will also 

be shown in the processes of velarization and aspiration below (see Chapters 

Five and Six respectively), some morphophonemic alternations in Ikalanga 

today reflect some of the regular sound changes which occurred in this 

language diachronically. (18) below gives Ikalanga examples where we 

observe these apicals derived from palatalized labials in Proto-Bantu.19

Ikalanga Gloss PB forms

1?wa 'new' < *-pfa
'bum' < *-pf-a

ts^djfl-a 'sweep' < *-pidgid-a
dzwal-a 'plant7 < *-biad-a

19 These labials present an interesting case in that, unlike in (20) where they changed to apicals 
before PB high vowel *i, before PB close vowel *i they changed to labialized fricatives, as seen 
below.

swik-a 'arrive' < *-pik-a

swunb6 'club' < *-pimbo

zwfmb-d 'swell' < *-blmb-a

zwdl-a  'bear child' < *-bldd-a
And in both cases, the labialization is retained as secondary labialization.
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Note that /tehw/ and /3zw/ in Ikalanga alternate with the complex sounds /ps/ 

and /hz/ respectively, which are still found in a few words in one of its 

dialects (see §2.1.2 for the consonant chart). I can only speculate that the 

complex sounds /ps/ and /6z/ may be an intermediate stage in the 

development of the labialized apicals. Furthermore, I assume that the 

aspiration in the voiceless apical was caused by the glide (see §6.4.2 on how 

glides might cause the development of aspiration on the preceding sounds). 

An explanation on the retention of the labialization as secondary articulation 

in these sounds is given below.

But first, I look at other labials in which this change occurs. In (19) we 

observe the prenasalized bilabial stop / mb/ alternating with a prenasalized 

labialized affricate /ndzw/.

(19) /mb/ alternates with a prenasalized labialized affricate /ndzw/

q-kombe q-k6ndzw-dnd 'small water vessel'
qombe gon3iw-and 'small ox or cow7
simbe sinch^-and 'small coal'
vu-simbe uu-sin3zw-and 'small laziness'

(20) gives examples where the labial approximant also alternates with the 

labialized dental affricate /dzw/.

(20) Approximant I v l  alternates with a labialized affricate /dzw/

dduf dad^-and 'small branch (of tree)'
zeue zedz^dnd 'small ear7
ndoue ndodzw-and 'small dung7
qguluue qguludz^and 'small pig7
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However, in the environment where a palatal glide is not formed, no 

palatalization occurs. For instance, no changes occur when the diminutive 

suffix is attached to nouns where these root final labials are followed by the 

low vow el/a/20, as shown in (21).

(21) Failure of palatalization of labials with a final low vowel /a /
fiipd fup-dnd 'small bone'
i-tdpd i-tdp-dnd 'small ceremony'
jumba jtimb-dnd 'small lion'
dziua dziv-and 'small pool'
lu-koua lu-kou-and 'small stream'
mbeua mbeu-and 'small mouse'

On the other hand, before the back vowels /u , o/ these labials undergo 

velarization whereby their primary place of articulation change to that of a 

velar consonant (see also §5.8.2 in Chapter Five). (22) gives some examples to 

illustrate.

(22) Velarization of the labials before back vowels In. o!

lu-zfu<5 lu-zfgw-and 'small knowledge'
n-lfud n-lfgw-ana 'small (amount of) greens'
gumbo gumlxj-and 'small foot'
lu-tombd lu-tom6g-dnd 'small flat rock'
n-tumbu n-tumfig-and 'small stomach'

20 There are only two examples where these labials underwent optional palatalization where 
they had been followed by the low vowel / a / .  These are,

q-kcrua q-kouand -  q-kod^-and 'small opening'
qumbd qumband ~ quid^-dnd 'small house (room)'

Once again I assume analogy in this case.
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I am now in a position to address an observation made earlier on the 

retention of the labialization with the palatalization of these labials. This is a 

development found in most of the Southern Bantu languages in which 

palatalization of labials occurs (see Doke (1954); Cole (1955); Stahlke (1976); 

Herbert (1977); Ohala (1978); Louw (1975/76) on Tsonga and Xhosa). In these 

studies, it has been found that the labialization is always retained as secondary 

articulation when these labials are palatalized. Following earlier suggestions 

on the origin of the labialization, I am also assuming that the secondary 

labialization must have come from the original labial consonant in the noun 

(see Stahlke (1976) and Ohala (1978)).

From all the above, I conclude that palatalization in the formation of 

Ikalanga diminutives occurs in the environment where the root final vowel 

had been a front vowel / i, e / . These front vowels are then subjected to a 

palatal glide formation rule in the environment of a low vowel / a/ of the 

diminutive suffix. It is this palatal glide which then causes the palatalization 

of the preceding consonants. Altogether six (6) consonants in Ikalanga

undergo this process before a palatal glide and these are /l, m, n, p, mb, v /. 

Note that only one example was found where an apical / t /  palatalizes before a 

front vowel (i.e., gwatf ~ gwatfdnd 'small piece of tree bark'); hence it is not 

included in the discussion above.
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4.3 Typological evidence of palatalization

As already mentioned above, the process of palatalization is common 

to a number of the Southern Bantu languages. According to Doke (1954), this 

process is much more widespread in the Nguni and Sotho group of 

languages, where, unlike in Ikalanga, palatalization occurs in a number of 

morphological processes including passives, causatives, diminutives and 

some noun formations (e.g. class 3 le- in Tswana). In (23) and (24) below are 

illustrations of Tswana and Zulu diminutives (Doke (1926, 1954); Doke and 

Vilakazi (1958); and Cole (1955)).

(23) Tswana diminutives

morafi morats^ana 'small nation'
likMbu likM d^ana 'small ridge'
molapo molats^ana 'small stream'
liroli lirod3ana 'small dust7
logoi] logoji^na 'small (piece of) wood'

(24) Zulu diminutives

urp^ip^  urp^Jdna 'small feather7
isigu:bu isiguH^&na 'small calabash'
ink?6mo isik?ojia:na 'small beast7
inkabi inkatfana 'small ox'

These examples are evidence that the occurrence of palatalization in Ikalanga 

diminutives is a process also found in other Southern Bantu languages. The 

only difference which needs to be mentioned here is that, in the Sotho and 

Nguni languages, this process seem to be morphologized; as a result it occurs 

even when the final vowel is back and round, while in Ikalanga, it is still 

largely phonologically conditioned. In the environment where the final
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vowel is back and round, Ikalanga has velarization. And where the final 

vowel is low, no palatalization occurs, with only a few exceptions.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter I have shown that the process of palatalization occurs in 

Ikalanga. It was shown that, diachronically, Ikalanga is one of those 

languages where PB velar stop *k palatalized in the environment of front 

vowels *i, *e. This process occurs both morpheme initially and internally. In 

addition, it has also been shown that Ikalanga has palatalization in the 

formation of diminutives. Even though I assume that this process might be a 

recent development in Ikalanga, it is interesting to note that, unlike in the 

other Southern Bantu languages where this process seem to have 

morphologized, in this language it is phonologically conditioned in that its 

occurrence is triggered by the palatal glide from the front vowels. Thus, in 

cases where the final vowel in a noun is back and round, Ikalanga has 

velarization instead of palatalization.
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CHAPTER FIVE 

VELARIZATION

This chapter looks at the velarization of consonants, a process which is 

widespread in the Shona group (Doke 1931). Within the Bantu field, 

velarization is also attested in a number of other languages such as Venda, 

Rwanda, Rundi, Nyiha, Tumbuka and Mang'anja (Ponelis 1974), but it 

appears to be most dominant in the Shona group, especially in the Zezuru 

dialect of Central Shona. In other languages, such as Venda where it occurs 

inconsistently, it is assumed to be from the influence of Shona, which has 

had a lot of contact with Venda in the past (Doke 1954). In this chapter, I will 

show that the process of velarization in Ikalanga is both a diachronic and 

synchronic process. §5.1 gives the definition of velarization and the different 

types of this process in Ikalanga. Next, §5.2 considers velarization in Ikalanga, 

and in §5.3 I look at velarization in other Bantu languages. §5.4 gives an 

acoustic analysis of the doubly articulated velarized stops derived by this 

process in Ikalanga, that is, /pkV and /6g/. In §5.5 phonological evidence is 

given that these Ikalanga complex segments are single segments. Next, §5.6 

gives a diachronic analysis of velarization in Ikalanga. §5.7 gives a phonetic 

explanation for why the labio-velar glide /w / causes velarization of the 

preceding sounds. §5.8 gives typological evidence from other languages, and, 

§5.9 looks at synchronic velarization in morphophonemic alternations in
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passives, the formation of diminutives, and agreement markers in the 

environment of a following past tense marker -a- Finally, in §5.10 I give a 

summary of the chapter.

5.1 What is velarization?

Velarization is a phonetic process whereby there is a raising of the back 

of the tongue towards the velum in the articulation of a sound. In a number 

of studies, this process is considered as secondary articulation (Ladefoged 

(1982); Crystal (1991)). But, as I will show below, the term velarization has 

also been used to refer to a diachronic process whereby the primary place of 

articulation of a sound changed to that of a velar. As mentioned above, this 

process is attested in a number of Bantu languages. (1) below illustrates some 

examples from two of the languages in which this process occurred.

(l)a. Shona (Doke 1931)

pled 'dry up'
pxajia 'break'
ibye 'stone'
6gafrd 'wink'

b. Kinyarwanda (Touannet 1983)

igipkdrd 'soulier usd'
urubga 'mddisance'
”Bewdrd 'porte'
i'3gwf 'voix'

The most extensive study done on velarization is by Doke (1931) on the 

Shona language who defines this process as follows,
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"Velarization is brought about by an abnormal raising of the back of the tongue 

towards the soft palate (velum), instead of the usual slight raising effected 

in pronoundngthe velar semi-vowel". (1931:109)

According to Doke, different states of raising of the hack of the tongue result 

in different types of velarized sounds. For example, when the back of the 

tongue is raised to "... effect contact with the velum...", we derive doubly 

articulated stops whereby the second segment is realized as a velar consonant 

as in /pic/ or /fig/. The choice of the velar segment is dependent on whether 

the sound that is being velarized is voiceless or voiced. In cases where raising 

corresponds to that of a fricative sound, the velar component would be either 

one of the velar fricatives / x, y /,as in /px/ and /6y /. Doke refers to these two 

realizations of this process as "plain velarization". But in cases where a 

further retraction of the back of the tongue from the soft palate occurs 

eliminating the friction, there is velarization by the semi-vowel /w /. The 

following representations from Doke give a summary of the types of 

velarization.21

(1) Representations of Shona Velarization

Explosive velarization: pka, bga, mrja

Fricative velarization: pxa, bya, mrja

Resonated velarization: pwa, 6wa, mwa

Non-velarization: pwa, bwa, mwa

On the basis of these representations Doke (1931) gives three types of

velarization common to this group:

21 Doke is not clear on how Resonated velarization differs from velarization with a semi
vowel.
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(a) plain velarization, whereby a velar consonant occurs immediately 

following another consonant, e.g. /pk,px/;

(b) velarization with a semi-vowel / w/ whereby the glide occcurs 

following an already velarized consonant, e.g. / pkw/;or

(c) plain semi-vowel / w/ following another consonant.

These different types of velarization can best be demonstrated by the word for 

'dog7 in some of the Shona dialects including Ikalanga, as shown in (2).

(2) Velarization in the word for 'dog7 in Shona dialects

Zezuru imtxja
Korekore iUgwa
Karanga : m6yd
Ikalanga : mfxja

Doke did not make a distinction between the two processes of velarization 

and secondary labialization. His use of the term velarization for both 

processes stems from his definition of velarization, given above, in which the 

labio-velar glide / w/ is simply referred to as a velar semi-vowel instead of a 

Iabio-velar glide. His failure to a make a distinction between the two 

processes is further evident in his later work on the Southern Bantu 

languages where he gives the consonant inventory of two Shona dialects, 

Karanga and Zezuru. Doke presents these consonants in two charts, one of 

plain consonants and the other of velarized consonants. In the chart of 

velarized consonants, however, we find that both the labialized and velarized 

consonants are grouped together.

Doke's classification which considers both plain velarization and

secondary labialization under the same umbrella of velarization can be
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confusing to the reader. Even though both are derived by the same process of

velarization, in the development of the plain velarization, the labiality in the

labio-velar glide is lost changing the primary place of articulation of the

sound into a velar. In other words, the secondary articulation is "hardened",

developing into a closure. In secondary labialization, on the other hand, the

glide is simply realized as secondary articulation without effecting a change in

place of articulation on the primary articulation. These two developments of

velarization can be illustrated by (3).

(3) Developments of velarization

Velarization
£

Plain velarization Secondary labialization
(e.g. /6g/ < *bw) (e.g. /dw/ < *dw)

In my analysis, I show that even though both plain velarization and 

secondary labialization are derived by the same process, phonetically, they are 

realized differently. In addition, it will be shown that apicals underwent 

another form of velarization whereby the primary place of articulation of the 

apical changed to that of a velar and the secondary labialization was also 

retained, for example, /gw/ < PB *dw. I refer to this third type as complete 

velarization. Throughout the chapter though, I use the term 'velarized 

consonants' to refer to the segments derived under both plain and complete 

velarization, while the term 'labialized consonants' refers to segments with 

secondary labialization.
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5.2 Velarization in Ikalanga

Ikalanga, as is the case in the rest of the Shona group, attests to a 

number of velarized and labialized consonants. As I will show below, the 

presence of these consonants in Ikalanga is a result of both the diachronic 

sound changes as well as the morphophonemic alternations that take place in 

certain morphological processes in the language, such as diminutive 

formation and verb passive formation. Although Wentzel (1983) points out 

that the process of velarization is not a typical characteristic of Ikalanga 

(referred to as Kalanga or Western Shona in his work), Ikalanga has two 

doubly articulated velarized stops in its consonant inventory. In addition to 

these two doubly articulated velarized stops, eight labialized consonants are 

also found. In (4a) and (4b) below I give the Ikalanga inventory of velarized 

and labialized sounds respectively.

(4)a. Velarized sounds b. Labialized sounds

pich 6g dw kw gw

r)gw
0W

r

It is worth noting that in a number of words in Ikalanga, the sound / k / 

occurs in free variation with the aspirated doubly-articulated velarized stop 

/j*V. This alternation may be a result of the influence of dialects on each

another, resulting in speakers' tendency to use the two sounds in free 

variation in their pronunciation. This is especially the case in the speech of
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the younger people. In (5) are given examples of words where speakers tend 

to alternate between the two sounds.

As seen in (4a) above, doubly articulated velarized consonants in 

Ikalanga are only derived from bilabial sounds. This is consistent with the 

observation made by Ponelis (1974) that velarization originates with labials. 

Another observation already noted in the literature is that possible complex 

segments are those which combine two or more of the constituents: labial, 

coronal and dorsal (Sagey 1986). Thus, the Ikalanga complex segments are a 

combination of the labial plus dorsal constituents. On the other hand, as seen 

in (4b), secondary labialization is unrestricted in that it is found on the 

alveolars, palato-alveolars, and velars in this language. The one exception to 

secondary labialization are the bilabials, which point is discussed in §5.6.1 

below. In (6) to (15) I give examples of words in Ikalanga which have 

velarized and labialized consonants. The number of words in which each 

consonant occurs is given from a database of 3,000 lexical entries of Ikalanga 

(see Appendix C). These numbers are intended to show the restricted 

distribution of these sounds, more especially, that of the doubly articulated 

velarized consonants. In cases where a consonant has a large distribution

(5) /khv/ as a variant of /pkV

^ ha
pi^ita
pi^izi
pj^ajra

k^d
k^ita
k^izi
k^ajia

'dry up' 
'snatch' 
'sheep' 
'break'
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(that is, if found in many words), only a few examples are given 

illustration.

(6) /pi?*/ 8 examples

pl?*d 'dry up'
p^ajia 'break'
pkHzi 'sheep'
fiapk^ 'armpit7

(7) /6g/ 15 examples

6gilfla 'return or go back'
6ge 'stone'
dehge 'leather blanket7
m6gd 'dog7
jamlxja 'dirt7
pfie m6ge 'duiker7

(8) /dw/ 6 examples

uu-dwilo 'beginning (n)'
dwilidzila 'catch water seeping
dwilila 'advance; progress'
tfi-dwi 'knee'
dwa 'say; come from'
mdw3 'get cooked; ripen'

(9) / thw/ only 1 example

t^ a 'spit; vomit'

(10) /kw/ 41 examples

kwija 'grind'
kweua 'pull'
kwiua 'steal'
gwakwa 'dry veld'
kwegula 'grow old'
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(11) /k1’*'/ 40 examples

k^iriri 'snore (n)'
O-k^e 'crack (n)'
jiekhsvd 'lie (n)'
k^ita 'snatch'

(12) /gw/ 80 examples

gwilikwiti 'measles'
uu-gwele 'illness'
gwisa 'flour'
ndugwi 'bile'
g a 'fight7
uu-gwd 'pus'
gwadd 'lump of dry soil'

(13) /ggw/ 27 examples

0gwenu 'now'
ggwiigwi 'gums'
0gwe 'tiger7
maqgwdna 'tomorrow'
Ogwena 'crocodile'

(14) /gw/ 17 examples

r)wedzf 'moon'
qwand 'child'
gwezf 'guest; visitor'
rT& 'drink'

(15) /$"/ 7 examples found.

U i-ra
r a ja
Terana
d ir a
lu-mej*^

'bundle of thatching grass' 
'poke'
'creased or crumpled' 
'grass'
'left hand'
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It is evident from the examples in (6) and (7) that the two doubly-articulated 

velarized sounds are restricted in their occurrence, which may be an 

indication of their dying out in the language. This development is supported 

by the fact that some speakers they now alternate with /khw/ and /gw/ in some

words, as was shown in (5) above. The sounds /k ^ /  and /gw/, on the other 

hand, are more widespread in their distribution than these doubly-articulated 

stops. /dw/ and /$"/ are also found in a few words, and the exceptional case is 

/tta7 , which is found in only one word in the database.

It is worth noting that all these velarized and labialized consonants are 

only found in the environment of a following non-back vowel, which can be 

any one of the vowels /i, e, a/, and none occurs preceding the back round 

vowels /u , o/. As I will show in §5.6 below, the absence of the back round 

vowels following these consonants can be explained by looking at their 

derivational history. That is, historically, the velarization and labialization 

we find in these sounds is derived from Proto-Bantu back round vowels in 

the environment of another vowel within a syllable. In other words, this 

velarization and the secondary labialization was effected by a labio-velar glide 

/w / derived from Proto-Bantu back vowels in the environment of a 

following non-back vowel. A similar development is also discussed in §5.8.2 

on velarization in Ikalanga diminutives. The question of how this labio- 

velar glide / w/ effect velarization in these stops is discussed in §5.7 below. In
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the following section, I consider other languages in which velarization is 

attested.

5.3 Velarization in other Bantu languages

I begin by giving a survey of velarization in the Shona dialects. 

According to Doke (1931), this process is widespread in Shona but the extent 

of its occurrence differs with each dialect concerned. While in some dialects, 

such as Zezuru in Central Shona, it is much more widespread, in others, such 

as Ndau in Eastern Shona, it is kept to a minimum. (16) gives examples from 

three Shona dialects of Zezuru, Karanga and Manyika with both velarized 

and labialized stops (Doke 1931), to illustrate.

(16) Velarization of the labial stops in Shona dialects
Zezuru Karanga Manvika Gloss

ku-pkd ku-pxa ku-pxa 'to dry up'
pkajia pxajia pxajid 'break'
ipkd pxd ipxd 'sweet reed'
haplcd hapxd hapxd 'armpit'
tfi-bwe bye uy6 'stone'
imbgd mbyd imbwa 'dog'

We observe that the Shona language has both the doubly articulated 

velarized consonants and labialized stops as was shown to be the case in 

Ikalanga. An exception is the presence in the Zezuru and Manyika dialects of 

labialized labials22, which are not found in Ikalanga. In addition to labials, the 

Zezuru dialect also attests to velarization of nasals, as shown in (17).

22 It is not clear from Doke (1931) whether these labialized labials are given in their 
orthographic form or in their phonetic realizations.
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(17) Velarization of nasals in Zezuru (Doke 1931)
Zezuru

mgend
mgand
mgedzi
mgend
ku-ngwd

Gloss

'owner7 
'child' 
'moon' 
'rat-hole' 
'to drink'

The examples given in (16) are consistent with Doke's observation that 

velarization in the Shona group differs from one dialect to the other. While 

some dialects have the plosive velarization as in Zezuru, others such as 

Karanga and Manyika attest to fricative velarization. Labialization, on the 

other hand, is common to all of the Shona group.

In addition to the above examples of labials and nasals, Doke also cites 

velarization in other types of consonants in the Shona dialects and these are 

velarized prepalatals, dentals and alveolars. In these consonants, this process 

is found in morphophonemic alternations as will be shown below in the case 

of Ikalanga (see §5.8). Velarization of prepalatals, on the other hand, is found 

in the Zezuru dialect only (Doke (1931). (18) gives some examples to

illustrate. It is not clear from the source if these segments are considered 

clusters or not.

(18) Zezuru velarized prepalatals

ku-tjkd
datjka
ku-d3ga
d3gard
ru-d3gi

'to fear' 
'frog7
'to eat7 
'sow7
'right side7
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No examples could be found in Ikalanga with velarized prepalatals. I am

assuming that either velarization of prepalatals did not occur in Ikalanga at

all or that the velar segment was simply dropped at some stage in the past.

The examples in (16), (17) and (18) above show velarization to be more

common in the Shona language than appears to be the case in Ikalanga where

few sounds appear to be derived by this process. A possible explanation for

this imbalance in the occurrence of these sounds in the two languages may be

a result of Ikalanga having been isolated from the main Shona group over a

long period of time. Thus, changes which took place in Shona may never

have reached Ikalanga or vice versa.

Another Bantu language which attest to the process of velarization in

Bantu is Kinyarwanda, an eastern Bantu language spoken in Rwanda.

Jouannet (1983) cites the following words from Kinyarwanda which show

velarization similar to that in both Ikalanga and Shona.

(19) Kinyarwanda (Touannet 1983)
a. Velarized consonants

imfigd
igiplair&

'chien' 
'soulier us£'

b. Labialized velarized consonants

tkwS»r2t
ubujk'T
birdazgvT

gwa

'porte' 
'sommet' 
Vest connu' 
'tombe'
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5.4 Acoustic analysis of the doubly-articulated stops

In this section I look at the acoustic and aerodynamic nature of the 

doubly-articulated consonants /pi?/ and /6a/. Aerodynamic samples will 

show if there is a negative phase in the air pressure in the production of these 

sounds. Such a condition would be an indication that the ingressive velaric 

airstream is used in the release of the first portion of these sounds (Ladefoged 

1964; Demolin 1991-92). In addition, this analysis will also provide evidence 

of articulatory overlap in the production of these sounds.

Phonetically, when these labio-velar sounds are produced, two closures 

are made in  the oral cavity: one at the labial place of articulation and another 

at the velar place of articulation. This means that there is an overlap in the 

two closures. Because of the abovementioned overlap, a body of air becomes 

trapped between the two points in the oral tract. When the first closure is 

released, that is, the labial closure, the velar closure will still be in place. As a 

result, a temporary rarefaction of pressure is created which leads to the first 

release resembling that of a click (Ohala 1995). In other words, the fact that 

the first release burst occurs while the velar closure was still in place, means 

that the air stream utilized in the first release is the velaric airstream which 

was trapped in the mouth. The use of the velaric airstream in these sounds 

compares to the labial-velars /Iqj/ and /g6/ found in some West and Central 

African languages. A number of studies on these labial-velars show the 

presence of velaric suction in their production (see Connell (1994) and the 

references therein).
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A previous analysis on articulatory overlap is offered by Silverman 

and Jun (1994), who looked at a Korean medial cluster as in [ipku]. Using 

aerodynamic evidence, they showed a brief rarefaction in oral pressure during 

the consonantal sequence while the pharyngeal pressure was still positive. 

Ohala (1995) suggests that some emergent stops in European languages may 

derive from epiphenomenal clicks. Using both acoustic and aerodynamic 

data of the word damnation, Ohala shows the presence of a negative pressure 

in the consonant cluster mn. He notes that in the production of these 

clusters, a temporal overlap of the two closures takes place. As the first 

closure is released, a negative pressure in the pocket of air is created resulting 

in a click-like burst. This click-like burst could be reinterpreted as a pulmonic 

[p] by the listeners. Ohala (1995:9) refers to this negative pressure as 

epiphenomenal clicks, "...bom out of the fortuitous temporal overlap of 

consonantal constrictions in a cluster." Maddieson (1990), on the other hand, 

analysed some velarized consonants in the Zezuru dialect of Shona. Using 

both acoustic and aerodynamic data as well, he shows the absence of an 

articulatory overlap in the production of the consonants /tkw / and /tjk/.

Even though Maddieson's study shows these velarized segments in Zezuru as 

sequential articulations, whereby the velar closure is only formed after the 

release of the first segment, acoustic and aerodynamic evidence in Ikalanga 

shows that velarized consonants /pi?/ and /6g/ in Ikalanga are not sequential

articulations.
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Below I present acoustic and aerodynamic data of the two Ikalanga 

words /pi?d/ 'dry up' and /6ge/ 'stone'. The words were embedded in a frame

ku pakatf'to /a t  in the middle'. These utterances, given in (20), were

recorded into the Kay Computerised Speech Lab (CSL). The oral pressure was 

also recorded using a pressure transducer connected to the CSL.

(20) a. ku-pk11̂  pdkati 'to dry up in the middle'
b. ku-txie pakatf 'at the stone in the middle'

The waveforms, the air pressure data and broad band spectrograms of both 

utterances are given below as Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.3 respectively. The 

following observations are made from these data:
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Figure 5.1. Waveform, oral pressure, and spectrogram of the utterance /ku- 
pl^a pakati/ showing a negative pressure in the production of the 
velarized stop /pkV.
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Figure 5.2. Waveforms and oral pressure data of two samples of the same
utterance /k u - ^ d  pakati/ where we observe a minimal recording 
of negative pressure in (a), while (b) shows no negative pressure.
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Figure 5.3. Waveform, oral pressure, and spectrogram of the utterance /ku- 
6ge pakati/. No negative pressure is recorded in the production of 
the voiced velarized stop /6g/.
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(a) Release bursts:

Figure 5.3 shows the presence of two bursts, the second one released 

immediately after the first one (indicated by an arrow on the waveform). In 

general, the duration between the two bursts was found to be less than 10 

milliseconds.

(b) Aerodynamic data:

An important point to note is that, in the case of /pkV, when the labial

closure was released, the velar closure was still in place. As a result, a 

negative pressure develops, as indicated by an arrow on the oral pressure 

data. We observe that there is a lag between the fall in oral pressure and burst 

which is not the case in the second peak, which shows oral pressure in the 

production of / p/ in pakati. This lag provides evidence of an overlap in the 

two closures. However, this negative phase was not found in the production 

of its voiced counterpart /6g/, as seen in Figure 5.3 above. Returning to 

Figure 5.2, it was found that some samples with the voiceless velarized stop 

/pi?/ showed minimal pressure rarefaction of about -2.5 cm H20 (see Fig.5.2

(a)), while others showed no negative pressure just like in the voiced 

velarized stop (see Fig.5.2 (b)).

A conclusion to be drawn from this study is that Ikalanga velarized 

stops are not sequential articulations. Both the acoustic and aerodynamic data 

given above suggest a temporal overlap in the production of the two 

portions. As a result, the velar release occurs immediately after the labial 

release.
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5.5 Velarized consonants as single segments

Before launching into the details of how these velarized and labialized 

segments developed diachronically, this section provides evidence that these 

doubly articulated velarized consonants /pi?/ and /6g/ are single segments 

and not consonant clusters in Ikalanga. It is obvious that Doke (1954:206) also 

considered these doubly articulated consonants in the Shona group as single 

segments. In his charts of the Zezuru and Karanga velarized consonants, he 

entered these consonants each in its own slot which shows that he was aware 

that they are not consonant clusters.

Phonological evidence that these velarized consonants are single 

segments is derived from the syllable structure of Ikalanga. Like most Bantu 

languages, Ikalanga has a (C)V syllable structure. The only exception 

involves syllabic nasals which can stand on their own as syllables. Thus, 

Ikalanga disallows onset clusters as well as coda consonants. Besides, if these 

doubly articulated velarized consonants were considered bi-segmental, 

Ikalanga would have a strange coda condition whereby only the two labial 

plosives / p, b/ can be codas, and only if they are followed by the velar 

consonants /kh, g/.

Evidence that Ikalanga does not allow onset clusters and coda 

consonants is derived from loanwords. All loanwords into Ikalanga which 

have consonant clusters in their originating languages are simplified by 

either omitting one of the consonants or a vowel is inserted to break the 

cluster. In those words which had coda consonants in their originating
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languages, a vowel is epenthesize to form a nucleus of a syllable or the coda 

consonant is simply omitted. (21) and (22) gives examples of loanwords from 

both English and Afrikaans to illustrate. Clusters which have been simplified 

in Ikalanga are underlined in the original words.

(21) Simplification of onset clusters in loan words

Loan word

porakatisa
biriki
poraimarf
tirina
tm-rukwi
kunupo

Original word

practise
'brake'
'primary'
'trein'
'broek'
'knoop'

(22) Simplification of coda consonants

porakatisa
uiitili
doli
sikfsi
i-kero

'practise'
1301116'

'doll'
'six' /siks/ 
'sker7

Language from

English
English
English
Afrikaans ('train') 
Afrikaans ('trousers') 
Afrikaans ('button')

English
English
English
English
Afrikaans ('scissors')

Additional evidence that the doubly articulated velarized consonants 

are single segments can also be derived from the duration measurements of 

these consonants. Ikalanga words with these doubly articulated stops and 

some with plain stops were recorded and analysed for duration (see Chapter 

Two on recording procedure). The duration measurements of these sounds 

were found not to be markedly different from those of the plain stops as 

shown in Table l.23 These measurements are based on single tokens.

23 Note that no figures are given for the voiced stops in the chart without the VOT because 
voicing starts at the beginning of the closure for these stops.
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Table 1. Duration Measurements (in msec) of Ikalanga stops

/3 ? / /P/ /k/ /kw/ /fig / M /g/ /gw/

Plus VOT 119 132 94 93 142 143 141 81

Less VOT 63 125 75 80

Even though the duration of the doubly articulated velarized stop /pk*7 plus

VOT is higher than that of the velar stop /k /,w e observe that it is lower than 

that of the labial stop / p/. On the other hand, without the VOT, this 

velarized stop has a duration much lower than that of the other three 

voiceless stops. The voiced doubly articulated velarized stop /6g/ has a 

duration which is close to that of /b / and /g /. The labialized voiced velar 

stop has the lowest duration of these four sounds. The above duration 

measurements show that these velarized consonants are single segments just 

like the other stops in this language. I, therefore conclude, based on the 

Ikalanga syllable structure, the syllabification of loanwords, and the duration 

measurements that the doubly-articulated velarized consonants in Ikalanga 

are single segments and not clusters.

5.6 Diachronic velarization

As already pointed out in §5.2 above, Ikalanga has diachronic 

velarization. On studying Ikalanga cognates with these velarized and 

labialized consonants and their Proto-Bantu reconstructions from both 

Guthrie (1967-71) and Meeussen (1969/80), it becomes evident that the
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velarization and labialization we find in these correspondences is derived 

from Proto-Bantu back round vowels *u and *u in the environment of the

following non-back vowels /i,e , a/. Note that the back close vowel *u is only

relevant when it occurred after the apicals *t, *d where it became secondary 

labialization. In the environment of other stops, this vowel caused frication 

in the Ikalanga stops (i.e. High Vowel Frication (HVF) discussed in §3.2), as is 

the case in most Bantu languages. Thus, before the above PB back and round 

vowels, Ikalanga reflexes are either velarized, labialized, or labialized 

velarized consonants depending on the Proto-Bantu consonant which 

preceded these vowels.

In order to properly demonstrate, step by step, the different stages that 

took place in the diachronic development of these velarized and labialized 

consonants in Ikalanga, below I consider these consonants in sets according to 

their place of articulation beginning with the labial stops, the apicals and then 

the nasals. The palato-alveolar fricative, the voiceless velar stop and the 

prenasalized velar stop are considered together in §5.6.4 as they do not present 

any new changes except to provide more cases of the changes already seen in 

the apicals.

5.6.1 Velarization of bilabials

To begin with, I consider the development of doubly articulated 

velarized bilabial stops in Ikalanga. Where Proto-Bantu bilabial stops *p, *b
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occurred preceding the back round vowel *u in VI position, followed by one 

of the non-back vowels *e, *a in V2 position, Ikalanga reflexes are the doubly 

articulated velarized bilabial stops /pkV and /Ixj/ respectively. In (23) and (24) 

I give examples of Ikalanga words with these velarized consonants and their 

PB reconstructions for illustration. As mentioned earlier, where the gloss of 

the reconstruction differs from that of the cognate in Ikalanga, its meaning is 

also given within parenthesis to the right.

Words Gloss PB

p^a 'dry up' < *-pu-a
p^apa 'break' < *-puap-a
pj?*aja 'pound softly7 < *-puag-a
fiapk?*d 'armpit7 < *-kdpua

m6ga 'dog7 < *-bua
6gilila 'return; go back7 < *-bued-a
6ge 'stone7 < *-bue
m-6geti 'type of tree'

Nowhere in PB reconstructions do we find a sequence of the two back round 

vowels *u, *o occurring together. As Greenberg (1951) notes, combinations of 

these vowels are almost non-existent in Proto-Bantu because of vowel 

harmony. The absence in Ikalanga of velarized consonants preceding back 

round vowels follows from the ban on *Cuo and *Cou sequences in Proto- 

Bantu. In addition, velarization failed to occur on those labials when VI was

a close vowel *u, in which case, Ikalanga shows evidence of High Vowel 

Frication taking place (see §3.2). A few examples are given in (25) to show the
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development of the frication from these PB bilabial stops in cases where V1 

was a close vowel *u.

(25) High Vowei Frication of the bilabial stops

fen£na 'resemble each other' < *-puanan-a
ferula 'become fitting' < *-puan-a
vagga 'mix' < *-buaqg-a
vf 'grey hair7 < *-bui

This suggests that High Vowel Frication must have occurred earlier and it is 

by far more widespread in Bantu than velarization. Thus, in the case of 

Ikalanga apicals where HVF failed to occur, we find labialization (§5.6.2).

The question that we need to address at this point is: how did

velarization develop in these bilabial stops in Ikalanga? As already alluded to 

above, velarization of these stops developed from the PB back vowel *u 

immediately followed by another non-back vowel. Such a diachronic 

development can best be explained if we assume an intermediate stage 

whereby the Proto-Bantu back vowel *u first changed into a labio-velar glide 

/w / in the environment of another following vowel. A glide formation rule 

that accounts for this diachronic development can be formulated, as shown in 

(26) below.

(26) Glide Formation Rule:

V > /w  / /   V
[+bk] [-bk]

According to this rule PB back vowels changed to a labio-velar glide /w / in

the environment of a following non-back vowel. After the application of this
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rule, the glide then lost its labiality and became a high back consonant, in this 

case, a velar stop. As a result, Ikalanga has these doubly articulated velarized 

stops /pR*1/ and /6g/. In (27) I give a schema outlining the different stages in 

the development of these velarized consonants.

(27) Stages in the diachronic development of velarized stops

a. *-kdpua b. *-bue 1. Proto-Bantu
*-kapwa *-bwe 2. Glide Formation

‘-kdpi^a *-6ge 3. Aspiration & loss of
labiality

fiaj3?d —  4. Others

a. fiap^a - 'armpit' b. txje - 'stone'

I am assuming that the aspiration realized in the voiceless doubly articulated 

velarized stop /pk11/ developed simultaneously with the loss of labiality. It 

was this glide which caused the development of aspiration in this velarized 

stop (see §6.4.2 for a discussion of how the labio-velar glide effected aspiration 

on these consonants). Stage four in the schema simply refers to other 

diachronic developments in Ikalanga which changed the voiceless velar stop 

*/k/ in classes 9 and 10 nouns to a breathy glottal fricative /fi/ (see §6.4.3).

The changes we see in these bilabial stops are not just restricted to 

Ikalanga; other dialects of Shona show this type of change. In (28) I give 

cognates from the Zezuru and Manyika dialects of Shona (Doke 1931) of some 

of the examples given for Ikalanga above.
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(28) Velarization in the Shona Dialects
Dialects Word Gloss PB

a. Zezuru pk£ 'dry up' *-pu-a
Manyika px£ 'dry up'

b. Zezuru hapkd 'armpit' *-k3pua
Manyika hapxd 'armpit7

c Zezuru imfxjd 'dog7 *-bua
Manyika im6yd 'dog7

d. Zezuru ifjge 'stone7 *-bue
Manyika ifiye 'stone7

These examples provide more instances where the labiality of the labio-velar 

glide was lost, leading to the development of velarization in these dialects.

It is worth noting that the doubly articulated velarized stops in 

Ikalanga occurred only with the bilabial stops /p, b /, while reflexes of other 

consonants in a similar environment underwent different changes. A 

plausible explanation for this type of development is the application of 

constraint against labializing labials given in §2.3.4 in Chapter Two. This 

constraint prohibits the labialization of these labial stops in Ikalanga, as a 

result, in this environment, labials underwent different changes as noted 

above. (29) restates this constraint from §2.3.4.
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(29) Constraint against labialized labials

[+*d]

I

*C

I
[lab]

Ohala (1981b) has referred to these changes in the Shona language as a case of 

"contact dissimilation" whereby the listeners factor out the labiality of the 

labio-velar glide / w / assuming it was a distortion from the preceding labial 

consonant.

5.6.2 Velarization of the apicals

Apicals show very interesting diachronic changes compared to others, 

in that, two different changes occurred on PB apicals *t, *d in the

environment of the two back vowels *u, *u followed by a non-back vowel. In

cases where the first vowel (i.e. VI) following an apical were the close vowel

*u and V2 was any of the three non-back vowels *i, *e, *a, Ikalanga reflexes

are labialized apicals /tbw7 and /dw/ depending on whether the apical was 

voiced or voiceless. But where these apicals were followed by the high back 

vowel *u in VI position, Ikalanga reflexes are labialized velar stops /kto7  and 

/gw/ . A summary of these changes is given in (30)a and b respectively.
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(30) Diachronic changes on apicals

a. tuV2 > /thwV/

duV2 > /dwV/

b. tuV2
duV2 >

> /khwV/
/gwV/

Where these apicals were followed by the close vowel *u, their primary place

of articulation remains unchanged. Instead, they are now realized with 

labialization as secondary articulation. However, when they were followed fcy 

the back vowel *u, they not only became labialized, but their primary place of 

articulation also changed to velar. This change of apicals to velars in Ikalanga 

was also noted by Guthrie (1967-71, Vol. 2:62) who included the change *du(a) 

> gw in Ikalanga reflexes. However, data given below show that this type of 

velarization also occurred with the voiceless apical *t in a similar 

environment. The quality of the V2 vowel may or may not change as will be 

seen in some of the examples. (31) gives some examples of Ikalanga cognates 

with labialized alveolar stops where Proto-Bantu apicals were followed by the 

close vowel *u and another vowel in the V2 position.

(31)a. *tuV > / thwV/

t^a
t^ ila

'spit; vomit' 
'vomit into'

< *-tu-a
< *-tuid-a ('spif)
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b. *duV > /dwV/

?i-dwi
dwa
tndwd

'knee'
'say; come from' 
'ripen; get cooked'

< *-dui
< *-du-a
< *-bfdu-a

In the environment where VI was the high back vowel *u, Ikalanga reflexes 

show not just secondary labialization, these apicals also changed their 

primary place of articulation to become labialized velar stops /ktav/ and /gw/

respectively. (32) gives some examples and their PB reconstructions for 

illustration.

(32)a. *tuV > /khwV/

k ^ ^ a  'giraffe'
k^d 'pound (v)'
rj-k^d 'Bushman'

b. *duV > / gwV/

gwdla 'be ill'
uu-gwdle 'illness'
ndugwi 'gallbladder'
g a
Dgwa

'fight (v)' 
'fight (n)'

<
<

<

<

<

<

<

<

-tuiga
*-tu-a 
♦-tiid ('bush dweller')

*-dudd-a
*-dtididd
*-dudue
*-du-a
*N-du-a

An explanation is necessary as to why PB close vowel caused secondary 

labialization on the apicals when other Ikalanga stops underwent different 

changes. In most Bantu languages where PB vowels were reduced from 

seven to five, evidence shows that Proto-Bantu stops underwent High Vowel 

frication (spirantization) before the close vowels (§3.2). This frication appear 

to have taken place with all other stops in Ikalanga except for the apicals. A 

plausible explanation for this failure by the apicals to undergo frication is a
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split that took place between Ikalanga and the rest of the Shona group where 

HVF occurred in all the stops. In other words, Ikalanga must have moved 

out of the HVF zone before the changes hit the apicals. With this movement 

away from this zone into a zone where this process did not occur, that is, in 

contact with languages to the south, such as Tswana, where HVF did not take 

place (Janson 1991/ 92), these apicals were left out of this change for good. As a 

result, in the environment of a following close vowel *u, followed by any of

the three non-back vowels, Ikalanga apicals became labialized, with the labio- 

velar glide /w / realized as secondary labialization. Once again, we observe 

the development of aspiration in the voiceless stop making it a voiceless 

labialized aspirated alveolar stop /thw/ (see §6.4.2 in Chapter Six for the

development of aspiration from a labio-velar glide).

(33) summarizes the different stages which occurred in the 

development of velars from PB apicals in the two environments discussed 

above. I give seriations showing these stages for both voiceless and voiced 

apicals.

(33)a. VI = *u

tuV2 > twV > thwV
duV2 > dwVi.

b. VI = *u
tuV2 > twV > tkwV > khwV
duV2 > dwV > dgwV > gwV
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We observe that the voiceless apical in (33a) underwent more stages of 

development than the voiced apical because of aspiration (see §6.4.2). In (33b), 

on the other hand, both the voiceless and voiced apicals undergo the same 

number of stages. With the application of the Glide Formation Rule (given 

as (29) above), both apicals undergo a stage of velar development. In the final 

stage, PB apicals *t and *d are lost and we observe the development of 

aspiration in the voiceless sound.

Of interest about the changes to these apicals is that: with the 

development of the labio-velar glide in both cases, in (31) we only derived 

secondary labialization, while in (32) complete velarization took place 

whereby the apicals were lost and we derive sounds whose primary place of 

articulation is velar. I can think of no obvious phonetic explanation why, 

with the development of the labio-velar glide /w / in both environments, 

complete velarization only developed where the glide was derived from PB

high vowel *u and not the close vowel *u. I can only speculate that maybe

the labio-velar glide from the close vowel (i.e. w < *u+V) took place at a

different time. As a result, it evaded complete velarization.

The question remains of how velar stops developed where PB had a 

labio-velar glide /w / preceded by the apicals *t, *d changing them to /k1*"/ and 

/gw/ respectively. Phonetically, the two important cues for place of 

articulation of a stop consonant are the noise burst and the second formant 

transitions. In the event one of these cues is missing or is not detected for
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one reason or the other, the listener may be left guessing on the identity of 

the speech sound. A plausible explanation, therefore, on how PB apicals 

changed to labialized velar stops has two parts. First, with the development 

of a labio-velar glide secondary articulation, the listener is most likely to miss 

the noise burst cue of the apical since the labial constriction acts as a low-pass 

filter and effectively attenuates the burst which, as noise, is inherently high 

frequency.

In addition, apicals generally cause the second formant to rise, while, 

on the other hand, as Ohala and Lorentz (1977) note, labio-velars such as the 

glide /w / push the second formant to an extreme low value. Thus, we expect 

the labialization of these PB apicals to have a lowering effect on the second 

formant, a place of articulation cue shared by labials, back velars and labio- 

velars. Already accustomed with this knowledge that labio-velars distort 

adjacent sounds, the listener may have got confused and "over-corrected" the 

speech signal assuming it was distorted. As a result, he/she reconstructed the 

velar segment when he/she turned speaker. The conditioning environment, 

that is, the labio-velar glide, is retained after the change takes place. Ohala 

(1992) refers to this type of sound changes as "listeners' perceptual 

hypercorrections". Thus, Ikalanga reflexes of these apicals became labialized 

velar stops.
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5.6.3 Velarization of the nasals

The nasals also underwent complete velarization in the environm ent 

of a labio-velar glide. Both the bilabial *m and alveolar *n nasals changed to 

a velar nasal /g / in the environment of a labio-velar glide. As a result, today

Ikalanga has a labialized velar nasal /gw/ in its consonant inventory. In most 

Ikalanga words where this consonant is found word initially, it is a reflex of 

PB classes 1 and 3 prefixes *mu- (see §2.3.1 for Ikalanga noun class system). 

Where these noun class prefixes occurred before a vowel initial noun root, 

today we find the labialized velar nasal /qw/. The following examples with 

their derivational history illustrate.

(34) Stage in the development of a labialized velar nasal /nw/

a. Nouns

gwana < mwand < *mu-dna < *mu-jana
'child' (class 1)
gwem  < mweni < *mu-eni < *mu-jeni
'owner7 (class 1)
gwedz £ < mwedzf < *mu-edi < *mu-jedi
'moon' (class 3)
gwind < mwind < *mu-ind < *mu-jind
('pit7) (class 3)

b. Verb
*g a < nwa < -nu-a

'drink7

The palatal glide *j has been dropped in Ikalanga nouns where it had

occurred initially in PB noun roots. With the loss of the palatal glide, a

suitable environment is created for the application of the Glide Formation

Rule, changing the back vowel *u to a labio-velar glide /w /. The prefix initial
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bilabial nasal *m then assimilates to the velarity of the labio-velar glide 

changing to a velar nasal /q / (Ohala & Lorentz 1977). The morpheme initial 

palatal glide *j did not have any effect on the developments shown in these 

examples. In (34b) the alveolar nasal *n also assimilates to the velarity of the 

labio-velar glide after the application of the Glide Formation Rule changing 

to a velar nasal, as well. As mentioned above, not all consonants changed 

their primary place of articulation to that of a velar in the environment of a 

following labio-velar glide. I turn to these consonants in the following 

section.

5.6.4 Secondary labialization in / kw, rjgw, Jw/

This section looks at the diachronic development of the other 

labialized consonants in Ikalanga not covered in the above sections. I begin 

by looking at the labialization of the velar stop /k /. As shown by the 

examples below, the voiceless labialized velar stop /kw/ in Ikalanga is derived 

from Proto-Bantu *k in the environment of two following vowels where V1 

can be any one of the back vowels *u and *o and V2 is one of the non-back 

vowels. In this case, the back vowels simply changed to a labio-velar glide 

/w /by the Glide Formation Rule.

(36) kwduo 'theirs' < *-kuabo (other)
q-kwdja 'son-in-law' < *-k<5i
q-kwakwa 'spineless monkey < *-kuakua ('kind of tree')

orange tree'
vu-kw6 'wedding ceremony' < *-k6-a ('give bridewealth')
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Turning to the labialized prenasalized voiced velar stop /ggw/, an

explanation is required on the development of prenasalized stops in Ikalanga. 

A number of voiced prenasalized stops in Ikalanga are derived from the 

prefixation of the classes 9/10 nasal prefix (*N-) to a Proto-Bantu noun stem 

which had a voiced stop initially. This nasal prefix has since been lost in 

most of these nouns in Ikalanga except before voiced stops where, unlike 

other class prefixes realized as nasals, e.g. classes 1 and 3, this prefix is not 

syllabic. Where found in the language today, it simply behaves as one 

segment with the following stop, making it a prenasalized stop. (36) gives a 

few examples to illustrate.

(36) Prenasalized stops from class 9/10 nasal prefix plus PB voiced stops

mbadu 'ribs' < *N-badu
mbudzi 'goat7 < *N-budi
ndd 'lice' < *N-dd
ndedu 'beard' < *N-dedu
ggano 'folktales' < *N-gano
rjguluue 'pig' < *N-gudube

Of relevance to this discussion, however, are those cases where the root 

initial consonant in PB was the voiced velar stop *g followed by two vowels 

the first of which was the back round vowel *u. In this case, the Ikalanga 

reflex is a labialized prenasalized stop /r)gw/. Just as with the other 

consonants considered above, the back vowel changed into a labio-velar glide 

in the environment of a following non-back vowel. This glide is then 

realized as secondary labialization, as exemplified in (37) below.
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(37) *N-guV2 > /ngwV/

'tiger'
'crocodile' <

< *N-gue
*N-guena

The same pattern of changes is also observed with the labialized palato- 

alveolar fricative /$"/. This fricative is a reflex of PB palatal stop *c and where 

this palatal stop occurred preceding the back vowel *u followed by a non-back 

vowel, the Ikalanga reflex is /Jw/. (38) illustrates.

From the above, I conclude that the PB back vowel *u followed by a 

non-back vowel within the same syllable led to the diachronic development 

of both velarization and labialization of the above consonants in Ikalanga. 

The only exceptional case are the apicals, where only labialization is derived 

from the back close vowel *u and in the environment of the back vowel *u,

we derive a change in the primary place of articulation of these apicals into 

velar stops. As illustrated by the different stages in the development of these 

processes in the preceding sections, the back vowels first change into a labio- 

velar glide / w /, after which three things happened: In the case of bilabial 

stops, the labio-velar glide lost its labiality and became a back velar consonant 

simultaneously articulated with the labial. In the case of apicals two changes 

took place depending on the vowel quality of VI. Where these apicals 

occurred preceding a back close vowel *u, secondary labialization occurred,

(38) *cuV2 > /fwV/

dir*
f i-r *

'grass' < *-cud
'bundle of grass' < *-cud
'grass'
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and where they preceded PB high back vowel *u, the apicals developed into 

velars. Nasals also underwent velarization, changing to the labialized velar 

nasal /gw/. Finally, we observe secondary labialization of /kw, ggw, j^/. Table 2

below gives a summary of all the above diachronic changes involving the 

process of velarization in Ikalanga.

Table 2. Diachronic developments of velarization in Ikalanga

PB Ikalanga
Reflexes

Examples

*pwV /$ * / j*?* < 
'dry-up'

*-pu-a

*bwV /6g/ 6ge < 
'stone'

*-bue

*twV (<*uV) /f"7 t^d  < 
'spif

*-hi-a
*

MwV (<*uV) /dw/ ufdwd < 
'ripen'

*-bfdu-a

*twV /k*7 k^a < 
'pound (v)'

*-tu-a

MwV /sw/ gwala < 
'beUl'

*-dudd-a

*kwV /kw/ kwduo < 
'theirs'

*-kuabo
('other')

*N-gwV /r)gw/ ggwena < 
'crocodile'

*N-guena

MwV / r / uu-JM < 
'grass'

*-cud

*mwV /tf7 gwand < 
'child'

*mu-(j)dna

MwV /rf7 rjwd < 
'drink'

*-nu-a

Of interest about all these diachronic changes is the important role played by 

the labio-velar glide /w / in effecting these changes. In particular, we observe
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how it can lose its labiality and become a velar stop, or lead to the 

development of a velar stop where PB had apicals, while in other cases it is 

simDlv realized as secondarv labialization.
i  j  s

5.7 Phonetic evidence why /w/ causes velarization

In §5.2 above, I mentioned that the labio-velar glide /w / is the initiator 

of all the changes resulting in both complete velarization and secondary 

labialization. As shown in §5.6, this glide is derived from the back vowels in 

the environment of a following non-back vowel (see also §5.9). In this 

environment, these back vowels are subjected to a Glide Formation Rule, 

changing them to a labio-velar glide. Depending on the type of consonant 

preceding the glide, we may simply derive secondary labialization of the 

respective consonants, whereby the glide adds the lip rounding to the 

production of the preceding consonant. But in other instances, we derive 

velarized consonants, whereby the place of articulation of a consonant is 

changed to that of a velar. In the case of bilabials, we derive doubly 

articulated velarized stops while with apicals we derive labialized velar stops. 

The question I consider in this section is: why does the labio-velar glide /w/ 

influence the development of velarization in these consonants.

I claim that the explanation lies in the unique way in which this sound 

is made. As mentioned above, two constrictions are made in the production 

of the labio-velar glide. The two constrictions, in this case, are at the labial 

and velar places of articulation. Because of there being two constrictions
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made in  its production, it is possible for it to affect consonants adjacent to it 

and thus promote sound changes. Listeners, however, drawing from their 

knowledge that the labio-velar glide distorts other consonants promoting 

sound change, may erroneously "correct" a speech signal assuming it was 

distorted. Thus, in the case of the apicals, with the occurrence complete 

velarization, the conditioning environment is also retained (see §5.6.2). In 

addition, as Ohala and Lorentz (1977) point out, labio-velars such as /w/, 

share an important acoustic feature with back velars and labials, and that is, 

they all have a low second formant. This, therefore, explains why, in plain 

velarization the glide is seen changing to a velar stop (see §5.6.1). In other 

words, listeners are likely to confuse the labio-velar glide with a velar stop 

because of a shared low second formant.

I assume that the synchronic changes discussed in §5.9 below, that is, in 

verb passives, noun diminutives and agreement markers are a reflection of 

the diachronic sound changes that took place in this language. Thus, changes 

effected by the labio-velar glide synchronically, can also be explained in a 

similar fashion as above.

5.8 Typological Evidence from other languages

It is often very enlightening in this type of sound changes to consider 

typological evidence from other languages. In this section, therefore, I 

consider whether the changes involving diachronic velarization described 

above for Ikalanga are also found in other languages. I focus my attention
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more on the bilabials, nasals and the apicals. As I will show below some of 

these diachronic changes are not unique to Ikalanga or the Shonoid group as 

such; other Bantu languages attest to similar changes.

Phoneticians have long noted that the labio-velar glide or approximant 

/w / has two points of articulation, that is, labial and velar. While in many 

languages of the world the labio-velar glide commonly changes to its labial 

place of articulation (Ohala & Lorentz 1977), in a number of Bantu languages, 

Ikalanga and Shona included, instances where the labio-velar glide changes to 

its velar place of articulation are found. Evidence from Guthrie (1967-71, 

Vol.2) shows that Tumbuka (N.20), a Bantu language found in Malawi, 

Nyanja (N.31c) also used in Malawi and the Ruanda-Rundi group (D.60) attest 

to changes similar those found in the Shonoid group. In these languages, 

instances of velarization similar to that found in Ikalanga and the other 

Shona dialects are also found. Obviously, the velarization in these segments 

also developed from a labio-velar glide derived from a back vowel *u. In (39) 

I give reflexes of the Tumbuka, Nyanja and the Rundi languages from 

Guthrie of PB bilabial stops where we find velarized consonants.

(39)a. Tumbuka reflexes
*p-u(a) > px
*b-u(a) > ba

b. Nvanja reflex
*p-u(a) > px

c  Rwanda-Rundi reflex

*b-u(a) > by
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Consider also more examples of Kinyarwanda from Jouannet (1983) who 

gives examples of velarized stops similar to those we find in Ikalanga. The 

gloss is given in French as per the source.

(40) Kinyarwanda (Touannet 1983)

igipkara
imtxjd
urftfxjh

'soulier use'
'chien'
'm^disance'

Likewise, changes involving the bilabial nasal *m, that is, where it 

assimilates to the velarity of a following labio-velar glide, are attested in 

many languages, both within and outside of the Bantu family (see Ohala and 

Lorentz (1977) who dte some of these languages). Below I give examples 

from Tswana diminutives in support of this point. We observe the glide 

formation from the back round vowels /u, o/ in the environment of a 

following low vowel of the diminutive suffix in Tswana (see §5.9.2 below o n 

Ikalanga diminutives). This is shown in the intermediate stage in the second 

column. After the glide formation, the bilabial nasal then assimilates to the 

velarity of the glide.

(41) Tswana diminutives (m + w>nw)
>molomo+ana

mosdmo+ana

molamu+ana

mosim£+ana

molomwana

mosdmwana

molamwdna

mosimwana

mologwana 
'small mouth' 
mosdgw3na 
'small pillow7 
molaqw4na 
'small club' 
mosigwana 
'small rathole'
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Changes to the apicals are also attested in other Bantu languages such 

as Tumbuka and Rundi. However, from the reflexes of these languages given 

in Gurthrie (1967-71), with the development of the velar, the apical was 

retain, as seen in (42).

(42)a. Tumbuka reflex of an apical
*t-u(a) > txw

b. Rundi reflexes
*t-u(a) > txw
*d-u(a) > ryw

In (43) I give some of examples from Kinyarwanda which also provide 

evidence of the retention of the apical with the development of the velar 

stop. I have also given PB reconstructions of these cognates where available 

to illustrate.

(43) Kinyarwanda (Touannet 1983:65)

tkwara 'porte'
madgwedgwe 'plante sup/
£ndgwara 'maladie' < *-dudide
(cf. Ikalanga uu-gwele - 'illness')

Doke (1931) also gives some examples from the Zezuru dialect of Shona 

where we observe the velarization of these apicals. (44) illustrates.

(44) Zezuru dialect in Shona (Doke 1931)

jiatxwa 'affliction
uzutkwe 'species of mushroom'
ku-rywara 'to be ill' < *-duad-a
ku-rywa 'to fight7 < *-du-a

Note that the Shona reflex of PB *d is a trill / r/. However, the changes we see 

in all these languages on the labials, nasals and apicals are evidence that the
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occurrence of velarization is also found in other Bantu languages. But as will 

be shown in the following section, velarization in Ikalanga is not just a 

diachronic process, this process also occurs synchronically in 

morphophonemic alternations.

5.9 Synchronic Velarization

As mentioned above (§5.1), Ikalanga also has synchronic velarization. 

By synchronic velarization I refer to cases of morphophonemic alternations 

in this language where a consonant assimilates to the velarity of a following 

labio-velar glide. As a result, changing its place of articulation to that of a 

velar. Synchronic velarization in Ikalanga is found in some morphological 

processes, namely: the passivization of verbs, the formation of diminutives 

and, the classes 11 and 14 subject agreement markers when they occur 

preceding the past tense morpheme -a-. I look at each one of these 

morphological processes in turn.

5.9.1 Velarization in verb passivization

The passive suffix in the Bantu languages is generally a very 

productive suffix. As is common to many Bantu languages, the passive suffix 

in Ikalanga has two forms, traditionally referred to as the short form -w- and 

the long form -iw- (-iCu-) (see also 2.3.4). As mentioned above, Ikalanga, like 

other Bantu languages, uses both the short form and the long form in the 

formation of its passives. (45) gives some examples to illustrate.
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Passives with the suffix -iw-
Verb Passive Gloss

pHph-i phdph-fw-a 'be chopped'
bab-a bab-iw-a 'be carried on back'
uiimb-d uumb-fw-a 'be built7
kwfud kwtu-fw-a 'be stolen'
kou-a kov-iw-a "be given away7

Passives with the suffix -w-

pet-a petw-a 'be folded'
sund-a sundw-a 'be pushed'
s ui]g-«i suggw-d Tje tied'
tfuluk-a fu lu k w-a Tie jumped (over)'
segg-a seqgw-a 'be carried'
dus-a dusw-a 'be removed'

Note that the / w/ in the long form -iw- in (45a) is a glide while in the short 

passive form it always gets realized as secondary articulation as seen in (45b). 

For a detailed discussion on the distribution of these passive suffixes, the 

reader is referred to §2.3.4 above.

Of relevance to this discussion though, are those cases where in the 

formation of the passive form using the short form -w-, velarization occurs 

whereby the root final consonant adjacent this suffix changes its place of 

articulation to a velar. I begin by giving some verbs in which the root final 

consonants are the bilabial and alveolar nasals. (46) illustrates.
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(46) Velarization of nasals in passives
Verb Passive Gloss

b6m-d
tum-a
t6m-d
lim-a
wana

b6gw-d
tugw-d
t«§gw-d
ligw-a
wagw-a

Tie smeared' 
'be sent7 
'be felled'
'be cultivated' 
T)e found'
Tje entered' 
'be squeezed'

However, unlike in (45b) above where this suffix is simply realized as 

secondary articulation, in (46) both nasals assimilate to the velarity of the 

following labio-velar glide changing to a velar nasal /g /. The glide then gets 

realized as second articulation. In other words, we derive complete

number of the world's languages, both within and outside the Bantu family.

Of particular interest are cases where the same suffix is attached to verb 

stems which have a lateral / l /  as the root final consonant. Note that verb 

stems which have a lateral as the root final consonant can only take the short 

form -w- in the passive form in fkalanga. Just as in the case of nasals in (46), 

when this suffix is attached next to this lateral consonant, the lateral 

undergoes complete velarization. In other words, this lateral alternates with 

a labialized voiced velar stop /gw/. Even more interesting about the lateral in

Ikalanga is that it is a reflex of PB *d. And in §5.6.2, similar changes were 

shown to have occurred diachronically changing PB *d to a voiced labialized 

velar stop /gw/ in the environment of a following labio-velar glide / w/ (i.e.,

velarization when nasals occur immediately followed by the labio-velar glide 

of the passive suffix. As mentioned above, this is a sound change attested in a
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gw < *dgw < *duV). Thus, the alternation between the lateral and the 

labialized velar stop we find in the passive formation is a reflection of the 

diachronic sound changes which took place in this language.

Altogether 367 verbs with a lateral / l /  as the root final consonant were 

found in the database (see Appendix C), and in all these verbs (that is, those 

which allow passivization) complete velarization occur when they are 

passivized. (47) gives examples of verbs ending in a lateral consonant and 

their passive forms. Proto-Bantu reconstructions of these verbs are also given 

to illustrate.

(47) Velarization of /! / in passives (PB *d > 71/)
Verb Passive Gloss PB

ful-d fugw-d T>e blown' < *-pud-a
teMl-d teMg^a 'be wiped' < *-tiud-a
tol-a t<5gw-a 'be taken' < *-t66d-a
ual-a uagw-a 'be read' < *-bad-a
Jal-a jagw-a 'be chosen' < *-cad-a
ptil-d pugw-d Tje threshed' < *-puud-a
pulul-a pulugw-a 'be stripped off < *-pudud-a
pitul-a pitugw-a 'be turned' < *-pidod-a
jakul-a jakugw-a 'be cultivated' < *-cakod-a
dzimil-a dzimfgw-a 'be lost' < *-dimid-a
dzimul-a dzimugw-a 'be allayed' < *-dimod-a<
landul-a landugw-a 'be denied' < *-dandod-a

The fact that this lateral is a reflex of PB *d clearly shows that the changes 

which take place in Ikalanga passives are underlyingly similar to the 

diachronic changes discussed above. In this cases, it is the underlying apical 

*d which alternates with the labialized velar stop in the environment of a 

labio-velar glide (i.e. *d+wV > dgwV > gwV)
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A different behavior is observed though where the apical / d / retained 

its proto form in the environment of a preceding nasal. In this case, it became 

a singleton consonant with the preceding nasal, that is, a prenasalized stop. 

The following examples illustrate this point.

(48) / d / following a nasal
pind-a 'pass7 < *-pind-a
lind-a "wait7 < *-dind-a
senddm-a 'lean7 < *-cendam-a
lond-a "follow7 < *-dond-a

However, when verbs ending in the prenasalized apical /n d / passivize, they

do not seem to have any particular preference regarding the two suffixes.

Even where they occur with the short suffix, they do not show the alternation

shown with the lateral. As seen in (49), the labio-velar glide of the passive

suffix is simply realized as secondary articulation.

(49) No velarization in passives with /n d / root finally
Verb Passive Gloss

pind-a pindw-a/pind-iw-a "be passed"
lond-a londw-a/lond-iw-a "be followed"
lind-a lindw-a/lind-iw-a "be waited (for)"

Note that only two verbs were found in the database which end in the voiced

apical /d /, namely; da 'love" and buda 'come out7. Of the two only da

passivizes taking the long form -iw- (see §2.3.4 on the passivization of

monosyllabic verbs) and the other does not as it is intransitive.

The alternations we observe in (47) above are not just found in

Ikalanga, Shona also shows the presence of a velar when verbs ending in a

reflex of PB *d are passivized. As mentioned earlier, the reflex of PB *d in
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Shona is a trill / r / and not a lateral, as it is in Ikalanga. When Shona verbs 

with this reflex root finally passivize, a velar fricative is created before the 

labio-velar glide. Unlike in Ikalanga though, in Shona both the trill and 

velar fricative are retained. In the absence of an explanation from Doke (1931) 

on the phonetic value of the labio-velar glide in Shona, I assume that this 

glide is realized as secondary articulation. The following examples from Doke 

are given to illustrate.

(50) Shona verb passives

tor-a t6ryw-a T>e taken' < *-t6<5d-a
dimur-a cfimuryw-a 'be severed' < *-dimod-
ku-dar-o kuzaryw-o 'to be done thus'

This is unlike in Ikalanga where complete velarization occurred and the

apical was lost. In this case Shona retains both the trill and the velar fricative

(cf. examples (43) and (44) in Kinyarwanda and Shona respectively in §5.8

above). I, therefore, conclude that the morphophonemic alternations we find

in Ikalanga verb passives in stems ending in a lateral sound are indeed a

reflection of the diachronic changes that took place in Ikalanga apicals and

other languages such as Kinyarwanda and Shona.

A few examples are also found in this language where velarization

occurs in some verbs ending in a voiceless bilabial stop /p / , a bilabial

approximant fvf ,  and an alveolar stop f t/ .  (Note that most verbs ending in

these sounds take the long passive suffix, as a result, no changes involving 

velarization take place when they passivize.) (51) gives these examples.
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(51) Verb Passive Gloss

a. lip-a liple -̂a 'be paid'
lap-a lapk^a 'be cured'

b. ldu-d l(5gw-£ 'be beaten'
leu-d I6gw-d 'be talked o f

c  bdt-a bak^-a 'be caught'
tdt-d tdk^-d lie chased'

The changes we see in some of these examples are similar to the diachronic

changes discussed in §5.6.1 and §5.6.2. For example, in (51a) we observe plain

velarization of the bilabial stop / p/ when these verb stems are passivized,

obviously using the short form -w-. Likewise, (51c) is also a reflection of the

diachronic changes that took place on apicals when a labio-velar glide occurs

next to them. The only change not found diachronically is that involving the

bilabial approximant / v f  in (51b), which is a reflex of Proto-Bantu *b. One

would have expected a change to a velarized doubly articulated stop /6g/,

which is not the case. The few instances where this bilabial approximant 

changes into a velar stop are in verb passives and diminutives, to which I 

turn to in the following section.

5.9.2 Velarization in diminutives

As mentioned in §2.3.2 and §4.2, like other Bantu languages to the

south, Ikalanga uses the suffix -ana in the formation of its diminutives. Of

particular interest about this suffix in Ikalanga are the morphophonemic

alternations triggered by its suffixation to Ikalanga nouns. When the
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diminutive suffix is attached to nouns in which the stem final consonant is a 

lateral consonant / l /  (< PB *d) followed by any one of the non-back vowels /i, 

e, a / in final position, we derive palatalization. In other words, the place of 

articulation of the lateral consonant changes to that of a palato-alveolar 

affricate /(I3/. A detailed discussion of palatalization in Ikalanga diminutives

is given in §4.2. (52) gives a few examples to illustrate.

(52) Palatalization in diminutives
N oun Diminutive Gloss

uulf uu33-an£ 'small hole'
m-bili m-bid3-and 'small body*
gol£ god3-ana 'small cloud'
uu-gwele uu-gwed3-and 'small illness'
zila zid3-and 'small path'
ma-mila ma-mid3-ana 'small mucus'

However, in cases where the nouns end in one of the back vowels / u, 0/ 

preceded by this lateral / l /  (PB *d), we derive velarization instead. This 

comes as no surprise in the tight of the developments shown in the preceding 

sections where velarization is shown to have occurred when these back 

vowels occurred preceding a non-back vowel within a syllable causing them 

to first change into a labio-velar glide /w /, which then effects complete 

velarization in the preceding consonant, in this case the lateral. The same 

scenario is observed in the formation of these diminutives. In the 

environment of the initial low vowel /a / of the diminutive suffix -ana, these 

back vowels also change into a labio-velar glide by the Glide Formation Rule,
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which glide then effects complete velarization of the root final lateral 

consonant (PB *d). (53) give some examples to illustrate.

(53) Velarization in diminutives
N oun Diminutive Gloss

julo jugw-and 'small rabbit7
n-tdlo n-tdgw-and 'small load'
n-Jdld n-Jdgw-and 'small head'
ndi'lo ndigw-and 'small plate'
”fi-milo tji-migw-and 'small nose'
lu-selo lu-segw-and 'small winnowing basket7
w®atfulo wfiafugw-and 'small mushrooms'
n-sdzdmllo n-sdzdmfgw-and 'small pillow7
p'Hilu p®ugw-dnd 'small calf
uiimbulu uumbugw-and 'small egg7
i-kulu i-kugw-dna 'small ringworm'
n-zekulii n-zekugw-and 'small niece or nephew'

(54) below gives examples of velarization of the nasals /m , n/ in the 

environment of a back vowel. With the glide formation, the nasal then 

assimilates to the velarity of the following labio-velar glide /w / and becomes 

a velar nasal /q/.

(54) Velarization of nasals
N oun Diminutive Gloss

3d mu 3aqw-dnd 'small breast7
jam u jaqw-and 'small lash'
fid mb fioqw-dnd 'small bag7
n-lomo n-loqw-and 'small m outh'
3ind 3iqw-dnd 'small tooth'
tfi-zwino tfi-zwiqw-and 'small lid'
i-te^te^no i-tehfteblqw-dnd 'small heel'
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However, this is not the case in (55) when the same nasals are followed by the 

front vowels /i, e / . In this case, just as in (52) above, we get palatalization (see 

§4.2 for more examples).

(55) Palatalization of nasals
N oun Diminutive Gloss

bdni baji-dnd 'small forest'
dunf duji-dnd 'small mortar'
m-pinf m-prp-dnd 'small axe-handle'
seme seji-dnd 'small basket7
i-temd i-teji-dnd 'small gourd'

In addition to the above environments, velarization in Ikalanga diminutives 

also occurs in nouns where the root final consonant before the back vowels

are the labials /p ,u , mb/ and the voiceless apicals /t, t*1/- In (56) below I give

some examples where these consonants alternate with velars in the 

diminutive forms.

(56)a. Approximant / v /  alternate with /gw/

N oun Diminutive Gloss
lu-zfu6
n-ifu6

lu-zfgw-and
n-ligw-and

'small knowledge'
'small (amount of) greens'

Prenasalized labial /m b/ alternate with / mbg/ 

n-tumbu n-tu mbg-ana 'small stomach'
swfmb<5
i-k6mb<5
lu-tomb6

swfm6g-dnd 
i-k<5m6g-dnd 
lu-to mbg-dnd

'small clubs' 
'small navel' 
'small flat rock'
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c Apicals I t  t*7 alternate with Ik***!

bdtd bak^and 'small buttock'
i-pdto i-pdk^dnd 'small anus'
motd mok^dnd 'small fire'
ja t\ i  jak^ana 'small axe'

One thing is obvious in all the examples given in (53), (54) and (56) above, 

and that is: the development of velarization in these diminutives is partly 

conditioned by the quality of the final vowel in the nouns. The final vowel 

in a noun should be one of the back vowels /u , o/. These vowels are then 

subjected to a glide formation rule in the environment of a following low 

vowel of the diminutive suffix. Most important though, is that, for 

velarization to take place, the root final consonant must, in most cases, be a 

lateral / l /  (< PB *d) or one of the nasals /m, n /. As seen in  (57) below, if 

another consonant other than those specified above, that is, /l, m, n/ and to a

lesser extent /v, t, t11/, occurs preceding these back vowels, velarization fails to

take place. In the event of there being other consonants preceding these back 

vowels, the glide formation rule still applies changing the back vowel into a 

labio-velar glide but we only derive secondary labialization of the respective 

consonants.
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N oun Diminutive Gloss

tfi-t^ 't$i-tfiw-and 'small thing7
gutukutu gutukutw-and 'small veranda'
lu-d6 lu-dw-dna 'small love'
n-kuku n-kukw-and 'small stream'
joko jokw-and 'small monkey'

3iJw-dnd 'small eye'
mujiu mujiw-dnd 'small salt7
n-siujgo n-suggw-dna 'small rope'
noqgd noqgw-ana 'small groundnut'
g-goro q-gorw-ana 'small trough'

The question remains: is velarization in the formation of diminutives

only found in the Ikalanga language? The answer appears to be a positive 

one because none of the languages in the region attest to this type of 

morphophonemic variations in the formation of diminutives. As 

mentioned in Chapter Four, the Shona language uses the classes prefixes 12 

ka- and 13 tu- in the formation of its diminutives. This rules out diminutive 

formation as a source of velarization in this language. Furthermore, the 

reflex for PB *d in Shona is a trill / r /, which, even in cases where it occurs 

followed by the labio-velar glide / w/ (see verb passives above), it does not 

undergo a change in place of articulation, instead a velar fricative is created 

between the trill and the labio-velar glide.

Tswana, on the other hand, does not have velarization in diminutive 

formation. When Tswana nouns ending in a lateral followed by a back round 

vowel are diminutivized, the lateral sound is simply labialized, and its 

primary place of articulation remains unchanged. In (58) I give examples of 

Tswana nouns to illustrate this point. We observe that instead of
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velarization of the root final lateral, we derive a labialized lateral /lw/ or in 

other cases, another diminutive suffix -nana is used, as in (58b) below.

(58) Tswana diminutives
a. Diminutive suffix-ana

kdrtilo kdr61w-ana 'small section'
pMo p'fP'-ana 'small kidney'
seolo seolw-ana 'small antheap'

b. Diminutive suffix-nana

mokwdlo mokwdl6-jiana 'small writing'
molelo molelo-jiana 'small fire'
tlrdl£lo tfdl£l6-jiana 'small anxiety'
t^pelo t^pelo-jiana 'small prayer'
letialo letialo-jiana 'small hide'

This clearly shows that complete velarization in the formation of

diminutives is a characteristic peculiar to the Ikalanga language.

The occurrence of both velarization and palatalization in Ikalanga

presents a very interesting case in the study of the Southern Bantu languages.

According to Doke (1954) these two processes are in complementary

distribution in that in languages where one is found, the other one does not

occur. This is especially the case in languages such as those of the Sotho

group and the Nguni group where palatalization is very common in the

formation of diminutives, but not velarization. Likewise, in the Shona

language, where velarization is common, palatalization does not occur. In

making these conclusions, Doke failed to consider these morphophonemic

variations at the level of individual languages within these groups as this

would have shown him the diversity that sometimes exist between the
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individual languages due to their interactions with languages from other 

groups. For example, it is obvious that Ikalanga, long split from the rest of 

the Shona group, shares some sound changes with the Shona group and at 

the same time, resembles languages to the south in other changes. Ikalanga, 

therefore, appears to be an exception in having both the velarization and 

palatalization processes.

5.9.3 Velarization in agreement markers

Another example of complete velarization in Ikalanga is found in the

agreement markers of the nouns of classes 11 lu- and 14 uu-. Today, the 

agreement markers in both classes are realized with an initial velar stop /g/. 

This is the case in subject agreement markers as well as with the possessive 

pronouns in these classes. Obviously, the voiced velar stop was derived from

the initial consonants /I/ (< PB*d) and /v /  in the environment of a following

labio-velar glide. In both cases, the Glide Formation Rule was triggered by the 

following past tense morpheme -a-. The following examples illustrate this 

point.

(61) Velarization in agreement markers

a. Class 11 (lu + a > lwa > qwa)

lu-go gwd vunika. '(the) ladle broke'
11-ladle SM+past tns break.
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b. Class 14 (nu + a > uwa > gwa)

uu-kuse gwd wa. '(the) fur fell'
14-fur SM+past tns fall 

c. Possessive markers

lu-go gwajjgu- 
11-ladle my

'my ladle'

uu-kuse gwangu. 
14-fur my

'my fur'

Thus, today, the subject agreement markers and the possessive pronouns of 

nouns of classes 11 and 14 are phonologically similar in shape. In sentences 

where the noun is not given, listeners tend to rely on the context in order to 

understand whether the noun was of class 11 or 14.

5.10 Summary

In this chapter, I have looked at the development of velarization in 

Ikalanga. I have tried to show that even though both velarization and 

labialization are developed from a similar process, the two are realized 

differently phonetically. It has also been shown that Ikalanga has both 

diachronic and synchronic velarization. Synchronically, changes involving 

velarization occur in morphophonemic alternations in the formation of verb 

passives, noun diminutives, and agreement markers. Of particular interest 

throughout the chapter is the important role played by the labio-velar glide 

/ w/ in all these changes. This clearly shows the unique character of the labio- 

velar glide in sound change, obviously from the unique way in which it is 

produced.
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Chapter Six 

Aspiration and its Effects

In this chapter, I look at the development of aspiration in Ikalanga stop 

consonants and the different factors which led to its development. Of interest 

about aspiration in this language is that it is both a diachronic and synchronic 

process, a characteristic it shares with the other processes discussed in the 

preceding chapters. First I show that there are two types of aspirates in 

Ikalanga, one labelled the 'breathy' aspirates, symbolized with a hooked -h- as 

Cfi and the regular voiceless aspirates symbolized as Ch. I will show that,

unlike the regular aspirates, these breathy aspirates in Ikalanga are depressor 

consonants in their interaction with the tone system of this language. 

Furthermore, a phonetic account is given on how different factors effected 

aspiration in Ikalanga stop consonants. I begin in §6.1 by giving a general 

account on aspiration in Ikalanga and the different types of aspirates found in 

this language. Next, in §6.21 give an acoustic analysis of the breathy aspirates, 

focusing on the acoustic cues that differentiate these sounds from the regular 

aspirates in this language. §6.3 gives phonological evidence that the breathy 

voiced consonants in Ikalanga are depressor consonants in their interaction 

with tones. §6.4 gives a diachronic analysis of the development of aspiration, 

focusing on the three factors that effected aspiration in Ikalanga: (a) the effect 

of the Proto-Bantu (PB) close vowels *i and *u on the preceding stop; (b) the
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effect of the labio-velar glide / w/ (< PB *uV); and, (c) the effect of the classes 9 

and 10 nasal prefix. §6.5 covers the previous analyses of the development of 

aspiration in other Bantu ianguages as well as my own analysis of how these 

nasals must have influenced the development of aspiration in PB *N£ 

clusters. §6.6 looks at breathy voiced consonants in morphophonemic 

alternations in nouns of classes 9 and 10. Finally, §6.7 gives a summary.

6.1 Aspiration in Ikalanga

Aspiration is defined as the period of voicelessness following the 

release of a stop consonant before the onset of the voicing for the vowel 

(Ladefoged (1982)). As in many languages, both within and outside the Bantu 

family, Ikalanga exhibits phonemic aspiration in its consonant inventory. 

The presence of phonemic aspiration in this language allows it to make a 

three-way contrast between the voiceless non-aspirated stops, voiceless 

aspirated stops and voiced stops. This three-way contrast include the dental 

affricates in this language. (1) below gives the stops and affricates showing 

this contrast in Ikalanga phonemes.

(l)a. Stops: p t k b. Affricates: ts
p h  p y j h  k h

b d/d g dz

In (2) below I give some words to illustrate this three-way contrast.
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(2)a. Voiceless Voiceless Voiced
Unaspirated Aspirated Stops

pikisa 'cause to carry one pHkisa 'refuse' bikisa 'cause to
on shoulders' cook'

tama 'we stopped' t^md 'do' ddma 'cheek'
tumd 'send' tMmd 'sew' duma 'agree'
tula 'take load off head' tMld 'kick' dula 'granary'
kamd 'milk' khdmd 'choke' gama 'catch'
kola 'get fat7 khold 'be happy7 gdla 'vulture'
kuta 1>e sulky' k**uta 'miss' guta 15611111'

b. ts^'la 'bury' dzila 'smear mud'

In addition to the regular aspirated stops and affricate given in (1) and (2) 

above, Ikalanga has another set of aspirated consonants in its consonant 

inventory. These are the aspirated stops that were historically derived by the 

process of diachronic velarization discussed in §5.6 in Chapter Five. I refer to 

these aspirates, given in (3), as the 'labialized aspirates'. I defer discussion of 

these aspirates until §6.4.2.

(3)a. Voiceless aspirated velarized doubly articulated stop /pic11/

b. Voiceless labialized aspirated velar stop /khw/

Of particular interest though, is the third set of aspirates found in this 

language. As will be shown in the sections below, these aspirates are 

phonetically and acoustically distinct from the other aspirates in this 

language. For ease of identification, I refer to this third set as the 'breathy 

aspirates'. (4) below gives the two breathy aspirates.

(4) Breathy aspirates:

/ps, tV
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Ikalanga makes a phonetic and acoustic distinction between the regular 

voiceless aspirated stops and the breathy aspirates, a distinction that has never 

been made before in the literature. These two sets of aspirates are given in (5) 

and some near-minimal pairs to illustrate.

(5)a. Regular aspirates: b. Breathy aspirates:

/ph/ : p ^ p ^  'chop' /pfi/ : pfiako 'tree-hollow'
/P/  : tVua 'elope' /t6/ : ^ombd 'chickenpox'
/kh/ : k^m d 'strangle' /fi/ fidli 'pot7

We observe the absence of a breathy velar aspirate /k fi/, instead we have a 

breathy voice glottal fricative /fi/. Its omission is not accidental in that, in the 

environment where the two Proto-Bantu voiceless stops *p, *t developed 

into breathy aspirates diachronically, the voiceless velar stop *k underwent 

subsequent changes which led to the loss of the occlusion. As a result, the 

reflex of the velar stop in Ikalanga is a breathy voice glottal fricative /fi/, also 

trancribed with a hooked fi because of shared phonetic features with the

breathy aspirates. Equally interesting about these breathy aspirates and glottal 

fricative is their behavior in their interaction with the tone system of 

Ikalanga. When these sounds interact with High tones in Ikalanga, they act as 

depressor consonants. But, before going into the phonological behavior of 

these sounds, first I give an acoustic analysis of these breathy aspirates.
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6.2 Acoustic analysis of the breathy aspirates

In this section I give acoustic analysis of the breathy aspirates, 

contrasting them with the regular aspirates, voiceless stops and voiced stops. 

Note that this data is only meant to demonstrate the phonetic differences 

between these consonants and not to establish them. To carry out this study, 

near minimal quadruplets were recorded using a high quality tape recorder 

and then digitized, and analyzed using the Kay Computerized Speech Lab 

(CSL). Broadband spectrograms of these words were also generated. The 

target words were recorded without a frame to avoid the application of tone 

spreading rules (see §7.3.1 for the tone rules). (6) gives the four words 

recorded for acoustic analysis and all the contrastive syllables occur word 

initially.

(6) Near minimal quadruplets
Breathy aspirates Regular aspirates Voiced stops Voiceless stops

a. ^omba t^ooa doua toua
'chickenpox' 'elope' 'moisture' 'massage'

These words were then analyzed acoustically for the following characteristics:

(a) Voice Onset Time (VOT), that is, the period of voicelessness between the

release of the stop and the onset of the voicing of the vowel; (b) Voice Quality;

and, (c) Pitch. I look at each one of these in turn:

(a) Voice Onset Time

The average duration of VOT of the breathy aspirates, regular aspirates,

voiced stops and voiceless stops was measured for comparison. These
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measurements based on ten tokens of each word and the standard deviations 

are given in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Average VOT durations and Standard Deviation of breathy and
regular aspirates, voiced and voiceless stops in msec.

/ t7 /f7 14/ n /

Ave. VOT 54 66 -110 8

SD 7 7 27 2

We observe that the average duration of the VOT in the regular aspirate is 

longer than that of a breathy aspirate. The voiced stop, on the other hand, has 

a negative VOT duration as voicing begins at the closure for the stops. As 

expected, the voiceless unaspirated stop has a very low VOT of less than ten 

milliseconds. The difference in VOT between the regular aspirates and the 

breathy aspirates shows that the VOT duration is one of the phonetic cues 

which differentiate these two sets of aspirates in Ikalanga.

(b) Voice Quality

Breathy aspirates have a longer duration of noise in the high 

frequencies than the regular aspirates after the vowel onset indicating a 

difference in voice quality in the production of these two sets. The average 

duration of the high frequency noise for the breathy is 42 milliseconds while 

for the regular aspirates is 10 milliseconds. Also some very preliminary 

measurements of oral airflow (using the Rothenberg mask from Glottalic 

Enterprises) suggest greater airflow on the release of the breathy voiceless 

aspirated stops in comparison to both the regular (plain) voiceless aspirates or
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voiceless unaspirated stops. Clearly, though, this requires further more 

careful study.

(c) Pitch

The average pitch of a vowel following these breathy aspirates was 

found to be always lower than that of a vowel of the same quality following 

the regular aspirates. These measurements are also based on ten (10) tokens 

each measured at the onset of the vowel. Table 2 below gives these average 

pitch measurements in Hertz (Hz). Pitch measurements after the voiced and 

voiceless stops are also given for comparison.

Table 2. Average pitch measurements and Standard Deviation of the 
vowel following regular vs breathy aspirates, voiced and 

voiceless stops

/t*7 /tV 14 / / t /

Ave. Pitch 195 248 196 218

SD 6 9 5 11

It is obvious from the above Table that the average pitch of a vowel following

a breathy aspirate is lower than that of a vowel of the same quality following a

regular aspirate. This provides evidence that the Ikalanga breathy aspirates

lower the Fundamental Frequency (F0) of the following vowel. It is this

extreme lowering of the F0 which, synchronically, makes them tone

depressors, a feature normally associated with voiced obstruents in some

Bantu (and non-Bantu) languages. As seen in Table 2, the average pitch of a

vowel following both the breathy aspirate and voiced stop are very close. Just

like the regular aspirate, the voiceless stop also has a high pitch. In the next
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section, I look at the behavior of these breathy aspirates as depressor 

consonants.

6.3 Breathy aspirates as depressor consonants

As is common in a number of Bantu languages, especially in Southern 

Bantu, Ikalanga has a set of voiced sounds traditionally referred to as 

"depressor consonants" (see also Cassimjee & Kisseberth (1992) on Xhosa; 

Traill, Khumalo & Fridjhon (1987) on Zulu). According to Schachter (1976), 

depressor consonants are that class of consonants with a special affinity for 

low tones. In Ikalanga, voiced obstruents are the depressor consonants, and 

where these sounds occur, they act like they are linked to low tones. As a 

result, they can block some High tones from spreading. However, just like 

voiced obstruents in this language, breathy aspirates can also block High tones 

from spreading. In (7a) I give some examples where we observe a H tone of 

the verb kwrud 'steal' spreading once onto the vowel of the class 7 prefixl£j- in

the following word (see §7.3 for a discussion of the tone spreading rules in 

Ikalanga). This H tone, however, is blocked from spreading in (7b) if the 

following word has an initial depressor consonant (i.e. a voiced obstruent). In 

this case, the voiced labialized alveolar fricative /zw/ of the class 8 prefix zwi- 

blocks the H tone from spreading across it.
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(7)a. A High tone spreads once onto the following vowel 
Underlying Forms Intermediate Forms

ku-kwiua Ifi-po ku-kwiua $i-po

\ /  I \ / /  I
H H H H

ku-kwfud p-p6  'to steal a gift' (cf. tfi-p6 - 'gift')

b. A H tone is blocked from spreading by the depressor consonant 

ku-kwiua zwi-po ku-kwiua zwi-po

\ /  I \ /  I
H H H H

ku-kwrua zwi-p6 'to steal gifts'
(cf. zwi-po - 'gifts')

A similar case is observed when we look at the interaction between the 

regular and breathy aspirates and these H tones. In (8a) we observe a H tone 

of the verb fund 'hate' spreading across a regular aspirate /ph/, but in (8b) the 

same H tone is blocked from spreading when the following noun begins with 

a breathy aspirate /pfi/.

(8)a. A H tone spreads across a regular aspirate 
Underlying Form Intermediate Form

ku-jima p4le ku-jima p^le

\ /  I \ f /  I
H H H H

ku-jimd p ^ e  'to hate a bad singer'
(cf. p^l^ - T>ad singer7)
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b. A H tone is blocked from spreading by a breathy aspirate 

ku-jima pfiene ku-jima pfiene

\ /  I \ /  I
H H H H

ku-jimd pfien£ 'to hate a steenbuck'
(cf. pfien£ - 'steenbuck')

From the above, I conclude that breathy aspirates are true depressor 

consonants as they exhibit a similar behavior to that of the voiced obstruents 

in their interaction with the High tones in Ikalanga. This means that 

Ikalanga has two sets of depressor consonants given in (10) below.

(10) Two sets of depressor consonants in Ikalanga:
a. Voiced obstruents:

/b,6g, 6z, d, d, 35,33, g, 35w, gw, V, z, zw, 3 /

b. Breathy voiced consonants: (see §6.4.3.1 below)

/p l t 'U /

Note that the consonants in the second set (in 10b) are in contrast with 

similar sounds in the language that are non-depressors. An exception in this 

case is the glottal fricative which, in its restricted occurrence, is always 

produced with a breathy voice (see §7.1.1.2 for a detailed discussion of 

depressor consonants in Ikalanga).

In the remainder of this chapter, I look at the diachronic developments 

of breathy consonants in Ikalanga and the morphophonemic alternations in 

which they occur synchronically in this language.
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6.4 Diachronic analysis

I begin by restating the consonant inventory of Proto-Bantu (Meeussen 

(1969/80)) from §3.1. We observe in (11) that,, historically, no aspirated sounds 

were reconstructed for Proto-Bantu.

(11) Proto-Bantu Consonants (Meeussen (1969/80))

*p *t *c *k

*b *d *j *g

* m * n *ji

But, on studying the reconstructions of Proto-Bantu by both Meeussen 

(1969/80) and Guthrie (1967-71) and the cognates in Ikalanga, it becomes 

evident that, diachronically, Ikalanga aspirated consonants are derived from 

several different sources. At least three factors appear to have played an 

important role in the development of aspiration: (a) the influence of the 

close vowels *i and *u of Proto-Bantu (Meeussen (1967)) following voiceless

stops; (b) the influence of the labio-velar glide /w / derived from PB *u in the 

environment of a following non-back vowel within a syllable; and, (c) a nasal 

plus voiceless stop sequence in Proto-Bantu, most prevalent in nouns of 

classes 9 and 10. I look at each one of these factors in turn in the following 

sub-sections.

6.4.1 Influence of the close vowels *i and *u

As shown in §3.1. in Chapter Three, seven vowels were reconstructed

for Proto-Bantu (Meeussen (1969/80)). Of interest in this vowel system are
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the two most high vowels *i and *u, referred to throughout the present study

as the close vowels. (12) below restates the seven vowel system of Proto-

Bantu from Meeussen (1969/80) (see also §3.1).

(12) Proto-Bantu Vowel System

*i *u
4 4

*i *u
*e *o

*a

These close vowels have merged in most Bantu languages with the high 

vowels *i and *u, bringing down the number of vowels in these languages to 

five. But before this merger occurred between the close vowels and the high 

vowels, these close vowels effected different sound changes on the preceding 

stops. They caused frication (i.e., affrication, spirantization) of the preceding 

stops in most Bantu languages which underwent vowel reduction from 

seven to five vowel systems, including Ikalanga. This process of frication, 

referred to as High Vowel Frication in this study, is discussed in detail in §3.2 

in Chapter Three. Of particular relevance to this discussion however, are the 

exceptional cases in Ikalanga, which, unlike the other stops in this language, 

did not undergo frication in the environment of the close vowels. In 

Ikalanga, evidence shows that the apicals *t and *d in the environment of a 

following close vowel underwent different changes which did not involve 

frication. (13) gives PB apicals and their reflexes in Ikalanga.
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(13) Changes to apicals before PB dose vowels

*t > 'Sh/ _a.
b. 
e  
d.

*t
*d
*d

>

>

>

>

th /_*u
3z/_*i
d / *u ' — «

Our main interest though, is on the changes exemplified by (13a) and (13b) 

where the occurrence of the close vowels *i and *u following Proto-Bantu *t

changed it to an aspirated affricate /tsV and an aspirated stop /t*1/ respectively.

These sound changes are found in both nouns and verbs in Ikalanga. I give 

examples of words with reflexes showing aspiration derived from the 

influence of these vowels in (14) and (15).

(14) Nouns 

a.
Is^nde

b. tMdzi
tMmo

(15) Verbs

a. ^m dflca

b. tMld
tMma
tM mdla
tMuula

t^ a
t^ ila

Gloss

'well'
'stub of grass' 
'veins (cl.10)'

'shoulder' 
'bullet; spear7

'push'
'wipe'

'forge; kick' 
'sew7

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

'take firewood out of fire' < 
'break, as a rope' <

'spit; vomit' 
'vomit into'

<

<

PB

*-tima4
*-tind6

4

*N-tirjga

*-tuudi
4  «  i

*-tumo

*-tindik-a
4

*-tiud-a4

*-tud-a
4

*-tdm-a
4

*-tdmud-a
4

*-tub-a
4

*-tu-a
4

*-tuid-a ('spit7)
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I am assuming that the secondary labialization in the examples in (15c) 

developed at a later stage after the close vowel *u had already effected

aspiration on PB *t. With the development of aspiration, this close vowel 

became a high back vowel /u /  creating a suitable environment for the Glide 

Formation Rule (see §5.6.1 for this rule) to apply changing the back vowel to a 

Iabio-velar glide. This glide is then realized as secondary labialization. (16) 

shows the stages in the development of this labialized aspirated stop.

(16) Stages in the development of labialized aspirated /t*"*/

*tuV2 > thuV2 > thwV

From the examples in (15c) above, the quality of V2 must be that of a non- 

back vowel. However, the examples in both (14) and (15) clearly show that 

the aspirated dental affricate /1?7 and alveolar stops /P, thw7 in Ikalanga are

reflexes of the Proto-Bantu stop *t in the environment of the close vowels *i

and *u. A rule that accounts for these diachronic changes can be formulated 

as follows.

(17) *t > [+spread glottis] /  j
According to this rule a Proto-Bantu voiceless stop *t became aspirated when 

followed by the close vowels *i and *u (see also Hyman 1972 & 1977 on

Bamileke where high vowels are also shown to effect aspiration in the 

preceding stops). But the question is, how did these close vowels cause
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aspiration to develop in this stop sound? I address this question in §6.4.1.1 

following.

6.4.1.1 Phonetic evidence on how close vowels effected aspiration 
on PB *t

I claim that the answer to the question raised above lies in the phonetic

properties of these vowels. Close vowels, as the name suggests, had higher or

closer constrictions during their articulation relative to the other vowels in

Proto-Bantu. It has been observed that high vowels, in general, have certain

effects on voiceless stops (see Ohala (1981a)). According to Ohala (1981a:112),

(and the references therein), it has been found that the,

"...VOT of voiceless stops in various languages shows systematic

variation as a function of vowel quality, i.e., a slightly longer.....

VOT before high, close vowels and lesser VOT before low, open vowels."

This variation in Voice Onset Time (VOT) has been hypothesized to be due 

primarily to the fact that high close vowels offer greater resistance to the air 

escaping from the oral cavity which, in turn delays the achievement of a 

transglottal pressure suitable for voicing. In another study on vocal cord 

constraints, Ohala (1983:205) further observes that after the release of a stop, 

the time required to reduce oral pressure to a given level is greater when a 

close vowel follows than an open vowel (see also Klatt 1985). Thus, stops 

preceding close vowels should be more aspirated than those preceding non

close vowels.
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From the above facts, I conclude that the following must have 

happened in the case of those stops followed by the close vowels in Ikalanga. 

If we assume that these PB close vowels were indeed articulated with the 

tongue position close to the roof of the mouth, then there must have been 

greater resistance to the escaping air. Thus, the longer VOT caused these stops 

to be perceived as categorically aspirated while those which occurred with 

other vowels were not perceived as such. When later a merger occurred 

between the Proto-Bantu close vowels and the high vowels, the aspirated 

stops retained their aspiration constrasting them with the non-aspirated stops 

in the language.

But, as I will show in the following section, not all the aspirated stops 

in Ikalanga were derived by this sound change involving high close vowels. 

A number of words have reflexes with aspiration derived from the influence 

of the labio-velar glide /w /. I turn to these in the next section.

6.4.2 Aspiration from the labio-velar glide / w /

As shown to in §5.6.1 and §5.6.2 in Chapter Five, the aspiration we find 

in the doubly articulated velarized stop /pcV and the labialized aspirated stop 

Ik*™/ was caused by a labio-velar glide. It is essential to note that in the 

diachronic development of these consonants, at one point there was a labio- 

velar glide / w / derived from PB back vowel *u (i.e. the more open u). This 

glide may still be found in some reflexes as secondary articulation, while in

others, this glide underwent other changes. For example, with the
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development of aspiration in the doubly articulated velarized stop /pi?/ (<

*pwV < *puV) below), simultaneous loss of labiality took place (see §5.6.1). 

But in the case of the labialized aspirated velar stop /k“'7 (< *twV < *tuV),

this labio-velar glide is still found as secondary labialization (see §5.6.2). I am, 

therefore, claiming that the aspiration in these consonants was caused by the 

labio-velar glide /w /derived  from the PB back vowel *u in the environment 

of a following non-back vowel at some stage in the historical development of 

these sounds. The question of how a glide could have influenced the 

development of aspiration is looked at in §6.3.2.1 below.

In §6.4.1 above, I showed that the aspiration in the consonants /? , thvv,

tsV is a result of the sound changes effected by the Proto-Bantu close vowels *i 

and *u. However, it is also obvious from the data in (19) below that some

aspirated stops in this language developed in the environment of a Proto- 

Bantu high back vowel *u. But unlike the close vowels which effected the 

development of aspiration even when they were the only vowels following a 

stop consonant, PB *u only effected aspiration when followed by another 

vowel within a syllable. In (18a) I give examples showing Ikalanga reflexes

with aspiration where Proto-Bantu had a close vowel *u as the only vowel in

a syllable, but in (18b) we observe the absence of aspiration in those reflexes 

where PB had had a back vowel *u following this stop. Note that all the
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examples given below are of the apical f t  / because, in the environment of the 

close vowels, the bilabial and velar stops underwent frication (see §3.2).

(18)a. Aspiration from “CVC sequences where V=*u

tMmo 'bullet' < *-tumo
*

tMld 'forge; kick' < *-tu.d-a
t\im a  'sew7 < *-tum-a

*

tMmula 'take wood out < *-ttimud-a
of fire'

b. No aspiration from *CVC sequences where V=*u

i-tundu 'basket' < *-tundu
n-tumbu 'stomach' < *-tumbu
tunda 'urinate' < *-tund-a
tukutila 'perspire' < *-tukut-a
tutum a 15011 over' < *-tutum-a

On the other hand, aspiration developed in the environment where this back 

vowel *u was followed by a non-back vowel in V2 position within a syllable 

as shown in (19).

(19) Aspiration from *CuV2 syllables

pl^d 'dry-up' < *-pu-a
p?ajia 'break' < *-puaji-a ('pound')
fiapk11̂ 'armpit' < *-kdpua

g-k^d 'Bushman' < *-tud ('bush dweller')
k^a 'pound' < *-tu-a
k^aja 'pound lightly' < *-tuagg-a ('reduce to

small parts')

I therefore, conclude that the development of aspiration in these stops was 

effected by the development first of a labio-velar glide /w / in the 

intermediate stage. It is this glide which then led to the development of 

aspiration in these consonants. The fact that aspiration did not develop in
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the Ikalanga reflexes of PB *Cu as in (18b) but developed in the reflexes of PB 

*CuV as illustrated by (19) above clearly supports this conclusion. It is worth 

noting that the development of aspiration from the labio-velar glide only 

occurred where PB stops had been *p and *t. However, where PB stop were a 

velar *k before this labio-velar glide, Ikalanga reflexes are a labialized velar 

stop /kw/, as shown in (20) below (see also §5.6.4).

(20) No aspiration from PB *kw

g-kw4Ja 'son-in-law' < *-k<5i
uu-kwe 'wedding ceremony' < *-k6-a ('give bridewealth')
kw£uo 'theirs' < *-kuabo ('other7)
g-kwakwa 'spineless monkey < *-kuakua ('type of tree')

orange tree'

In the following section I look at how a labio-velar glide /w / effected the 

development of aspiration in PB *p and *t.

6.4.2.1 How the labio-velar glide effected aspiration

In this section, I claim that the answer to the question raised at the end 

of the preceding section can be derived from the phonetic properties of the 

glides.

Phonetically, glides (or approximants) are articulated with a 

constriction greater than that of high vowels, but not to the extent of causing 

turbulent airflow (in which case the sound derived would be a fricative and 

not an approximant). Just as was shown to be the case where aspiration 

developed from the influence of PB close vowels *i and *u (see §6.4.1.1), the

narrow constriction of a glide then causes an increase in oral pressure, which
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in turn, causes a delay in Voice Onset Time (VOT). This, therefore, explains 

why PB *u, unlike the close vowel *u, caused the development of aspiration

only in those environments where it first changed into a labio-velar glide 

/ w/. In other words, it is this delay in VOT caused by the narrow constriction 

in the production of the glide which made the listener perceive these 

velarized and labialized consonants as aspirated. When the listener turns 

speaker, he /she would then repeat what they thought they heard, and in this 

case, these sounds were then repeated with aspiration. This resulted in a 

sound change making these sounds to be realized with aspiration.

Evidence that the labio-velar glide effected aspiration in the 

development of these stops can be derived from a study by Klatt (1985). In 

this study on VOT and aspiration in word-initial consonant clusters in 

English (among other things), Klatt shows that the VOT changes as a function 

of the place of articulation of a plosive and the identity of the following 

vowel or sonorant consonant (see also Ohala 1981). The results of this study 

showed, among other things, that the VOT of a plosive before a high vowel 

or a sonorant was always longer than before mid- or low vowels. Of 

particular relevance to this discussion though, is that, the mean VOT of a 

plosive was found to be longer before sonorant consonants than before 

vowels.

I, therefore, conclude that the long VOT, caused by the labio-velar glide 

/w / following the above PB stops, caused the development of the labialized 

aspirated stops we find in Ikalanga. In other words, listeners tended to
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reinterpret the longer VOT effected by the following glide as aspiration and 

when they turned to speak, pronounced these stops with aspiration.

As to why the labialization was retained as secondary articulation on 

the velar stop /khw7  but not on the doubly articulated stop /pi?1/ can best be 

explained by looking at the derivational history of these consonants. That is, 

in the case of the doubly articulated velarized stop /pi?1/, the labiality was lost

with the development of the velarity, which did not happen with the velar 

stop. I assume both are cases of dissimilation where listeners made erroneous 

'corrections' of the signal. In the case of *pw > /pi?1/ they factored out the

labiality of the labio-velar glide, assuming it was a predictable consequence of 

the labial. But the velar portion of the labio-velar remained and was re

interpreted as a velar element - a stop co-articulated with the labial. In the 

case of *tw > /khwr/, listeners erroneously corrected the place cues from the

stop burst thinking they had been distorted by the low-pass filtering effects of 

the /w /: they thus re-interpreted it as a velar but retained the labialization 

(the presumed cause of the distortion).

6.4.3 Aspiration from a nasal+stop sequence

The development of aspiration in environments where a nasal has 

been reconstructed in Proto-Bantu is also found in both nouns and verbs in 

Ikalanga. But it is most common in nouns of the classes 9 and 10. I begin by 

looking at classes 9 and 10 nouns.
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6.4.3.1 Classes 9 and 10 Nouns

In Ikalanga, as in other Bantu languages, nouns are classified into 

different classes characterised by the noun class prefixes (see §2.3.1 for Ikalanga 

noun class prefixes). Historically, classes 9 and 10 had a nasal segment (*N-) 

for a class prefix, but this nasal prefix has since been lost in most of these 

nouns in Ikalanga. Today the remains of this prefix are found before voiced 

stops only, where, unlike other class prefixes, it is not syllabic but simply 

behaves as one segment with the following voiced stop, that is, as part of a 

prenasalized stop. As a result, it is not tone bearing. (21) - (23) below give 

nouns of classes 9 and 10 where the nasal prefix occurred before PB voiced 

stops *b, *d, and *g respectively.

(21) Class 9/10 nasal prefix before PB roots with voiced stops initially
Nouns Gloss PB

mbe30 'adze' < *N-beejo
mbadu 'ribs' < *N-badu<.
mbeua 'rat(s)' < *N-beba
mbewu 'seedlings' < *N-b6gu
mbila 'rockrabbit(s)' < *N-bfda
mbudzf 'goat(s)' < *N-biidi

*

nda 'lice' < *N-da
ndedu 'beard' < *N-dedu

*

ndm u 'tongues' < *N-dfmi
ndipo 'payment(s)' < *N-dipo
ndilo 'plate(s)' < *N-dido

ggano 'folktales' < *N-gano
gguuo 'blanket(s)' < *N-gubo ('cloth')
gguluue 'pig(sy < *N-gudube
0gwena 'crocodile(s)' < *N-guena
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However, different changes are observed in nouns of classes 9 and 10 whose 

roots had initial voiceless stop *p, *t, and *k in Proto-Bantu. In these nouns, 

the nasal prefix has been lost. Of interest though, is that, where this nasal 

prefix occurred followed by the voiceless stops *p, *t and *k, these stops are 

now breathy aspirates /pfi, t6/ and a breathy glottal fricative /fi/ respectively. I 

begin by giving examples showing changes to the bilabial stop *p and alveolar

stop *t respectively.

(24) Nouns Gloss PB

pfiako 'tree-hollow7 < *N-pako
pfial«i 'antelope' < *N-pddd
pfien£ 'steenbuck' < *N-pene ('goat7)
pfi<§p<5 'wind' < *N-p6po
pfidla 'beeswax' < *N-puda
pfi6u 'ostrich' < *N-poi

(25) ^erjgd 'purchase price' < *N-teqgo
t^u i 'branches' < *N-tdpi
t^ tu 'three (cl. 10) < *N-tatu
tMndu 'load; possessions' < *N-tundu

The voiceless velar stop *k, on the othei• hand, underwent subseque

changes which resulted in it losing the occlusion. As a result, its reflex

Ikalanga is the breathy glottal fricative /fi/. (26) below illustrates.

(26) fi6p<§ 'eyelash' < *N-k<5p£
fiuku 'fowl' < *N-kuku
fiunf 'firewood' < *N-kuni
fi«ir)gS 'guinea-fowl' < *N-kdqga
fidlf 'pot7 < *N-kddi
fidmbd 'tortoise' < *N-kamba
f ia ^ d 'armpit7 < *N-kdpua
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(27) gives a summary of the changes effected by the nasal prefix on the 

voiceless stops in Ikalanga.

(27) a. *N-p > *N-pfi > pfi
b. *N-t > *N-tfi > tfi
c *N-k > *N-kfi > kfi > fi

However, in cases where proto *k was followed by two vowels as VI and V2 

within a syllable, (that is, Vl=*u and V2=*a) the Ikalanga reflex is an breathy

aspirated labio-velar glide /w6/, as shown in (28).24 I assume that the Glide

Formation Rule first applied changing VI into a labio-velar glide /w / in the 

environment of the following low vowel *a. With the prefixation of the class 

10 nasal prefix, proto *k underwent similar changes to those shown in (27c) 

above.

(28) wfiakwa 'dried fruit of spineless < *N-kuakua ('kind of tree')
monkey orange tree' 

w^alf 'partridge' < *N-kuadf
wfidld 'books' (cf. kwdld - 'write')

24 One verb root is found in the database (Appendix C) where this breathy aspirated labio- 
velar glide is derived from a nasal+stop duster with voiced velar stop in PB as shown below.

wfid 'hear' < *-ylpgu-a
I assume that the initial syllable in the proto form was lost. The voiced velar stop *g must 
have first devoiced, after which it went through the same stages which other nasal+stop 
sequences underwent to derive the breathy aspirated labio-velar glide (see example (29)).
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This means that the breathy glottal fricative /fi/ and the aspirated labio-velar

glide /wV are in complementary distribution.25 Thus (27c) should be

modified to include the breathy aspirated labio-velar glide given in 

parenthesis alongside, as seen in (29).

(29) *N-k > *N-kfi > kfi > fi/(wfi)

a. kfi > fi /   i, e, a

b. kfi > w6/   u, o

No correspondences could be found of PB velar stop followed by the front 

vowels *i and *e in these two classes. As was mentioned above, all the 

reflexes of proto voiceless stops are depressor consonants in their interaction

with High tones in Ikalanga. But, as illustrated in (30), the class 9 and 10 nasal

prefix also induced similar depressor effects in three more consonants 

occuring root initially in nouns of classes 9 and 10, namely, /kwfi,tefi,l£fi/.

(30) Other breathy voiced consonants in classes 9 and 10

a. k ^ s a  < ‘N -k^isa < *-tuiga 'giraffe7
k^e 'sweet reeds'

b. te^rjga < *N-"t5hu]ga < *-t£gga 'veins'
te^jilo 'poverty

c 'skunk'
t^ela 'space underneath

granary'

“ Note that the glottal fricative /fi/ in the environment of the back and round vowels /  u, o / is

optionally realized as the breathy aspirated labio-velar glide /w 6/ .  This variation, though, 
may be subject to speaker variation (idolectally).
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For the intermediate stages in the development of the labialized aspirated 

velar stop /k ^ /  and dental affricate /tsV from the above proto forms, the

reader is referred to §5.6.2 and §6.4.1 respectively. From the above, I conclude 

that there are altogether seven breathy voiced consonants in Ikalanga derived 

in the environment of the classes 9 and 10 nasal prefix. Of particular interest 

is that all these consonants are depressor consonants in their interaction with 

High tones in this language. I give this class of special depressor consonants 

in (31).

(31) Special depressor consonants in Ikalanga

I defer discussion of depressor consonants until §7.1.1.

However, the above changes to PB voiceless stops did not just occur 

where noun roots of classes 9 and 10 were preceded by this nasal prefix. As I 

will show in the following section, breathy consonants also developed root 

medially in verb roots and nouns of other classes which, in Proto-Bantu, had 

nasal+stop sequences medially. I discuss these in the following section.

6.4.3.2 Breathy voice consonants from *NC sequences root medially

I begin by looking at those verbs which have breathy voice consonants

root medially from PB nasal+stop sequences. Out of a total of 1,165 verbs in

the database (see Appendix C), only sixteen (16) verbs have breathy voice

consonants which appear to have been derived from a nasal+stop sequence.

Most of these verbs occur with the breathy alveolar aspirate /t6/ in the second
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syllable. Only two examples with the breathy bilabial aspirate /pfi/ and one 

with breathy labio-velar glide /wfi/ could be found in the database. In (32) I

give a list of the 16 verbs with breathy aspirates.

(32) Verbs Gloss PB

a. dot^a 'drip' < *-tont-a
ke^a 'pluck off; break-off < *-kant-a
kut®a 'brush on something' < *-kunt-a
mSt6̂ 'pluck-off, as feathers'
ndt®d 'separate com flour from grain'
tat^a 'climb' < *-tant-a ('cross')

“be happy'
do^ela 'drop onto (of liquid)' < *-tont-a
ku^uuula 'pluck-off leaves from lash'
tu t^m dla 'be elevated'
kd^om^la 'nail into'
kut®iwa 'stumble on; trip on'
tat^ikajia 'pile on top of the other'

b. fepfia 'blow one's nose' < *-p£mbo
papfia 'increase'

c  nuw*a 'smell (v)' < *-nuqk-a

(33) gives the few nouns found in the database with breathy consona

morpheme internally in C2 positions also from nasal+plus stop clusters.

(33) Nouns

b<§pfio 'cold or flu' < *-p6mb-o
mi-wfid 'thorn' < *-yir)gua
n-nuwfio 'smell (n)' < ‘-nugko
gak^a 'pool'
S ^ 6 'happiness'

I assume that the voiced stops in the proto forms in the first two examples in

(33) first underwent a stage of devoicing (see also footnote 24). After which,
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they went through the different stages of development given in (27) and (29) 

to derive the breathy bilabial aspirate /pfi/  and aspirated labio-velar glide /w6/ 

respectively. (34) below gives monosyllabic noun roots with a breathy 

aspirate /t6/ derived from a nasal+stop cluster in PB roots. Note that the 

initial nasal in the word for person is the class 1 nasal prefix (< PB *mu-) 

which is also syllabic

(34) n-tSi 'person' < *-ntu
I ji- t^  'thing' < *-ntu

From the above examples in (32) - (34), I conclude that breathy consonants in 

Ikalanga did not just develop from the influence of the class 9 and 10 nasal 

prefix, the development of these consonants was also triggered by a nasal that 

was not a noun class prefix in PB nasal+stop clusters. Just as mentioned 

above, all these breathy consonants are also depressor consonants.

In the next sections, I address the question of how a nasal segment 

could have caused the development of aspiration in these voiceless stops. 

First, I consider the previous analyses on the development of aspiration in a 

similar environm ent in some Bantu languages. I also look at the weaknesses 

of these analyses in the way they account for the development of aspiration in 

the environment of a nasal segment, and then go on to give my own analysis 

providing phonetic evidence from the literature on how breathy aspiration 

could have developed from the influence of a nasal segment.
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6.5 Previous analyses on the development of aspiration

I begin by looking at a study by Hinnebusch (1975) on the development

of aspiration in root initial stops of Swahili classes 9/10 nouns and other

related languages in the region, in the environment of the nasal prefix.

Swahili and the other languages considered in this study are also Bantu

languages to the north of Ikalanga. Even though in this study Hinnebusch

concludes that aspiration in these nouns is due to the influence and loss (in

the case of Swahili) of this nasal prefix, it is not clear how this nasal prefix

caused aspiration of these stops. In Hinnebusch's analysis, the nasal first

assimilates to the voicelessness of the following root initial voiceless stop.

After the nasal gets devoiced, two possiblities are said to have occurred

(Hinnebusch 1975:38). I number these as (35a) and (b) for ease of reference.

(35) a. "Perceptually, native speakers have reinterpreted the period of

initial noisiness as post-aspiration rather than pre-aspiration, 

b. or a change in timing has occurred in that velic closure occurs before

the air pressure has been totally expended in the production of the  

voiceless nasal and carries over in the release of the stop."

Hinnebusch is forced to assume that either one or both of the above 

possibilities may have taken place because of the data from other Bantu 

languages close to Swahili such as Pokomo and Pare. In these languages, 

unlike in Swahili, both the nasal and the aspiration are retained. However, 

Hinnebusch only gives a schema which accounts for the development of 

aspiration in Swahili, and not the other languages, seen in (36) below.
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(36) Hinnebusch's schema for Swahili (1975:40) 
/N-pepo/ /N-ta//N-ta/

00

n-ta

nn-t^ao

0

Nasal assimilation

Partial Nasal de voicing/aspiration

Full devoicing

Nasal loss

phepo - 'wind' n^a - 'wax'

Hinnebusch gives two stages of devoicing in order to account for

monosyllabic words where with the development of aspiration, a fully voiced

nasal is still maintained. However, it is at the stage of partial devoicing that

metathesis to post-consonantal position occurs resulting in aspiration.

According to Hinnebusch, partial devoicing applies to all class 9/10 nominals

while full devoicing only applies in polysyllabic nominals. I assume that

Pokomo and Pare failed to undergo the last stage of nasal loss since both are

shown to have retained the de voiced nasal. Below I give examples from

Pokomo, Pare and Swahili for illustration.

(37) Pokomo (Hinnebusch (1975))

mphe<j>o 'wind' < *N-pepo
nt^hu 'three' < *N-tdtu

*N-kudu
o
gk^iju 'big' <

(38) Pare (Hinnebusch (1975))

mpheho 'wind'
nrtm do 'star'o

< *N-p§po
< *N-tondo
< *N-k<5mbegkhombe 'fingernails'
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(39)a. Swahili Hinnebusch (1975))

phepo 'wind/cold' < *N-pdpo

b. Additional Swahili examples (from Givdn (1974))

phaa
t^a
k^iku

'gazelle'
'lamp'
'chicken' <

< N-pdddd

N-kiiku

(37) and (38) show both Pokomo and Pare to have retained both the aspiration 

and the devoiced nasal as indicated by a diacritic mark U beneath the nasal 

prefix, while Swahili has the aspiration only. Thus, by assuming that both 

processes (given as (35)a and b above) may have taken place, Hinnebusch was 

able to account for both developments. If we look at Ikalanga cognates in (24), 

(25) and (26) above, we observe that, like Swahili in (39), with the 

development of aspiration, the nasal prefix was also lost. So, under 

Hinnebusch's analysis, a process of metathesis given in (35a) above would be 

used to account for this development in Ikalanga.

Givdn (1974) also gives an analysis on the development of aspiration 

in these Bantu languages along the same lines as Hinnebusch (1975). 

According to Givdn, the nasal first undergoes natural assimilation of 

devoicing before a voiceless homorganic stop. This voiceless nasal is then 

perceived as "a breath". The presence of this "breath" effect before a voiceless 

consonant creates some perceptual confusion. As a result, a perceptually 

motivated metathesis occurs, whereby the speaker interprets the voiceless 

nasal as post-stop aspiration. Givdn gives the following stages in the 

development of aspiration citing languages where different stages are attested.
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(40) Stages in the development of aspiration (Givdn 1974:110)

NC

NT^C (unattested)
£

NNCh (unattested)

(Pokomo) NCh NCh (Nyanja)

K il  il

(Swahili) C? N h N h (Rwanda/Rundi)
(Sukuma)

Givdn posits two unattested stages, the second of which enables him to 

account for the difference betwen Pokomo, where the nasal is de voiced, and

Nyanja, where the nasal is fully voiced. Unlike Hinnebusch, though, his

analysis is based on metathesis alone. However, he fails to account for how 

languages such as Pokomo and Swahili developed from partial devoicing to 

full devoicing.

6.5.1 Arguments against the previous analyses

Below, I give arguments against the above analyses by Hinnebusch 

(1975) and Givdn (1974). On the basis of these arguments, I reject these 

analyses as not being appropriate for Ikalanga.

(a) The nasal prefix did not lose its voicing.

According to Maddieson (1991) phonetic evidence indicates that nasals, 

in a similar environment, in Sukuma, an Eastern Bantu language, are not 

voiceless. Maddieson carried out studies on Sukuma "aspirated nasals",
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some of which were of the classes 9/10, in order to find out what kind of 

sounds they are. In Sukuma nouns of classes 9/10, the root initial voiceless 

stops have been lost; instead, we find nasals followed by aspiration, hence the 

label "aspirated nasals". But the lost voiceless stops determined the place of 

articulation of these nasals. The results of this study, among other things, 

showed that the nasal portion of these aspirated nasals is not voiceless. 

According to Maddieson (1991:152), the phonetic characteristics of these 

sounds "... also suggest that the diachronic development of aspirated nasals 

did not involve any stage in which the nasal portion became devoiced, as has 

sometimes been proposed ..." (cf. Giv6n (1974) above). For our purposes, it is 

important to note that the sound changes attested for Sukuma in Maddieson 

are the exact parallel of what we find in Shona classes 9 and 10 nouns, a sister 

language to Ikalanga. The following examples from both Sukuma and Shona 

illustrate this point.

(41) Sukuma (Maddieson (1991))

mhala 'gazelle' < *N-padd ('antelope')
nhaawa 'spotted hyena'
jihooji 'detective'
qhob 'sheep' < *N-kodo

(42) Shona (Hannan (1987))
mh£p<5 'wind' < *N-pepo
m hene 'steenbuck' < *N-pene ('goat7)
m h6u 'ostrich' < *N-poi
nh6qg6 'price' < *N-t^rjgo

As already mentioned in the case of Sukuma, the place of articulation of the 

nasal is determined by the place of articulation of the now lost voiceless stop.
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This is also the case in Shona nouns. I, therefore, conclude that while Shona 

and Sukuma went ahead and lost the voiceless stops, Ikalanga, instead, 

retained the aspiration and lost the nasal segment. Thus, on the basis of the 

findings by Maddieson (1991), it makes sense to conclude that the nasal prefix 

in Ikalanga and other Bantu languages such as Sukuma and Shona never lost 

its voicing; instead, the aspiration we find in these stops must be a result of 

other conditions which led to the sound changes we see in these languages 

today.

(b) An increase in pressure is not equal to greater VOT

It does not make sense to talk of a change in timing with velic closure 

occurring before the air pressure is totally expended in the production of the 

voiceless nasal, and as a result carrying over in the release of the stop (see 

(36b) above). In any case, an increase in the air pressure does not necessarily 

result in a greater VOT as suggested by Hinnebusch's analysis. For instance, it 

has been found that the amount of air pressure used in the production of 

stops is independent of aspiration (Kim 1965). In other words, more air 

pressure used in the production of a stop consonant does not necessarily 

make it have a longer VOT.

(c) Nasal devoicing and metathesis fail to account Ikalanga data

Finally, an analysis such as given by Hinnebusch (1975) or Givdn (1974) 

where these nasals undergo partial and full devoicing and are then subject to 

metathesis fails to account for the Ikalanga data where the reflexes of PB *NC 

clusters are depressor consonants (see §6.3). Even though it is possible for
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languages to develop differently at times, I claim that an analysis such as 

given below can be extended to the other Bantu languages given above.

Below I give my proposed analysis which accounts for the sound 

changes we find in Ikalanga reflexes of Proto-Bantu *NC clusters.

6.5.2 A proposed analysis on how a nasal influenced aspiration

I propose that these nasals were first perceived by the listener as being 

breathy voice, that is, as if they were made with a slightly open glottis. This 

argument is based on a study by Fujimura and Lindqvist (1971) which showed 

that the acoustic effects of nasalization are very similar to those of a slightly 

open glottis. Fujimura and Lindqvist (1971) carried out sweep-tone 

measurements of the vocal tract in order to determine its transfer function. 

This study was carried out for both a closed and open glottis condition, and on 

both oral and nasalized vowels. The results of this study, among other 

things, showed that nasalization has the effect of lowering the amplitude of 

the first formant of a vowel and increasing its bandwidth. The effects of 

nasalization on the formants were found to be similar to those of a slightly 

open glottis when articulating these vowels. I therefore suggest that the fact 

that nasalization has similar effects acoustically as a slightly open glottis could 

have led to these Ikalanga nasals to be perceived as breathy voice. In other 

words, listeners reinterpreted nasalization as breathy voice, a mode of 

phonation commonly associated with low pitch. Ohala and Ohala (1993) also 

note that breathy voice vowels are often reinterpreted as nasalized, although
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the reverse has not yet been demonstrated. As for what happened after the

nasals became breathy voiced, I am assuming that by a process of assimilation,

the breathy feature of these nasals then moves onto the release of the adjacent

stops where it is realized as aspiration. As a result, stops following these

nasals became breathy aspirated. When later the breathy nasals were lost in

Ikalanga, these aspirated stops retained this breathy feature.

An analysis such as this one also offers an explanation why these

Ikalanga breathy aspirated stops (< PB *NQ are phonetically and

phonologically distinct from the regular aspirates, in that, synchronically,

they are depressor consonants since they lower the FO of a following vowel.

In (43) below a schema is given which outlines the different stages

these sounds evolved to become breathy aspirated.

(43) Stages in the development of aspiration

NC -*> NC Stage 1: Nasal perceived as breathy

NC -* NCfi Stage 2: Breathy feature moves onto
the release of the stop

NCfi -* Cfi Stage 3: Loss of the nasal

Cfi > fi Stage 4: Loss of the occlusion

Note that the fourth stage is only applicable in cases of proto *k which has 

also been lost. (44) illustrates these stages on two Ikalanga words: /pfiep6/ -

'wind' and /fiurn/ - 'firewood'.
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(44) a. *N-p6po b. *N-kuni Proto-Bantu
m-pdpo
m-pfi^po
0-pfi§po

n-kiini
n-kfiuni
0-kfiuni

Stage 1 
Stage 2 
Stage 3 
Stage 4fiiini

/pfiep<3/ - 'wind' /fiiim/ - 'firewood'

Typological evidence that these Ikalanga nasals must have changed to breathy

voiced nasals is derived from Pongweni (1990). In his study of Karanga, a 

dialect of Shona closely related to Ikalanga, he shows Karanga to have two 

sets of nasals: the plain voiced nasals and the breathy voiced nasals. The 

following minimal pairs from Pongweni (1990:97-98) illustrate.

(45) Plain vs breathy voiced nasals in Karanga (Shona)

manda 'animal fat7 mdnda 'fork in branch of tree'
nak& 'be sweet7 n&k& 'inheritance'
mejiu 'in your (pi.)' mfejiti 'alive (adj. C1.9/10)'

I have argued above that the development of breathy voice consonants 

in Ikalanga is from a nasal in PB *NC clusters. In addition, an analysis is 

given on how these nasals could have resulted effected the development of 

these unique sounds, which, synchronically are depressor consonants. 

However, as pointed out in the introduction to this chapter, these changes did 

not just occur diachronically, similar changes occur synchronically in 

morphophonemic alternations in this language. I turn to these in the 

following section.
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6.6 Morphophonemic variations in nouns of classes 9 and 10

As mentioned above, similar changes to the diachronic sound changes 

shown in the above sections are also found in morphophonemic alternations 

in this language. These changes are found in the modification of nouns of 

classes 9 and 10 by the adjectives which have voiceless stops or affricates root 

initially.

In Ikalanga, as in most Bantu languages, adjective do not have

inherent noun class membership. Whenever an adjective modifies a noun it

always takes a class prefix which agrees with that of the noun it modifies. (46)

gives some examples from different classes to illustrate this point.

(46)a. Classes 1 and 2 nouns + adjectives
Underlying forms Surface forms Gloss

ua-kadzf + tatu -* ua-kddzf ua-tatu 'three women'
g-kadzf + pejni -* g-kadzf m-pejiu 'an alive woman'
ua-lum6 + kodu -* ua-lum6 ua-kodu 'fat men'

b. Classes 7 and 8 nouns + adjectives

tfi-^u + pairi -*• ^i-^u^i-pauf 'an broad thing'
z^-t^u + Ijena -* z^ -^u  zwi-^fena 'white things'
zwi-p6 + Jaua -*> zwi-p6 zwi-Jdud 'red gifts'

c Class 9/10 nouns + adjectives

jibkd + lefu -* ji<5kri n-defu 'a long snake'26
gombe + bill -* gombe m-bilf 'two cows'

26 Note the surface alternation between a lateral / l /  and proto *d discussed in Chapter Four.
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d. Class 14 nouns + adjectives

uu-kuse + temd -* uu-kus£ uu-temd 'black fur' 
uu-ldwo + pain -> uu-ldw6 uu-patu 'wide bed'

Of relevance to our discussion are the class 9/10 nouns in (46c) where we 

observe the adjectives taking a class 9/10 nasal prefix in agreement with the 

nouns they modify (cf. exx. (21) and (22) in §6.4.3.1 above). Interestingly, when 

adjectives with voiceless stops / p, t, k / initially modify nouns of these classes, 

we observe in the intermediate forms that these stops are realized as breathy 

consonants /pfi, t®, fi/ respectively. In this case the nasal prefix is lost and we

derive breathy voice aspirates and glottal fricative (cf. exx. (24-26) above).

(47) Breathy consonants in adjectives modifying classes 9/10 nouns

gumbd + pauf 
gombe + pejiu 
jidka + tahi 
pfiuka + tema 
jamu + tetfandna 
fiuku + kodu 
nurjgu + kulukulu

rjumbd pfiaui 
gombe pfiejiu 
jioki tfiatu 
pfiukd t®emd 
Jamu t®e^andna 
fiuku fiodu 
nuggufiulufiulu

'wide room' 
'alive cattle' 
'three snakes' 
'black animal(s)' 
'thin lash'
'fat chicken'
'big porcupine'

Essential to note in all the above surface forms too, is the failure of the High 

tone of the nouns to spread across these breathy consonants onto the first 

vowel of the adjectives. This shows that, just like those breathy consonants 

derived by diachronic sound changes, these sounds also have depressor 

effects. Similar depressor effects are also observed when the modifying 

adjective begins with a voiceless affricate, as shown in (48) below.
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(48) Class 9/10 nouns modified by adjectives with initial affricates

ndflo +1fena -» ndfldlpena 'white plate'
jiimba +^e^ana -*■ jumbdl^elfand 'young lion'

6.7 Summary

In this chapter, it has been shown that Ikalanga shows aspiration as 

both diachronic sound changes and sychronic changes. While these changes 

are shown to be most prevalent in nouns of classes 9 and 10, which 

diachronically, had a nasal segment for a class prefix, these changes are also 

found where PB had *NC clusters non-initially in nouns as well as verbs. Of 

particular interest about these changes is that, the resultant sounds are 

phonetically distinct from regular consonants with the same place of 

articulation, in that, they low the F0 of the following vowel. It is this 

characteristic which make them depresssor consonants in their interaction 

with High tones in Ikalanga. Thus, Ikalanga today makes a distinction 

between the regular voiceless aspirates, the glottal fricative, the labio-velar 

glide, the labialized aspirated velar stop and the palato-alveolar affricate on 

the one hand, and their breathy counterparts on the other hand, a distinction 

never been made before in the literature.
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Chapter Seven 

Depressor Consonants and Tone

This chapter looks at depresssor consonants and the tonal system of 

Ikalanga. According to Schachter (1976), depressor consonants are that class of 

consonants with a special affinity for low tones. In this chapter, I first 

determine which consonants pattern as depressor consonants and which are 

not depressor consonants. I then go on to discuss in detail the effects of 

depressor consonants. Furthermore, the chapter considers Ikalanga tonal 

systems and how depressor consonants interact with the tone spreading rules 

in this language. The interaction between this class of consonants and tone 

has been subject to a lot of attention in a number of studies on different Bantu 

languages (see Beach (1924) and Lanham (1958) on Xhosa; Schachter (1976) on 

Siswati; Laughren (1984) on Zulu; Cassimjee & Kisseberth (1992) on 

Mijikenda & Nguni; Trithart (1976) on Chichewa; and Hyman & 

Mathangwane (to appear) on Ikalanga, among others). §7.1 begins by giving a 

history of the study of depressor consonants in southern Bantu languages. 

§7.2 looks at the characteristics of depressor consonants. §7.3 looks at tone and 

the tone spreading rules in Ikalanga. §7.4 looks at the interaction of the tone 

spreading rules and depressor consonants in Ikalanga. §7.5 gives the 

summary.
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7.1 Depressor consonants

I begin by giving two nouns the first of which consist of a class 7 prefix 

21- and the second consist of a class 8 prefix zwi-, both low tone in (la), (lb) 

gives pronominals which show agreement with these nouns respectively.

(1)a. tji-pd 'gift' zwi-p6 'gifts'

b. ? i-? 6  'your (sg.) zwi-z6 'your (pi.)'

(2)a. tfi-po tfitf0 b. zwi-po zwiz6
l /  I I I
H H H H

tfi-p<5 2 ^  " 'your gift' zwi-p6 zwiz6 - 'your gifts'

(2) gives these words in intonational phrases. We observe in (2a) that the 

High (H) tone of the noun spreads onto the first vowel of the pronominal, 

which is not the case in (2b). The only reason why there is tone spreading in 

(2a) but not in (2b) is because the initial consonant /tf/ in the pronominal is

not a depressor consonant, while in (2b) the initial /zw/ is a depressor

consonant. As a result, this depressor consonant blocks the H tone from 

spreading across it.

The term 'depressor consonant' was first introduced into the study of 

Nguni languages by Lanham (1958:66) when he was looking at Xhosa tones. 

But, as noted by Rycroft (1980:1), the phenomenon of tone depression by some 

consonants in Nguni was recognized much earlier in the century by Beach 

(1924) when he stated that "... all consonantal initials of syllables may be
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divided into two classes according to their tonetic relationships ... the high

class and the low class'. Beach further explains that,

"...The fully voiced initials belongmainly to the low-tone c l a s s ; ... 

whereas the high-tone class contains mainly initial consonants 

which are at least partially unvoiced ...(1924:81).

Contrary to earlier studies, such as Beach (1924) and Lanham (1958), in 

which depressor consonants were associated with consonant voicing, it has 

now been shown in some Nguni languages that consonantal voicing is not 

an essential requirement of depression (Rycroft 1980:3). In languages that 

have depressor consonants, it is not necessarily the case that all voiced 

consonants are depressors, nor is it necessarily the case that all depressors are 

voiced. For example, Siswati depressor consonants include voiced 

consonants as well as voiceless consonants (Schachter (1976:213). Traill, 

Khumalo & Fridjhon (1987:264) also note that the class of depressor 

consonants in Zulu is heterogeneous, consisting of voiceless unaspirated 

stops, voiced stops and some voiced non-obstruents.

7.1.1 Ikalanga depressor consonants

Ikalanga, as is common in a number of Bantu languages, has depressor 

consonants in its inventory (see §2.1.2 above; Hyman & Mathangwane (to 

appear)). As in some Nguni languages such as Zulu and Siswati, not all the 

depressor consonants in this language are voiced consonants. As shown in

(3) below, depressor consonants in Ikalanga are comprised of voiced 

obstruents and breathy voice consonants. The list of breathy voice
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consonants includes the voiceless breathy aspirated stops, the voiceless

breathy affricates, the breathy glottal fricative, the voiceless breathy labialized

aspirated velar stop and the breathy labio-velar approximant.

(3) Ikalanga depressor consonants
a. Plain depressors

voicelesss breathy stops: p fi t6
voiced stops: b d d
voiced fricatives: V z 3
vis breathy affricates: S6 r
voiced affricates: 6z dz d3
voiced velarized stop: txj

b. Labialized depressors

voiced labialized stops: dw g'
vis breathy asp. stop: k™6
voiced affricate: dzw
voiced fricatives: zw
labio-velar approx.: w®

Ikalanga has altogether twenty-two depressor consonants in its consonant 

inventory. (4) gives words with depressor consonants in stem-initial position 

for illustration.

(4) Words with depressor consonants

Voiced obstruents b. Breathv depressors
bika 'cook' pfiande 'clap of hands'
dana 'call' ^ozo 'hoof'
duma 'agree' fiuku 'fowl'
gala 'siP 'veins'
vund 'break' 5®6tfe 'skunk'
zana w k ^ s a 'giraffe'
3°la 'smear' w®i 'voice'
Hza 'belch'
dzamula 'snatch'
33d 'eat7
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dwilila 'proceed'
3zwdla 'plant7
gwdla 'be ill'
zw£la 'bear child'

However, a large number of consonants in Ikalanga are not depressor 

consonants. (5) illustrates.

(5) Non-depressors in Ikalanga
a. Voiceless plain consonants

Stops: p, t, k
Fricatives: f, s, J
Affricates: ps, ts, tf

b. Voiceless aspirated consonants

Stops: ph, P, kh
Affricate: C?1
Velarized stop: pi?

c  Sonorants: m, n, jv q, r, 1, v, j, w

d. Prenasalized consonants

Voiced Prenasalized stops: mb, nd, qg
Voiced prenasalized affricate: nd3

e. Voiceless labialized consonants

Stops: kw
Aspirated stops: thw, k ^
Aspirated affricate: tehw
Fricatives: sw,

(f) Voiced labialized consonants

Nasal: qw
Voiced prenasalized stop: qgw

We observe that non-depressors include both voiceless and voiced 

consonants in Ikalanga. Voiced consonants which are not depressor 

consonants include sononant consonants, voiced prenasalized stops and the
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prenasalized affricate. This shows that, like in Nguni, voicing is not a 

determinant of depression in Ikalanga. From the above, I conclude that 

depressor consonants in Ikalanga fall into three featural classes, namely; 

[+voice, -continuant], [+voice, +strident], and, [+breathy]. However, these 

depressor consonants have certain characteristics in common with regard to 

tone, which I discuss in the following section.

7.2 Characteristics of Depressor Consonants

According to Hyman and Mathangwane (to appear), depressor 

consonants in Ikalanga are characterized by four effects in their interaction 

with tones in this language. These effects, listed in (6) have analogues in the 

other Bantu languages as well (see Cassimjee & Kisseberth (1992)).

(6) Effects of depressor consonants on tones

a. they block some High (H) tones from spreading
b. they convert H's to LH rising tones
c they cause a H tone to delink, and,
d. they lower the pitch of the following tone.

Note that these effects are interrelated in Ikalanga. For example, in (6b) the 

conversion of a High tone to LH rising tone can also be explained as a result 

of pitch lowering effect by a preceding depressor consonant in (6d). I look at 

each one of these effects below.
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A. Depressor consonants block some H tones from spreading

In Ikalanga, a High (H) tone spreads twice postlexically onto the 

following two vowels if it can (see §7.3.1). (7) gives two Low tone nouns 

preceded by an associative marker ne= 'with, and, by7 which has an 

under lying H tone. The H tone of the associative marker spreads first onto 

the vowel of the class prefix of the following word and then again onto the 

first vowel of the noun root.

(7) A H tone spreads twice postlexically

a. ne=lfi-wilo b. ne=1jfi-lopa

But in cases where this H tone associative marker ne= is followed by a noun 

with a H tone, Meeussen's Rule in (8) deletes the second H tone in (9). 

Following Meeussen's Rule, a H tone can only spread once onto the first 

vowel of a noun.

/

H H

ne= tff-wilo - 'by chance' 

(cf.lji-wilo - 'chance')

n6= t$i-l<5pa - 'and a liver' 

(cf.lji-lopa - 'liver7)

(8) Meeussen's Rule (MR):

H -  0 / H
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(9) A H tone spreads once after the application of MR 
a. ne= ndilo b. ne= lele

I . ' '  I
H H

1
0

n§=ndflo - 'and a plate' 
(cf. ndflo - 'plate')

H H
I
0

(MR)

n6=16le - 'and a ladder' 
(cf. I6le - 'ladder7)

As seen in (10) and (11) below, when the noun following the associative 

marker has an initial depressor consonant, the H tone of the associative 

marker is blocked from spreading onto the first vowel of the noun.

(10)

a.

Underlying forms
ne= bani 
nd= dama 
ne= gdla 
ne= gak^a 
ne= 3dm 
ne= cl̂ i'ld 
ne= pfi£po 
ne= tMggb 
ne= hope 
ne^lf'e’tfe 
ne= te^rjgd

Intermediate forms

ne= bani 
ne= dama 
ne= gola 
ne= gak^a 
n6= 3ani 
ne= d^ila 
ne= pfiepo 
ne= t^ggo 
ne= hope 
n e^^e^e  
ne=1sfiigga

Gloss
'and a forest7 
'and a word' 
'and a vulture' 
'and a lake' 
'and a leaf 
'and a cloth' 
'and wind'
'and rafters' 
'and eyelashes' 
'and a skunk' 
'and veins'

(11)

a.
Depressor consonants block a H tone
ne= bani

I I
H H

i
0

ne= bani - 'and a forest' 
(cf. bani - 'forest7)

b. ne= gola
I I
H H

I
0

(MR)

ne=gola - 'and a vulture' 
(cf. g<5la - 'vulture')
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c  ne= p®epo d. ne= t^iqgo
I \ /  I \  /
H H H H

4 i  (MR)
0 0

ne= pfiepo - 'and wind' ne= tSiqgo - 'and rafters'
(cf. pfi6p6 - 'wind') (cf. t®uqg6 - 'rafters')

B. Depressor consonants convert H's to LH rising tones

As will be shown below, when a H tone occurs between two depressor 

consonants in the underlying representations (UR), this H tone gets realized 

as a LH rising tone in the intermediate forms. This is illustrated in (12) by 

verbs followed by another word, in this case an adverb kakale 'again'. In the 

intermediate forms, we observe the H between the two depressor consonants 

converted to a LH rising tone.

(12) Depressor consonants convert H's to LH rising tones:
UR Intermediate Forms Gloss

gwadza kakale gw&dza kakale '(be) painful again'
3^dza kakdle 3&flza kakdle 'fill-up again'
zigwa kakdle zTgwa kakdle 'be known again'
gdk^a kakdle g&k^a kakdle '(a) lake again'
tMzi kakdle t ^ i  kakale 'fly (n) again'

However, this is not the case when a H tone occurs between two non

depressor consonants. As seen in (13) the initial H tone of the verb simply

spreads twice in the intermediate forms, first onto the following vowel of the 

verb and for the second time onto the first vowel in the following adverb.
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(13) No LH rising tones with non-depressors
Underlying forms Intermediate Forms
tdla kakdle 
pfsa kakale 
ggina kakdle 
Mia kakale

t<5ld kdkdle 
pfsd k^kdle 
ggind kdkdle 
MM kdkdle

Gloss

'take again' 
'bum again' 
'enter again'
'lie down again'

C  Depressor consonants cause H tones to delink

As shown in (14), when a H-L noun with an initial non-depressor 

consonant is followed by a possessive pronoun ldngu - 'my' also with a H-L 

tone pattern, the H tone of the noun simply spreads once onto the following 

vowel in the noun (subject to the tone spreading rules discussed in §7.3) and 

does not delink from the preceding vowel. In other words, non-depressors do 

not cause H tones to delink.

(14) Non-depressors do not cause H tones to delink 
Underlying forms Spreading

a. jiimba jaggu -» jumba jaggu
I I  I /  I

/

H H H H

jumbd jaggu - 'my lion' (cf. Jumba - 'lion')

b. ndilo jaggu -*> ndilo jaggu
I I l /  I

H H H H

ndfld jdggu - 'my plate' (cf. ndilo - 'plate')

However, this is not the case if the initial consonant in the noun is a 

depressor consonant. In this case, after spreading once onto the following
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vowel, this H tone then delinks from the preceding syllable with a depressor 

consonant. (15) and (16) below illustrate.

(15) Depressor consonants cause H's to delink:
UR Intermediate forms Gloss

ddla ldggu dald ldggu 'my com stall'
dula ldggu duld laggu 'my granary7
bani laggu bani laggu 'my forest7
gdla ldggu gold ldggu 'my vulture'
fidue jdggu fioud jdggu27 'my fish'
^ekojdggu tfiekd jdggu 'my hiccup'

(16) gives some derivations to illustrate.

(16) Derivations illustrating delinking of H tones by depressors:
a. Underlying forms Spreading Delinking

bani laggu -» bani laggu -*> bani laggu
I I  1/  I +/  I/ t

H H H H H H

bam laggu - 'my forest7 (cf. bani - 'forest7)

b. gola laggu gola laggu -s> gola laggu
I I 1/ I * /  I/ /
H H H H H H

gold ldggu - 'my vulture' (cf. gdla - 'vulture')

c. fioue jaggu -*> fioue jaggu -* fioue jaggu
I I i /  I + / I

H H H H H H

fiooe jdggu - 'my fish' (cf. fidue - 'fish')

27 Note that the different initial consonant of the pronoun in these examples from a lateral to a 
palatal glide is in agreement with noun classes of these nouns.
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d. ^eko jaggu -*> t®eko jaggu -*> ^eko jaggu
I I l /  I 4 /  I

H H H H H H

^ekd jdggu - 'my hiccup' (cf. t^ko - 'hiccup')

D. Depressor consonants lower the pitch of the following tones

To demonstrate this drop in pitch, three verb phrases are given in (17) 

below made up of a low tone verb root preceded by the H tone class 2 subject 

agreement marker ud-, the present tense marker no- and followed by the 

adverb kakdle 'again'. The H tone of the subject agreement marker is seen 

spreading onto the present tense marker and then onto the first syllable of the 

verb or the 2nd person singular object prefix ku- in the case of (17c). Note that 

in the three examples given, the final syllables following the H tone 

spreading from the subject agreement marker are a regular aspirate, a breathy 

aspirate and a voiced obstruent respectively. Note that both the breathy 

aspirate and voiced obstruent are depressor consonants. I underline these 

syllables in the intermediate forms for ease of reference.

(17) UR and Spreading

ua-no-p^i^a kakale
1

Intermediate Forms

ud-nd-pMt^ kakdle 
'they are assembling again'

H H

b. ua-no-ku^a kakale
Iv

H H

/  * ✓ ✓
vd-nd-ku^a kakdle 
'they are touching again'
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c  ua-no-ku-dwa kakale ud-n6-ku-dwa kakdle
I < /  I 'they mean you again'
H H

We observe in Figures 7.1,7.2 and 7.3 respectively that the drop in pitch from

the H tone syllable preceding these consonants, i.e. VI, and that following

these consonants, i.e. V2, is much more pronounced in the case of depressor

consonants, that is the breathy aspirate and voiced obstruents given in

Figures 7.2 and 7.3 respectively. In Figure 7.1 where the consonant between

VI and V2 is a non-depressor, this drop in pitch is minimal as a result of

which this syllable gets realized with a mid tone. Table 1 gives the pitch

measurements of both VI and V2 in all the three examples. These

measurements are based on one token measured at the 50 milliseconds point

from the onset of the vowels as indicated by an arrow.

Table 1. Pitch measurements (in Hz) of the vowels before and after a
non-depressor and depressor consonants

m /tV /dw/

VI V2 Diff. VI V2 Diff. VI V2 Diff.

323 228 95 333 186 147 325 179 146

Of interest to us is the third column under each consonant giving the 

difference (Diff.) between the pitch of the two vowels. The higher the 

difference the more pronounced the pitch drop as seen in the case of both 

depressor consonants (see Figures 7.2 and 7.3 respectively).
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(a) Waveform

(b) Pitch
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100 300 600 900
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Figure 7.1. An analysis of the phrase ud-ntf-pM^a kakale - 'they are 
assembling again'. We observe a slight difference in pitch 
between VI and V2.
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(a) Waveform

300

200

(b) Pitch

(c) Spectrogram

i

VI V2

800
Time (msec.)

Figure 7.2. An analysis of the phrase ud-nd-ku^a kakdle - 'they are touching 
again'. We observe a pronounced difference in the level of pitch 
between VI and V2.
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(a) Waveform

(b) Pitch
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Figure 7.3. An analysis of the phrase ud-n<5-ku-dwa kakdle - 'they mean you 
again'. Just as in Figure 2 above, the pitch difference between V1 
and V2 is more pronounced.
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7.3 Tone in Ikalanga

Ikalanga, as in many other Bantu languages, has an underlying two- 

tone system, that is a High and a Low tone. A number of words are found in 

which the only contrastive element between two words is tone. (18) below 

gives tonal pairs of words which illustrate this point.

(18) Tonal minimal pairs

Jaka 'bird's nest7 (L-H) jaka 'search7 (L-L)
3uld 'frog7 (L-H) 3ula 'open7 (L-L)
gwisa 'flour7 (L-H) gwisa 'try7 (L-L)

'gossip7 (L-H) jaja 'lack7 (L-L)
tfela 'draw (water)7 (H-L) tfela 'pluck off (fruit)7 (L-L)
lima 'darkness7 (H-L) lima 'cultivate7 (L-L)
gwala 'be ill7 (H-L) gwal* 'coward7 (L-H)
fuld 'blow (air)7 (H-H) fula 'graze7 (L-L)
kula 'grow up7 (H-H) kula 'clear grass' (L-L)
kh6na 'turn7 (H-H) khona 'manage7 (L-L)
jidld 'fingernails' (H-H) jiala 'be tired' (L-L)
zwi'mba 'swell7 (H-H) zwimba 'hide (n)' (L-L)

Tables 2 and 3 show the possible tonal patterns for disyllabic, trisyllabic, and 

quadrisyllabic verbs and nouns respectively.
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Table 2. Tonal Patterns in Verbs

Tone Patterns Examples

a. Bisyllabic verbs
L-L fem-a 'breathe'

H-H kdgg-il 'fry7
H-L t6l-a 'take'

b. Trisyllabic verbs
L-L-L jalul-a 'choose'
L-H-L Szimul-a 'allay7
H-H-L kumbfl-a 'request7

c. Quadrisyllabic verbs
L-L-L-L tukutil-a 'sweat7
H-H-H-L l£u£l6k-a 'speak7
H-L-H-L pddzamuk-a 'startle7
L-H-H-L

vululdt-a 'shut one's eyes'

Note that the pattern L-H-L is only found in trisyllabic verb stems in which 

the initial consonant is a depressor consonant, as exemplified in the Table. 

Only twenty-four (24) verb stems with this pattern were found in the 

database.
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Table 3. Tonal Patterns in Nouns

Tone Patterns Examples

a. Bisyllabic nouns 
L-L ndoue 'dung7
L-H Jakd 'bird's nest7
H-H fupd 'bone'
H-L ndilo 'plate'

b. Trisyllabic nouns 
L-L-L ma-lopa 'blood'

L-L-H ma-simbd 'strength'
L-H-H i-k<5mb6 'navel'

H-H-H ji6jiedzi 'star7
H-H-L nddudlo 'marriage'

c. Quadrisyllabic nouns 

L-L-L-L gorokoro 'throat7
L-L-L-H i-kojiand 'insect7
L-L-H-H n-zekulii 'nephew; niece'
L-L-H-L n-zwaldni 'friend'
L-H-H-L m-psdjflo 'broom'
L-H-H-H

i-kdkold 'elbow7
H-H-H-L
H-H-L-L

uildufle 'hot pepper7

udsdkulu 'uncle'

The following generalizations emerge from the above tables: 1) Ikalanga

nouns present more tonal patterns than those found in verb infinitives; 2) 

except in the case of disyllabic verbs where we observe a H-H pattern ending 

in a H tone, trisyllabic and quadrisyllabic verbs always end in a L tone; 3) most
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tonal patterns in nouns begin with a L tone. This follows simply from the 

fact that noun class prefixes, as in most Bantu languages, are L tone. The only

class prefix with an underlying H tone in Ikalanga is the class 2a prefix ud-

(see §2.3.1). As will be shown in the following subsections, different tone 

speading rules apply in this language to derive the remaining surface patterns 

at the stem level and also some tone patterns in larger units, such as, the 

phonological phrase and utterance.

7.3.1 Ikalanga Tonal Rules

Over the past years, two frameworks have led to our understanding of 

the different levels at which a given rule applies. Lexical Phonology has 

provided us with useful insights for determining whether a given rule 

applies lexically or postlexically (Kiparsky (1982); Mohanan (1986)). The 

second framework, the prosodic domain theory, has focussed on the 

interaction between phonology and syntax (Nespor & Vogel (1986); Selkirk 

(1986) etc.). According to advocates of this second framework, the interaction 

between phonology and syntax is mediated in the prosodic structure 

organized into a phonological hierarchy which includes a phonological word, 

a clitic group, a phonological phrase, an intonational phrase and an utterance. 

As will be shown below, Ikalanga tonal rules provide an example of such a 

case whereby a single H tone undergoes several applications at different 

prosodic domains.
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According to Hyman & Mathangwane (to appear), Ikalanga has a 

process of left-to-right high tone spreading (HTS) which applies cumulatively 

by prosodic domain. The three relevant domains in this case are the prosodic 

stem, the phonological phrase and the utterance domain. This means that an 

underlying H tone undergoes three applications of tone spreading identified

as HTSj, HTS2 and HTS3 respectively. These three rules apply in the order

given. Of interest about these rules is that each one has its own properties 

different from those of the other two. For ease of exposition, I will also

consider these rules beginning with HTS3, next HTS|, and then HTS2.

7.3.1.1 HTS3

HTS3 is a postlexical rule which applies across words. This rule is 

formulated as in (19).

(19) HTS3: V C0 V

H

(20) gives two nouns and a pronoun to illustrate the application of this rule. 

Note that, unlike in the rest of the dissertation where low tones are not 

transcribed, some L tones are transcribed in this section when looking at these 

Ikalanga tonal rules for illustration.
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(20)a. tfi-^u /tjii-^u/ 'thing' fi-p6 /lfii-p<5 / 'gift'

b. Ijfi-lfi-d /tjTifd/ 'your (sg.)28

(20a) gives two nouns of dass 7, the first of which has a L-L tone pattern while 

the second one has a L-H tone pattern. (20b) gives the pronoun which has an 

underlying H on the final vowel. We observe that in all the words given 

(within slashes) that the initial prefix has a long vowel. As mentioned in

§3.2, Ikalanga does not have distinctive vowel length; the vowel length we 

see in these examples is a result of the Penultimate Lengthening Rule, 

applying at the right edge of an intonational phrase (IP).

(21) Penultimate Lengthening Rule (Hyman & Mathangwane (to appear))

0  -  V / V —  C0 V ][p

The Penultimate Lengthening Rule (PL) feeds HTS3, as shown in (22).

(22)i. Iji-^ u  "tfftfo b. 1 f i 'P °  Ifitfo UR
I I I

H H H

ii. Ti-t^u fh ? o  tfi-po Ijiftjo PL
I I I
H H H

iii. I f i-^ u  Ijfiitfo Ifi-po tfiftfo HTS3
I 1 /  I

H H H

Ifi-t^u Ifiitfd - 'your thing' Ifi-po Iffitfd - 'your gift'

28 Morphologically, this 2nd person pronoun is a reduplication of the class 7 prefix tji- and the 
pronominal stems / - 6 / .
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HTS3 does not just apply across words, it can also apply within words. To 

show that, we must first consider the application of HTSj below.

7.3.1.2 HTS!

Following Hyman & Mathangwane (to appear), I assume that Ikalanga 

roots are either underlyingly toneless or have an underlying H tone. (23) and 

(24) give some examples of toneless and H tone verbs respectively preceded by 

the low tone infinitive prefix ku- (see also Appendix B for more examples). 

All these examples are given as they occur in an intonational phrase with 

penultimate vowel length.

Toneless verbs
kuu-w-a 'to fall'
ku-liim-a 'to cultivate'
ku-palaadz-a 'to disperse'
ku-jaluul-a 'to choose'
ku-amutjul-a 'to receive'

High Tone verbs

kuu-tf-a 'to fear'
ku-uiiumb-a 'to build'
ku-t^am-a 'to make'
ku-puutiul-a 'to pierce'
ku-simuul-a 'to uproot'
ku-p6t£leek-a 'to surround

The lexically toneless verbs in (23) are assigned a Low tone by default. The 

lexical H in the verbs in (24) links to the first vowel in the verb stem. HTSj

then applies at the stem level, spreading this H tone rightwards to all the
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visible vowels. I am assuming that the final vowel in the longer stems, that 

is, trisyllabic or longer, is not visible to this rule indicated by the brackets < > 

as is normally done in the literature. (25) gives some derivations to illustrate.

(25) a. tf-a

H

b. uumb-a simul-<a> d. potelek-<a>

H
1/
H

I if
H

The final vowel in the monosyllabic stem in (25a) and in the disyllabic stem 

in (25b), however, are not extrametrical because, like in a number of Bantu 

languages, this language also invokes a disyllabic minimum (see Myers (1987) 

on Shona).29

But in cases where these H tone verbs are followed by another word 

within an intonational phrase, HTS3 also applies to these verbs. (26) restates

these verbs from (24) above followed by uu-siiku 'at night7.

(26) H tone verbs followed by uu-siiku

kuu-lf-d
ku-uuumb-d
ku-t^am-a
ku-piiuuiil-a
ku-simiiul-a
ku-poteleek-a

ku-lf-d uu-siiku 
ku-uumb-d uu-siiku 
ku-thdm-d uu-siiku 
ku-puuul-d uu-siiku 
ku-simul-d uu-siiku 
ku-p6tdlek-d uu-siikii

7to fear at night7 
7to build at night7 
7to make at night7 
7to pierce at night7 
7to uproot at night7 
7to surround at night7

29 Hyman and Mathangwane found some exceptions to this minimality in the language, for 
example,

ku-t66I-a 'to take' -» ku-tdld uu-sfiku 'to take at night'
Hyman and Mathangwane propose that the reason why this verb behaves differently from 
other disyllabic verbs is that its final vowel is extrametrical, ie. t61-<a>, at the application 
of HTSj.They give a historical explanation for this difference in disyllabic roots, and that is, 
in PB, roots like t61-a (< PB *t<5od-) were reconstructed with a long vowel unlike in the other 
verb roots as in (24b). Thus, even though Ikalanga has lost distinctive vowel length, it may be 
the case that these roots meet the disyllabic minimality requirement in themselves.
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We observe in the case of the monosyllabic and disyllabic verb stems that the 

stem H tone spreads by HTS3 onto the vowel of the class 14 prefix of the

following word uu-siiku 'at night'. But in the case of the longer verb stems,

when the word uu-siiku follows, we observe a H tone on the final vowel -a 

which was not there before when these verbs occurred in isolation. This 

means that after the application of HTSj and with the addition of another

word, the extrametricality is removed. This H tone then spreads by HTS3

onto the final vowel. This shows that as a postlexical rule, HTS3 can spread 

both within and across words.

7.3.1.3 HTS2

Although HTS2 applies at the phrase level, it can be illustrated by the

object prefix before verb stems. This prefix is exemplified by the noun class 7

agreement marker l£i- which has an underlying H tone. I begin by looking at

this object prefix with H tone verbs as shown in (27) below.

(27) High tone verbs with Hi- object prefix 

kuTfiiTf-d
ku-tji-uuumb-d
ku-lji-t^am-d
ku-lji-pubuul-a
ku-lji-snnuul-a
ku-ifi-p6t£l£6k-a

'to fear it'
'to build it7 
'to make it'
'to pierce it7 
'to uproot it7 
'to surround it7
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In this case, nothing seem to happen with both the H tone of the object prefix 

retained as well as that of verb stem. A different situation emerges though 

when this object prefix precedes toneless verbs. As seen in (28) below, when 

this object prefix is followed by toneless verb stems, the H tone of the object

prefix spreads twice onto the following vowels of the verb stem, first by HTS2

and second by HTS3 (see §7.3.1.1).

(28) Toneless verbs

ku-lfu-ji-a 'to defecate it7
ku-lfi-lnm-a 'to cultivate it7
ku-tfi-jaluul-a 'to choose it7
ku-lfi-dmiitfiil-a 'to receive if
ku-1fi-lembeleedz-a 'to hang it (dangling)'

From the longer forms in (28), it becomes even clearer that this rule is not 

HTS| which, as shown above, targets all the visible vowels in a stem. This

particular H tone though fails to spread onto the third vowel in the longer

verb stems which would be the case if it were HTSj.

7.3.2 Additional properties of these tone spreading rules

In the above sections, it was shown the HTS^ applies iteratively at the

stem level targeting all the visible vowels in a stem; HTS2 applies at the

phrase level spreading a H tone once rightwards; and HTS3 applies at an

utterance level both within and across words. In this section, I look at other
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properties of these tone spreading rules which will provide information on 

the nature of these rules. Following Hyman & Mathangwane (to appear) the 

analysis adopted here is in terms of prosodic domains.

As noted in Hyman & Mathangwane, there is a second source of HTSj

within verbs which is found in most dependent clauses and that is, the 

suffixal H tone. (29a) gives some main clauses with toneless verbs while in 

(29b) these clauses occur as dependent clauses and also followed by the class 14 

noun uu-siiku in (29c). The following examples illustrate this Htone.

(29)a. Main Clauses

ud-n<5<5-ji-a ud-nd-ji-d uu-siiku 'the defecate at night'
ua-no-liim-a ud-nd-lim-d uu-siiku 'they cultivate at night'
ua-n6-t6ueel-a ud-n<5-t6uel-a uu-siiku 'they follow at night7
ud-nd-ndmatiil-a ud-n<5-ndmatil-a uu-siiku 'they attach to at night'

b. Dependent Clauses

tfi-^u tfa ua-n6o-ji-a 'the thing that they defecate'
Ifi-tSilfa ud-nd-liim-d 'the thing that they cultivate'
Ifi-tSiljfa ud-nd-tduedl-a 'the thing that they follow7
tfi-t'Hi tfa ua-nd-namdtiil-a 'the thing that they attach to7

c Dependent Clauses with uu-siiku

tfi-tSi tfa ud-no-ji-d uu-siiku 'the thing that they defecate at night'
Ifi-tSilfa ud-nd-lim-a uu-siiku 'the thing that they cultivate at night'
Ifi-t^i tfa ua-nd-tdudl-d uu-siikii 'the thing that they follow at night7
ifi-tNi tfa ua-nd-namdtil-d uu-siiku 'the thing that they attach to at night7

We observe in (29a) the H tone of the subject prefix ua- spreading twice, first

onto the present tense marker -no- by HTS2 and then by HTS3 onto the first
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vowel of the verb stem. In (29b-c) where these clauses are dependent clauses, 

we observe in (b) that the H tones on the verb phrase stretch up to the 

penultimate vowel in the verb stem, which H then spreads onto the final

vowel in (c) when uu-siiku follows. As shown in the derivations in (30a) 

below, there is a second H which links to the second syllable of the verb stem 

when the verb root is non-High. This H tone then spreads by HTSj onto all 

the visible moras in the verb stem. But when the extrametricality is removed 

as shown in (30c) and followed by penultimate lengthening in (30d). HTS3

then applies spreading this H tone onto the final vowel in the verb stem.30

(30)a. namatil-<a>

< k

b. namatil-<a>
'?
H

c namatil-a
1/
H

namatiil-a
1/
H

namatiil-a
I//'
H

d.

e.

namatil-<a>

namatil-<a>
f//
H

namatil-a
I?
H

Extrametricality & 
Linking of Suffixal H

HTSi

Removal of 
Extrametricality

Penultimate
lengthening

namatil-a uu-siiku
' / /
H

HTSc

30 For an explanation why HTS2 does not apply in these derivations, the reader is referred to 
(35) below.
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This suffixal H, however, links to the final vowel when H tone verb stems 

occur in the dependent clauses preventing the extrametricality on the final 

vowel. (31) gives examples of H tone verb stems in the main and dependent 

clauses to illustrate.

(31)a. Main clauses with H tone verbs

ud-n<56-ff-d ud-n6-1f-d uu-siiku 'they fear at night7
ua-nd-luum-d ua-n6-lum-d uu-siiku 'they bite at night7
ud-n6-pdluul-a ud-n<5-pdlul-d uu-siiku 'they tear at night7
ud-n<5-p6tdldek-a ud-n<5-pdtdldk-d uu-siiku 'they surrovmd at night7

b. Dependent Clauses

tfi-t^i tfa ud-n66-tf-d 'the thing that they fear7
Ifi-^ulfa ud-n<5-luum-a 'the thing that they bite'
Ifi-t^ilfaud-no-pdluul-d 'the thing that they tear7
ifi-t^i tfa ua-n6-p6teleek-a 'the thing that they surround'

c  Dependent Clauses with uu-siku

tfi-t^u tfa ud-n<5-tf-d uu-siiku 'the thing that they fear at night'
Ifi-t^ lfa  ua-no-lum-a uu-siiku 'the thing that they bite at night7
"tfi-t^lfa ua-no-palul-a uu-siiku 'the thing that they tear at night'
’tfi-t^ulfa ua-n<3-p6teleek-a uu-siikii 'the thing that they surround at night7

(32) gives some derivations to illustrate.

(32)a. potelek-a potelek-a Underlying Root H & 
Linking of Suffixal H

H © H ©

b. poteleek-a Penultimate Lengthening

H H

c poteleek-a potelek-a uu-siikii HTS3

H H
1/  1/  
H H
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(32a) shows the root H tone linked to the first vowel and the suffixal H 

linking to the final vowel in the verb stem. In (32b), Penultimate 

Lengthening applies only in the case where this verb stem occurs at the end of

the intonational phrase. Then HTS3 applies twice spreading the root H onto

the following vowel and the suffixal H onto the vowel of the class 14 prefix

uu- in the following word. Evidence that it is HTS3 which applies spreading

the root H onto the following vowel and not HTSj or HTS2 can be seen when

the second syllable in the verb stem is a depressor consonant. We observe the 

failure of this root H to spread onto the second vowel of the verb stem in (33c)

below because HTS3 is blocked by the depressor consonant (see §7.4).

(33)a. Main clauses with depressor consonants

ud-nd-uigadji-a ud-nd-ufgaji-d uu-sfiku 'they bury at night'
ua-nd-kodzodqg-a ud-nd-kddzoqg-a uu-sfiku 'they stir at night'

b. Dependent clauses

Ifi-t'Hi tfa ua-no-uigaaji-a 'the thing that they bury7
Ifi-^ulfa ud-nd-kddzoogg-d 'the thing that they stir'

c. Dependent clauses with uu-sfiku

1fi-tfiu 1fa ud-nd-ufgaji-d uu-sfiku 'the thing that they bury at night'
Ifi-^ulifaud-nd-kddzogg-d uu-sfiku 'the thing that they stir at night7

Two important facts are obvious from the examples in (31) and the

derivations in (32) above. First, we observe that HTSj does not apply to the

root H when there is a second H linked to the final vowel. This shows that
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HTSj applies only when the edge of the domain is available, making it a 

domain-limit rule (Selkirk 1980, Nespor & Vogel 1986) formulated as in (34).

(34) HTSj: (from Hyman & Mathangwane (to appear)

J 4s*

H stem

The second observation is the failure of HTS2 to apply in these dependent 

clauses as well. If this rule had applied in (32) above, we'd expect to see the 

root H tone spreading twice first by HTS2 and then HTS3, but this is not the

case. As noted in Hyman & Mathangwane, this shows that HTS2 is a

domain-juncture rule which applies only when it crosses a left bracket. This 

rule is formulated in (35) below.

(35) HTS2: \i
I .

H

Hyman & Mathangwane further note that HTS2 is also subject to the (XP

effects which stops it from spreading when a suffixal H is linked to the 

dependent clauses. The Obligatory Contour Principle (or OCP) forbids 

sequences of adjacent identical features. (36) below gives examples of main

and dependent clauses to illustrate the failure of HTS2 to apply because of its

OCP effects. The verb stems in these examples are given with the applicative

suffix -il- and preceded by the class 2 object prefix y i I underline this object
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prefix to differentiate it from the preceding subject agreement marker with a

similar phonological shape.

(36)a. Main clauses with toneless verbs

ud-nd-ud-ji-ul-a 'they defecate for them'
ua-ntS-ud-p6s-eel-a 'they throw for them'
ud-n6-ud-jok<5l-eel-a 'they harvest for them'
ua-n6-ua-sumbik-iil-a 'they conceal for them'

Main clauses with uu-sfiku

ud-n<3-ud-n-fl-d uu-sfiku 
ua-n6-ua-p6s-el-d uu-sfiku 
ud-n6-ua-f6k6l-el-a uu-sfiku 
ud-nd-ud-sumbik-il-a uu-sfiku

c. Dependent clauses

tfi-tSi tfa ua-no-ud-ji-fil-a 
Ifi-^u tfa ud-n6-ud-pos-e6l-a 
Ijfi-tSiTfa ud-n(5-ud-j6k6l-££l-a

'they defecate for them at night' 
'they throw for them at night' 
'they harvest for them at night' 
'they conceal for them at night'

'the thing that they defecate for them' 
'the thing that they throw for them' 
'the thing that they harvest for them '

tfi-t^u tfa ud-nd-ua-sumbik-ul-a 'the thing that they conceal for them'

d. Dependent clauses with uu-sfiku

tfi-tSiTja ud-nd-ua-ji-fl-d uu-sfiku 
tfi-^u tfa ua-n<5-ua-p6s-el-a uu-sfiku 
tfi-t^i tfa ud-n6-ud-jokol-el-d uu-sfiku 
tfi-t^i tfa ud-n<5-ud-sumbik-fl-d uu-sfiku

...that they defecate for them at night' 
'...that they throw for them at night' 
'...that they harvest for them at night' 
'...that they conceal for them at night7

In (36a) we observe the H tone of the object prefix ud- spreading twice by HTS2

and then HTS3 into the first and second vowels in the verb stem. But when a 

suffixal H tone is linked to second syllable of the verb stem in the dependent 

clauses in (36c) (cf. exx. (29) and (30) above), only HTS3 can apply spreading
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the H tone of the object prefix va- onto the first vowel of the verb stem. HTS2

fails to apply because it is subject to OCP effects, as mentioned above.

Evidence that this rule is HTS3 and not HTS2 comes from the interaction of

these rules with depressor consonants to which I turn to in the following 

section.

7.4 High Tone Spreading Rules and Depressor Consonants

In this section, the discussion is restricted to how depressor consonants 

interact with the three tone spreading rules discussed in §7.3. I begin fcy

looking at HTS3 which, as was shown in §7.3.1.1 and §7.3.1.2 applies both

word internally and across words. First, I look at how this rule interacts with 

depressor consonants across words. Below are given some examples from

(22) above only this time in the plural with the class 8 prefix zwi- which has an 

initial depressor consonant. (37b) gives the 2nd person pronoun showing 

agreement with the nouns.

(37)a. z^-t^ i / z'wii-tfiu/ 'things'
zwi-p6 /z^ii-pd/ 'gifts'

b. zwi-zwi-6 /zwii-z6/ 'your (sg.)'31

31 Note that the secondary labialization is lost before the back round vowel. See §2.2.1 in 
Chapter Two above for the distribution of round vowel after labialized consonants, and §5.6 in 
Chapter Five gives an historical explanation why round vowels are not found after labialized  
consonants in this language.
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H ow ever, w h en  these nouns and pronoun occur in  an intonational phrase a 

different behavior is observed from  what w e saw  happening in (22) above.

Unlike in (22), HTS3 fails to apply after the Penultim ate Lengthening R uie  

because of the initial depressor consonant of the pronoun. (38) illustrates.

This show s that HTS3 is blocked from  spreading by the depressor consonants,

in this case, the pronoun initial labialized voiced alveolar fricative /z w/ .  T his

blocking, how ever, does not just occur where HTS3 applies across words,

even  word internally, this rule is blocked by depressor consonants. (39) g ives  

som e verb stem s w ith  depressor consonants in the final syllable to illustrate.

(39) Depressor consonants block HTS3 word internally

ku-tn3-a -*  ku-tf3-a uu -siiku  'to run at night'
ku-lfeggeedz-a -*■ kuTfi§i]g£dz-a uu-siiku  'to deceive at night'
ku-ts^'kitiidz-a -*> ku-te^kitidz-a uu-siiku 'to rub at n ight7
ku-tdm bunuudz-a -*  ku-tam bunudz-a uu-siiku 'to straighten at night'

Unlike in (26) w here w e observed the H tone of the verb spreading once again

by HTS3 onto the final vow el w h en  these verb stem s are fo llow ed by the

(38)i. z^l-^u zwizo b. zwi-po zwizo U R

H H H

zwi-po zwiizo PL

H

zwi -t1̂  z'Tizd 'your things'

H  H  

z'T-pd zwiizo 'your gifts'
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word uu-siiku, in (39) the root H tone fails to spread once again onto the final 

vowel when the root final consonant is a depressor consonant, as seen in the 

second column in (39).

As mentioned above, H tone spreading rules in Ikalanga have different 

tonal properties, which makes it possible to identify each one of them. Below

I show that even though depressor consonants block HTS3, this is not the case 

with the HTS| and HTS2.

I begin by looking at HTS|. In (40) below are given some examples of H

tone verbs with depressor consonants /5z, g/ stem final in the bisyllabic verbs 

and word internally in the longer ones.

(40) Depressor consonants do not block HTS^

ku-peedz-d —>■ ku-pddz-a uu-sfiku 'to finish at night'
ku-ufgadji-<a> -> ku-ufgaji-d uu-sfiku 'to bury at night'
ku-ko5zoogg-<a> -* ku-kodzoqg-a uu-sfiku 'to stir at night'

Essential to note is that when these verbs occur in isolation (shown in the 

first column), the stem H tone spreads to the following vowel in the verb 

stem except for the extrametrical vowel in the longer verbs. This shows that

HTS^ applies across depressor consonants. Even though HTS^ is able to

spread across these depressor consonant, this H tone is then caused to delink 

from the vowel following the depressor consonants. This is a result of the 

third effect of this class of consonants, which, as shown in §7.2, causes H tones
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to delink. Thus, unlike HTS3 discussed above, HTSj is not blocked by

depressor consonants.

Likewise, HTS2 is not blocked by depressor consonants. Once again this

rule is illustrated by the class 7 object prefix^- with an underlying H tone. In 

(41) are given some examples of toneless verbs in the infinitive and preceded 

by the object prefix Iji-.

(41) Depressor consonants do not block HTS2

a. kuTfn-ji-a
b. ku-tff-w3an-a
c. ku-^i-difl-a
d. ku-1ff-buuzw-a
e. ku-tfi-jdluul-a
f. ku-lfi-dmmk-a
g. ku-^fi-hzaaji-a

ku-lji-ji-d uu-siikii 
ku-tji-wdn-d uu-siikii 
ku-lji-dil-a uusiiku 
ku-1fi-buzw-a uu-siikii 
ku-tfi-jdliil-a uu-siikii 
ku-ljff-duuik-a uu-siikii 
ku-lji-lizaji-a uu-siikii

'to defecate it at night7 
'to find it at night7 
'to pour it at night7 
'to ask it at night7 
'to choose it at night' 
'to immerse it at night' 
'to try it on at night7

Note that the only H tone in these forms is that of the object prefix. This H 

tone spreads twice onto the verb stems, first by HTS2 and then by HTS3.

Important to note are the examples in (41c, d, f) where the verb stem has an 

initial depressor consonant. This H tone is able to spread across these stem 

initial depressor consonants. But, observe that in (41g) where a depressor

consonant / z/ occurs in the second syllable, only HTS2 applies while HTS3 is

blocked from applying by this depressor consonant.
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From the above, it becomes obvious that of the three tonal rules in 

Ikalanga, HTS3 alone is blocked by depressor consonants. HTSj and HTS2, on 

the other hand, can apply across depressor consonants.

7.5 Summary

In conclusion, I have shown above that Ikalanga has a large 

heterogeneous inventory of depressor consonants. Not all these consonants 

are voiced segments, some of them are voiceless which shows that voiced is 

not a determinant of depression in this language. These sounds are 

characterized by four different effects. In addition, it was shown that Ikalanga

has three H tone spreading rules, HTSj, HTS2 and HTS3, which apply

cumulatively by domain. These rules are characterized by different properties 

making it possible to identify each one of them. Table 4 (from Hyman & 

Mathangwane) below summarizes the different properties of these Ikalanga 

tonal rules discussed above.
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Table 4. Properties of Ikalanga Tone Rules

Properties HTS! h t s 2 h t s 3

Iterative + -

Blocked byDep. +

OCP-sensitive ? + -

Domain Stem Phrase Utterance

Rule Type D-limit D-juncture D-span

It is not dear though from the data if HTSj is OCP-sensitive or not, hence the 

question mark in the Table.
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Chapter Eight 

Conclusion and Summary

This study considers a wide range of processes in Ikalanga dealing with 

sounds, sound change and the tone system. This study was prompted by the 

desire to understand the basic phonetics and phonology of Ikalanga which 

will lay a foundation for more research in this language. With a large 

consonant inventory such as Ikalanga has, it often the case that some 

misrepresentations of the data may result unless a detailed study outlining 

the sound system is carried out. Thus, it became necessary to begin by looking 

at the Ikalanga sound system and the diachronic and synchronic processes 

which led to the development of these sounds. By so doing, explanations 

why certain sounds are more restricted than others can at times be derived by 

looking into their history.

I began by looking at the segment inventory of Ikalanga. Most of the 

problems resulting from the latest work on the consonant inventory were 

brought to light and an amended consonant inventory was proposed. 

Phonetic evidence was provided in the classification of selected segments and 

a distributional analysis of these sounds in the phonology was given. A 

number of segments were shown to be restricted in the type of vowels they 

can occur with. For example, all the labialized consonants do not occur 

followed by the back and round vowels.

Different processes of sound change were considered, namely, High

Vowel Frication, Palatalization, Velarization and Aspiration. Of particular
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interest about these is that all were shown to have occurred as diachronic 

sound changes and synchronic processes in this language. In other words, 

changes which occur synchronically in morphophonemic alternations in 

Ikalanga are a reflection of the diachronic processes that took place in this 

language. Table 1 gives a summary of these processes of sound change.

Table 1. A summary of the processes of sound change in Ikalanga

Processes Diachronic changes Sychronic changes

1. High Vowel 
Frication 

(spirantization)

(Af)frication of PB stops 

before close vowels *i, *u.

Affrication in verb 
causatives with the short

suffix *-i- 
*

2. Palatalization Velar Palatalization Noun Diminutives

3. Velarization Velarization of PB stops 
before /w / (< *u V)

a. Noun Diminutives
b. Verb Passives
c. Agreement Markers

4. Aspiration Breathy Aspiration from
PB *NC clusters.©

Breathy aspiration in 
adjectives modifying 
nouns of class 9/10.

As a result of these processes of sound change, Ikalanga attests to complex 

segments in its inventory, such as, doubly articulated stops /pic11/ and /6g/.

Even more interesting is the distinction made by this language between 

breathy aspirates derived from Proto-Bantu *NC clusters and regular 

aspirates, a distinction never been made before in the literature.
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In addition to giving both the diachronic and sychronic analyses of 

these processes of sound change in Ikalanga, phonetic explanations were 

given on how these different changes occurred. And where relevant some 

laboratory experiments were carried out in order to provide some insights on 

how some changes occurred diachronically in this language. Typological 

evidence from other languages, both within and outside the Bantu family, 

was given. An advantage in this type of approach is that, not only does it 

show us what sound changes are attested in other languages of the world, but, 

we get to understand why certain sound changes are most likely to occur than 

others.

While the main focus of this study were sounds and sound change, the 

second part is devoted to the tone system of Ikalanga. It is shown that 

Ikalanga has three rules of high tone spreading which apply cumulatively fcy 

prosodic domain. As a result, a single High tone undergoes several 

applications at different prosodic domains. The three tone spreading rules are

identified as HTSj, HTS2 and HTS3. Another issue brought to light by this

study, is the presence of a class of depressor consonants in Ikalanga. Just as in 

other Bantu languages, these consonants were shown to behave in a similar 

fashion in their interaction with High tones in this language.

8.1 Summary

The following are some of the highlights of this study:
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• Development of distinct aspirated voiceless stops from Proto-Bantu forms 

of a stop plus close vowel (i.e. *i, *u).

• Development of distinct aspirated stops from sequences of a consonant 

plus glide, which glide originated from a high back round vowel in the 

environment of a following non-back vowel (w < *uV).

• The occurrence of velar palatalization in Ikalanga.

• The existence of doubly articulated stops /pic11, 6g/ historically derived from

labialized labials *pw and *bw respectively. (This is a different historical 

origin for labial-velar stops than that speculated for stops in W est African 

languages in that they came from labialized velars.)

• The existence of breathy voiceless aspirated stops in contrast to plain 

voiceless aspirated stops. (These breathy voiceless aspirated stops are tone 

depressors.)

• The historical development of these breathy voiceless aspirated stops from 

sequences of Proto-Bantu *N( .̂

• Sound changes and resulting morphological processes giving alternations

such as,

bola -> bodza 'cause to rot' (Affrication)

gol<§ — god§^nd 'small cloud' (Palatalization)

t6la -* t<Sgwa loe taken' (Velarization)

jw5kd + tatu jiokM tfiahi 'three snakes' (Aspiration)
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• The existence of three high tone spreading rules in Ikalanga which apply 

cumulatively by prosodic domain.

• Finally, the existence of a large heterogeneous inventory of depressor 

consonants in Ikalanga.
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APPENDIX A  

IKALANGA REFLEXES OF PROTO-BANTU  

(before the seven  PB vow els)32

Proto-Bantu *i *i *e *a *0 *u *u

*P sw P P P P P f

*b zw v V V u V

*t te* t t t t t

*d dz 1 1 1 1 I d

*k s f k k k f

*g z 0 0 w w w V

*c s s s s J I s

*) 3 z 3 3 3 3 3
*N + p s PK P* PS P*1 P*
*mp

*N + b mb mb mb mb mb

*mb mb mb mb mb mb

N + 1 te* t15 t14 $ t*

*nt t“ t*

*N + d dz nd nd nd nd nd

*nd nd nd nd nd nd

*N + k fi fi fi/w44

*rjk

32 Note that the blanks in the Table indicate sequences for which no Ikalanga reflexes could be 
found in the database in Appendix C below. Two reflexes within the same box means that the 
sequence has more one reflex in the language.
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Proto-Bantu *i
* * 1 *e *a *o *u *u

*N + g n33 ncg gg og gg
*5g nd3 ncl3 ug m Sg

*N + c s s s S S s

*nc s S
*N + j n tg Ji/3 3 ji

*n i 3 3

* m m m m m m

*n J* n n n n

Ji ji
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APPENDIX B

IKALANGA VERB PARADIGM S  

1. In fin itive  T one Patterns

1.1. Low tone verbs w ith  uu-sfku 'at night'

kuu-w -a 'to fall' ku-w-a (uu-suku)
kuu-gw-a 'to fight7 ku-gw-a (uu-)
ku-waan-a 'to find' ku-wan-a (uu-)
ku-diil -a 'to pour7 ku-dil-a (uu-)
ku-uee3-a 'to carve' ku-ue3-a (uu-)
ku-buuzw-a 'to ask' ku-buzw-a (uu-)
ku-jaluul-a 'to choose' ku-Jalul-a (uu-)
ku-sum biik-a 'to conceal' ku-sum bik-a (uu-)
ku-duuiik-a 'to dip' ku-duuik-a (uu-)
ku-lizaaji-a 'to try on' ku-lizaji-a (uu-)
ku-palaadz-a 'to disperse' ku-paladz-a (uu-)
ku-jalul-iil-a 'to choose for' ku-jalul-iil-a (uu-)
ku-buzwisiis-a 'to ask alot7 ku-buzwisis-a (uu-)

1.2. H igh tone verbs

kuu-tf-a 'to fear7 ku-lf-d (uu-suku)
kuu-d-a 'to like' ku-d-a (uu-)
ku-tuum -d 'to send' ku-tum -d (UU-)
ku-dzfim-d 'to extinguish ' ku-dzim-d (uu-)
ku-peedz-a 'to finish' ku-pedz-d (uu-)
ku-tool-a 'to take' ku-t61a (uu-)
ku-baat-a 'to catch' ku-bat-d (uu-)
ku-khug-a 'to lift (on head)' ku-k^g-a (uu-)
ku-3ad3z-a 'to fill up' ku-3&dz-a (uu-)
ku-fum uk-a 'to cover7 ku-fum ik-a (uu-)
ku-dzim uul-a 'to allay' ku-dzim ul-d (uu-)
ku-uigadji-a 'to bury7 ku-ufgaji-d (uu-)
ku-rmlndz-a 'to lift7 ku-mfh'dz-a (uu-)
ku-gw&<3zifs-a 'to hurt (s.o.)' ku-g^ldzis-d (uu-)
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1.3. Low tone verbs with -tffi- object prefix

ku-lji-wddn-a 'to find if ku-Tji-wdn-d (uu-suku)
ku^tji-diil-a 'to pour if ku-Tfi-dil-a (uu-)
ku-tji-ue^-a 'to carve if ku-tfi-u63-a (uu-)
ku-lfi-buuzw-a 'to ask if ku-1jf-buzw-a (uu-)
ku-t$i'-Jdluul-a 'to choose if ku-lff-jdlul-a (uu-)
ku-tji-sumbuk-a 'to conceal if ku-tfi-sumbik-a (uu-)
ku-^ji-duuuk-a 'to dip if ku-lji-duuik-a (uu-)
ku-IJi-lfzaaji-a 'to try on if ku-^i-lfzaji-a (uu-)
ku-1jji-paldd3z-a 'to disperse if ku-1jff-pdld3z-a (uu-)
ku-tfi-jdlul-iil-a 'to choose for if ku-tff-Jdlul-il-a (uu-)
ku-lfi-biizwisiis-a 'to ask it alof ku-1ifi-buzwisisa (uu-)

1.4. H igh  tone verbs w ith  -t§ l- object prefix

ku-lfu-tf-a 'to fear if ku-tji-tf-d (uti-sii
ku-^u-d-d 'to like if ku-Tji-d-a (uu-)
ku-tfi-tuum-d 'to send if ku-p-tum -a (uu-)
ku-^i-dzfim-a 'to extinguish if ku-lfi-dzim-a (uu-)
ku-lfi-pe&dz-a 'to finish if ku-lfi-pddz-d (uu-)
ku-tfi-t<56l-a 'to take if ku-tff-tdld (uu-)
ku-lff-badt-a 'to catch if ku-Tfi-bat-d (uu-)
ku-Yi-k^g-a 'to lift (on head) if ku-^i-k^'g-a (uu-)
ku-tfi-3aadz-a 'to fill up if ku-^i-3ddz-a (uu-)
ku-lfi-fumuk-a 'to cover if ku-lff-funuk-a (uu-)
ku-1fi-3zimuul-a 'to allay if ku-IJi-dzimul-d (uu-)
ku-Tfi-ui'gaaji-a 'to bury if ku-lff-uigaji-d (uu-)
ku-tp-mi'lndz-a 'to lift if ku-tji-mih'dz-a (uu-)
ku-^i-gwdd2ii's-a 'to hurt if ku-tji-g^dzis-d (uu-)
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1.5. Low tone verbs with -zwi- (dass 8) object prefix

ku-zwi-wddn-a 'to find them' ku-zwi-wdn-d (uu-suku)
ku-zwT-dnl-a 'to pour them' ku-z'T-dil-d (uu-)
ku-zwi-i3eej-a 'to carve them' ku-zwi-o^3-a (uu-)
ku-zwT-buuzw-a 'to ask them' ku-zwT-buzw-a (U U -)

ku-zwi-jdluul-a 'to choose them' ku-zwi-jdlul-a (uu-)
ku-zwi-sumbflk-a 'to conceal them' ku-zwi-siimbik-a (uu-)
ku-z^-duufik-a 'to dip them' ku-zwT-dut)Lk-a (uu-)
ku-zwi-I£zaaji-a 'to try on them' ku-zwi-lizaji-a (uu-)
ku-zwi-pald^dz-a 'to disperse them' ku-zwi-pdl4dz-a (uu-)
ku-zwi-jdlul-iil-a 'to choose for them' ku-zwi-Jdlul-il-a (uu-)
ku-zwT-buzwisiis-a 'to ask them alot' ku-zwT-buzwisis-a (uu-)

1.6. H igh  tone verbs w ith  -zwi- (d . 8) object prefix

ku-zwii-1jf-a 'to fear them' ku-zwi-if-a (uu-suku)
ku-zwfi-d-d 'to like them' ku-z'T-d-a (uu-)
ku-zwi-tuum-a 'to send them' ku-zwi-tiim-d (uu-)
ku-z^T-dzfim-a 'to extinguish them' ku-z^T-Hzim-a (uu-)
ku-zwi-pe&dz-a 'to finish them' ku-zwi-p63z-a (U U -)

ku-zwi-t661-a 'to take them' ku-zwi-tdla (uu-)
ku-z^T-badt-a 'to catch them' ku-z^T-bat-a (uu-)
ku-z^-k^g-a 'to lift (on head) them' ku-z^-khg-a (uu-)
ku-zwi-3aadz-a 'to fill up them' ku-zwi-3&ciz-a (uu-)
ku-zwi- fumuk-a 'to cover them' ku-zwi-fumik-d (uu-)
ku-z^T-dzimuul-a 'to allay them' ku-z^T-dzimul-a (uu-)
ku-zwi-uigadji-a 'to bury them' ku-zwi-uigaji-d (uu-)
ku-zwi-mflndz-a 'to lift them' ku-zwi-milfdz-a (uu-)
ku-z^-gw&dzris-a 'to hurt them' ku-zwi-gwa3zis-d (uu-)
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1.7. Low  tone verbs w ith  -zw£- reflexive prefix

ku-zwi-wdhn-a 'to find self ku-zwi-wdn-a (uu-suku)
ku-z^T-diil-a 'to pour self ku-z^T-d il-a Cuu-)
ku-z"i-uee3-a 'to carve self ku-z'vi-ue3-a (uu-)
ku-zwT-buuzw-a 'to ask self ku-z"T-buzw-a (uu-)
ku-zwi-.fdluul-d 'to choose self ku-zwi-Jdlul-d (uu-)
ku-zwi-sumbiik-d 'to conceal self' ku-zwi-sumbik-d (uii-)
ku-z "T-duu iik-d 'to dip self ku-z^T-duuik-d (uii-)
ku-zwi-lizaaji-d 'to try on self ku-zwi-llzaji-d (uii-)
ku-zwi-pdlaaclz-d 'to disperse self ku-zwi-pdladz-a (uu-)
ku-z^'i-j'dlul-iil-d 'to choose for self ku-z^i-Jdlul-il-d (uti-)
ku-z^T-buzwisiis-d 'to ask self alof ku-z"T-buzwisis-a (UU-)

1.8. H igh  tone verbs w ith  -zwf- reflexive prefix

ku-z"u-tf-a 'to fear self ku-z^-tf-a (uu-suku)
ku-z^if-d-a 'to like self ku-z"T-d-a (uu-)
ku-zwi-tiium-a 'to send self ku-zwi-tum-a (uu-)
ku—z'Hf-dziim-a 'to extinguish self' ku-z'^T-dzim-a (uu-)
ku-zwi-peedz-a 'to finish self ku-zwi-pedz-a (uu-)
ku-zwi-t<56l-a 'to take self ku-zwi-t61a (uu-)
ku-z^T-baat-a 'to catch self' ku-z'T-bat-a (uu-)
ku-zwi-khug-a 'to lift (on head) self ku-zwi-k^g-a (uu-)
ku-z^^aadz-a 'to fill up self' ku-z^T-sadz-a (uu-)
ku-zwi-fumiik-d 'to cover self ku-zwi-fumik-d (uu-)
ku-z^T-dzimuul-a 'to allay self ku-z^T-dzimul-d (uu-)
ku-zwi-ufgaajt-d 'to bury self ku-zwi-ufgaji-d (UU-)

ku-zwi- mfliidz-d 'to lift self' ku-zwi-mflidz-a (uu-)
ku-zwT-gwadziis-a 'to hurt self ku-z^T-gwadzis-a (uii-)
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2. Tone Patterns in the Present Tense

1.1. Low tone verbs with ndi- T sg/ subject prefix

nd-bb-w-a 'Hall' nd-b-w-d (uti-suku)
nd-bb-gw-a 'I fight7 nd-b-gw-a (oil-)
nd-b-wddn-a 'I find' nd-b-wdn-a (uu-)
nd-b-diil-a 'I pour' nd-b-dil-a (uu-)
nd-b-ubd3-a 'I carve' nd-b-ub3-a (vu-)
nd-b-buuzw-a Task' nd-b-buzw-a (uu-)
nd-o-Jaluul-a 'I choose' nd-b-Jdlul-a (uu-)
nd-o-sumbiik-a 'I conceal' nd-b-sumbik-a (uu-)
nd-b-duuiik-a 'I dip' nd-b-duuik-a (uu-)
nd-o-llzaaji-a 'I try on' nd-o-llzaji-a (uu-)
nd-o-palaadz-a 'I disperse' nd-b-pdladz-a Cuu-)
nd-b-Jdlul-iil-a 'I choose for' nd-b-Jdlul-iil-a (uu-)
nd-o-buzwisiis-a 'I ask alot' nd-b-buzwisis-a (uu-)

1.2. Low tone verbs with ua- (class 2) subject prefix

ud-nob-w-a 'they fall' ud-nb-w-d (uu-suku)
ud-nbo-gw-a 'they fight7 ud-nb-gw-a (uu-)
ua-no-wdan-a 'they find' ud-nb-wdn-a (uu-)
ud-nb-diil-a 'they pour7 ud-nb-dil-a (uu-)
ua-nb-ubd3-a 'they carve' ud-nb-ue3~a (uu-)
ud-nb-buuzw-a 'they ask' ud-nb-buzw-a (uu-)
ud-nb-Jdluul-a 'they choose' ud-nb-Jdlul-a (uu-)
ua-no-sumbiik-a 'they conceal' ud-nb-sumbik-a (uu-)
ua-nb-duuiik-a 'they dip' ud-nb-duuik-a (uu-)
ud-nb-lizaaji-a 'they try on' ud-nb-llzaji-a (uu-)
ua-nb-palaaciz-a 'they disperse' ua-nb-pdladz-a (uu-)
ua-no-jalul-iil-a 'they choose for' ua-nb-jalul-il-a (uu-)
ud-no-buzwisiis-a 'they ask alot7 ud-nb-buzwisis-a (uu-)
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1.3. High tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg / subject prefix

nd-db-ljf-d 'I fear' nd-d-lf-d (uu-siiku)
nd-db-d-d 'I like' nd-d-d-a (uii-)
nd-d-tuum-d 'I send' nd-d-tum-d (uu-)
nd-o-dzfim-d 'I extinguish' nd-d-dzim-d (uu-)
nd-d-pdbcE-d 'I finish' nd-d-pbclz-d (uu-)
nd-d-tddl-a 'I take' nd-d-tdld (uu-)
nd-d-badt-a 'I catch' nd-d-bat-d (uu-)
nd-d-k^g-a 'I lift (on head)' nd-d-k^g-a (uu-)
nd-d-3aadz-a 'I fill up' nd-d-3Sdz-a (uu-)
nd-o-fumnk-a 'I cover' nd-d-fumik-a (uu-)
nd-d-5zimuul-a 'I allay' nd-d-dzimul-a (uu-)
nd-d-uigadji-a 'I b u r / nd-d-ufgaji-d (uu-)
nd-d-mflndz-a 'I lift7 nd-d-milidz-a (uu-)
nd-o-gwSdziis-a 'I hurt (s.o.)' nd-d-gwddzis-d (uu-)

1.4. High tone verbs with ua- (class 2) subject prefix

ua-ndb-tj’-d 'they fear7 ud-nd-ljf-d (uu-siiku)
ua-ndo-d-a 'they like' ua-nd-d-a (uu-)
ud-nd-tuum-d 'they send' ud-nd-tum-d (uu-)
ua-no-dzfim-a 'they extinguish' ua-nd-5ziin-d (uu-)
ua-nd-pebdz-a 'they finish' ud-nd-pe5z-a (uu-)
ua-nd-tddl-a 'they take' ud-nd-tdla (uu-)
ua-nd-baat-a 'they catch' ud-nd-bat-d (uu-)
ud-nd-k^fg-a 'they lift (on head)' ud-nd-k^g-a (uu-)
ud-nd-3addz-a 'they fill up' ud-nd~3ddz-a (uu-)
ud-nd-fumuk-a 'they cover7 ud-nd-fiimfk-d (uu-)
ua-nd-clzimuul-a 'they allay' ud-nd-3zimul-d (uu-)
ua-nd-ufgadji-a 'they bury' ua-nd-ufgaji-a (uu-)
ud-nd-milndz-a 'they lift' ud-nd-mi'lfdz-a (uu-)
ua-nd-gw£dzii's-a 'they hurt (s.o.)' ud-nd-gwddzis-d (uu-)
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1.5. Low tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg / subject prefix and -tji- object prefix

nd-d-tji-wddn-a 'I find i f nd-d-lfi-wdn-d (uu-suku)
nd-o-tfi-difl -a 'I pour if nd-d-lfi-dil-a (uu-)
nd-b-tfi-ued3-a 'I carve if nd-d-tfi-ud3-a (uu-)
nd-d-1fi-buuzw-a 'I ask if nd-d-1fi-buzw-a (uu-)
nd-d-ljfi-jdluiil-a 'I choose if nd-d-lfi-j'dlul-a (uu-)
nd-o-tfi-sumbiik-a 'I conceal if nd-d-tfi-sumbik-a (uu-)
nd-o-lfi-duuiik-a 'I dip if nd-d-tji-duuik-a (uu-)
nd-d-lji-liz aaji-a 'I try on if nd-d-lifi- liz aji-a (uu-)
nd-d-^fi-pdldadz-a 'I disperse if nd-d-Tfi-pdladz-a (uu-)
nd-d-tfi-Jdlul-iil-a 'I choose for if nd-d-tfi-Jdliil-il-a (uu-)
nd-d-lfi-buzwisiis-a 'I ask it alof nd-d-l£i-buzwisisa (uu-)

1.6. Low tone verbs with ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -tji- object prefix

ua-no-lfi-waan-a 'they find if ud-nd-t$i-wdn-d (uu-siiku
ua-no-tfi-diil-a 'they pour if ua-nd-tji-dil-d (uu-
ua-n6-p-uee3-a 'they carve if ud-nd-t$i-ue3-a (uu-
ua-nd-tji-buuzw-a 'they ask if ud-nd-1fi-buzw-a (uu-
ua-no-^i-Jaluul-a 'they choose i f ua-nd-lji-jdlul-a (uu-
ua-no-^i-sumbuk-a 'they conceal i f ud-nd-jfi-sumbik-a (uu-
ua-nd-tfi-duuiik-a 'they dip if ud-nd-lfi-duuik-a (uu-
v  a- nd -Ifi- liz aaji-a 'they tried on i f ud-nd-^fi-lizaji-a (uu-
ua-nd-tfi-pdldadz-a 'they disperse i f ud-nd-tfi-pdlddz-a (uu-
ua-nd-tfi-Jdlul-iil-a 'they choose for i f v d- nd-t$i-Jdlul-il-a (uu-
ua-nd-^i-buzwisiis-a 'they ask it alof u d- nd-^i-buzwisis-a (uu-
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1.7. High tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg / subject prefix and -tjf- object prefix

nd-d-lfu-lf-d 'I fear if nd-d-lfi-tf-d (ud-suku)
nd-d-lfu-d-d 'I like i f nd-o-lfi-d-a (uu-)
nd-o-lji-lu urn-4 'I send if nd-d-tff-jtum-3 (uu-)
nd-d-^fi-dzmn-a 'I extinguish i f nd-o-lfi-dzim-a (uu-)
nd-d-^fi-peedz-d 'I finish i f nd-d-ljji-pedz-a (uu-)
nd-d-tfi-tddl-a 'I take i f nd-d-tff-tdld (uu-)
nd-d-lfi-badt-a 'I catch i f nd-ddff-bat-d (uu-)
nd-d-lfi-k^g-a 'I lift it (on head)' nd-d-lff-k^g-a (uu-)
nd-o-p-3aa5z-a 'I fill up i f nd-d-1fi-3<kiz-a (uu-)
nd-o-p-fumnk-a 'I cover if nd-d-tfi-fumi'k-a (uu-)
nd-d-lff-Szimuul-a 'I allay if nd-d-lfi-dzimul-d (uu-)
nd-d-lfi-uigadji-a 'I bury if nd-d-lff-ufgaji-d (uu-)
nd-d-tff-mflndz-a 'I lift i f nd-d-tff- mi'h'5z-a (uu-)
nd-o-1fi-gwMzus-a 'I hurt i f nd-d-^i-gwa3zis-d (uu-)

1.8. High tone verbs with ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -t]i- object prefix

ua-no-ljfn-lif-a 'they fear i f ud-nd-tff-tf-a (uu-siiku
ua-nd-tfii-d-a 'they like i f ud-nd-lff-d-a (uu-
ua-nd-fi-tuum-tf 'they send if ud-nd-tff-ttim-d (uu-
ua-nd-lfi-dzfim-d 'they extinguish if ud-nd-ljfi-dzim-a (uu-
ua-nd-lfi-pebdz-a 'they finish if ua-no-lff-pddi-a (uu-
ua-nd-tji-todl-a 'they take if ud-nd-tfi-told (uu-
ua-nd-^i-baat-a 'they catch if ud-nd-tji-bat-d (uu-
ud-no-lfi-k^g-a 'they lift it (on head)' ud-nd-lff-k^'g-a (uu-
ua-nd-1ji-3addz-a 'they fill i f ua-nd-^i-3S3z-a (uu-
ua-nd-tff-fumnk-a 'they cover if ua-nd-tff-fumfk-a (uu-
ua-nd-lff-dzimuul-a 'they allay i f ud-nd-1ff-cizimul-d (uu-
ua-nd-ljfi-ufgadji-a 'they bury if u d- nd -?f-u l'gaji-a (uu-
u a- nd-iff- mf 1 ffdz-a 'they lift i f ud-nd-tfi-mflidz-a (uu-
ua-no-1ff-gw&dziis-a 'they hurt i f ua-no-^i-gwS3zis-a (uu-
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1.9. Low tone verbs with nd i-1  sg/ subject prefix and -zwi- (cl. 8) object prefix

nd-d-zwi-wddn-a 'I find them' nd-d-zwi-wdn-d (uu-)
nd-d-zwi-difl-a 'I pour them' nd-o-zwi-dil-d (uu-)
nd-o-zwi-uee3-a 'I carve ihem' nd-o-zwi-ue3-a (uu-)
nd-d-zwi-buuzw-a 'I ask them' nd-d-zwi-buzw-a (uu-)
nd-d-zwi-Jdluul-a 'I choose them' nd-d-zwi-Jdliil-a (uu-)
nd-d-zwi-sumbuk-a 'I conceal them' nd-d-zwi-siimbfk-d (uu-)
nd-d-zwi-duufik-a 'I dip them' nd-d-zwi-duuik-a (uu-)
nd-d-zwi-lfzaaji-a 'I try on them' nd-d-zwi-llzaji-d (uu-)
nd-o-zwi-pdldhdz-a 'I disperse them' nd-d-zwi-pdlddz-a (uu-)
nd-o-zwi-jalul-iil-a 'I choose for them' nd-d-z^-Jdlul-il-a (uu-)
nd-o-zwi-bii zwisiis-a 'I ask them alot' nd-o-zwi-buzwisis-a (uu-)

2.0. Low tone verbs with ua- (d. 2) subject prefix and -zwi- (d. 8) object prefix

ua-no-zwi-waan-a 'they find them' ua-nd-zwi-wan-a (uu-suku)
ud-nd-zwi-difl-a 'they pour them' ud-nd-zwi-dil-d (uu-)
ud-nd-zwi-udd3-a 'they carve them' u d-nd-zwi-u 63-a (uu-)
ud-nd-zwi-buuzw-a 'they ask them' ud-nd-zwi-buzw-a (uu-)
ua-no-zwi-ja liiul-a 'they choose them' ua-nd-zwi-j'dlul-a (uu-)
ua-nd-zwi-sumbuk-a 'they conceal them' ua-no-zwi-sumbik-a (uu-)
ua-nd-zwi-duuuk-a 'they dip them' ud-nd-zwi-duuik-a (uu-)
ud-nd-zwi-llzaaji-a 'they try on them' ud-nd-zwi-lfzaji-a (uu-)
ua-no-zwi-pdldadz-a 'they disperse them' ud-nd-zwi-palddz-a (uu-)
ua-nd-zwi-jalul-iil-a 'they choose for them' ua-nd-zwi-Jdlulfl-a (uu-)
u£-no-zwi-buzwisiis-a 'they ask them alof ud-nd-zwi-buzwisis-a (uu-)
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2.1. High tone verbs with ndi- *1 sg / subject prefix and -zwi- (d. 8) object prefix

nd-6-zwii-tf-d 'I fear them' nd-d-zwidf-d (uu-
nd-d-zwii-d-d 'I like them' nd-d-zwi-d-d (uu-
nd-b-z"i-tuum-d 'I send them' nd-d-z"i-tum-d (ou-
nd-d-zwi-5zftm- d 'I extinguish them' nd-d-zwi-5zim-d (uu-
nd-o-zwi-ped3z-d 'I finish them' nd-d-zwi-pedz-a (u li
nd-d-zwi-tddl-a 'I take them' nd-d-zwi-tdld ft; u-
nd-d-zwi-badt-a 'I catch them' nd-d-zwi-bat-d (uu-
nd-d-z^-k^g-a 'I lift (on head) them' nd-d-z^i-k^g-a (uu-
nd-o-zwi~3 ad<3z-a 'I fill up them' nd-d-zwi-3ddz-a (uu-
nd-o-zwi-fumnk-a 'I cover them' nd-d-zwi-fiimfk-d (t)U -

nd-o-zwi-dzimuul-a 'I allay them' nd-o-zwi-5zimul-d (uu-
nd-d-zwi-ofgadji-a 'I bury them' nd-d-zwi-o lgaji-a (uu-
nd-d-zwi-mflnHz-a 'I lift them' nd-d-zwi-mflf3z-a (t)U -

nd-d-zwi-gwddzris-a 'I hurt them' nd-d-zwi-gwddzis-d (uu-

2.2. High tone verbs with va- (d. 2) subject prefix and -zwi- (cl. 8) object prefix

ua-no-zwii-1f-a
ud-nd-zwii-d-d
ud-nd-zwi-tii iim- d
va-nd-zwi-dzfim-a
ud-nd-zwi-pdd3z-d
t>a-nd-zwi-todl-a
u a-nd-z wi-bda t-a
ua-nd-zwi-khug-a
ua-nd-zwi-3dddz-a
ua-no-zwi-fumnk-a
t)d-nd-zwi-dzimuul-a
ua-nd-zwi-ufgaaji-a
i)a-no-zwi-m fln3z-a
ua-nd-zwi-gwddzris-a

'they fear them'
'they like them'
'they send them'
'they extinguish them' 
'they finish them'
'they take them'
'they catch them'
'they lift (on head) them' 
'they fill up them'
'they cover them'
'they allay them'
'they bury them'
'they lift them'
'they hurt them'

vd-nd-zwi
t>a-nd-zwi
ud-nd-zwi
ud-nd-zwi
ud-nd-zwi
ud-nd-zwi
t)d-nd-zwi
t)d-no-zwi
ud-nd-zwi
od-no-zwi
ud-nd-zwi
oa-no-zwi
ud-nd-zwi
ud-nd-zwi-

-T-a (uu- 
-d-a (uii- 
-tum-d (uu- 
-dzim-a (uu- 
-pddz-a (uii- 
-tdl-a (uu- 
-bat-a (uu- 
-k '̂g-a (uu- 
-3&dz-a (uu- 
-fumik-d (uu- 
-dzimul-a (uu- 
-mgaji-a (uu- 
-rrulfdz-a (uu- 
-gwddzis-d (uu-
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2.3. Low tone verbs with nd i-1 sg/ subject prefix and -zwf- reflexive prefix

nd-d-zwi-wddn-a 'I find self nd-d-zwi-wdn-a (uu-)
nd-d-zwT-diil-a 'I pour self nd-d-z^T-dil-a (uu-)
nd-d-zwi-udd3-a 'I carve self nd-d-zwi-ue3-a (uu-)
nd-d-zwT-buuzw-a 'I ask self nd-d-zwT-buzw-a (uu-)
nd-d-zwi-jaluul-a 'I choose self nd-d-zwi-Jdlul-a (uu-)
nd-d-zwi-siimbiik-a 'I conceal self' nd-d-zwi-sumbik-a (uu-)
nd-d-z^T-duuiik-d 'I dip self nd-d-z^T-duuik-d (uu-)
nd-d-zwi-lizaaji-a 'I try on self nd-d-zwi-lfzaji-a (uu-)
nd-d-zwi-palaadz-a 'I disperse self nd-d-zwi-pdla5z-a (uu-)
nd-d-zwi-jalul-iil-a 'I choose for se lf nd-d-zwi-Jdlul-il-a (uu-)
nd-d-z'T-buzwisiis-d 'I ask self alof nd-d-z^T-buz^sis-a (uu-)

2.4. Low tone verbs with ua- (cl. 2)subject prefix and-zwf- reflexive prefix

ud-nd-zwi-wddn-a 
ua-no-z^T-diil-a 
ua-no-zwi-ued3-a 
ua-no-z'vT-buuzw-a 
ua-no-zwi-jaluul-a 
ua-nd-zwi-sumbiik-a 
ud-nd-z^-duuiik-d 
ua-nd-zwi-lizaaji-a 
ua-nd-zwi-palaadz-a 
ud-nd-z^-Jdlul-iil-d 
ua-n(3-zwT-buzwisiis-a
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'they find selves'
'they pour selves'
'they carve selves'
'they ask selves'
'they choose selves' 
'they conceal selves' 
'they dip selves'
'they try on selves' 
'they disperse selves' 
'they choose for selves' 
'they ask alot selves'

ud-no-zwi-wan-a (uu-) 
ud-nd-z^T-dil-a (uu-) 
ua-n<5-zwi-ue3-a (uu-) 
ud-nd-zwT-buzw-a (uu-) 
ua-n6-zwi-jalul-a (uu-) 
ua-nd-zwi-sumbik-a (uu-) 
ud-nd-z'^T-duuik-a (uu-) 
ud-nd-zwi-lizaji-d (uu-) 
ud-nd-zwi-paladz-a (uu-) 
ud-nd-z'^-Jdlulil-a (uu-) 
ud-nd-z^T-buz^isis-a (uu-)
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2.5. High tone verbs with ndi- 1  sg / subject prefix and -zwi- reflexive prefix

nd-d-z^li'-lf-a 'I fear self nd-d-zwf-1f-d (uu-)
nd-d-z^n-d-a 'I like self nd-d-z'T-d-a (uu-)
nd-d-zwi-tuum-a 'I send seif nd-d-zwi-tum-a (uu-)
nd-d-z^T-dziim-a 'I extinguish se lf nd-d-z"T-dzim-a (uu-)
nd-d-zwi-peddz-a 'I finish se lf nd-d-zwi-pe5z-a (uu-)
nd-d-zwi-tdbl-a 'I take self nd-d-zwi-tdla (uu-)
nd-d-z^T-baat-a 'I catch self nd-d-z^T-bat-a (uu-)
nd-d-zwi-khug-a 'I lift (on head) self nd-d-zwi-khfg-a (uu-)
nd-d-z^T^aadz-a 'I fill up self nd-d-zwT-3a3z-a (uu-)
nd-d-zwi-fumiik-d 'I cover se lf nd-d-zwi-fumik-a (uu-)
nd-d-zwi-dzimuul-d 'I allay self nd-6-zwT-dzimul-d (uu-)
nd-d-zwi-u igaaji-d 'I bury self nd-d-zwi-u igaji-d (uii-)
nd-o-zwi- nuli idz-d 'I lift self nd-d-zwi-m ili3z-a (uu-)
nd-o-zwT-gwadziis-d 'I hurt se lf nd-d-zwT-gwadzis-d (uu-)

2.6. High tone verbs with ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -zwi- reflexive prefix

ua-no-z^lf-^-a
ua-no-z^u-d-a
ud-no-zwi-tuum-a
ua-nd-zwi-dziim-a
ua-nd-zwi-pdedz-a
ud-no-zwi-td61-a
ua-no-z^T-baat-a
ua-nd-z^l-k^g-a
ua-no-z^T^aadz-a
ua-no-zwi-fumiik-a
ua-nd-z'vT-5zimuul-a
ua-nd-zwi-uigaaji-d
ua-nd-zwi-mfliidz-d
ua-nd-zw-gwadziis-a

'they fear selves' ud-nd
'they like selves' ua-nd
'they send selves' ud-nd
'they extinguish selves' ua-nd 
'they finish selves' ud-nd-
'they take selves' ud-nd-
'they catch selves' ud-nd-
'they lift (on head) selves' ud-nd- 
'they fill up selves' ud-nd
'they cover selves' ud-nd
'they allayed selves' ud-nd
'they bury selves' ud-nd
'they lift selves' ua-nd
'they hurt selves' ua-nd-

zwf-^-d (uu- 
z^T-d-a (uu- 
zwi-tum-a (uu- 
zwT-dzim-a (uu- 
zwi-pddz-a (uu- 
zwi-tdla (uu- 
z"T-bat-a (uu- 
zwi-khig-a (uu- 
z^^adz-a (uu- 
zwi-fumik-d (uu- 
zwT-dzimul-a (uu- 
zwi-uigaji-d (uu- 
zwi-m fli5z-a (uu- 
z'vy-gwadzis-a (uu-
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3. Recent Past Tones
1.1. Low tone verbs with ndi- 1  sg.' subject prefix

nd-aa-w-d 'I fell' nd-a-w-d (uu-)
nd-aa-gw-& 'I fought' nd-a-gw-a (ud-)
nd-a-wddn-a 'I found' nd-a-wdn-d (uu-)
nd-a-difl-a 'I poured' nd-a-dil-d (uu-)
nd-a-udd3-a 'I carved' nd-a-ud3~a (uu-)
nd-a-buuzw-a 'I asked' nd-a-buzw-a (uu-)
nd-a-Jdluul-a 'I chose' nd-a-Jdlul-a (uu-)
nd-a-sumbfik-a 'I concealed' nd-a-siimbfk-a (uu-)
nd-a-duuuk-a 'I dipped' nd-a-duuik-a (uu-)
nd-a-lfzaaji-a 'I tried on' nd-a-lizajira (uu-)
nd-a-pdldadz-a 'I dispersed' nd-a-pdlddz-a (uu-)
nd-a-fdlul-iil-a 'I chose for' nd-a-fdlul-iil-a (uu-)
nd-a-buzwisiis-a 'I asked alof nd-a-buzwisis-a (uu-)

1.2. Low tone verbs with ua- (class 2) subject prefix

ua-a-w-d 'they fell' u-d-w-d (uu-)
ud-a-gw-S 'they fought' u-d-gw-a (uu-)
u-a-waan-a 'they found' u-d-wdn-d (uu-)
u-a-difl-a 'they poured' u-d-dil-d (uu-)
u-d-ude3~a 'they carved' u-d-ue3-a (uu-)
u-a-buuzw-a 'they asked' u-a-buzw-a (uu-)
u-a-jaluul-a 'they chose' u-a-jdlul-a (uu-)
u-d-sumbuk-a 'they concealed' u-d-sumbik-a (uu-)
u-a-duufik-a 'they dipped' u-a-duuik-a (uu-)
u-a-lfzaaji-a 'they tried on' u-d-llzaji-a (uu-)
u-d-pdldddz-a 'they dispersed' u-d-pdlddz-a (uu-)
u-d-jalul-iil-a 'they chose for' u-a-Jdlul-il-a (uu-)
u-a-buzwisiis-a 'they asked alot' u-d-buzwisiis-a (uu-)
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1.3. High tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg/ subject prefix

nd-aa-lf-d 'I feared' nd-a-tf-d
nd-aa-d-d 'I liked' nd-a-d-a
nd-a-tuiim-d 'I sent7 nd-a-tum-d
nd-a-dzftm-d 'I extinguished' nd-a-dzim-a
nd-a-pefcdz-d 'I finished' nd-a-pedz-d
nd-a-t661-a 'I took' nd-a-tdld
nd-a-baat-a 'I caught' nd-a-bat-d
nd-a-k^g-a 'I lifted (on head)' nd-a-k^g-a
nd-a-3addz-a 'I filled up' nd-a~3&dz-a
nd-a-fumnk-a 'I covered' nd-a-fumfk-d
nd-a-dzimuul-a 'I allayed' nd-a-dzimul-d
nd-a-mgaaji-a 'I buried' nd-a-ofgaji-a
nd-a-mfl£idz-a 'I lifted' nd-a-mflfdz-a
nd-a-gwddzifs-a 'I hurt (s.o.)' nd-a-gwddzis-d

1.4. H igh tone verbs w ith  ua- (class 2) subject prefix

ua-a-tf-a 'they feared' u-a-tf-d
va-h-d-a 'they liked' u-a-d-a
u-a-tiium-a 'they sent7 u-a-tum-a
u-d-dziim-a 'they extinguished' u-a-dzim-a
u-a-peddz-a 'they finished' u-a-pedz-a
u-a-tdbl-a 'they took' u-d-tdla
o-d-baat-a 'they caught7 u-d-bat-a
xj-a-k^g-a 'they lifted (on head)' u-a-k^g-a
xj-a-3aadz-a 'they filled up' u-a-3adz-a
u-d-fumiik-a 'they covered' u-a-fumik-a
u-d-dzimuul-a 'they allayed' u-d-dzimul-a
u-a-mgaaji-a 'they buried' u-d-xugaji-a
u-a-mfliidz-a 'they lifted' u-a-mflidz-a
u-a-gwadziis-a 'they hurt (s.o.)' u-d-gwadzis-a
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1.5. Low tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg / subject prefix and -t]i- object prefix

nd-a-^i-wddn-a 'I found it' nd-a-tji-wdn-d (uu
nd-a-lfi-difl-a 'I poured it' nd-adfi-dil-d (uu-
nd-a-t$i-u663-a 'I carved i f nd-a-t$i-u63-a (uu
nd-a-1ff-buuzw-a 'I asked i f nd-a-1fi-biizw-a (uu-
nd-a-lff-j^luiil-a 'I chose i f nd-a-tji-ydlul-a (uu-
nd-a-tfi-siimbuk-a 'I concealed if nd-a-tfi-sumbik-a (uu-
nd-a-ljji-duufik-a 'I dipped if nd-a-lfi-duuik-a (uu-
nd-a-lfi-lizaaji-a 'I tried it on' nd-a-tff-llzaji-a (uu-
nd-a-lji-pdldadz-a 'I dispersed if nd-a-tfi-pal4dz-a (uu-
nd-a-tff-jalul-iil-a 'I chose for i f nd-a-tji-jalul-il-a (uu-
nd-a-lfi-biizwisiis-a 'I asked it alof nd-a-tff-biizwisisa (uu-

1.6. Low tone verbs w ith ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -tji- object prefix

u-d-t$i-wddn-a 'they found if u-d-lff-wdn-d (uu-
u-a-tff-dul-a 'they poured if u-d-tji-dil-d (uu-
u-a-t$i-uee3-a 'they carved if u-a-tji'-ue3-a (uu-
u-a-1jfi-buuzw-a 'they asked if u-a-lfi-buzw-a (uu-
u-3-lff-jdluul-a 'they chose if u-d-tff-Jdltil-a (uu-
u-d-tff-sumbnk-a 'they concealed if u-d-tff-sumbik-a (uu-
u-a-lji-duufik-a 'they dipped if u-d-lpt-duufk-a (uu-
u-a-lfi-lizaaji-a 'they tried it on' u-d-lfi-lizaji-a (uu-
u-a-tfi-p31a&dz-a 'they dispersed if u-d-^Y-pdld3z-a (uu-
u-3-1ff-jdlul-iil-a 'they chose for if u-d-tff-Jdlul-il-a (uu-
u-d-1jff-buzwisiis-a 'they asked it alof u-a-^i-buzwisis-a (uu-
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1.7. High tone verbs with ndi- 1  sg / subject prefix and -tji- object prefix

nd-a-lfff-lf-a 'I feared i f nd-a-lfi-lf-d (uu-)
nd-a-tju-d-a 'I liked i t nd-a-Tfi-d-a (uu-)
nd-a-tfi-tu ii m- a ‘I sent i f nd-a-tff-tum-a (uu-)
nd-a-^i-dziiin-a 'I extinguished i f nd-a-lfi-dzim-a (uu-)
nd-a-lji-pefcdz-a 'I finished i f nd-a-lff-pedz-d (uu-)
nd-a-tji-t66l-a 'I took if nd-a-tff-tdla (uu-)
nd-a-ljff-baat-a 'I caught i f nd-a-lff-bat-a (uu-)
nd-a-tft-k^g-a 'I lifted (on head) i f nd-a-lfi-k^g-a (uu-)
nd-a-^i-3aadz-a 'I filled up i f nd-a-^i-3adz-a (uu-)
nd-a-tfi-fumiik-a 'I covered i f nd-a-tff-fumik-a (uu-)
nd-a-lji-clzimuul-a 'I allayed i f nd-a-lff-dzimul-a (uu-)
nd-a-lp-u l'gaaji-a 'I buried i f nd-a-lfi-u igaji-a (uu-)
nd-a-tji-imliiciz-a 'I lifted if nd-a-tfi- mil idz-a (uu-)
nd-a-$i-gwadziis-a 'I hurt i f nd-a-1ff-gwa3zis-a (uu-)

1.8. H igh  ton e verbs w ith  ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -tji- object prefix

u-d-tjii-tj'-d 'they feared if u-d-1ji-"tf-d (uu-)
u-d-lffi-d-d 'they liked i f u-d-tfi-d-a (uu-)
u-d-tfi-tuum-d 'they sent i f u-d-tfi-tum-d (uu-)
u-a-liff-difim-d 'they extinguished if u-d-lifi-dzim-d (uu-)
u-a-tfi-pd£dz-a 'they finished i f u-a-lfi-pedz-d (uu-)
u-d-tji-t(56l-a 'they took i f u-d-tji-tbld (uu-)
u-d-lji-baat-a 'they caught i f u-a-lff-bat-d (uu-)
u-a-^i-k^g-a 'they lifted (on head) if u-d-lji-k^g-a (uu-)
u-a-1ff-3addz-a 'they filled up if u-d-^i-3d3z-a (uu-)
u-a-^i-fumuk-a 'they covered i f u-d-tfi-fumik-a (uu-)
u-d-^fi-dzimuul-a 'they allayed if u-a-^i-dzimul-a (uu-)
u-d-lji-uigadji-a 'they buried i f u-d-tfi-ufgaji-a (uu-)
u-a-tp-milndz-a 'they lifted i f u-d-tfi-nuh'dz-a (uu-)
u-a-1ff-gw£i3zns-a 'they hurt i f u-d-^i-gwd3zis-d (uu-)
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1.9. Low tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg.' subject prefix and -zwi- (d. 8) object prefix

nd-a-zwi-wadn-a 'I found them' nd-a-zwi-wdn-d (uu-)
nd-a-z^T-difl-a 'I poured them' nd-a-z^T-dil-d (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-u663-a '1 carved them' nd-a-zwi-u^3-a (uu-)
nd-a-zwT-buuzw-a 'I asked them' nd-a-zwT-buzw-a (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-Jdiuul-a 'I chose them' nd-a-zwi-Jdlul-a (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-sumbuk-a 'I concealed them' nd-a-zwi-siimblk-a (uu-)
nd-a-zwT-duuuk-a 'I dipped them' nd-a-z^T-duuik-a (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-lfzaaji-a 'I tried on them' nd-a-zwi-lizaji-d (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-pdld^dz-a 'I dispersed them' nd-a-zwi-pald3z-a (uu-)
nd-a-z'^-j'dlul-iil-a 'I chose for them' nd-a-z^-Jdlul-il-a (uu-)
nd-a-z"!-buzwisiis-a 'I asked alot them' nd-a-z'T-bQzwisis-a (uu-)

2.0. Low tone verbs with ua- (d. 2) subject prefix and -zwi- (d. 8) object prefix

u-a-zwi-vvaan-a 'they found them' u-a-zwi-wdn-d (uu-)
u-a-zwi-difl-a 'they poured them' u-a-zwi-dil-a (uu-)
u-d-zwi-ue£3-a 'they carved them' u-d-zwi-ue3*a (uu-)
u-a-zwi-buuzw-a 'they asked them' u-a-zwi-buzw-a (uu-)
u-a-z^-Jdluiil-a 'they chose them' u-d-zwi-Jdlul-a (uu-)
u-a-zwi-sumbuk-a 'they concealed them' u-a-z wi-s umbik- a (uu-)
u-a-zwi-duuuk-a 'they dipped them' u-a-zwi-duuik-a (uu-)
u-a-zwi-lizaaji-a 'they tried on them' u-a-zwi-lizaji-a (uu-)
u-a-zwi-pald&dz-a 'they dispersed them' u-d-zwi-pdlddz-a (uu-)
t>-d-zwi-j'dlul-iil-a 'they chose for them' u-d-zwi-Jdlulil-a (uu-)
u-a-zwi-buzwisiis-a 'they asked them alof u-d-zwi-buzwisis-a (uu-)
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2.1. High tone verbs with ndi- 'I s g /  subject prefix and -zwi- (d. 8) object prefix

nd-a-z^u-tf-a 'I feared them' nd-a-zwi-1f-d (uu-)
nd-a-z^n-d-a 'I liked them' nd-a-z^T-d-a (uu-)
nd-a-zwi- hi u m-a 'I sent them' na-a-zwi-hi m- a (uu-)
nd-a-z'T-dziim-a 'I extinguished them' nd-a-z^T-dzim-a (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-pd£dz-a 'I finished them' nd-a-zwi-pedz-a (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-t661-a 'I took them' nd-a-zwi-t6la (uu-)
nd-a-z^T-baat-a 'I caught them' nd-a-z^T-bat-a (uu-)
nd-a-z^l-k^ug-a 'I lifted (on head) them' nd-a-z^i-kN'g-a (uu-)
nd-a-z'T -3 aadz-a 'I filled up them' nd-a-z*! -3 adz-a (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-fumiik-a 'I covered them' nd-a-zwi-fiimik-a (uu-)
nd-a-z"T-dzimuul-a 'I allayed them' nd-a-z^T-dzimul-a (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-uigaaji-a 'I buried them' nd-a-zwi-ufgaji-a (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-mi'liidz-a 'I lifted them' nd-a-zwi-mfli5z-a (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-gwadziis-a 'I hurt them' nd-a-z^T-g^dzis-a (uu-)

2.2. High tone verbs with ua- (d. 2) subject prefix and -zwi- (d. 8) object prefix

u-<J-zwii-tf-d 'they feared them' u-d-zwi-̂ f-d (uu-)
u-a-zwii-d-a 'they liked them' u-d-zwi-d-d (uu-)
u-a-zwi-tuum-a 'they sent them' u-d-zwi-tum-d (uu-)
u-a-zwi-dznm-a 'they extinguished them' u-a-zwi-dzim-a (uu-)
u-a-zwi-p£edz-a 'they finished them' u-a-zwi-pedz-a (uu-)
u-a-zwi-t<56l-a 'they took them' u-d-zwi-t61-d (uu-)
u-d-zwi-biidt-a 'they caught them' u-d-zwi-bat-d (uu-)
u-a-z^-k^g-a 'they lifted (on head) them'u-a-zwi-khfg-a (uu-)
u-a-zwi-3 aadz-a 'they filled up them' u-a-zwi-3&dz-a (uu-)
u-d-zwi-fumnk-a 'they covered them' u-a-zwi-fumik-d (uu-)
u-a-zwi-dzimuul-a 'they allayed them' u-d-zwi-dzimul-d (uu-)
u-a-zwi-ufgaaji-a 'they buried them' u-£-zwi-uigaji-a (uu-)
u-d-zwi- mflndz-a 'they lifted them' u-d-z wi - m l'l ldz-a (uu-)
u-d-zwi-gw&dzifs-a 'they hurt them' u-d-zwi-gw&3zis-d (uu-)
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2.3. Low tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg / subject prefix and -zw£- reflexive prefix

nd-a-zwi-waan-a 'I found self nd-a-zwi-wdn-a (uu-)
nd-a-z"T-diil-a 'I poured se lf nd-a-z^T-dil-a (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-uee3-a 'I carved self' nd-a-zwi-ue3-a (uu-)
nd-a-z^ -buuzw-a 'I asked self nd-a-zwT-buzw-a (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-jdluul-a 'I chose self nd-a-zwi-jdlul-a (ud-)
nd-a-zwi-sumbiik-d 'I concealed se lf nd-a-zwi-sumbik-d (uu-)
nd-a-z^T-duuiik-d 'I dipped self nd-a-z"T-duuik-a (ud-)
nd-a-zwi-l£zaaji-d 'I tried on se lf nd-a-zwi-lizaji-d (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-pdlaa 5z-d 'I dispersed se lf nd-a-zwi-paladz-a (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-j"dlul-iil-d 'I chose for se lf nd-a-zwi-jdlul-il-d (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-buzwisiis-d 'I asked self alof nd-a-z'vT-buzwisis-a (uu-)

2.4. Low tone verbs w ith  ua- 'class 2' subject prefix and -zw£- reflex ive prefix

u-d-zwi-wddn-a 'they found selves' u-d-zwi-wdn-a (uu-)
u-a-zwT-diil-a 'they poured selves' u-d-z'T-dil-a (uu-)
u-d-zwi-ud^3-a 'they carved selves' u-d-zwi-ud3-a (uu-)
u-d-zwT-buuzw-a 'they asked selves' u-a-zwT-buzw-a (uu-)
u-a-zwi-j'dluul-a 'they chose selves' u-d-zwi-J‘dlul-d (uu-)
u-d-zwi-sumbiik-a 'they concealed selves' u-d-zwi-sumbik-a (uu-)
u-a-z^T-duuiik-d 'they dipped selves' u-d-z'T-duuik-d (uu-)
u-a-zwi-l£zaaji-d 'they tried on selves' u-d-zwi-l£zaji-a (uu-)
u-a-zwi-pdlaadz-d 'they dispersed selves' u-d-zwi-pdladz-a (uu-)
u-a-zwi-Jalul-iil-a 'they chose for selves' u-d-zwi-Jdlulil-a (uu-)
u-d-zwi-buzwisiis-a 'they asked selves alof u-d-zwT-buzwisis-a (uu-)
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2.5. High tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg / subject prefix and -zwf- reflexive prefix

nd-a-zwiMf-a 'I feared self nd-a-zwT-1j-d (uu-)
nd-a-z"if-d-a 'I liked se lf nd-a-z"T-d-a (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-hium-a '1 sent self' nd-a-zwi-tiim-a (uu-)
nd-a-z^-dzum-a 'I extinguished self' nd-a-z^T-dzim-a (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-pe^3z-a 'I finished se lf nd-a-zwi-pedz-a (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-t661-a 'I took se lf nd-a-zwi-t<51a (uu-)
nd-a-z'T'-baat-a 'I caught se lf nd-a-z^T-bat-a (uu-)
nd-a-z^i-k^g-a 'I lifted (on head) se lf nd-a-z^-k^'g-a (uu-)
nd-a-z^^aadz-a 'I filled up self' nd-a-z^T^adz-a (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-fumiik-a 'I covered se lf nd-a-zwi-fumik-d (uu-)
nd-a-z "T-dzi mu ul-a 'I allayed self nd-a-zwi-dzimul-d (uu-)
nd-a-zwi-ufgaaji-d 'I buried se lf nd-a-zwi-ufgaji-d (U U -)

nd-a-zwi-mfliidz-3 'I lifted se lf nd-a-zwi-mflidz-a (uu-)
nd-a-z*!-gwa3ziis-d 1 hurt se lf nd-a-zwT-gwadzis-^ (uu-)

2.6. H igh tone verbs w ith  ua- (d . 2) subject prefix and -zwf- reflexive prefix

u-a-z^u'-^-a 'they feared selves' u-d-z'T-tj-d (uu-
u-a-z^u-d-a 'they liked selves' u-a-z"T-d-a (uu-
u-a-zwi-tuum-a 'they sent selves' u-a-zwi-ttim-a (uu-
u-a-zwi-dziim-a 'they extinguished selves'u-d-z^T-dzim-a (uu-
u-d-zwi-p£6dz-a 'they finished selves' u-d-zwi-p£<3z-a (uu-
u-d-zwi-t6ol-a 'they took selves' u-d-zwi-tdla (uu-
u-a-z"T-baat-a 'they caught selves' u-a-z^T-bat-a (uu-
u-d-z^i-k^g-a 'they lifted (on head) selves' u-d-z^l-k^g-a (uu-
u-a-z'T^aadz-a 'they filled up selves' u-d-z"T-3adz-a (uu-
u-a-zwi-fumiik-d 'they covered selves' u-d-zwi-fumik-d (uu-
u-a-z^T-Szimuul-a 'they allayed selves' u-a-zwI-5zimul-a (uu-
u-a-zwi-uigaaji-a 'they buried selves' u-d-zwi-uigaji-a (uu-
u-a-zwi-mfliidz-a 'they lifted selves' u-d-zwi-milidz-a (uu-
u-a-z"T-gwadziis-a 'they hurt selves' u-d-z"!-gwadzis-d (uu-
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4. General (Remote) Past Tones
1.1. Low tone verbs with ndi- T sg / subject prefix

nd-a-kdd-w-a 'I fell' nd-a-kd-w-d (uu-)
nd-a-kaa-g^'-a "I fought' nd-a-ka-g'v-a (uii-)
nd-a-ka-waan-a 'I found' nd-a-kd-wdn-d (uu-)
nd-a-ka-difl-a 'I poured' nd-a-kd-dil-d (uu-)
nd-a-kd-uee3~a 'I carved' nd-a-kd-ud3~a (uu-)
nd-a-ka-buuzw-a 'I asked' nd-a-kd-buzw-a (uu-)
nd-a-kd-jdluul-a 'I chose' nd-a-kd-jdliil-a (uu-)
nd-a-kd-sumbuk-a 'I concealed' nd-a-kd-sumbik-a (uu-)
nd-a-kd-duufik-a 'I dipped' nd-a-kd-duuik-a (uu-)
nd-a-kd-lizaaji-a 'I tried on' nd-a-kd-lfzaji-a (uu-)
nd-a-ka-pdlaadz-a 'I dispersed' nd-a-kd-pdlddz-a (uu-)
nd-a-ka-fdlul-iil-a 'I chose for' nd-a-kd-fdlul-iil-a (uu-)
nd-a-ka-buzwisiis-a 'I asked alot nd-a-kd-buzwisis-a (uu-)

1.2. Low tone verbs with ua- (d. 2) subject prefix

ua-kaa-w-a 'they feU' u-d-kd-w-d (uu-)
ud-kdd-gw-a 'they fought u-d-kd-gw-a (uu-)
u-a-ka-wdan-a 'they found' u-d-ka-wdn-d (uu-)
u-a-ka-diil-a 'they poured' u-d-kd-dil-d (uu-)
u-a-kd-ued3-a 'they carved' u-d-kd-ud3~a (uu-)
u-a-ka-buuzw-a 'they asked' u-d-kd-biizw-a (uu-)
u-a-ka-Jdluul-a 'they chose' u-a-kd-Jalul-a (uu-)
u-a-kd-stimbuk-a 'they concealed' u-d-kd-siimbik-a (uu-)
u-d-kd-duuuk-a 'they dipped' u-d-kd-duufk-a (uu-)
u-a-ka-lizaaji-a 'they tried on' u-a-kd-lizaji-a (uu-)
u-d-ka-pdlddclz-a 'they dispersed' u-d-kd-pdlddz-a (uu-)
u-d-kd-Jdlul-iil-a 'they chose for' u-d-kd-Jdlul-il-a (uu-)
u-a-ka-buzwisiis-a 'they asked alot u-a-kd-buzwisiis-a (uu-)
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1.3. H igh  tone verbs w ith  n d i- 'I s g /  subject prefix

nd-a-kdd-1f-a 'I feared' nd-a-kd-”f-d  (uu-
nd-a-kda-d-a 'I liked' nd-a-kd-d-a (uti-
nd-a-kd-jtuum-a 'I sent' nd-a-kd-tum-a (uu-
nd-a-ka-dziim-a 'I extinguished' nd-a-kd-dzim-a (uu-
nd-a-kd-pe£dz-d 'I finished' nd-a-kd-pddz-a (uii-
nd-a-kd-t6ol-a 'I took' nd-a-kd-t61a (uu-
nd-a-kd-baat-a 'I caught' nd-a-kd-bat-a (uu-
nd-a-kd-khflg-a 'I lifted (on head)' nd-a-kd-k^g-a (uu-
nd-a-kd-3aadz-a 'I filled up' nd-a-kd~3a5z-a (uu-
nd-a-kd-fumiik-a 'I covered' nd-a-kd-fumik-a (uu-
nd-a-ka-dzimuul-a 'I allayed' nd-a-kd-dzimul-a (uu-
nd-a-kd-ufgaaji-a 'I buried' nd-a-kd-ufgaji-a (uu-
nd-a-kd-mfliidz-a 'I lifted' nd-a-kd-nuli3z-a (uu-
nd-a-ka-gwa3ziis-a 'I hurt (s.o.)' nd-a-kd-gwa3zis-a (uu-

1.4. H igh tone verbs w ith  va- (cl. 2) subject prefix

ua-kaa-lf-d 'they feared' u-d-kd-lf-d (uii-
ud-kdd-d-d 'they liked' u-d-kd-d-a (uti-
D-a-ka-tuum-d 'they senf u-d-kd-tum-d (uu-
o-d-ka-dznm-d 'they extinguished' u-d-kd-dzim-d (uti-
u-a-kd-pd&3z-d 'they finished' u-d-kd-pd5z-a (uu-
u-a-kd-todl-a 'they took' u-d-kd-tdld (uu-
u-a-ka-baat-a 'they caught7 u-a-kd-bat-a (uu-
xj-a-kd-khug-a 'they lifted (on head)' u-d-ka-k^'g-a (uu-
u-a-ka-3addz-a 'they filled up' u-d-kd-3ddz-a (uu-
u-a-kd-fumuk-a 'they covered' u-d-kd-fumfk-d (uu-
u-a-ka-dzimuul-a 'they allayed' o-d-kd-dzimul-d (uu-
u-d-ka-xngadji-a 'they buried' u-d-kd-vfgaji-d (uu-
u-a-ka-mflridz-a 'they lifted' o-d-kd-mflidz-a (uu-
u-a-ka-gwS3ziis-a 'they hurt (s.o.)' u-d-kd-gwddzis-d (uu-
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1.5. Low tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg / subject prefix and -tjf- object prefix

nd-a-kd-lff-wadn-a 'I found it7 nd-a-kd-lff-wdn-d (uu
nd-a-kd-lpL-difl-a 'I poured if nd-a-kd-ljf-dil-5 (uu
nd-a-kd-tff-uee3-a 'I carved if nd-a-kd-tfi-u63-a (uu
nd-a-kd-1ji-buuzw-a 'I asked i f nd-a-ka-^i-buzw-a (uu-
nd-a-kd-lff-jdliiul-a 'I chose i f nd-a-kd-lji-jdlul-a (uu-
nd-a-kd-tji-sumbuk-a 'I concealed if nd-a-kd-tff-sumbik-a (uu
nd-a-kd-^i-duuuk-a 'I dipped if nd-a-kd-lji-duuik-a (uu
nd-a-ka-Tfi-lizaaji-a 'I tried on if nd-a-kd-lff-llz aji-a (uu
nd-a-kd-lfi-palaadz-a 'I dispersed if nd-a-kd-Tji-pdldHz-a (uu-
nd-a-kd-tff-jdlul-iil-a 'I chose for if nd-a-kd-tfi-jaiiil-il-a (uu-
nd-a-kd-Tfi-buzwisiis-a 'I asked it alof nd-a-kd-1jfi-buzwisisa (uu-

1.6. L tone verbs with ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -tjf- object prefix

u-a-kd-ljfi-wddn-a 'they found if u-d-kd-tjf-wdn-a (uu-
u-a-ka-tfi-difl-a 'they poured if u-a-ka-t$i-dil-a (uu-
u-a-ka-1Ji-uee3-a 'they carved if u-a-ka-tff-ue3-a (uu-
u-a-ka-l£i-buuzw-a 'they asked if u-d-kd-1iji-buzw-a (uu-
u-d-k£-1fi'-Jdluiil-a 'they chose if u-a-kd-tff-Jdltil-a (uu-
u-a-ka-ljf-sumbuk-a 'they concealed i f u-d-ka-tff-sumbik-a (uu-
u-a-kd-lji-duuiik-a 'they dipped if u-3-kd-tJf-duuik-a (uu-
u-d- ka-lfi- liz a aji-a 'they tried it on' u-a-k^-t^i- liz aji-a (uu-
u-d-kd-iff-pdldkdz-a 'they dispersed i f u-d-kd-tff-pdlddz-a (uu-
u-a-ka-lfi'-jdlul-iil-a 'they chose for i f u-d-ka-t^f-J^lul-il-a (uu-
u-a-ka-$i-buzwisiis-a 'they asked it alof u-d-ka-tji-buzwisis-a (uu-
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1.7. High tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg / subject prefix and -tffi'- object prefix

nd-a-kd-lfn-ljf-d 'I feared it' nd-a-kd-lfi-lf-d (uu-)
nd-a-kd-lfn-d-d 'I liked i f nd-a-kd-lff-d-a (uu-)
nd-a-kd-tfi-tu iim-d 'I sent i f nd-a-kd-tff-turn-a (uu-)
nd-a-kd-lfi-dzifm-d 'I extinguished i f nd-a-kd-p-dzim-a (uu-)
nd-a-kd-1ff-pd£dz-d 'I finished i f nd-a-ka-p-pedz-a (uu-)
nd-a-ka-tfi-t66l-a 'I took if nd-a-ka-tfi-told (uu-)
nd-a-kd-lff-badt-a 'I caught if nd-a-kd-lji-bat-d (uu-)
nd-a-kd-^i-khug-a 'I lifted (on head) i f nd-a-kd-lfi-k^g-a (uu-)
nd-a-kd-tff-3ad3z-a 'I filled up if nd-a-kd-1fi-3ddz-a (uu-)
nd-a-ka-^i-fumffk-a 'I covered if nd-a-kd-t$i-fumik-d (uu-)
nd-a-kd-lfi-dzimuul-a 'I allayed if nd-a-kd-lfi-dzimul-d(uu-)
nd-a-kd-lji-uigadji-a 'I buried if nd-a-kd-tji-ufgaji-a (uu-)
nd-a-kd-tfi-nulndz-a 'I lifted if nd-a-kd-tfi-mflidz-a(uu-)
nd-a-ka-1fi-gwddzris-a 'I hurt if nd-a-kd-1fi-gwddzis-d(u u-)

1.8. High tone verbs with ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -tji- object prefix

u-a-ka-lifn-lf-a 'they feared if u-d-kd-t$i-1f-d (uu-)
u-d-kd-ljii-d-d 'they liked if u-d-kd-lfi-d-a (ud-)
u-a-kd-iff-tuum-d 'they sent if u-d-kd-tji- him - d (uu-)
u-d-ka-1fi-3zmn-d 'they extinguished if u-d-kd-lfi-dzim-d (uu-)
u-a-ka-lji-pe6(Iz-a 'they finished i f u-d-kd-lfi-peciz-a (uu-)
u-a-ka-lji-todl-a 'they took if u-d-kd-tfi-tdld (uu-)
u-d-kd-1$i-badt-a 'they caught if u-d-kd-lji-bat-d (uu-)
u-d-ka-^i'-khug-a 'they lifted (on head) i f v -d-kd-^i- k^'g-a (uu-)
v -a-ka-tfi-3 aadz-a 'they filled up if u-d-kd-^i-3d3z-a (uu-)
u-d-kd-iji-fumnk-a 'they covered if t1

MG1MGIP (uu-)
u-a-kd-ljf-dzimuul-a 'they allayed if u-d-kd-lfi-dzimul-a (uu-)
u-d-kd-tfi-uigaaji-a 'they buried if u-d-kd-^ji-ufgaji-a (uu-)
u-d-ka-ifi- milndz-a 'they lifted if u-d-ka-^i-mflfdz-a (uu-)
u-d-ka-1ff-gw£dzns-a 'they hurt if u-d-kd-^i-gwddzis-d (uu-)
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1.9. Low tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg / subject prefix and -zwi- (cl. 8) object prefix

nd-a-kd-zwi-wddn-a 'I found them' nd-a-kd-zwi-wdn-d (uu-)
nd-a-kd-zwi-difl-a 'I poured them' nd-a-kd-zwi-dil-d (uu-)
nd-a- ka-z wi-u e £3-a 'I carved them' nd-a-kd-zwi-ud3~a (uu-)
nd-a-kd-zwi-buuzw-a 'I asked them' nd-a-kd-zwi-buzw-a (uu-)
nd-a-ka-zwi-Jdluul-a 'I chose them' nd-a-kd-zwi-Jdlul-a (uu-)
nd-a-kd-zwi-sumbiik-a 'I concealed them' nd-a-kd-zwi-siimbik-a (uu-)
nd-a-ka-zwi-duuflk-a 'I dipped them' nd-a-kd-zwi-duuik-a (uu-)
nd-a-kd-zwi-lizaaji-a 'I tried them on' nd-a-kd-zwi-lfzaji-d (uu-)
nd-a-ka-zwi-palaadz-a 'I dispersed them' nd-a-ka-zwi-pdlddz-a (uu-)
nd-a-ka-zwi-jalul-iil-a 'I chose for them' nd-a-ka-zwi-Jdlul-il-a (uu-)
nd-a-kd-zwi-biizwisiis-a 'I asked them alof nd-a-kd-zwi-biizwisis-a (uu-)

2.0. Low tone verbs w ith  ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and  -zwi- (cl. 8) object prefix

u-a-kd-zwi-wddn-a
u-a-ka-zwi-difl-a
u-d-kd-zwi-u e £3-a
u-a-ka-zwi-buuzw-a
u-a-ka-zwi-j"dluul-a
u-d-ka-zwi-s umbuk- a
u-a-kd-zwi-duufik-a
u-a-ka-zwi-lizaaji-a
u-d-kd-zwi-pdldddz-a
u-a-ka-zwi-jdlul-iil-a
u-a-ka-zwi-buzwisiis-a

'they found them' u-d-kd-
'they poured them' u-d-kd-
'they carved them' u-d-kd-
'they asked them' u-d-kd-
'they chose them' u-d-kd-
'they concealed them' u-d-kd-
'they dipped them' u-d-kd-
'they tried them on' u-a-kd-
'they dispersed them' u-d-kd-
'they chose for them' u-d-kd-
'they asked them alof u-d-kd-

zwi-wdn-d (uu-) 
zwi-dil-d (uu-)
zwi-ue3-a (uu-)
zwi-buzw-a (uu-) 
zwi-jdlul-a (uu-) 
zwi-sumbik-a(uu-) 
zwi-duufk-a (uu-) 
zwi-lizaji-a (uu-) 
zwi-pdlddz-a (uu-) 
zwi-j"dlulil-a (uu-) 
zwi-buzwisis-a (uu-)
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2.1. High tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg/ subject prefix and -zwi- (d. 8) object prefix

nd-a-ka-zwii-lf-d
nd-a-kd-zwii-d-d
nd-a-kd-zwi-Jhi iim-a
nd-a-kd-zwi-dznm-d
nd-a-ka-zwi-pe£dz-d
nd-a- kd-zwi-16 61-a
nd-a-ka-zwi-badt-a
nd-a-kd-z^-k^g-a
nd-a-kd-zwi-3 aadz-a
nd-a-kd-zwi-fumnk-a
nd-a-ka-zwi-dzimuul-a
nd-a-ka-zwi-uigaaji-a
nd-a-ka-zwi-mflndz-a
nd-a-kd-zwi-gwddzris-a

I feared them'
I liked them'
I sent them'
I extinguished them'
I finished them'
I took them'
I caught them'
I lifted (on head) them' 
I filled them up'
I covered them'
I allayed them'
I buried them'
I lifted them'
I hurt them'

nd-a-kd-zwi-Tf-d (uu-)
nd-a-kd-zwi-d-a (uu-)
nd-a-kd-zwi-tiim-d (uu-) 
nd-a-kd-zwi-dzim-d (mi-) 
nd-a-kd-zwi-pddz-a (uu-) 
nd-a-kd-zwi-t<5ld (uu-) 
nd-a-kd-zwi-bat-d (uu-) 
nd-a-kd-z^-k^'g-a (uu-) 
nd-a-kd-zwi-3ddz-a (uu-) 
nd-a-kd-zwi-fumik-d (uu-) 
nd-a-kd-zwi-dzimul-a(uu-) 
nd-a-kd-zwi-uigaji-a (uu-) 
nd-a-kd-zwi-mili'dz-a (uu-) 
nd-a-ka-zwi-gw&dzis-a(uu-)

2.2. H igh tone verbs with ua- (d. 2) subject prefix and -zwi- (cl. 8) object prefix

u-a-kd-zwii-tf-d
u-a-ka-zwii-d-d
u-a-ka-zwi-hi u m- a
u-a-ka-zwi-dznm- a
u-d-kd-zwi-pdfeclz-d
u-d-kd-zwi-t66l-a
u-a-ka-zwi-badt-a
u-a-ka-zwi-khug-a
u-a-kd-zwi-3ddclz-a
u-a-kd-zwi-fumnk-a
u-a-kd-zwi-dzi muul-a
u-d-ka-zwi-ui'gaaji-a
u-a-kd-zwi-mfh'fdz-a
u-a-ka-zwi-gwddziis-a

u
u-
U - i

u-
u
u

'they feared them'
'they liked them'
'they sent them'
'they extinguished them' u 
'they finished them'
'they took them'
'they caught them'
'they lifted (on head) them' 
'they filled them up' u
'they covered them' u
'they allayed them'
'they buried them' u
'they lifted them' u
'they hurt them'

U-i

u-

-d-kd-zwi-1jf-d (uii- 
a-kd-zwi-d-a (uii- 
a-kd-zwi-tiim-a (uu- 
a-ka-zwi-dzim-d (uu- 
d-kd-zwi-pddz-a (uu- 
-d-kd-zwi-t6l-d (uu- 
-d-kd-zwi-bat-a (uu- 
u-d-kd-zwi-kbfg-a (uu- 
-a-kd-zwi-3ddz-a (uu- 
-d-kd-zwi-fumfk-a (uu- 
a-ka-zwi-dzimul-d(uu- 
d-kd-zwi-ufgaji-d (uu- 
a-kd-zwi-mflfdz-a (uu- 
a-kd-zwi-gw&5zis-d (uu-
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2.3. Low tone verbs with ndi-1 sg / subject prefix and -zwf- reflexive prefix

nd-a-kd-zwi-wdhn-a 1  found se lf nd-a-kd-zwi-wdn-a (uu-)
nd-a-kd-zwT-diil-a 'I poured se lf nd-a-kd-z'T-dil-a (uu-)
nd-a-kd-zwi-u£e3~a 'I carved se lf nd-a-kd-zwi-ue3-a (uu-)
nd-a-ka-z'vT-buuzw-a 'I asked se lf nd-a-kd-zwI -buzw-a (uu-)
nd-a-kd-zwi-Jdluul-d 'I chose se lf nd-a-kd-zwi-Jdlul-d (uu-)
nd-a-ka-zwi-sumbiik-a 'I concealed self' nd-a-kd-zwi-sumbik-a (uu-)
nd-a-ka-zwT-duuiik-a 'I dipped se lf nd-a-kd-z^T-duuik-a (uu-)
nd-a-kd-zwi-l£zaaji-3 'I tried on se lf nd-a-kd-zwi-llzaji-d (uii-)
nd-a-kd-zwi-p£laadz-d 'I dispersed se lf nd-a-kd-zwi-pdladz-a (uu-)
nd-a-kd-zwi-Jdlul-iil-d 'I chose for se lf nd-a-kd-z'^i-J'dlul-il-d (uu-)
nd-a-ka-zvvT-buzwisiis-a 'I asked self a lof nd-a-ka-zwT-buzwisis-a (uu-)

2.4. Low  ton e  verbs w ith  ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -zwf- reflexive prefix

u-a-ka-zwi-wdan-a 
u-a-kd-z"! -diil-a 
u-£-kd-zwi-ue&3-a 
u-d-kd-z"! -buuzw-a 
u-d-kd-zwi-Jdluul-£ 
u-a-ka-zwi-sumbiik-a 
u-a-ka-z"'!-duu iik-a 
u-d-kd-zwi-lizaaji-& 
u-a-ka-zwi-palaa3z-d 
u-a-kd-zwi-jalul-iil-a 
u-a-ka-z"’!  -buzwisiis-a
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'they found selves' 
'they poured selves' 
'they carved selves' 
'they asked selves' 
'they chose selves' 
'they concealed selves' 
'they dipped selves' 
'they tried on selves' 
'they dispersed selves' 
'they chose for selves' 
'they asked selves alot'

u-d-kd-zwi-wdn-a (uu-) 
u-d-kd-z^T-dil-a (uu-) 
u-d-kd-zwi-ue3-a (uu-) 
u-d-kd-zwT-buzw-a (uu-) 
u-d-kri-z'^i-j'dlul-d (uu-) 
u-3-ka-zwi-sumbik-a(uu-) 
u-^-ka-z"!-duuik-a (uu-) 
u-d-kd-zwi-l£zaji-^ (uii-) 
u-a-ka-zwi-paladz-a (uu-) 
u-a-ka-zwi-Jdlulil-d (uu-) 
u-a-ka-z'vT-buzwisis-a(u u-)
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2.5. High tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg / subject prefix and -zw£- reflexive prefix

nd-a-ka-
nd-a-ka-
nd-a-ka-
nd-a-kd
nd-a-kd-
nd-a-kd-
nd-a-kd-
nd-a-ka-
nd-a-kd-
nd-a-kd-
nd-a-ka-
nd-a-kd-
nd-a-kd-
nd-a-kd-

zwif-^-a
z"lf-d-a
zvi-tuiim-a
z^-dziim -a
zwi-pdfedz-a
zwi-t<56l-a
z^T-baat-a
z^-k^g-a
z'T^aadz-a
zwi-fumiik-d
z"T-dzimuul-a
zwi-ufgaaji-a
zwi-mfliidz-a
zvvT-gwadziis-d

'I feared self 
'I liked self 
'I sent se lf  
'I extinguished self'
'I finished self  
'I took se lf 
'I caught self 
'I lifted (on head) se lf  
'I filled up self'
'I covered self 
'I allayed self 
'I buried self 
'I lifted self 
'I hurt se lf

nd-a-kd-z^T-^-d (uu-
nd-a-kd-zvvT-d-a (uu-
nd-a-kd-z'vi-tum-a (uu- 
nd-a-kd-zwT-dzim-a (uu- 
nd-a-kd-zwi-p6dz-a (tiu- 
nd-a-kd-zwi-t6la (uu- 
nd-a-kd-z"T-bat-a (uu- 
nd-a-kd-zwi-khfg-a (uu- 
nd-a-kd-z'^T-3adz-a (uu-) 
nd-a-kd-zwi- fumik-d(u u-) 
nd-a-kd-z^T-dzimul- d(uu-) 
nd-a-kd-zwi-ufgaji-d (uu-) 
nd-a-kd-zwi-m ili5z-a(u u-) 
nd-a-kd-zwi-gwadzis-d(uu-)

2.6. H ig h  tone verbs w ith  ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -zwi- reflexive prefix

Tj-a-ka-zwif-^-a
u-a-kd-z^’if-d-a
u-d-kd-zwi- tu um-a
u-a-kd-zwi-Hziim-a
u-d-kd-zwi-peedz-a
u-d- ka-zwi-t<5o I-a
u-a-ka-z^T-baat-a
v -a-ka-zwi- k^g-a
u-a-kd-z*!-3 aadz-a
u-a-kd-zwi-fumiik-d
u-d-kd-z^T-Szimuul-d
o-d-kd-zwi-mgaaji-a
u-a-ka-zwi-mxliidz-a
u-a-ka-zwT-gwadziis-d

'they feared selves' u-d-kd-z^T-ljf-d (uu-
'they liked selves' u-a-ka-zwT-d-a (uu-
'they sent selves' u-a-kd-zwi-tum-a (uu-
'they extinguished selves'u-d-kd-zwi-3zim-a (uu- 
'they finished selves' u-d-kd-zwi-p£dz-a (uu-
'they took selves' u-d-kd-zwi-t<51a (uu-
'they caught selves' u-d-kd-z^T-bat-a (uu-
'they lifted (on head) selves' v -d-kd-zwi-kN'g-a (uu- 
'they filled up selves' u-d-kd-zwT-3a5z-a (uu-
'they covered selves' 
'they allayed selves' 
'they buried selves' 
'they lifted selves' 
'they hurt selves'

u-d-kd-zwi-fumik-d (uu- 
u-a-kd-z^T-dzimul-dfuu- 
u-d-ka-zwi-uigaji-a (uu- 
u-a-kd-zwi-mflidz-a (uu- 
u-a-kd-zwi-gwa3zis-d(uu-
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5. Yesterday Past Tense Tones
1.1. Low tone verbs with ndi- T sg/ subject prefix

nda-ldld ndda-w-a T fell' nda-ldld ndd-w-d (uu-)
nda-laia ndaa-g“-a T (ought7 nda-lala nda-g v-a (uu-)
nda-ldld ndd-wddn-d T found' nda-ldld ndd-wdn-d (uu-)
nda-ldld ndd-diil-a 'I poured' nda-ldld ndd-dil-d (uu-)
nda-ldld ndd-ud£3-a 'I carved' nda-ldld ndd-ue3-a (uu-)
nda-ldld ndd-buuzw-d 'I asked' nda-ldld ndd-buzw-a (uu-)
nda-ldld ndd-Jdliiul-a 'I chose' nda-ldld ndd-jdlul-d (uu-)
nda-ldld ndd-sumbuk-a 'I concealed' nda-ldld ndd-sumbfk-d (uu-)
nda-ldld ndd-duuuk-a 'I dipped' nda-ldld ndd-duuik-d (uu-)
nda-ldld ndd-lizaajL-a 'I tried on' nda-ldld ndd-lfzaji-d (uu-)
nda-ldld ndd-pdldddz-a 'I dispersed' nda-ldld ndd-pdlddz-a (uu-)
nda-ldld ndd-fdlul-ffl-a 'I chose for7 nda-ldld ndd-fdlul-i'l-d (uu-)
nda-lala nda-buzwisus-a 'I asked alot7 nda-lala nda-buzwisfs-a (uu-)

1.2. Low tone verbs with ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix

ua-lala uda-w-a 'they fell' ud-ldla ud-w-a (uu-)
ua-lala udd-gw-a 'they fought' ud-ldla ud-gw-a (uu-)
ud-ldla ua-waan-a 'they found' ud-ldla ud-wdn-d (uu-)
ud-ldla ud-diil-d 'they poured' ud-ldla ud-dil-d (uu-)
ua-lala ua-uee3-a 'they carved' ud-ldla ud-ue3~a (uu-)
ua-lala ua-buuzw-a 'they asked' ud-ldla ud-buzw-d (uu-)
ua-lala ua-Jdluul-a 'they chose' ud-ldla ud-jdlul-d (uu-)
ud-ldla ud-siimbuk-a 'they concealed' ud-ldla ud-sumbtk-a (uu-)
ud-ldla ud-duuuk-a 'they dipped' ud-ldla ud-duufk-a (uu-)
ud-ldla ud-lizddji-a 'they tried on' ud-ldla ud-lizaji-d (uu-)
ud-ldla ud-pdldddz-a 'they dispersed' ud-ldla ud-pdlddz-a (uu-)
ua-lala ua-j*dlul-M-a 'they chose for' ud-ldla ud-Jdlul-i'l-d (uu-)
ua-lala ud-buzwisus-a 'they asked alot7 ud-ldla ud-buzwisfs-d (uu-)
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1.3. High tone verbs with ndi- *1 sg / subject prefix

nda-ldld ndaa-lf-a 'I feared' nda-ldld ndd-lf-a (uu-
nda-ldld nddd-d-a 'I liked' nda-ldld ndd-d-a (uii-
nda-ldld ndd-tdum-a 'I sent7 nda-ldld ndd-ttim-d ( u i i -

nda-ldld nda-dzifm-a 'I extinguished' nda-ldld ndd-dzim-d (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-peddz-a 'I finished' nda-ldld ndd-pedz-a (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-t<56l-a 'I took' nda-ldld ndd-tdl-d (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-badt-a 'I caught7 nda-ldld ndd-bat-d (uu-
nda-ldld nda-k^g-a 'I lifted (on head)' nda-ldld ndd-k^'g-a (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-3dd5z-a 'I filled up' nda-ldld ndd-3&dz-a (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-fumnk-d 'I covered' nda-ldld ndd-fumfk-d (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-dzimuul-a 'I allayed' nda-ldld ndd-Hzimtil-d (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-ufgaaji-d 'I buried' nda-ldld ndd-ufgaji-d (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-mfludz-d 'I lifted' nda-ldld ndd-mfli3z-a (tju -

nda-ldld ndd-gwddziis-d 'I hurt (s.o.)' nda-ldld nda-gwddzis-a (uu-

1.4. H igh  tone verbs w ith  ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix

ud-lala uaa-tf-a 'they feared' ud-ldla ud-ft-d (uu-)
ua-lala uda-d-a 'they liked' ud-ldla ud-d-a (uu-)
ud-ldla ud-hitim-a 'they sent7 ud-ldla ud-tiim-d (uu-)
ud-ldla ua-dznm-a 'they extinguished' ud-ldla ud-dzim-a (uu-)
ba-lala ba-peedz-a 'they finished' ud-ldla ua-pedz-a (uu-)
ud-ldla ud-t<5<5l-a 'they took' ud-ldla ud-t6l-d (uu-)
ua-ldla ud-bddt-a 'they caught' ud-ldla ud-bat-d (uu-)
ud-ldla ud-k^g-a 'they lifted (on head)' ud-ldla ua-k^g-a (uu-)
ud-ldla ua-3dddz-a 'they filled up' ud-ldla ud~3d5z-a (uu-)
ud-ldla ud-fumiik-a 'they covered' ud-ldla ud-fumik-d (ud-)
ua-lala ud-dzimuul-d 'they allayed' ud-ldla ud-dzimul-a (uu-)
ua-lala ud-uigaaji-d 'they buried' ud-ldla ud-ufgaji-d (uu-)
ud-ldla ud-mflficiz-d 'they lifted' ud-ldla ud-mflfdz-a (uu-)
ud-ldla ua-gwMziis-d 'they hurt (s.o.)' ud-ldla ud-gwddzis-d (uu-)
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1.5. Low tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg / subject prefix and -tjf- object prefix

nda-ldld
nda-ldld
nda-ldld
nda-ldld
nda-ldld
nda-ldld
nda-ldld
nda-ldld
nda-ldld
nda-ldld
nda-ldld
nda-ldld

ndd-^n-ji-d
ndd-ijif-wdan-d
ndd-tji-diil-d
nda-1fi-uee3-d
nda-lji-b uuzw-d
ndd-tff-Jdluul-a

'I defecated if  
'I found i f  
'I poured if  
'I carved if  
'I asked if  
'I chose i f

ndd-Ijff-sumbuk-a'I concealed if  
ndd^tfi-duunk-a 'I dipped if  
ndd-”t$i-l£zadji-a 'I tried on if  
ndd-tfi-pdldddz-a 'I dispersed if  
ndd-^f-Jdlul-ffl-a 'I chose for if

nda-ldld ndd-tff-jvd (■uu-
nda-ldld ndd-tji-wdn-d (uii- 
nda-ldld ndd-^i-dil-d (uu- 
nda-ldla nda-lji-ue3-a (uu- 
nda-ldld ndd-1ff-buzw-a (uu- 
nda-ldld ndd-tff-jdlul-d (uu- 
nda-ldld ndd-tjf-sumbfk-d (uu- 
nda-ldld ndd-lff-duuik-d (uu- 
nda-ldld ndd-ISff-llzaji-d (uu- 
nda-ldld ndd-tfi-pdlddz-a (uu- 
nda-ldld ndd-lfi-jdlul-fl-d (uu-

nda-tfi-buzwisus-a 'I asked it alof nda-ldld nda-t$i-buzwisfsa (uu-

1.6. Low tone verbs with ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -tjf- object prefix

ua-lala ua-tff-waan-a 'they found if ud-ldla ud-tfi-wan-a (uu-
ud-ldla ud-^i-diil-d 'they poured if ud-ldla ud-t$i-dil-a (uu-
ud-ldla ud-tji-ud^-d 'they carved if ud-ldla ud-t$i-ue3-a (uii-
ud-ldla ud-lff-buuzw-d 'they asked if ud-ldla ud-lff-buzw-a (uii-
ud-ldla ua-tfi-Jdluul-a 'they chose if ud-ldla ud-tfi-Jdlul-d (uu-
ud-ldla ua-lff-sumbuk-a 'they concealed if ud-ldla ua-tfif-sumbik-a (uu-
ud-ldla ua-lfi-duuuk-a 'they dipped if ud-ldla ua-tfi-duuik-d (uu-
ud-ldla ud-tji-lfzadji-a 'they tried on i f ud-ldla ud-tfi-li'zaji-d (uu-
ud-ldla u a-lff-paldddz-a 'they dispersed if ud-ldla ud-^fi-pdldciz-a (uu-
ua-lala ud-lfi-Jdlul-ul-a 'they chose for i f ud-ldla ud-tfi-Jdlul-il-d (uu-
ud-ldla ua-lff-buzwisns-a 'they asked it alof ud-ldla ud-1ji-buzwisfs-d (uu-
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1.7. High tone verbs with ndi- 1  s g /  subject prefix and -t]i- object prefix

nda-ldld ndd-lfff-tf-d 'I feared it7 nda-ldld ndd-^f-tf-d (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-lju-d-d 'I liked it7 nda-ldld ndd-lff-d-a (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-tji-tuum-a '1 sent it7 nda-ldld ndd-tfi-tum-d (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-lji-dztim-a 7I extinguished it7 nda-ldld ndd-lfi-dzim-a (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-1fif-p£ddz-a 7I finished it7 nda-ldld ndd-^i-pd3z-a (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-p-t<56l-a 7I took it7 nda-ldld ndd-tji-tdld (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-lji-badt-a 7I caught it7 nda-ldld ndd-lji-bat-d (uu-
nda-ldla ndd-lff-k^ig-a 7I lifted (on head) it7 nda-ldld ndd-lff-k^g-a (uu-
nda-ldld nddMff-3ad5z-a 7I filled up it7 nda-ldld ndd-1ji-3ddz-a (uu-
nda-ldla ndd-tfi-fumuk-d 7I covered it7 nda-ldld ndd-tff-fumik-a (uu-
nda-lala ndd-lfi-dzimuul-d 7I allayed it7 nda-ldld ndd-lff-dzimui-a (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-Tfi-ui'gaaji-a 7I buried it7 nda-ldld ndd-lfi-ui'gaji-a (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-tff-rmlftdz-d 7I lifted it7 nda-ldld ndd-tff-mflfdi-a (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-lp-gw&3ziis-d 7I hurt i f  nda-ldld ndd-’p -g wd3zis-d (uu-

1.8. High tone verbs with ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -tj'f- object prefix

ud-ldla ud-lfn-ljf-d "they feared i f  ud-ldla ud-lfi-lf-d (uu-
ua-lala ua-lfu-d-d "they liked i f  ud-ldla ua-lfi-d-a (uu-
ua-ldla ud-lji-tuum-a "they sent i f  ud-ldla ud-lff-tum-d (uu-
ud-ldla ud-tji-dznm-a "they extinguished i f  ud-ldla ud-tfi-dzim-d (uu-
ua-ldla ud-lfi-peedz-a "they finished i f  ud-ldla ud-^i-pd3z-a (uu-
ua-lala ua-4ji-t6<51-a "they took i f  ud-ldla ud-lff-tdla (uu-
ud-ldla ud-tfi-badt-a "they caught i f  ud-ldla ud-tji-bat-d (uu-
ud-ldla ud-^i-k^fg-a "they lifted (on head) i f  ud-ldla ud-lff-k^'g-a (uu-
ud-ldla ud-^i-3addz-a 'they filled up i f  ud-ldla ud-^i-3ddz-a (uu-
ua-lala ud-tfi-fumfik-d 'they covered i f  ud-ldla ud-tff-fumlk-d (uu-
ud-ldla ud-lfi-dzimuul-d 'they allayed i f  ud-ldla ud-^i-dzimul-d (uu-
ud-ldla ud-^i-ufgaaji-d 'they buried i f  ud-ldla ud-ljff-ufgaji-d (uu-
ud-ldla ud-lfi-mflndz-d 'they lifted i f  ud-ldla ud-lff-mi'liclz-a (uu-
ua-lala ua-tfi-gwdci5iis-d 'they hurt i f  ud-ldla ud-tff-gw&clzis-d (uu-
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1.9. Low tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg / subject prefix and -zwi- (cl. 8) object prefix

nda-ldld ndd-zwi-wan-d 
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-dil-d 
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-ue3-a

nda-ldld ndd-zwi-waan-d 
nda-ldld ndd-zw 
nda-iald ndd-z" 
nda-ldld ndd-z’ 
nda-ldld ndd-zw 
nda-ldld ndd-zw 
nda-ldld ndd-zw 
nda-ldld ndd-zw 
nda-ldld ndd-zw 
nda-ldld nda-zw 
nda-ldld ndd-zw

'I found them' 
diil-d 'I poured them'
uee3-d 'I carved them' 
buuzw-d 'I asked them' 

-jaluul-a 'I chose them'
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-buzw-a

(uu-)
(uu-)
(uu-)
(uu-)
(uu-)nda-ldld ndd-zwi-jalul-a 

-sumbuk-a 'I concealed them' nda-ldld ndd-zwi-sumb£k-a (uu-) 
-duuuk-a 'I dipped them' nda-ldld ndd-zwi-duufk-d (uu-) 
-lizadji-a 'I tried them on' nda-ldld ndd-zwi-lizajx-d (uu-) 
-paldddz-a 'I dispersed them' nda-ldld ndd-zwi-paladz-a (uu-) 
-jalul-iil-a 'I chose for them' nda-ldld ndd-zwi-jalul-il-a(uu-) 
-buzwisus-a 'I asked them alof nda-ldld ndd-zwi-buzwisfs-a (uu-)

2.0. Low tone verbs with ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -zwi- (cl. 8) object prefix

ud-ldla ua- 
ud-ldla ud- 
ud-ldla ud- 
ud-ldla ud- 
ua-lala ud- 
ua-lala ud- 
ud-ldla ud- 
ua-lala ud- 
ud-lala ud- 
ud-ldla ud- 
ua-lala ud-

zwi-waan-a
zwi-diil-d
zwi-uee3-d
zwi-buuzw-d
zwi-Jaluul-a
zwi-sumbuk-a
zwi-duuffk-a
zwi-lizadji-a
zwi-paldddz-a
zwi-Jalul-fil-a
zwi-buzwisus-a

'they found them' ud-ldla ud-zwi-wan-d (uu- 
'they poured them' ud-ldla ud-zwi-dil-d (uu- 
'they carved them' ud-ldla ud-zwi-ue3-a (uu- 
'they asked them' ud-ldla ud-zwi-buzw-a (uu- 
'they chose them' ud-ldla ud-zwi-jalul-a (uu- 
'they concealed them'ud-ldla ud-zwi-sumbfk-a (uu- 
'they dipped them' ud-ldla ud-zwi-duuik-d (uu- 
'they tried on them' ud-ldla ua-zwi-lizaji-a (uu- 
'they dispersed them' ud-ldla ud-zwi-paladz-a (uu- 
'they chose for them' ud-ldla ud-z^-Jalulfl-d (uu- 
'they asked them alof ud-ldla ud- zwi-buzwisfs-a (uu-)
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2.1. High tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg / subject prefix and -zwi- (d. 8) object prefix

nda-ldld ndd-zwii-1f-d 'I feared them' nda-ldld ndd-zwidf-d (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-zwii-d-d 'I liked them' nda-ldld ndd-zwi-d-a (uii-
nda-idld ndd-zwi-tuiim-a 'I sent them' nda-idld ndd-zwi-tum-d (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-dzfim-a 'I extinguished them' nda-ldld ndd-z wi-dzim-a(uu- 
nda-ldld nda-zwi-pdddz-a 'I finished them' nda-ldld ndd-zwi-pedz-a (uu-
nda-lala ndd-zwi-t<561-a 'I took them' nda-ldld ndd-zwi-told (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-baat-a 'I caught them' nda-ldld ndd-zwi-bat-a (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-kbug-a 'I lifted (on head) them' nda-ldld ndd-z^-k’h'g-a (uu- 
nda-ldld nda-zwi-3addz-a 'I filled up them' nda-ldld ndd-zwi-3ddz-a (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-fumfik-d 'I covered them' nda-ldld ndd-zwi-fumfk-a (uu-
nda-lald ndd-zwi-dzimuul-d'I allayed them' 
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-uigaaji-d 'I buried them' 
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-mflndz-d'I lifted them' 
nda-ldld nda-zwi-gwd3ziis-d'I hurt them'

nda-ldld ndd-zwi-3zimul-d(uu 
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-ufgaji-a (uu- 
nda-ldld ndd-zwi- milidz-a (uu- 
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-gwd3zis-d (uu-

2.2. High tone verbs with ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -zwi- (cl. 8) object prefix

ud-ldla ud- 
ud-ldla ud- 
ud-ldla ua 
ud-ldla ua- 
ud-ldla ud- 
ud-ldla ud- 
ua-ldla ua- 
ud-ldla ud- 
ua-ldla ud- 
ud-ldla ud- 
ua-ldla ud- 
ud-ldla ud- 
ud-ldla ud- 
ua-ldla ud-

-zwii-^-d
zwii-d-d
zwi-tuum-a
zwi-dznm-a
zwi-peddz-a
zwi-t661-a
zwi-bddt-a
z^-k^g-a
zwi-3dddz-a
zwi-fumiik-d
zwi-dzimuul-d
zwi-ufgaaji-d
zwi-milfidz-d
z^-g^dziis-d

'they feared them' ud-ldla ud-zwi-Tf-d (uu-)
'they liked them' ud-ldla ud-zwi-d-a (uu-)
'they sent them' ud-ldla ud-zwi-tum-a (uu-) 
'they extinguished them' ud-ldla ua-zwi-dzim-a(u u-) 
'they finished them' ud-ldla ud-zwi-pedz-a (uu-) 
'they took them' ud-ldla ud-zwi-t61-d (uu-) 
'they caught them' ud-ldla ud-zwi-bat-a (uu-) 
'they lifted (on head) them'ud-ldla ud-z^-k^'g-a^u-) 
'they filled them up' ud-ldla ud-zwi-3ddz-a (uu-) 
'they covered them' ud-ldla ud-zwi-fumfk-a (uu-) 
'they allayed them' ud-ldla ud-zwi-dzimul-d (uu-) 
'they buried them' ud-ldla ud-zwi-ufgaji-a (uu-) 
'they lifted them' ud-ldla ua-zwi-mflf3z-a (uu-) 
'they hurt them' ud-ldla ud-zwi-gwddzis-a (uu-)
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2.3. Low tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg.' subject prefix and -zwf- reflexive prefix

nda-ldld ndd-zwi-wdan-a 'I found se lf nda-ldld ndd-zwi-wdn-d (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-z'T-diil-a 'I poured se lf nda-ldld ndd-z"T-dil-a (uu-
nda-idid ndd-zwi-ude3-a 'I carved se if nda-idid ndd-zwi-ud3-a (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-z^T-buuz^a 'I asked se lf nda-ldld nda-zwT-buzw-a (vu-
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-Jdluul-d 'I chose se lf nda-ldld ndd-zwi-jalul-a (uu
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-sumbiik-d 'I concealed se lf nda-ldld ndd-zwi-sumbik-a(uu-
nda-ldld ndd-zwT-duuiik-d 'I dipped self nda-ldld ndd-z'T-duuik-d (uii-
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-lfzaaji-d 'I tried on se lf nda-ldld nda-zwi-llzaji-d (uu-
nda-lala ndd-zwi-pdlaadz-d 'I dispersed self nda-ldld nda-zwi-pdladz-a (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-]‘alul-iil-d 'I chose for se lf nda-ldld ndd-zwi-jdlul-il-a (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-zwT-buzwisiis-d 'I asked self alof nda-ldld ndd-z*! -buzwisis-d(u u-)

2.4. Low tone verbs w ith  ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -zwf- reflexive prefix

ud-ldla ud-zwi-wdan-a 
ud-ldla ua-z^T-diil-a 
ud-ldla ud-zwi-ue&3-a 
ua-ldla ua-zwT-buuzw-a 
ua-lala ua-zwi-jaluul-a 
ua-ldla ud-zwi-sumbiik-d 
ud-ldla ua-zwI-duuiik-d 
ud-ldla ua-zwi-lizaaji-a 
ud-ldla ud-zwi-palaadz-d 
ud-ldla ua-z^-Jdlul-iil-d 
ud-ldla ua-zwT-buzwisiis-a

'they found selves' ud-ldla ud-zwi-wan-a (uu- 
'they poured selves' ud-ldla ua-zwT-dil-a (uu- 
'they carved selves' ud-ldla ua-zwi-ue3~a (uu- 
'they asked selves' ud-ldla ua-zwT-buzw-a (uu- 
'they chose selves' ud-ldla ua-zwi-jalul-a (uu- 
'they concealed selves'ud-ldla ud-zwi-sumbik-d(uu- 
'they dipped selves' ud-ldla ud-zwI-duuik-a (uu- 
'they tried on selves' ud-ldla ud-zwi-llzaji-a (uu- 
'they dispersed selves' ud-ldla ud-zwi-pdladz-a (uu- 
'they chose for selves' ud-ldla ud-zwi-jalulil-a (uu- 
'they asked selves alofud-ldla ua-zwT-buzwisis-a(uu-)
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2.5. High tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg / subject prefix and -zwf- reflexive prefix

nda-ldld ndd-z^ii-lf-a 'I feared se lf nda-ldld ndd-z"!!f-d (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-z"u-d-a 'I liked self nda-ldld ndd-z"!-d-a (uu-
nda-idld ndd-zwi-tuum-a 'I sent self nda-ldld ndd-zwi-tum-a (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-z"!-dziim-a 'I extinguished self'nda-ldld ndd-z"!-3zim-a (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-pd£dz-a 'I finished se lf  nda-ldld ndd-zwi-pedz-a (uu-
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-t66l-a 'I took se lf nda-ldld ndd-zwi-tdla
nda-ldld ndd-z"!-baat-a 'I caught se lf nda-ldld ndd- z"!-bat-a
nda-ldld ndd-z^-k^g-a 'I lifted (on head) self' nda-ldld ndd-z^i-k^g-a 
nda-ldld ndd-z"!-3aadz-a 'I filled up self' nda-ldld ndd-z"!-3adz-a 
nda-ldld nda-zwi-fumiik-d 'I covered se lf  
nda-ldld ndd-z"!-dzimuul-d 'I allayed se lf  
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-ufgaaji-d 'I buried se lf  
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-mfliidz-d 'I lifted self 
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-gwa3ziis-d 'I hurt se lf

(uu- 
(uu- 
(uu- 
(uu-

nda-ldld ndd-zwi-fumik-d (uu- 
nda-ldld ndd-z"!-dzimul-a(uu- 
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-uigaji-d (uu- 
nda-ldld ndd-zwi-milidz-a (uii- 
nda-ldld ndd-z"!-gwadzis-d (uu-

2.6. H igh ton e verbs w ith  ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -zwf- reflexive prefix

ud-ldla ud- 
ud-ldla ud- 
ua-lala ud- 
ud-ldla ud- 
ua-ldla ud- 
ua-ldla ud- 
ua-ldla ud- 
ud-ldla ud- 
ud-Idla ud- 
ud-ldla ud- 
ua-ldla ua- 
ud-ldla ud- 
ud-ldla ud- 
ua-ldla ua-

z^u-lf-a
z^u-d-a
zwi-tuum-a
zvvT-dziim-a
zwi-pe£dz-a
zwi-t6ol-a
z"!-baat-a
z^l-k^g-a
z"!-3aa5z-a

'they feared selves' ud-ldla ud-z"!-tf-d (uu-)
'they liked selves' ud-ldla ud-z"!-d-a (uu-)
'they sent selves' ud-ldla ud-zwi-tum-a (uu-)
'they extinguished selves' ud-ldla ud-z"!-dzim-a (uu-) 
'they finished selves' ud-ldla ud-zwi-pddz-a (uu-)
'they took selves' ud-ldla ud-zwi-t6la (uu-)
'they caught selves' ud-ldla ud-z^T-bat-a (uu-)
'they lifted (on head) selves'ud-ldla ud-z^i-k^g-a (uu-)
'they filled up selves' ud-ldla ud-z*!-3adz-a (uu-)

zwi-fumiik-d 'they covered selves' ud-ldla ud-zwi-fumik-a (uu-)
z"!-dzimuul-d 'they allayed selves'ud-ldlaud-z"!-dzimul-d (uu-) 

zwi-ufgaaji-d 'they buried selves' ud-ldla ud-zwi-ufgaji-a (uu-)
zwi-mfliidz-d 'they lifted selves' ud-ldla ud-zwi-mflidz-a (uu-)
z"!-gwadziis-a 'they hurt selves' ud-ldla ud- zwT-gwadzis-a (uu-)
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6. Future Tense Tones
1.1. Low tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg / subject prefix

nd-dbb-w-a 'I'll fell' nd-db-w-a (uu-
nd-obb-g^-a TIi fighf nd-ob-g^-a (uu-
nd-db-waan-a TU find' nd-db-wan-a (uu-
nd-db-diil-a T il pour' nd-db-dil-a (uu-
nd-66-uee3~a T il carve' nd-db-ue3-a (uu-
nd-db-buuzw-a TU ask' nd-db-buzw-a (uu-
nd-do-jaluul-a 'I'll choose' nd-db-jalul-a (uu-
nd-66-sumbiik-a 'I'll conceal' nd-db-sumbik-a (uu-
nd-db-duuiik-a Til dip' nd-db-duuik-a (uu-
nd-db-lizaaji-a T il try on' nd-db-lizaji-a (uu-
nd-oo-palaadz-a T il disperse' nd-oo-paladz-a (uu-
nd-db-falul-iil-a 'I'll choose for' nd-db-falul-il-a (uu-
nd-db-buzwisiis-a 'I'll ask alof nd-db-buzwisis-a (uu-

1.2. Low tone verbs w ith  ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix

ua-nooo-w-a 'they'll fall' ud-noo-w-a (uu-)
ua-nooo-gw-a 'they'll fight' ua-noo-gw-a (uu-)
ud-noo-waan-a 'they'll find' ud-noo-wan-a (uu-)
ua-noo-diil-a 'they'll pour' ud-noo-dil-a (uu-)
ud-noo-uee3~a 'they'll carve' ua-noo-ue3-a (uu-)
ua-noo-buuzw-a 'they'll ask' ud-noo-buzw-a (uu-)
ud-noo-jaluul-a 'they'll choose' ud-noo-jalul-a (uu-)
ua-noo-sumbiik-a 'they'll conceal' ud-noo-sumbik-a (uu-)
ua-noo-duuiik-a 'they'll dip' ua-noo-duuik-a (uu-)
ud-noo-lizaaji-a 'they'll try on' ud-noo-lizaji-a (uu-)
ud-noo-palaadz-a 'they'll disperse' ud-noo-paladz-a (uu-)
ud-noo-jalul-iil-a 'they'll choose for' ud-noo-jalul-il-a (uu-)
ud-noo-buzwisiis-a 'they'll ask alof ud-noo-buzwisis-a (uu-)
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1.3. High tone verbs with ndi- *1 sg / subject prefix

nd-666-tf-d T il fear' nd-bb-lf-d (uu-)
nd-666-d-a TU like' nd-bb-d-a (uu-)
nd-66-tuum-d TU send' nd-db-tum-d (ud-)
nd-db-Szflm-d 'I'll extinguish' nd-bb-dzim-a (uu-)
nd-<5b-peedz-d TU finish' nd-bo-pedz-a (uu-)
nd-66-t661-a TU take' nd-db-tdld (uu-)
nd-66-badt-a TU catch' nd-bb-bat-d (uu-)
nd-bo-k^g-a TU lift (on head)' nd-db-k’H'g-a (uu-)
nd-dd-3addz-a TU fill up' nd-db-3&dz-a (uu-)
nd-bb-fumnk-a TU cover' nd-db-fiimfk-d (uu-)
nd-bo-3zim uul-a TU allay' nd-bb-dzimul-a (uu-)
nd-bo-mgaaji-a 'I'Ubury' nd-bb-ufgaji-a (uu-)
nd-dd-milndz-a TU lift' nd-bb-milfdz-a (uu-)
nd-bb-gwa3zifs-a TU hurt (s.o.)' nd-bb-gwd5zis-d (uu-)

1.4. H igh  tone verbs w ith  ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix

ud-nooo-tf-d 'they'U fear7 ud-noo-tf-d (uu-)
ua-nooo-d-d 'they'U like' ud-noo-d-a (uu-)
ud-noo-tuiim-d 'they'll send' ud-noo-tum-a (uu-)
ua-noo-dznm-d 'they'll extinguish' ud-noo-dzim-d (uu-)
ua-noo-pbbHz-d 'they'll finish' ud-noo-pedz-a (uu-)
ua-noo-tbbl-a 'they'U take' ud-noo-tdla (uu-)
ud-noo-badt-a 'they'U catch' ud-noo-bat-d (uu-)
ua-noo-khug-a 'they'll lift (on head)' ud-noo-kh'g-a (uu-)
ua-noo-3aa5z-a 'they'U HU up' ud-noo-3ddz-a (uu-)
ud-noo-fumuk-a 'they'U cover' ud-noo-fumfk-a (uu-)
ua-noo-3zim uul-a 'they'll aUay' ud-noo-3zimul-d (uu-)
ua-noo-xugadji-a 'they'U bury' ud-noo-ufgaji-d (uu-)
ub-noo-miludz-a 'they'll lift7 ud-noo-mflfdz-a (uu-)
ua-noo-gwli3zus-a 'they'U hurt (s.o.)' ud-noo-gwddzis-d (uu-)
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1.5. Low tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg / subject prefix and -tjf- object prefix

nd-6b-4$i-wddn-a TU find i f nd-<5b-1Ji-wdn-a (uu
nd-6b-lji-dul-a 'I'll pour if nd-6b-lfi-dil-d (uu
nd-od-t$i-uee3-a 'I'll carve if nd-<5b-tji-ue3-a (uu
nd-6b-1jf-buuzw-a 'I'll ask i f nd-<56-1$i-buzw-a (uu
nd-bb-lfi-jdluul-a 'I'll choose i f nd-bb-lff-jdlul-a (uu-
nd-bb-tfi-sumbiik-a 'I'll conceal i f nd-(5b-tji-sumb£k-a (uu-
nd-6b-l£i-duufik-a T il dip if nd-bb-tfi-duuik-a (uu-
nd-60-^Y-lizaaji-a T il try on if nd-6b-^i-lizaji-a (uu-
nd-6o-1ji-pdldadz-a 'I'll disperse i f nd-db-tff-pdlddz-a (uu-
nd-ob-tji-j'dlul-iil-a T il choose for i f nd-bb-tfi-Jdlul-il-a (uu-
nd-bb-^i-buzwisiis-a T il ask it alof nd-6b-^i-buzwisisa (uu-

1.6. Low tone verbs with ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -tjf- object prefix

ua-noo-lfi-waan-a 'they'll find i f ua-noo-lfi-wbn-d (uu-
ua-noo-tff-diil-a 'they'll pour i f ud-noo-tji-dil-a (uu-
ud-noo-lji-ueb3-a 'they'll carve if ud-noo-tJi-ub3-a (uu-
ud-noo-Tfi-buuzw-a 'they'll ask if ua-noo-lff-buzw-a (uu-
ua-noo-lfi-Jdluul-a 'they'll choose if ua-noo-Tfi-jalul-a (uu-
ua-noo-tfi-sumbuk-a 'they'll conceal i f ud-noo-tfi-sumbik-a (uu-
ua-noo-lji-duuuk-a 'they'll dip if ud-noo-lfi-duuik-a (uu-
ud-noo-l£i-lizaaji-a 'they'll tried on if ua-noo-tji-lizaji-a (uu-
ua-noo-ifi-pdlahdz-a 'they'll disperse i f  ud-noo-tfi-pdlddz-a (uu-
ua-noo-lff-j'dlul-iil-a 'they'll choose for if  ua-noo-lfi-Jdlul-il-a (uu-
ua-noo-lfi-buzwisiis-a 'they'll ask it alof ud-noo-tff-buzwisis-a (uu-
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1.7. High tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg / subject prefix and -tjf- object prefix

nd-66-lfu-1f-d T il fear it7 nd-d6-̂ ji-1f-d (uu
nd-<56-l£u-d-d T il like i f  nd-66-^i-d-a (uu
nd-66-tff-tuum-d 'I'll send if  nd-66-tfi-ttim-d (uu
nd-66-1fi-dznm-d T il extinguish i f  nd-66-ljf-dzim-d (uu
nd-66-1fi-pdfecii-d T il finish if  nd-66-1ji-pdciz-a (uu
nd-66-tff-t66l-a T il take i f  nd-66-tji-t61d (uu
nd-60-Tfi-badt-a T il catch if  nd-06-^i-bat-a (uu
nd-66-^i-khug-a T il lift (on head) i f  nd-do-lff-k^'g-a (uu
nd-6o-lfiL-3addz-a 'I'll fill up if  nd-66-1fj[-3&(Iz-a (uu
nd-oo-tfi-fumnk-a 'I'll cover if  nd-66-$i-f umik-a (uu
nd-do-1Jf-3zim uul-a T il allay if  nd-66-lff-dzimul-a (uu
nd-60-lji-uigadji-a T il bury if  nd-66-^i-uigaji-a (uu
nd-66-tfi-mi'lndz-a 'I'll lift i f  nd-66-tJif-mflfdz-a (uu
nd-6o-lJi-gwddziis-a T il hurt i f  nd-oo-1ff-gwMzis-d (uu

1.8. H igh  tone verbs w ith  ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -tji- object prefix

ua-noo
ua-noo
ua-noo
ua-noo
ud-noo
ud-noo
ud-noo
ua-noo
ud-noo
ua-noo
ua-noo
ua-noo
ud-noo-
ua-noo-

-fn-'^-d
-Ifu-d-d
-tfi-tuum-a
-Ifi-dzfim-a
-Iji-pdfedz-d
-iff-tddl-a
-Iji-badt-a
-'tji-khug-a
-0-3addz-a
-tfi-fumuk-a
-lji-5zim uul-a
^l-uigaaji-a
- t f i - n u l n d z - a

^i-gwd3zifs-a

'they'll fear i f  ud-noo-ljff-ljf-d (uu
'they'll like i f  ua-noo-lfi-d-a (uu
'they'll send i f  ud-noo-tfi-tum-a (uu
'they'll extinguish i f  ua-noo-^i-dzim-d (uu
'they'll finish i f  ud-noo-lff-pddz-d (uu
'they'll take i f  ud-noo-tfi-tdld (uu
'they'll catch i f  ud-noo-Tfi-bat-a (uu
'they'll lift (on head) i f  ud-noo-lji-k^g-a (uu-
'they'll fill up i f  ud-noo-Tfi-3ddz-a (uu-

ud-noo-^i-fumfk-a (uu-
ud-noo-'p-3zimul-d (uu-
ud-noo-^i-uigaji-a (uu-
ud-noo-tfi-mi'lidz-a (uu-
ud-noo-1fi-gwddzis-a (uu-

'they'll cover if  
'they'll allay i f  
'they'll bury i f  
'they'll lift if  
'they'll hurt i f
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1.9. Low tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg / subject prefix and -zwi- (cl. 8) object prefix

nd-o6-zwi-wddn-a T il find them' nd-oo-zwi-wan-a (uu-)
nd-66-zwi-difl-a 'I'll pour them' nd-<5b-zwi-dil-a (uu-)
nd-66-zwi-u£63-a 'I'll carve them' nd-<56-zwi-u63-a (uu-)
nd-66-zwi-buuzw-a 'I'll ask them' nd-6b-zwi-buzw-a (uu-)
nd-6o-zwi-Jdluul-a T il choose them' nd-66-zwi-Jdlul-a (uu-)
nd-66-zwi-sumbuk-a 'I'll conceal them' nd-6b-zwi-siimbik-a (uu-)
nd-<56-zwi-duufik-a T il dip them' nd-6b-zwi-duuik-a (uu-)
nd-<56-zwi-lizaajT-a TU try on them' nd-o6-zwi-lizaji-a (uu-)
nd-<5o-zwi-pdMbdz-a TU disperse them' nd-6b-zwi-pdlddz-a (uu-)
nd-6o-zwi-Jdlul-iil-a 'I'll choose for them' nd-ob-zwi-jalul-il-a (uu-)
nd-6b-zwi-bfizwisiis-a TU ask them alof nd-6o-zwi-buzwisis-a (uu-)

2.0. Low tone verbs with ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -zwi- (cl.8) object prefix

ua-noo-zwi-wddn-a 'they'U find them' ud-noo-zwi-wdn-d (uu-)
ud-noo-zwi-difl-a 'they'll pour them' ud-noo-zwi-dil-d (uu-)
ua-noo-zwi-uee3-a 'they'U carve them' ud-noo-zwi-ue3-a (uu-)
ua-noo-zwi-buuzw-a 'they'll ask them' ua-noo-zwi-buzw-a (uu-)
ud-noo-zwi-j‘dluul-a 'they'U choose them' ud-noo-zwi-j'dlul-a (uu-)
ua-noo-zwi-sumbfik-a 'they'U conceal them' ud-noo-zwi-sumbik-a (uu-)
ua-noo-zwi-duuuk-a 'they'll dip them' ua-noo-zwi-duuik-a (uu-)
ua-noo-zwi-lizaaji-a 'they'U try them on' ud-noo-zwi-lizaji-a (uu-)
ua-noo-zwi-paldadz-a 'they'U disperse them' ud-noo-zwi-pdla5z-a (uu-)
ua-noo-zwi-j'dlul-iil-a 'they'U choose for them'ud-noo-zwi-j'dlulil-a (uu-)
ua-noo-zwi-buzwisiis-a 'they'll ask them alof ua-noo-zwi-buzwisis-a (uu-)
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2.1. High tone verbs with ndi- 'I sg / subject prefix and -zwi- (cl. 8) object prefix

nd-<56-zwii-1f-d 'I'll fear them' nd-<56-zwi-1f-£ (uii-
nd-<56-zwii-d-2 'I'll like them' nd-66-zwi-d-a (uu-
nd-bb-z*i-tuum-d T il send them' nd-66-zwi-tiim-a (uii-
nd-bb-zwi-dznm-d 'I'll extinguish them'nd-66-zwi-dzim-d (uu-
nd-6b-zwi-p6feciz-d T il finish them' nd-66-zwi-p6dz-a (uu-
nd-(36-zwi-t66l-a 'I'll take them' nd-6b-zwi-t61a (uu-
nd-bo-zwi-badt-a 'I'll catch them' nd-<5b-zwi-bat-d (uu-
nd-ob-zwi-khug-a 'I'll lift (on head) them'nd-6b-zwi-khfg-a (vu-
nd-(56-zwi-3a^dz-a 'I'll fill up them' nd-6o-zwi-3adz-a ("UU-

nd-6b-zwi-fumuk-a 'I'll cover them' nd-6b-zwi-fumfk-d (uu-
nd-do-zwi-dzimuul-a 'I'll allay them' nd-o6-zwi-dzimul-a(ou-)
nd-bo-zwi-uigaaji-a 'I'll bury them' nd-6o-zwi-uigaji-d (uu-
nd-66-zwi- nulndz-a 'I'll lift them' nd-66-zwi-mi'lf3z-a (uu-
nd-66-zwi-gŵ dzifs-a 'I'll hurt them' nd-6b-zwi-gw&dzis-a (t)U -

2.2. High tone verbs with ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -zwi- (cl. 8) object prefix

ua-noo-zwii-Tf-a 'they'll fear them' ud-noo-zwi-lf-d (uu-
ua-noo-zwii-d-a 'they'll like them' ud-noo-zwi-d-a (d u -

u£-noo-zwi-tuum-a 'they'll send them' ud-noo-zwi-tum-a (uu-
ua-noo-zwi-dzfim-a 'they'll extinguish them' ua-noo-zwi-dzim-a (uu-
ua-noo-zwi-pebdz-a 'they'll finish them' ud-noo-zwi-pedz-a (uu-
ua-noo-zwi-tbbl-a 'they'll take them' ud-noo-zwi-tbl-a (uu-
va-noo-zwi-badt-a 'they'll catch them' ud-noo-zwi-bat-d (uu-
t>a-noo-zwi-khug-a 'they'll lift (on head) them' ua-noo-zwi-kbig-a (uu-
ua-noo-zwi-3aadz-a 'they'll fill up them' ud-noo-zwi-3&5z-a (uu-
vd-noo-zwi-fumnk-a 'they'll cover them' vd-noo-zwi-fum£k-a (uu-
ua-noo-zwi-dzimuul-a 'they'll allay them' ua-noo-zwi-dzimul-a (uu-
ua-noo-zwi-ufgadji-a 'they'll bury them' ud-noo-zwi-ufgaji-a (uu-
ua-noo-zwi-milndz-a 'they'll lift them' ud-noo-zwi-mfli3z-a (uu-
ua-noo-zwi-gwSdzifs-a 'they'll hurt them' ua-noo-zwi-gwcidzis-a (d u -
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2.3. Low tone verbs with ndi- *1 sg / subject prefix and -zwf- reflexive prefix

nd-db-zwi-wddn-a Til find self nd-d6-zwi-wdn-a (uu-)
nd-o6-z"T-diil-a Til pour self nd-66-z'T-dil-a (uu-)
nd-db-zwi-udd3-a Til carve self nd-66-zwi-ub3-a (uu-)
nd-66-zwT-buuzvv-a Til ask self nd-ob-z^T-buzw-a (uu-)
nd-db-zwi-Jdluul-d Til choose self nd-d5-zwi-jdlul-d (uu-)
nd-db-zwi-sumbiik-a Til conceal self nd-db-zwi-sumbik-d (uu-)
nd-do-zwi-duuiik-d TU dip self nd-db-z^T-duuik-a (uu-)
nd-db-zwi-lfzaaji-d TU try on self nd-d6-zwi-llzaji-d (uu-)
nd-db-zwi-pdlaa3z-d TU disperse self nd-dd-zwi-pdla3z-a (uu-)
nd-db-zwi-jdlul-iil-d TU choose for self nd-do-zwi-jdlul-il-d (uu-)
nd-oo-z"!-buzwisiis-a TU ask self alof nd-dd-z^T-buz^sis-a (uu-)

2.4. Low tone verbs with ua- (cl. 2) subject prefix and -zwf- reflexive prefix

ua-noo-zwi-vvaan-a 'they'U find selves' ud-noo-zwi-wdn-a (uu-)
ua-noo-z^T-diil-a 'they'U pour selves' ud-noo-zwT-dil-a (uu-)
ua-noo-zwi-uee3-a 'they'U carve selves' ud-noo-zwi-ud3-a (uu-)
ua-noo-zwT-buuzw-a 'they'U ask selves' ud-noo-zwT-buzw-a (uu-)
ua-noo-zwi-jdiuul-a 'they'U choose selves' ua-noo-zwi-jalul-a (uu-)
u d- noo-zwi-sumbiik-d 'they'U conceal selves' ud-noo-zwi-sumbik-a (uu-)
ua-noo-zwi-duuiik-d 'they'U dip selves' u d- noo-z'T-duu ik-a (uu-)
u a- noo-zwi-lfzaaji-d 'they'U try on selves' ud-noo-zwi-lfzaji-d (uu-)
ua-noo-zwi-pdlaadz-d 'they'U disperse selves' ud-noo-zwi-pdladz-a (uu-)
ua-noo-zwi-j‘dlul-iil-d 'they'U choose for selves' ud-noo-zwi-jalulil -a (uu-)
ua-noo-zwi-buzwisiis-a 'they'll ask selves alof ua-noo-zwT-buzwisis-a (uu-)
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2.5. High tone verbs with ndi- 1  sg / subject prefix and -zwf- reflexive prefix

nd-66-zwif-1jf-a Til fear self nd-bb-z'T-lf-d (uu-)
nd-bb-z^if-d-a Til like self nd-bb-z'T-d-a (uu-)
nd-bo-zwi-tii um-a Tli send self nd-bb-z"i-tum-a (uu-)
nd-bb-z'T -dziim-a 'I'll extinguish self nd-bb-z'T-dzim-a (uu-)
nd-bb-zwi-peedz-a 'I'll finish self nd-bb-zwi-pbdz-a (uu-)
nd-bb-zwi-tbbl-a 'I'll take self nd-bb-zwi-tbla (uu-)
nd-bb-z'T-baat-a 'I'll catch self nd-bb-z'T-bat-a (uu-)
nd-db-zwi-khfig-a 'I'll lift (on head) self nd-bo-zwi-khig-a (uu-)
nd-bb-z^T^aadz-a TU fill up self nd-bb-z'T^adz-a (uu-)
nd-ob-zwi-fumiik-d 'I'll cover self' nd-bb-zwi-fumik-d (uu-)
nd-bo-z'T-dziinuul-d 'I'll allay self nd-bb-z'T-dzimul-a (uu-)
nd-bo-zwi-ufgaaji-a 'I'll bury self nd-bb-zwi-ufgaji-a (uu-)
nd-ob-zwi-nuliidz-d TU lift self nd-bb-zwi-mflidz-a (uli-)
nd-bb-zwT-gwadziis-d TU hurt self' nd-bb-z*!-gwadzis-d (uu-)

2.6. High tone verbs with ua- (d. 2) subject prefix and -zw£- reflexive prefix

va-noo-z^li-lf-a 'they'U fear selves' ud-noo-z'T-lf-d (uu-)
vd-noo-z^lf-d-a 'they'U like selves' ua-noo-zwT-d-a (uu-)
ua-noo-zwi-tuum-a 'they'll send selves' ud-noo-zwi-tum-a (uu-)
ua-noo-z'T-dziim-a 'they'll extinguish selves' ud-noo-z'T-dzim-a (uu-)
ua-noo-zwi-peedz-a 'they'U finish selves' ud-noo-zwi-pedz-a (uu-)
ua-noo-zwi-tbbl-a 'they'U take selves' ud-noo-zwi-tbla (uu-)
ua-noo-z'T-baat-a 'they'U catch selves' vd- noo-z'T-bat-a (uu-)
ua-noo-zwi-khug-a 'they'U lift (on head) selves' ud-noo-zwi-khfg-a (uu-)
ua-noo-z'T-saadz-a 'they'U fiU up selves' u d-noo-z1*!^ adz-a (uu-)
ud-noo-zwi-fumiik-d 'they'U cover selves' ud-noo-zwi-fumik-d (uu-)
ua-noo-zwT-dzimuul-a 'they'll allay selves' ud-noo-z'T-dzimul-d (uu-)
ud-noo-zwi-tugaaji-d 'they'U bury selves' ud-noo-zwi-ufgaji-d (uu-)
ua-noo-zwi-rm'liidz-a 'they'U lift selves' ud-noo-zwi-mflidz-a (uu-)
ua-noo-zwT-gwadziis-d 'they'U hurt selves' ud-noo-zwT-gwadzis-d (uu-)
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7. Imperative Tones 
1.1. Low tone verbs

iiw-d 'fall!' w-a (uu-)
iigw-a fight!' gw-a (uu-)
waan-a 'find!' wan-d (uu-)
diil-d pour!' dil-d (uu-)
uee3-d 'carve!' ue3~a (ud-)
buuzw-d 'ask!' buzw-a (uu-)
jaluul-d 'choose!' Jaltil-d (uu-)
sumbfik-a 'conceal!' sumbik-d (uii-)
duufik-a 'dip!' duufk-d (uii-)
lizaaji-a 'try on!' lizajird (uti-)
paldddz-d 'disperse!' palddz-a (uii-)
falul-fil-a 'choose for!' falul-fl-a (uu-)
buzwisfis-d 'ask alot!' buzwisfs-d (uii-)

1.2. High tone verbs

iitf-a 'fear!' ?-d (uu-)
iid-d 'like!' d-a (uu-)
tuum-d 'send!' tiim-a (uu-)
dzfim-a 'extinguish!' dzim-a (uu-)
peedz-d 'finish!' pedz-a (uu-)
t<5ol-d take!' taid (uu-)
baat-a 'catch!' bat-d (uu-)
k^g-a 'lift (on head)!' k^g-a (uu-)
3aadz-d 'fill up!' 3ddz-a (uu-)
fumnk-d 'cover!' fiimfk-d (uti-)
dzimuul-a 'allay!' dzimul-a (uu-)
uigaaji-a 'bury!' ufgaji-d (uu-)
milndz-d 'lift!' mi'li'dz-a (uu-)
gwddziis-d 'hurt (s.o.)!' gw£dzis-d (uu-)
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1.3. Low tone verbs with -tjf- object prefix

u-lff-wdiin-6 'find it!' u-1fi-wdn-6 (uii-
u-l^f-diil-e 'pour it!' li-lpf-dil-e (u li
U-tfi-uee3-e 'carve iti' u-tji-ue3-e ft) li-
ii4fi-buuzw-£ 'ask it!' ii-1ji-buzw-e (t) li
u-lfi-Jdliiiil-e 'choose it!' u-lji-j'dliil-^ ft) u-
u-tfi-siimbnk-e 'conceal it!' u-tff-siimbik-e (t)U -

ii-1fi-duuuk-e 'dip it!' li-tff-duuik-e (t)U -

u-ljfi-lizadji-e 'try it on!' u-ljfi-lizaji-e ( tm -

u-ijfi-p&ldadz-e 'disperse it!' ii-1jfi-p3lddz-6 (t)U -

u-tfi-Jdliil-ul-e 'choose for it!' u-tfi-Jdliil-il-6 ( l)U -

u-1ji-buzwisus-e 'ask it alot!' u-1Ji-buzwisis-e (t)U -

1.4. H igh  ton e verbs w ith  -tji- object prefix

'fear it!' u-tji-tf-e (t) li
U-lffi-d-e 'like it!' u-lji-d-e ft) li
u-ff-tiiiim-e 'send it!' u-tfi-tiim-e ft) u-
u-lifi-dzii'm-e 'extinguish it!' u-lfi-dzim-e (uii-
u-1ji-pee5z-e 'finish it!' u-lji-pedz-e (t)U -

u-^i-tddl-e 'take it!' ii-tfi-t61£ (t)U -

u-lff-baat-e 'catch it!' u-lji-bat-e (t)U -

li-lfi-k^'ig-e 'lift (on head) it!' u-tfi-k^g-e (t)U -

ii-p-3addz-e 'fill up it!' ii-^i-3Sdz-e (t)U -

u-lfi-fiimuk-e 'cover it!' u-tfi-fiimi'k-e (t) li
u-lji-dzimiiul-e 'allay it!' u-^i-3zimiil-e ft) li
u-1fi-t>igaaji-e 'bury it!' u-'fi-uigaji-e ft) li-
u-tfi-nuliidz-e 'lift it!' u-tfi'-nuli'dz-e (u li
u-1ff-gw&dziis-e 'hurt it!' u-lfi-gw;i5zis-e ft) li-
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1.5. Low tone verbs with -zwi- (class 8) object prefix

u-zwi-waan-e 'find them!' ii-zwi-vvan-e fuii-
u-zwi-diil-6 'pour them!' u-zwi-dil-e (u li
u-zwi-i>663-6 'carve them!' u-z^i-ue3-e ft) li-
ii-zwi-builzw-<§ 'ask them!' ii-zwi-buzw-e (uii-
u-zwi-jaluul-e 'choose them!' ii-zwi-jaliil-e (uu-
ii-zwi-sumbuk-e 'conceal them!' ii-zwi-sumbfk-e (uu-
ii-zwi-dutmk-e 'dip them!' ii-zwi-duuik-6 (t>u-
ii-zwi-lizadji-e 'try them on!' ii-zwi-lizaji-e (uu-
ii-zwi-paldadz-e 'disperse them!' u-zwi-paladz-e (tm-
ii-zwi-jaliil-ul-e 'choose for them!' ii-zwi-jaliil-il-e (tm-
ii-zwi-buzwisus-e 'ask them alot!' ii-zwi-buzwisfs-e fuu-

1.6. H igh  tone verbs w ith  -zwi- (class 8) object prefix

ii-zwii-tf-e 'fear them!' u-zwi-1f-e (l)U-

ii-zwii-d-e 'like them!' ii-zwi-d-e (uii-

ii-zwi-tiiiim-e 'send them!' ii-zwi-tiim-e fuu-
ii-zwi-dzinn-e 'extinguish them!' u-zwi-dzim-6 (uu-
u-zwi-peedz-e 'finish them!' ii-zwi-pedz-e fuu-
u-zwi-t66l-e 'take them!' u-zwi-t61e (uu-
ii-zwi-bait-e 'catch them!' ii-zwi-bat-e (uu-
li-z^-k^g-e 'lift (on head) them!' li-z^-k^'g-e fuu-
u-zwi-3aadz-e 'fill up them!' u-zwi-3Sdz-e fuu-
ii-zwi-fiimuk-e 'cover them!' ii-zwi-fiinuk-e (u li
ii-zwi-dzimiiul-6 'allay them!' ii-zwi-dzimiil-6 ft) u-
ii-zwi-m'gaaji-6 'bury them!' ii-zwi-ufgaji-e Cu li
ii-zwi-rmlfidz-e 'lift them!' ii-zwi-rmlfdz-e ft) u-
u-zwi-gw£dziis-e 'hurt them!' ii-zwi-gw&3zis-e (uii-
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1.7. Low ton e verbs w ith  -zw£- reflexive prefix

zwi-wdan-e 'find self!' zwi-wdn-d (uu-)
z^T-diil-e 'pour self!' z^T-dil-e (uu-)

W* *» sz i-uee3-e 'carve self!' zwi-ue3-e (uu-)
z^T-buuz^e 'ask self!' z"T-buzw-e (uu-)
zwi-Jdluul-e 'choose self!' zwi-jalul-e (uu-)
zwi-sumbiik-e 'conceal self!' zwi-siimbik-e (uu-)
z'T-duuiik-d 'dip self!' z^T-duuik-d (uu-)
zwi-l£zaaji-d 'try on self!' zwi-lfzaji-e (uu-)
zwi-pdlaadz-e 'disperse self!' zwi-pdladz-e (uu-)
zwi-jdlul-iil-e 'choose for self!' zwi-Jdlul-il-e (uu-)
zwT-buzwisiis-e 'ask self alot!' z^T-buz^sis-e (uu-)

1.8. H igh  ton e verbs w ith  -zwi- reflexive prefix

z^if-lf-e 'fear self!' z^T-lf-e (uu-)
z^if-d-e 'like self!' z"T-d-e (uu-)
zwi-tuum-e 'send self!' zwi-tum-e (uu-)
zwI-3ziim-e 'extinguish self!' z^-dzim-e (uu-)
zwi-pe^3z-e 'finish self!' zwi-pedz-e (uu-)
zwi-t6ol-e 'take self!' zwi-tole (uu-)
z^T-baat-e 'catch self!' z^T-bat-e (uu-)
z^-k^lg-e 'lift (on head) self!' zwi-k V e (uu-)
z^^aadz-e 'fill up self!' zwi-^a.3z-e (uu-)
zwi-fumiik-e 'cover self!' zwi-fumik-e (uu-)
zwT-dzimuul-e 'allay self!' zwT-dzimul-e (uti-)
zwi-mgaaji-e 'bury self!' zwi-uigaji-6 (uti-)
zwi-mfliidz-e 'lift self!' zwi-nuli3z-6 (uu-)
zwT-gwadziis-e 'hurt self!' zwi-gwa3zis-d (uti-)
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APPENDIX C 

KALANG A-ENGLISH LEXICON

Pfx Root POS a . Gloss
*  *  aa adv. no, a word of denial or refusal
/  /  •  adiresi n 9 an address
adzfma V lend; borrow
afna V press, as of clothes
aim n 9 an iron used for pressing clothes
afmka V be well ironed
ajee dem. those
akabala V wonder; perplexed; amazed;

hesitate
chi- ako n 7 com head
zwi- ako n 8 com heads

akugwa V be enjoyed
akula V to enjoy
akuna adv. nothing
alakana V remember
alakanisa V remind; advise; cause to

remember
zw- amba n 8 lovers

amba V plead
ch- amba n 7 lover

ambaamba V grope, in search of something
ambadza V clothe or help put on clothing
ambala V put on clothes or garments

chi- ambalo n 7 type of clothing
ambuka V dear up, as of smoke or douds;

come off, as a shoe
ambula V undress or take-off your clothes
ameni n 9 Amen

ch- ampupuludze n 7 dust storm
zw- ampupuludze n 8 dust storms

amuchidza V pay, as a salary
amuchila V receive
amula V relieve someone of some

burden
b- ana n 2 children
ng'w -ana n 1 child
ba- anadf n 2 girls; young women
ng'w -anana n 1 girl; female child
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ng'w-anangu n 1 my child
andama adj. scattered about in all directions

ng'w-anedu n 1 young sibling
anga V freeze; congeal
angama V float; be buoyant
angudza V bathe someone, as a child
angula V menstruate; to bathe
angulanya V stop a fight
angulila V help someone from being 

beaten
ma- ano n 6 plans; devices; schemes

apajee dem. place yonder; over there
apuii n 9 apple
arametsa V cause to inhale medicinal fumes 

or steam
ch- arobi n 7 cooked entrails

ashama V broad; wide; open one's mouth; 
yawn

athula V decide; judge; arbitrate; pass 
judgement

awara n 9 hour
azha V help someone

chi- azha n 7 hand; the palm of a hand
baakanya V prepare; to repair; to make ready 

or set in order
m- baakanyi n 1 repairer

baba V itch
m- baba-shulo n 3 nettles; plant of the nettle 

family
babafla V walk softly on account of tender 

or sore feet; walk stealthily
babani n 5 hairy caterpillar
babatadza V make to lie flat on the ground
babatala V ie flat on the ground, as of some 

lizard
bachflalu n la name used for calling women 

whose totem is a hare
bachinabumf n la name used for calling women 

whose totem is a heart
li- badhu n 11 rib

baka V build; construct
chi- baka n 7 time
m- bald n 1/2 builder; an inhabitant

bala V read; count
chi- bala n 7 light complexion
li- bala n 11
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m- bala n 3 colour
ma- balabala n 6 multi-coloured; with many 

shades of colour
m- balabali n 1 rumour monger; a gossiper
m- bali n 1 reader; an enumerator
lu- balilo n 11 binding round the grass roof 

onto which the thatch is tied; 
lath

m- balilo

balisa

n

V

10 bindings under the thatch of a 
house; laths 
cause to read

bamakulukusa n la name used for calling women of 
a particular totem

bamathambo n la name used for calling women 
whose totem is a duiker

bamba n 5 prostitute
bu- bamba n 11 prostitution
m- bambo n 10 pegs
lu- bambo

bambula
n
V

11 Peg
crucify; stretch out the skin of a 
slaughtered animal with 
wooden pegs in the sun to dry

bampengo n la name used for calling women of 
a particular totem

chi- bandana n 7 beast of prey; a wild beast
banga
bangalala

n
V

5 scar
be extreme

bamkuana n la name used for calling women of 
a particular totem

chi- banjoro n 7 one-string violin; a fiddle
banka n 9 bank

chi- banka n 7 piece of ground missed by the 
plough or hoe when cultivating

li- bante n 11 belt
ban n 5 scar
basekulu n la maternal uncle

chi- bat'a
bat'ela

n
V

7 patch
patch, as of a torn garment

li- bat’i n 11 door
batategulu n la grandfather
batategulugulu n la great grandfather
batatenfni n la father's younger brother, a 

paternal uncle
batetshi n la owner

lu- batsha n 11 splinter of wood
bu- bava n 14
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bazha n 5 heat period, as of a cow
be aux. v be

chi- bebe n 7 numbness; a tingling sensation 
in the numb limb

bu- belete n 14 prostitution
chi- belu n 7 African hoopoe bird

bende n 5/6 gap from a missing tooth
bendzwa V pout; push out the lips as a sign 

of contempt
benga V make biltong
benga V hate

lu- bengo n 11 hatred
besa V set alight, as of a fire; start a fire

m- besi n 1 baker; one who grills or roasts
chi- beso n 7 cooking places; grates; grid

irons; fire place; a hearth
bezha V curve

m- bezhi n 1 carpenter; one who carves; a 
wood worker

m- bga n 9/10 dog
chi- bga n 7 stray dog
chi- bgana n 7 small round stone used for

grinding tobacco
m- bganana n 9/10 puppy

bge n 5 stone
m- bgeti n 3 type of tree

bgilfla V return; go back
bgilflana V re-establish friendship; re

establish diplomatic relations
m- bha n 3 stick split in the middle used for 

carrying stuff by herdboys
bhabha V carry a baby or another person 

on ones back
m- bhabhi n 1 nanny

bhabhu interj. said to a baby when coaxing it to 
be carried on the back

bhadi n 9 bad luck
bhadza n 5 plough; hoe
bhafbhili n 9 bible
bhaisfkflf n 9/6 bicycle
bhafsfkopo n 9 movie
bhakasa n 5 pole enclosure around living 

quarters
bhakhwa V be arrested; be drunk

chi- bhako n 7 snuff box or horn
bhalaza n 5
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bhalo n
bhamba n
bhamula V

bhanana n
bhandabuko n
bhande n
bhangwana n
bhantfti n
bhapiro n
bhapu n
bhara n
bharampara n
bhata V
bhata-khole V
b ha tana V

bhatflfla V

bhatisa V

bhato n
b hats ha V

bhatshanya V

bhatshfla V

bhavu n
bhaya V

chi- bhayo n

bhazha-mbga n

bhe n
bhechu n
bhelelo n

chi- bhembezha n

bhende n
bhepe n
bhepHo n
bhesu n
bhezi n
bhika V

cattle drink from 
bald head
famine; hunger; drought 
smack or hit hard with the palm 
of the hand 
banana
front leg of an animal
type of sweet wild bulb
small log
prisoner
wing, as of a bird
lung
bar
wild person 
hold; touch
lead, as of oxen inspanned
hold each other
stand in for; assist a calf to
suckle from a cow not its
mother
help someone carry something; 
to ask someone to run an 
errand; cause to hold; have 
someone arrested 
buttock 
help; assist
connect; join one to the other 
catch something on a trap 
bath tub
poke or pierce something; 
slaughter, as an animal 
pneumonic pain; shooting 
pains
unripe fruit; fruit in the first 
stage of ripening 
honey comb 
euphemism for penis 
end
carry a child on the back 
without a blanket 
tail of a horse 
calabashes
common cold; a catarrhal cold 
squirrel’s tail; sheep’s tail 
bass voice in music 
cook; to question closely

5
5

9
5
7a/2a
5
5
5
5
9
5

5

5

7

5

5
5
5
7

6
5
5
5
9
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m- bhiki n 1 cook
bhinda
bhirikiti
bhizha

n
interj.
V

5 spinster 
fall heavily 
leak

bhobola n 5 greens from the leaves of a 
pumpkin plant

bhofu n 5 blind person or animal
bhokfsi n 5 box; suitcase; coffin
bhola
bhoma

n
V

9 ball
smear, as with body lotion; 
anoint with oil

bhombo
bhomela

bhonyongedza

n
V

V

5 grasshopper; a species of locust 
smear cow teats with dung to 
prevent calf from sucking 
make rough sketches; carelessly 
sown or knotted

bhord n 9 Bushman dance
bhothoko n 5 Ndebele speaker
bhubhunu n 7 cartilage
bhubuzebe
bhuda
bhuda-nkota

n
V

V

5 deaf person 
come out
bleed through the nose

bhudzf
bhukucha
bhula

n
V
V

5 melon
swim
take (pot) off fire

bhulomu n 5 flower
bhulubusf n 5 thick smoke
bhulugwe n 5 blue headed big lizard
bhuluma n 14 type of female underwear
bhumu n 5 crest of feathers on a bird’s head
bhundu n 5 swelling; a knot in a string; a 

knob on a stick
bhupHe n 5 greedy person
bhurama n 5 cow or ox of the Brahman breed
bhuriki n 14 brake, as of a car

ma- bhutanlamu n 6 mumps
bhute n 5 small peanut, a result of poor 

crop
bhutshi n 5 boot (a shoe)
bhutu n 5 testicles
bhuzo
bhuzwa
bhuzwisisa
bf

n
V
V

adj.

9 question
ask; question; enquire 
make enquiries endlessly 
bad; ugly

bu- bi n 14 ugliness
zwi- bt n 8
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chi- bf n 7
bibi n 5

bidwa V

bidwisa V

bidwisa-zila V

bidza V

bfga V

biganya V

bfganyfwa V

bigila V

bigilidza V

bubi adj.
bfka V

chi- bikiri n 7
bila V

bilebfle n 5
ma- bill n 6
m- bili n 3

chi- bili n 7
lu- bilo n 11

binga V

bipa-moyo adj.
bipila V

m- bisana n 1
li- bisi n 11

bisi n 5
li- bisi n 11
m- bisi n 1 0

biyapidza V

bobola V
bodzeka V

boka V

lu- boko n 11
bokdlela V

bola V

lu- bolela n 11

lu- bomba n 11
bomba V

bonya V

bonyolola V

bora V

buba V
chi- bubi n 7
chi- budzana n 7
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sin
pile of cutoff trees awaiting 
being burnt 
ripen; be well cooked 
cause to ripen or get cocked 
go regularly; visit very often 
cause to become sour; ferment 
p u t ; store
keep safely; bury; store away 
be buried
lay eggs, as of a hen 
lay-away; engaged to marry 
ugly
give a report; report a matter 
tin; can
boil, as of water 
hot pepper 
twins
the body of a living person; the
body of a thing
bodily form; in person
speed, in running; rapid pace
confront
be cruel; be evil
fit badly, as of clothing
boy
fresh milk 
watermelon 
watermelon plant 
watermelon plants 
make smooth 
howl as of an animal 
cause something to rot 
praise in song; give thanks 
arm
cry out loud; wail
rot or go bad
bee or wasp sting
cream from fresh milk
snarl; roar, as a bull
blink, as of an eye
reveal; tell something private
bore; drill
lie down, of a bird or a hare
spider
kid goat
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budzulula V speak scornfully; be spiteful
bukula V bark, as of a dog
bula n 5 intestine

m- bulayi n 1 killer; murderer
bull n 5 hole
bulula V livestock going out to pasture

chi- bululu n 7 small brown lizard
m- bumbf n 1 creator; builder; maker; a 

moulder
bumbika V well-formed or well-shaped

chi- bumbfko n 7 features
bumbulu n 5 e g g
bumbuluka V roll on the ground
bundo n 5 pleat

m- bungu n 3 stalk turned reddish brown
bunguka V turn reddish brown of a stalk

m- buso n 3 government; reign
butha V repose; rest, as of animals
buthaka adj. of same age
butfli n 5 bottle
butuka adj. better; improved
butyarara adj. acidic; sour

lu- buwa n 11 enclosed place in which the 
harvest before threshing and 
stored away

buwa V smear much
buwe n 5 gad-fly
buya V return; come back

bu- buya n 14 beauty; handsomeness
buya-moyo V feel nausea
buyflfla V repeat; return again

m- buyu n 3 baobab tree
buza V return something; bring back
buzilfdza V revenge

chi- bza n 7 thigh
bza V belch
bzala V sow; plant

chi- bzalo n 7 seed or plant
cha V fear; have fear

i- chaba n 7 nation; tribe
chachama V sizzle of something cooking; a 

painful ache as from a bum
chafni n 9 chain
chaisa V knock off from work; knock 

something, as with a car
ma- chakanyugwa n 6
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small crumbs of bread
chakanyula V chop into small bits and pieces
chamba n 7 lover; paramour
chanana n 7 kid
changu pron. mine (cl.7)

bu- chapa n 14 carelessness; clumsiness;
uncleanliness

chapa n 5 careless person
chebuka V look sideways; look back

bu- chechana n 14 youth
n- chechana n 1 young one
n- chechenf n 3 type of tree

chedza n 7 light
chefi n 9 poison
cheka V cut
chekeledza V go by a short route
chekelela V cut into pieces, as of meat
chekesa V cause to cut up

n- cheko n 3 sewing pattern
chela V draw or fetch water
cHela n 9 space underneath the granary
chela V pluck off, as of a fruit or greens
chelelela V draw water for someone
chema V scream
chemba n 9 chamber pots
chemela V reprove; scold; chide

n- chemo n 3 loud scream or cry
chena adj. white
chenama V surprised or amazed
chenchf n 9 change (from money)

ma- chende a 6 testicles
chenesa V clean
chenesela V clarify for
cheneso n 9 enlightenment; explanation
chengedza V deceive
chengela V cheat; deceive
chengeta V take care; take heed

n- chenje a 3 white ant; nest of white ants
bu- chenjedhu n 14 wisdom; cleverness

chenj elela-ntome V deceitfulness; cunning; cheat
chfla V live; survive

n- chili n 3 rope; shoe lace
i - chili n 7 living person; well-off person

chflianya V lay across the other
cHilfla n 9/10 spicies of wild animal

bu- chilo n 14 life
344
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chimuka adv.
chfnga V
chfnga adv.
chfngama V

chfngamfdza V

chfngamfla V

chfngamfsa V

chinf adv.
chfnya V

chfnya-buso V

chfnya-ntumbu V

chfnya-zina V

i- chfnyi n
chfnyfdzfla V
chfnyika V

chfnyfkfgwa V

cHinyfkflo n
chinyolocho adv.
chipa V

chfsa V

chfwa V

cholopo n
chona V

chova V

chubhu n
chuludza V

chuluka V
chuluka-chuluka V

chulukfla V

i- chuu n
da V

dabga n
dabf n
dabOa V

dada n
dada V

dafsi n
lu- daka n

daka V

chi- dakwa n
dal a n

dama n
damba n
dana V

the following day
receive with both hands
since; eversince
lie across; slant
run across to meet someone;
put by the fire
bask, as in the sun
cause to lie across
how
spoil; destroy 
show displeasure facially 
abort illegally 
defamation of character 
wasteful person 
spoil for someone; destroy 
be spoiled; be destroyed 
have a miscarriage 
expenses; damages; losses 
soon; quickly; rapidly 
cheap
frighten; cause to be afraid
be feared
fly, as of trousers
be penniless; be broke
pedal, as a bike
tube
cause to jump; skip 
jump up or over 
hop about 
jump onto
stew; well cooked food 
love; like 
type of bird 
branch, of a tree 
answer or reply 
duck
mock someone 
dice
wet cow dung in a kraal 
intoxicate; make drunk 
drunkard
receptable for unthreshed com 
made of poles 
word; cheek
large sour monkey plum 
call; love each other

7

10

9

9

7

5
5

5

5
11

7
5

5
5
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danda n 5
dandf n 11
danga n 5
dani n 5
datHa n 5
debge n 5
deelela V

deenya n 5
delete n 5
deluka V

delukilo n 14
delusa V

demegwa n 5

dendeli n 5

denga n 5
dengezela V

denje n 5
deri n 9
dhubika V

dhubula V

dhukudza V

dhuma V

dhumano n 9
dhumbf n 3
dhumfla n 3
dhumila V

dhumilana V
dhumflani n 9
dhumilano n 9
dhumili n 1
dhumiligwa V

dhumilila V
dibhi n 9
didima V

difka V

difla V

difwa n 1
dila V
dilidzila V

dindi n 5
dindingwe n 5
diraya V
dishwa n 5
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log; block of wood
spider web
kraal; sheep fold; pen
slippery liquid, as from okra
large anthill
kaross; leather blanket
look down upon
skull
okra
descend; come down
platform; station
cause to descend; bring down
part of a field where the trees
are still being cleared
type of temporary door made
from tree branches
overhead covering
carry something on the head
without holding it
small bush
dairy
dip in water; immerse 
take something out of liquid 
shake to remove dust 
agree
mutual agreement
drizzle; continuous rain
type of tree
believe, as in God
agree with each other
conventional way of greeting
agreement
believer; a Christian
be admitted, as in a school
allow; permit
dip, type of pesticide
rumble, as of lightning
be educated
educate for/at
pupil; student
pour
water, as of plants
thick beef steak without bone
leopard
wind up, as a bucket from a well 
standing grass
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ditima n 5 pumpkin
n- dfwa n 1 loved one; beloved one

dfya V teach; preach
n- diyi n 1 teacher; priest
lu- do n 11 love

dobi n 5 relish from shredded meat and 
ground peanuts

dodola V walk on your toes
dohona V pound meat or peanuts in a 

mortar
dole n 5 lean meat
dolo n 5 corn measured in terms of 

threshing loads
dombo n 5 mountain; hill
dongo n 5 ruin; deserted house or home
donkana n 7 foal of a donkey; grey low 

quality blanket
donkf n 7/6 donkey
dope n 5 muddy water; mud
dororo n 5 fowl excreta
dotHa V drip, as liquid
dotHedza V pour a small drop onto
dotffi n 5 drop of some liquid; a drop of 

rain
dotomosi n 5 type of reptile lives on the rocks

lu- dozo n 11 walking stick
dozo n 6 leg of a chicken
dubula V remove dirt from one's body by 

rubbing
dukuta n 5 perspiration; sweat
dula n 5 granary
dumba n 5 drum
dumba n 5 shack
dumbu adv. truly; surely
dum ula V shoot
dundila-bazwele n 5 blister beetle
dunf n 5 mortar
dusa V take out; remove
dutHu n 5 low hill; heap
dutsHi n 5 huge shadow; ill luck
dutu n 5 whirlwind; a cyclone
dwa V say; come from
dwa-moyo V envy; desire

chi- dwf n 7 knee
dwilidzila V catch water slowly seeping 

through in a well
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dwilila V water seeping through in a 
spring; advance

dwilila-mbelf V make progress
bu- dwilo n 14 beginning or origins of 

something
dzamula V snatch from someone
dzata V jump down or off; dismount
dzete n 5 big hole on the ground, used by 

antbears
lu- dzi n 11 descents; relations
nju- dzi n 10 nations; relations
n- dzi n 3 root
mi- dzi n 4 roots

dziba V prevent a person from doing 
something; bring back livestock

dziba n 5 deep pool of water in a river bed
dzibila V prevent someone from doing 

something; restrain
dzidzimuka V shudder, either from the cold or 

something unpleasant
dziidza V cause to suffer; trouble
dziila V suffer; be poor

n- dziili n 1 sufferer; poor person
dzifsa V warm something up
dzikila V transplant
dzikunuka V become uprooted
dzikunula V uproot something
dzfla V smear the floor with mud 

mixed with cow dung and water
bu- dzflo n 14 floor newly smeared with mud

dzilunula V re-do the floor, smear with mud
dzfma V extinguish; go out, as a fire
dzimfdza V cause to get lost
dzimfla V go astray; get lost

ba- dzfmu n 2 spirits of dead ancestors
ku- dzfmu n 17 heaven
N- dzfmu n 1 God

dzimula V allay
mi- dzing'wana n 2 troubled ancestoral spirits

dzfya V be warm; warm oneself
dzondola V look askance at

ma- dzonge n 6 sediments
dzu n 5 eagle
dzudzu n 5 turncoat; cheat
dzuka V develop a rash
dzula V rape
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dzulula V smear mud on the wall
dzungu n 9 dizziness; vertigo
dzungudza V rinse out something

n- dzwa n 3 strap
dzwa V belch

chi- dzwa n 7 thigh
dzwala V plant
edza V imitate
edzfsa V evening pasttime

ma- edzfso n 6 evening time games or
conversations; social functions

ee adv. yes
emeri n 5 bucket
emugwa V be desired
emula V desire; want
enda V go; go away

ma- enda-mbelf n 6 first fruits; com that ripens
before the rest of the harvest

bu- endasi n 14 frustration; sadness and
boredom

endisa V hasten; cause to walk
gu- endo n 11 journey; pilgrimage
nj- endo n 1 0 journeys; travels; pilgrimages
chi- enga n 7 piece of broken clay pot

engemala adj. still, as of water; Holy
ba- engi n 2 nurses
ng'w-enf n 1 owner; master
b- enf n 2 owners
m- eno n 6 teeth

erebhu n 1 0 pods that grow on a tree, eaten
by goats

m- esho n 6 eyes
ezedza V put to sleep, as a child
ezela V sleep; go to bed

ng'w-ezf n 1 visitor or guest
b- ezi n 2 visitors; guests
bu- fa n 14 inheritance

fa V die
zwi- fafa n 8 epilepsy; epileptic fits
chi- faru n 7 surname

fanfla v. aux. ought; must
fanfla V look nice on someone, as

clothes
farulo n 9 obligation; duty; requirement

i- fano n 7 physical likeness; resemblances
fefdza V cause to fail
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fefla V fail
fele n 5 cockroach
fema V breathe
femeleka V breath heavily from over- 

exertion
fepHa V blow the nose
fesftere n 5 window

n- fi n 1 dead person
fidza V finish
fiko n 5 small tree branch put in a 

bucket of water to prevent 
spilling while carrying it

ffla V get to the end; die at
ffvara n 9 fever
fojo n 9 tobacco
foro n 9 furrow in a ploughed field
foroko n 9 fork
foromu n 9 mould, for moulding bricks
fosholo n 9 spade
fo uni n 9 telephone

nji- fu n 10 deaths
lu- fu n 11 death
i- fuba n 7 chest; breast as of chicken; a 

cough; sputum; phlegm
fuba V become useless; not grow
fuka V wear, as a blanket
fukula n 9/10 bitch
fula V graze, as of animals
fula V blow off by breath, as of dust
fulawa n 9 bread flour
fulele n 9 mist; fog
fulemachfni n 9 flying machines; aeroplanes
fuleni n 9 flannel
fulo n 5 foam; froth; scum on water
fuluka V depart; migrate; move house
fuma V be rich
fumbatfla V make a fist; clasp, as of a fist

n- fumf n 1 rich person
fumfka V cover up something
fumula V uncover, as of a lid
funda V keep food in mouth
fung'wa n 9 riches
funya V sit crosslegged
funye n 7 go-away bird
fupa n 5 bone; jealousy
fupatila V
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fupf adj
fupf-fupi adj.
furfsilaxa n

ma- futa n
futa n
gaberi n
gabha n
gabf n

gabuka V

gabula V
ma- gada n

gagadzahamba n
ma- gaf n

gafsa V
n- gafso n

gakHwa n
gala V

gala-bge V
gala-bheya V

gala-moyo V

n- gali n
gali-dema n

galidza V

galila V

zwi- galila-migoti n

gama V

gamu n
ganda n
gandana n
gando n

gangari n
gangwa n
ganyu n
garaji n
gaswa
gat'e

n
n

gavu n

short 
very short
thin rope at the end of a whip 
used cracking the whip 
oil; bodv creams of all tvues

Z *  *  A.

piece of fat 
turtle 
bucket; tin
lash; euphemism for a snake at 
night
have a large opening 
rip open
sediments or dregs of traditional
beer
crab
eggs or nits of fleas or lice
grind, as of com
grinding mills; ground corn
pool of water
sit down; dwell; live
trust; believe in
sit indecently exposing some
private parts
be satisfied
dweller; inhabitant of
gathering by family and
relatives after a bereavement to
distribute a dead person's
belongings among the children
sit on someone's place or seat
wait for; stay or live for
the first small breasts that a
young girl grows
catch in the hand, as of a ball
relative
skin; peel
tattered garment
lean animal; an emanciated
animal
sweet wild bulb 
peel of a watermelon 
membrane 
garage
half; remainder
bitter wild melon
species of gourd eaten when

9

6
5
7a
5
5

6

5
6

3
5

1
5

8

5
5
5
5

5
5
5
9
5
5
5
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bu- gebeng'a n
gefdi n
gele v
gesi n
geyara n

n- gibelo n
nji- go n
lu- go n

go n
ma- go n
n- gobhani n
n- godf n
chi- gogoro n

gola n
gole n
golelmo n
gololwani n
gomba n

gombo n

gombo n
gondalume n
gonde n
gondolo n
gonya v
gonyana n
gonye n

ma- gonye n
gonye-danga n

gopo n

n- goro n
chi- goro n

gorokoro n
gorokorwana n
gorua n

lu- goti n
gotsha n

govu n
bu- govu n

tender
gangstership
gate
be seated
gas
gear
Saturday
serving spoons; ladles
ladle
wasp
wasps; hornets 
intestinal disorder 
mine
hardened caterpillar in the 
ground before it hatches to be a 
butterfly
vulture; a black vulture 
year; cloud 
this year
white-billed storks 
hole; opening dug on the 
ground
new field ploughed the first 
time
enlarged navel
tall and stout male person
cactus
big calf; grown up child 
sleep with ones legs folded back 
worm; maggot 
big worm
game of touching by kids 
worm of the type found in the 
kraal
blind eye; blind thing or person
(derogative)
trough; boat or canoe
cow or goat with little milk
windpipe
creek
thin emancipated animal 
big wooden spoon or ladle 
shoot from the previous year's 
corn stalk 
greedy person 
greed

14
9

9
9
3
10
11
5
6
3
3
7

5
5
5
5
5

5

5
5
5
5

5
5
6
5

5

3
7
5
5
5
11
5

5
14
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gubungano n 5 assembly or gathering
gudugudu n 3 rectum
gukhwa n 5 bag from ox hide used for 

carrying sour milk
gukuno n 5 salt licks in the veld
gukurume n 5 cock
gukuta n 5 unbrayed and shrivelled skin
gula n 5 held in fallow
gulu n 5 stomach
gululu n 5 big lizard, lives on big boulders
guma n 5 wall
gumbatfla V hold hard onto something;
gumbo n 5 leg; wheel; foot
gumi n 5 ten
gum u n 5 ox or cow without horns
gumula V hit another with the head
gunda n 5 owl
gungubudza n 5 large poisonous scorpion
gungwana n 5 wheel
gum n 5 log
guse n 5 big lump of fur
guta V be full or satisfied from food
gutegute n 5 species of grasshopper
gutukutu n 5 verandah
guwo n 5 scream
guwu n 5 cave
gwa V fight; quarrel
gwa n 14 pus
gwadza V hurt emotionally or physically.
gwadza-moyo V grieve; be hurt; sorrow
gwakwa n 5 spineless monkey orange fruit
gwakwa n 5 dry veld
gwala n 14 timidity; cowardice
gwala V sick; ill
gwala n 5 coward
gwamu n 5 human milk
gwana n 10 spoons; cutlery
gwana n 11 spoon
gwani n 5 leaf of com, off the stalk
gwata V hide oneself
gwati n 5 outer bark of a tree
gwele n 14/6 illness; disease
gwele n 1/2 patient; sick person
gwenya n 5 scabies
gwere-gwere n 5 type of wild bird
gwilf n 5
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gwilikwiti n 5 measles
gwilflfla V repeat; go over again; revise
gwisa n 14 powder; flour
gwisa V struggle; try
gwi sanya V cause to quarrel or fight
gwisanyi n 1 mischief-maker
ha conj. if; when
hadzf adj. female, as of an animal
hakata n 10 divining bones
hala n 10 shotgun; ball bearings
half n 9 pot
halula V escape; survive
hama n 3 half of the body
hama n 9 relative
hamba n 9/10 tortoise
hamflo n 9 small milking bucket
hamujana n 9 small hammer
ham uli n 9 hammer
hang'ara n 9 hanger
hanga n 9/10 guinea fowl
hangang'wa n 10 forgetfulness
hanya n 10 shame
hanyaa-paladza n 9 rhinoceros
hanyamsi n 9 onion
hapkha n 9/10 armpit
haraka n 9 rake, used in the garden
hate n 9/10 headpad
hazwadzi n 9/10 brother; sister; sibling
hlama n 9 fermented beer before it is 

boiled
hobana n 10 streams
hobe n 9/10 fish
hoke n 7 hook, as of a stick
hoko n 9 enclosure for fowls
hola n 9 grown-up; elder
holo n 9 hall
hombana n 10 finger or toe nails
hombela n 9/10 antbears
homo n 9/10 bags; sacks
hong'wana n 9 small bag or sack; pouch
honyana n 10 worms
hope n 10 eye lashes; sleep
hotela n 9 hotel
hubadzi n 10 injuries
hudzululu n 9 blackbird
huku n 9/10
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n-

n-

mi-

ma-

bu-

pa-
mu-

hukwana n 9 chick; chicken
huleha V inspan; tie up an animal
hulo n 9/10 tonsils
huluba n 9 dust; powder
hulula V unbound, as of oxen inspan
hulunula V unload
huma n 9 big protruding forehead
hungubele n 9/10 butterfly
hunt n 10 firewood
hupa n 9/10 ticks; bush lice
huta n 3 kind or type
hutara n 9 hooter
hutha n 4 fenced passages for handling 

cattle for spray dipping
hutshe n 9/10 hat
hwa n 3/4 thorn
hwa V hear
hwachulo n 9/10 mushrooms
hwakwa n 10 dried fruit of wild orange
hwali n 9 patridge
hwalo n 10 books; letters
hwanano n 9 mutual friendship
hwarakwara n 10 type of birds
hwi n 6 voices
hwi n 5 voice
hwidza V make to taste
hwika V audible; heard of; taste, as salt
hwfla V feel, as with pain
hwfla-zogwadza V show mercy, compassion
hwilfla V hear about; hear of; listen
hwfsa V cause to hear; give one to taste
hwisfsa V understand
hwola n 14 position of sinority; adulthood
hwoso n 9 type of traditional dancing
hwoto n 9 hornbill bird
hwudo n 10 baboons
hwumbu n 9/10 hunchback
hwunde adv. near; nearby
hwunde n 18 alongside; besides
fcho pron. it (class 7)
fkweno dem. there
ila V abstain from certain practices
imf pron. I; me
ing'wf dem. you (pi)• * mi pron. what
invilopo n 9
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ipapa dem. right here; here
ipi pron. which (cl.9)
iribadza V cause to faint; apply anasthesia
iribala V faint
isa V take something to someone

zwi- fsana n 8 small boys
ba- fsana n 2 boys
chi- fsana n 7 small boy

iswf pron. we; us
ita V do
fye pron. he; she
fyeje dem. that one, over there
fyejee dem. that one, far away
fyeyi dem. this one, nearest me

bu- izelo n 14/6 place for sleeping; bedroom
zwi- ja n 8 goods; household utensils

ja V eat
chi- ja n 7 plate or household utensils
n- ja n 3 errand

jabathu n 5 cannibal
jacha n 5 old hut which is almost in ruin
jafva V jive
jaji n 9 judge

n- jaka n 3 sound made with fingers when
pounding com

n- jalakang'wa n 10 thoughts; ideas
jalo V say so
jarada n 9 yard or compound; yard length

of material
ma- aratfni n 6 explosives; dynamite

asi n 5 coat
axa V hasten
axa n 5 youth; young man
ekecheke n 5 big knife

n- ekesa n 10 prostitute
eki n 9 jug; jack
ele n 9 prison

n- elele n 9 type of hawk
eli n 9/10 jelly
em u n 9/10 jam
enamiso n 5 surprise; wondering
ende n 5 testicle
enetha n 5 straw ant
enjedhu n 5 clever person
eremani n 5 traditional dress for women
esi n 7
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Lu- • * 
J* n 11 right hand

n- jiba n 9 dove
jfla n 5 cloth
jrnyo n 5 damages, money paid to a girl’s 

parents after impregnanting her
chi- jfso n 7 oral poison
n- jita n 3 fellow
ma- • * 

j o n 6 lots of types of food
joki n 5 yoke

n- ju juru n 3 wild plant
kaamudza V stop raining
kabhukana adv. splash and spill, as water

n- kabo n 3 type of calabash
kadula V hit another

n- kadzf n 1 woman; a wife
chi- kadzi n 7 female one; womanly
i- kaka n 7 desert
n- kaka n 3 milk

kakale adv. again; once more
kakang'wa V stammer; stutter

n- kakhwa n 3 cooked and dried maize
ma- kakf n 6 khakhi-coloured clothes

kala V weigh
bu- kalagwa n 14 of parents-in-law, on wife's side
n- kalagwa n 1 parent-in-law, of the wife's side

kalaka n 9 lime; whitewash
i- kale n 7 measure; amount; a scale

kale adv. already
kama V milk, as of cows; comb

i- kamba n 7 back of the body
kambafla V crawl, as of a baby
kamela n 9 camel

n- kami n 1 someone who does the milking
kampa n 9 camp

ma- kamu n 6 relatives
kamu n 9 comb
kang'waza adv. intentionally
kanga V roast; fry
kangang'wa V forget
kangula V wear something new
kanya V roll up, as shirt sleeves
kanyi n 17 home
kapa V unsettle, as sediments in water
kapi n 9 baby's sun hat
kapuku n 9 snow

i- kara n 7
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kara n 9 car
karata n 9 cards

mo- kashe n 3 lean starved dog
kat'a V become tame; docile
kat'a V play on something or spoiling it
kat'ana V coiled up, as a snake
kat'isa V discipline or train an animal

n- kat'iswani n 3 animal being trained
lu- kata n 11 heirloom

katara n 9 guitar, musical instrument
kaThulo n 9 sentence or judgement

pa- katf n 16 middle
katila V cushion with headpad
katsha V crush s.o., as with a stone
katsi n 7 cat
kaya V describe; say
kaya V tie together the hing legs of a

cow for milking
i- kayi n 7 example
n- kayo n 3 rope used for fastening a cow's

legs when milked
keetani n 9 chain
kekedza V cackle, as a hen
keleka V examine; look into carefully
kene conj. perhaps; or; either
kenta V inject

n- kento n 3 injection; vaccination
i- kepe n 7 ship

kepesi n 9 cap
kera V cut hair; shave

n- keri n 1 barber
i- kero n 7 pair of scissors

keta V play a counting game
i- kete n 7 skirt

ketHa V pluck off as a fruit
dzi- keto n 10 counting game of stones
i- keyi n 7 yoke-pin
dzi- khaba n 10 curses

khaba V dress up; show off
khabankaka n 9 type of wild plant
khabidza V sit properly
khabisa V decorate; make beautiful

n- khabiso n 4 decoration; embroideries
n- khabo n 3 smart clothes; fashion

khaboti n 9 cupboard
n- khacha n 3 valley; dale
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khafsa V excel; surpass
khafsana V compete with each other
khama V choke a person or thing; throttle
khandela n 5 candle
khanf n 1 0 news; court case
khapa V decocate floor or wall with dung
khapfta V choke, when drinking or eating
khapo n 11 patterns made on floor or wall 

with cow dung
khari n 5 slice of water melon
khata V amuse; cause to laugh
khaula V stop doing an undesirable thing, 

due punishment
khawa n 9 dew
khefi n 9 cafe
khefpi n 9 collar
khekhe n 6 fat cakes; domuts
kheroti n 9 carrot
khetha V pay tax; select or choose
khethi n 1 taxpayer
khethfsi n 1 tax collector
khfba n 9 apron; pinafore
khfga V help lift load on one's head
khina V knee-halter a donkey or a horse
khmsfmusi n 9 Christmas
khfyi n 9 key
khole n 9 rope held to lead cattle inspan
khona V manage; accomplish
khona V turn at a comer
khong'wana n 9 young yearling ox
khonsata n 9 concert
khoodza-ntanda n 7a/2a woodpecker
khubu n 9 swing
khubula V swing
khunou adj. denotes male animal reddish 

brown in colour
khunwana adj. denotes female animal reddish 

brown in colour
khupe n 7 hare (used as a totem)
khuta V miss a target
khuta n 9 enclosure where the 

community assembles to 
discuss matters of importance to 
the community; a council

khuwa n 5 white person; European
khuwa n 7

3 5 9
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chi- khwa n 7 veld; bush on the countryside
khwa V dry up; pound, as with com

n- khwa n 1 Bushman, or Mosarwa
zwi- khwa n 8 forests; clumps of trees; jungles

kHwana n 9/10 wild animal of the jackal family
khwathe n 9/10 inguana
khwathisa V strike on the back using either a 

big stick or a whip
kHwe n 9/10 sweet reed; sugar cane

n- khwe n 3 crack
n- khweetsi n 1 driver

khwfla V pound, as of some grain, for/at; 
to dry up, as of a pot on fire

bu- khwflo n 14 flour from grounded peanuts
khwiriri n 5 snore
khwiriridza V snore
khwisa V dry-up of a cow’s milk
kHwizana n 9/10 lamb
kHwizha n 9/10 giraffe
kHwizi n 9/10 sheep
kftfli n 9 kettle
koama V stay put, as of people
koba V give away

n- koba n 3 door; an entrance; gateway
kobana V apportion tasks or things 

mutually
li- kobana n 11 stream

kobanya V distribute indiscriminately
kobeka V be distributable

n- kobi n 1 distributor
kobola V stamp wild raisins in a mortar
koboto n 9 cupboard

ma- koda n 6 bow-legged
kodhu adj. fat; big
kodzonga V stir; row a boat
koga aux. v however; nevertheless; only
koga conj. only

n- kojwana n 3 small opening
i- koka n 7 blackjack

koka V invite
bu- koko n 14/6 crust on pot

kokodza V knock, as on a door
i- kokola n 7 elbow

kokonola V remove something that had 
hardened onto hard surface

kokdrobhana V corrugate; crimp
360
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kokota V eat or scrape with a finger
kologwe n 7a/2a last-born child

n- kdlold n 1 son of; daughter of
kdldmola V dismantle; destroy
kolota V owe; take on credit
koloyi n 9 wagon; vehicle

bu- komba n 14 stubbornness
komba V surround something
kombama adj. crooked, not straight

n- kombe n 3 dry gourd
kombela V help in a fight by also beating 

the person being fought
i- kombo n 7 navel; belly button
lu- kombo n 11 threshing stick; a big stick

kometHela V nail to; knock in, as of a nail
n- komoto n 3 traditional dancing to drums

kona V refuse
konesa V cause to be difficult
kong'wa V fail; not succeed

i- kongo n 7 clitoris
n- kono n 3 bull
mi- kono n 3 January; bulls
i- konsi n 7 scone
i- kontfri n 7 tar
i- konyana n 7 insect

koobedza V kill an animal already wounded
i- kopelo n 7 safety pin

kopelo n 9 hymn book
kopi n 9 cup
kopodza V get something in the eye; dazzle
korokorwana n 9 padlock
koroni n 9 crown
kose pron. all

n- kosho n 3 type of tree
koshodza V cause to cough
koshola V cough

n- kota n 3 epistaxis; haemorrhage from 
nose

kotama V stoop; crouch, as if hiding; bend
kotamuka V unbend; to straighten
kotHomela V nail into, as with a nail
kotoka V arrive; reach one’s destination

bu- kotokelo n 14 place of arrival; station
kotosa V bring cattle home; marry a wife
kotoshfo n 7a small type of owl

i- kotsfkara n 7
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i - kowa n
koyi n
ku-kwe pron.

n- kuba n

i - kuba n

kubadza V

kubala V

kubf adv.
kubfkubi adv.
kubungana V

kubunganya V

mu- kuchukuchu n
kudula V

kudza V

kudza conj.
kuelela V

kukama n
n- kuku n

kuku n
kukubugwani n
kukula V

i- kukulo n
kukum uka V

kukuna V

kula V

Kula n
kula V

bu- kule n
kulekule adv.
kulfdzfla V

kulfgwa V

bu- kulu n
i- kulu n
n- kulu n

kulukugwi adj.
bu- kulukulu n

kulukulu adj.
kulum uka V

kuma V

kuma V

kumba V

weakling; sickling 
skipping rope 
his; hers
Acacia burkei; Acacia negriscens 
tree
chaff from grain; a useless
person or animal
hurt someone where it is sore
or where there is a sore
get hurt or injured
lot
lot more
assemble; gather together 
gather things together into a 
group
watermelon full of water 
knock one with head 
bring-up a child; cause to grow 
until
jeer at someone; make fun of by
loud abusive shouts
gemsbok or oryx gazelles
stream
grandmother
beetle
scrape a surface 
scraper, used on pots 
increase; raise as of dough 
eat meat off a bone 
grow up 
Indian
weed, using a hoe or a spade
far; distance
far away; far off
pull up trousers or underwear
advanced stage of pregnancy
greatness; age
impetigo; ringworm
an elder; an older sibling
old, as of a garment or utensil
largeness; huge
big; huge
come in large numbers 
touch lightly
roar as of a bull or a lion; groan 
visit

7
9

3

7

3

9
3
la
7a/2a

7

5

14

14
7
1

14
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kumbfla V beg; ask for; request
kumbudzana V remind each other
kumbula V think; ponder; consider

n- kumbulo n 3 idea; thought
kumbuludza V cause to recollect; remind
kunda V defeat

n- kundi n 1 victor; conqueror
kundfwa V being overpowered or defeated
kung’we adv. anywhere
kunguludza V roll on the ground; cause a 

thing to roll down, as a tank
kunguluka V roll down a steep slope

i- kungululu n 7 reel of thread
lu- kuni n 11 piece of wood
n- kununu n 3 creeper like plant that grows 

small edible melons
kunupo n 9 button

i- kunyana n 7 twig
n- kupa-vula n 3 ox's dewlap
i- kupu n 7 water container

kurukfdza V pacify an infant
bu kuse n 14 fur; animal hair

kusf adv. underneath; below
kuswa V sharpen, as a knife

li- kuta n 11 hedge; fence
i- kuta n 7 motorbike

kutHa V come in contact with
kutHiwa V trip on; stumble on

n- kutHu n 3 type of tree
n- kutHu-lffumo n 3 type of tree

kutHubula V remove leaves and twigs from a 
branch from a tree

kuti conj. so that; in order that
kuti conj. that
kuwa V shout loudly; scream

i- kuyu n 7 water bottle; large container
kuzwa V be with small chicks of a hen

n- kwakwa n 3 spineless monkey orange tree
ma- kwakwa n 6 dry velds
n- kwala n 3 foot mark, as of an animal

kwala V write
n- kwaleri n 1 secretary
n- kwali n 1 writer
lu- kwalo n 11 book; letter
i- kwama n 7 purse

kwamula V
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kwanga V be full of milk, as of an animal;
have plenty of fruits in a tree

kwanyula V remove the com from the stalks
ma- kwapa n 6 rough surface, as a reptile
b u - kwasha n 14 of the in-laws, of husband's side
n- kwasha n 1 son-in-law; the bridegroom
i- k was hi n 7 squash
i - kwata n 7 group of people

kwaula V break off a branch or twig
ma- kwayi n 6 rumours; hearsay

kwazo adv. much; hard
kwazokwazo adv. lot more
kweba V pull; draw in or out
kweba-makumbo V walk slowly; drag one's feet
kwegula V become old, or aged

i- kwele n 7 school
kwemula V break off a piece, as of a cup
kwemulanya V separate mutually amongst

i- kweya n 7 square or platform
l u - kwezha n 11 millet or grain used in brewing 

traditional beer
kwfba V steal; pilfer
kwffla V mate, as of animals

n kwfnya n 1 peer; companion; comrade
kwiya V grind, as com to make flour
labana V take turns at something
labanya V make alternate; make take turns
labhula V throw away abruptly, as with a 

hand or with a stick
labidza V cause to taste food
labila V taste food especially while 

cooking
labuka V run
labukfla V go after; run afterr
ladzfka V cause to lie down; be 

hospitalized
ma- ladzwa n 6 leftover food

lakfdza V show; point out to
ma- lala n 6 refuse; gabbage

lala V lie down; spend the night
n- lala n 3 wild plant used for making 

baskets
n- lalabungu n 3 rainbow
n- lalahanga n 3 type of tree

lalana V have sexual intercourse
lalila V brood over, as of hen on eggs;
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laluka aux. v

lamba V

Iambi n
lambiwa V

n- landa n
n- landu n

landula V

n- landuli n

lang'wa V

lang'wilana V

langa n
langwa n
lapa V

n- lapi n
lapkha V

lasha V
lashika V

lashfla V

n- lauri n
mu- lavu n
bu- lawo n
n- lawo n

laya V

chi- layi n
layila V

layilila V

chi- layflo n
layfta V

leba V
lebanya V

chi- lebanyi n
n- lebelekeli n
chi- lebeleki n

lebesa V

lebeswa n
lecha V

lechedza V

lechedzela V

chi- ledhu n

an evening meal 
refers to a time past, especially 
the past year 
refuse 

5 lantern; lamp
be rejected; divorced 

1 slave; servant; serf
3 fault; error; debt

deny a fault; give a negative 
answer

1 one who gives the condolence
message at the funeral 
sulk; refuse
refuse to associate with each 
other

5 white discharge of the eye
5 sputum

cure; heal 
1 healer; doctor

be cured or healed 
cast away; throw away; misplace 
get lost; become cast away 

t hrow into; throw to
1 governor; a ruler
3 rabies; animal with rabies
14/6 bed
3 law; regulation; rule

lay down the rules; give advice 
7 slice

guide; direct; give a message 
give messagefor someone 

7 evening meal; dinner
light some fire, a torch or a 
lamp
talk; speak
babble; chatter or talk too much 

7 babbler; gossip
3 lawyer
7 speaker; an orator

cause to speak; speak to; tell the 
truth 

5 truth
leave alone 
leave alone 
allow; permit 

7 chin
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lefu adj. tall; long
lefulefu adj. very long or tall
lefsa V cause to avoid something
lekula V visit; call to enquire after the 

health of a sick person
lekulfsa V tell friends or relatives on the 

health of someone sick
lele n 5 ladder
lele V asleep

bu- lelu n 14 lightness in weight; not heavy
lelu adj. light in weight
lema adj. heavy
lema V make a habit of; spoilt child

chi- lema n 7 disabled person or animal
lemala V get injured and be disabled; 

make a habit of something; get 
spoiled

lembedza V dangle or carry by holding down 
loosely

lembeledza V hang down; suspend on
lengudza V make light (decrease weight)

bu- lengwe n 14 foolishness
chi- lengwe n 8 foolish person
n- lenje n 3 custom; tradition
n- leta n 3 wedding feast

lete V bring
leuka V be sprained, as of an ankle
leula V cause to sprain
levu n 5 edible inside of a watermelon
leya V avoid; go around something
leyana V alternate; take turns; be mad at 

one another; pass each other 
going in opposite directions

leyanya V make to cross the other
chi- leyi n 7 sledge
chi- leyiti n 7 slate

lezwa V play with a baby
libflfdza adj. do something quickly; hurry; be 

in haste
n- lfbo n 3 type of greens

lidza V cause to cry; play a musical 
instrument

n- lfdzo n 3 whistle, produced by the lips
chi- lidzo n 7 musical instrument

liga V let fall; drop something
ligila V finish; drop into
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likhwa V be paid; be rewarded
lila V cry; weep; wail

chi- lilo n 7 cry; mourning
lima V plough; till the ground
lima n 5 darkness

lu- Ifmf n 11 tongue; language
n- limi n 1 farmer; ploughman; a tiller of 

soil
chi- lfmi n 7 speech empidement, as of a 

child learning to talk
n- limisi n 1 agricultural officer
chi- limo n 7 summer season

lim unula V replough a patch
linda V wait for; to stay in guard

n lindi n 1 one who guards corn against 
birds

chi- ling'wana n 7 velum
Ifnga V look
linga n 5 type of bracelet

chi- Ifnga n 7 tendency to stare
Ifnganya V look in all directions, as when 

suspicious
Ifngflfla V watch; gaze at
Ifngfsana V be opposite each other
lfngfsfsa V examine; look into carefully
Ifnf adv. when
lipa V pay a debt; fine; or payment for 

services rendered
lipisa V cause to pay one for some 

destruction
n- lipo n 3 handle of a bucket or a cup

lisa V herd or look after, as of 
livestock

n- Ifsi n 1 shepherd; herdboy
litsatsana adj. delicate or thin, as of a cloth
lizana V fit properly
lizanya V make equal; measure; try on
loba V beat or hit

chi- lobe n 7 large cakes of dry dung
lobodza V give away, as in marriage; 

officiate a marriage
lobola V marry

ma- lobolo n 6 lobola; money or cattle paid by 
the groom to the bride's parents

logwa V be spanked; be beaten; be hit
chi- loko n 7 black earth; hard baked earth
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n-

n-

chi-
n-

n-

chi-
ma-

chi-
n-

n-
bu-

bu-

n-

n-

n-

n-
chi-
n-

chi-

chi-
n-

lolwanf n 3 border; boundary
lombe n 5 singer
lomo n 3 mouth; beak of a bird; an 

opening
lends n 5 boil; sore
londa V go after; follow; trace
longa V put into; insert
longa-zhoba V make noise
longanilo n 5 joint, in the body
longo n 7 water pot; earthen pot; a clay pot
longo n 1 bride; daughter-in-law
longoloka V follow each other in order, as 

when in a queue
longolosa V set in order; arrange in order
longwe n 3 type of tree
lonjelela V thread something, as beads
lopa n 7 liver
lopa n 6 blood
lopa n 5 drop of blood
lopo n 7 pillow case
lota n 3 ash
Iowa V bewitch
loyi n 1 wizard; witch
loyi n 14 witchcraft
luba n 5 cotton wool; flower
lubi n 14 brain; intelligence
luka V knit; plait; weave
luka-maano V plan; devise means
luki n 1 weaver; one who knits or 

crotch
luko n 3 pattern of weaving; a knitting 

pattern; plait pattern
lulwama V nice; honest; just
lulwamisi n 1 one who puts things right or 

straight
luma V bite; sting; infect with venereal 

disease; eat the first fruits
lume n 1 man
lume n 7 pertaining to man; manly
lumetate n 1 grown man
lumfka V cupping
lumiki n 7 one who cups or extracts blood 

by means of a horn
lungwani n 7 pinnacle, as of a hut
lunyana n 1 best man; the young brother of 

ones husband
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lutsHf

ma
maama 
mabasheto 
machibogwe 
madekwana 
madekwe 
maga 
mahadzf 
makasitirata 
makat’e 
makenyi 
makenyuja 
mampanyamanya 
mana 
manchese 
mandana 

chi- manga
mangwana
mangwanana
manikana
manikano
manfkanya

manfla
manfni

mankhwakwarara
mankhwanyahali
manlembe
mannyongovf
mantHumbe

mantokwe

chi- mata 
m auru 
mba
mbaakanyo
mbaba
mbadhu
mbako
mbale

n 11 soft inner bark of a tree used for 
making a string

V stand; stop
V wander about aimlessly
n 7a type of weed
n 7a/2a type of tree
n 17 evening
n 17 yesterday
n 9/10 mug
n la father's sister, an aunt
n la/2a magistrate
n 7a/2a bridesmaid
n 17 last year
n 17 year before last
n 7a/2a wasp, seen after the rain falls
V too small a size; too tight
n 7a big beetle
V be crowded
n 7 maize; maize cob
n 17 tomorrow
n 17 early morning; early mornings
V be crowded
n 10 problems; inconveniences
V cause to be crowded; make 

uncomfortable
V get stuck in something
n la/2a mother's younger sister; an 

aunt
n 7a/2a cricket
n 7a/2a praying mantis
n 7a/2a bat, a bird
n 7a/2a snail
n 7a/2a insect that lives in a grass- 

woven case and moves around 
carrying it

n 7a/2a honey made by small black bees 
in hollows of dead trees

n 7 fool; idiot
n 6 cooked dry maize
V sing
n 9 preparation; a correction
n 9 Winter season
n 10 ribs
n 9 the process of building; bulding
n 10
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mbanje n 10 dagga; marijuana drug
mbano n 9/10 firstborn child
mbasela n 9 bonus
mbatata n 9/10 type of sandal shoe made from 

tyres
mbatsha n 10 splinters of wood; danger
mbava n 9/10 thief
mbeba n 9/10 rat; mouse
mbeleko n 9/10 skin or cloth in which a baby is 

carried on the back
mbelf n 17 genital organs; in front of; ahead
mbewu n 9 seeds, to be sown when 

ploughing
mbezho n 9/10 adze

chi- mbf n 7 singer
mbidzo n 9 yeast
mbiganyo n 9 funeral
mbfla n 9/10 rock rabbits
mbila n 9 gruel, a very thin porridge
mbfpo n 9 ugliness
mbfsa V cause to sing; conduct a choir
mbiyo n 10 labia
mbizf n 9/10 communal work; a horse
mbizi-ye-shango n 9 zebra

nji- mbo n 10 songs
Iu- mbo n 11 song; tune

mbodza n 9 badly prepared food
mbomboro n 10 ants
mbonje n 10 injuries
mbotana n 9 small calf, a few days or weeks

old
mbuba n 9 provision; food for the journey
mbudzana n 9/10 kid goat
mbudzf n 9/10 goat
mbujo adj. naked
mbumula V beat hard
mbuno n 9/10 pip of a fruit or berry

ma- mburumburu n 6 crumbs
mela V germinate; sprout

ma- mela n 6 sprouted com, used in brewing 
traditional beer

m- mela n 3 small corn plants just sprouting
chi- melamela n 7 sweet beer
li- mende n 11/6 spleen

menya V peel off
menyeka V capable of being peeled off
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chi- menyenga n 3 food without relish
menyengela V eat food without relish

li- menyo n 11 small black ants
li- meshwe n 11 left hand
m- mete n 3 mat; carpet

metHa V pluck off feathers
metHu adj be pregnant, of an animal
meya n 3 spirit; breath

chi- meya n 7 spiritual; pertaining to spirit
mezwale n la mother-in-law

chi- mi n 7 whip, the type used on oxen
mfdula V lift something that is heavy
midza V swallow down food

zhi- midza-mbila n 2 1 huge mamba snake
m- midzo n 3 throat; oesophagus

migwa V have an erection
mi j ana n 3 small mucus
mila V call to express condolences

ma- mila n 6 mucus
mila V get lost; set, as of the sun
mile V be standing

m- mill n 3 native chess game
milidza V lift up, as of something
mflidza-zebe V be alert; be watchful

m- milidzi n 1 one who lifts up
milika V stand up
mflfla V wait for

n- mflfli n 1 defence counsel; legal
practitioner

bu- mflo n 14 station, as of buses, train,etc.
chi- milo n 7 nose

mi'ma n 9 alarm; loud shout; a scream
m m ula V scream; shout or cry loudly

chi- mfmfla n 7 rotten egg that refused to hatch
mimina V strain, as of liquid
mfmsitara n 9 government minister
mfnyalala V walk straight, with chest out

and head backwards
mme n la mother
mmebakulu n la maternal aunt, older than one’s

mother
mmeyabe n la his/her mother
mmeyabo n la your mother

chi- mo n 7 status
ma- mo n 6 rank; position of importance
zwi- mo n 8 statuses
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bu-

chi-

chi-

ma-

chi-

chi-

m -

mo adv. instead
momo n 3 shin bone
m ona V twist; wring
m onamoni n 7 very thick or hard porridge
monga n 9 honey made underground by 

small black bees
mongo n 3 bone marrow
moto n 3 fire; heat
motokara n 3 car
moulo n 3 mule
mowa n 5 cockscomb, spedes of vegetable
moyo n 3 heart
moyo-mbf n 3 evil-heartedness
moyo-mbuya n 3 nice or good-hearted
moyo-nchena n 3 merry-hearted; happiness
moyo-nlefu n 3 patience
mpheechani n 7a/2a sandal (a shoe)
mpheeswani n 7a/2a rhinoceros
m uam ua n 7 idiot
muka V wake up; get up
mukigwa V have an erection
mukila V rise up against; rebel against
muko n 6 health; state of wellbeing
m um a V shut one's mouth
mumakanya V unite; piece together
m um u n 7 dumb person
mundambeli n la name used for calling men of a 

particular totem
munika-nyemba n 7 glow-worms; greenfly
m uno adv. here, as of a place
munya V eat, by white ants or termites
m iiru n 3 screw; bolt; nut
musa V wake someone from sleep
m utha V hold by the head while milking, 

as a goat
Mwalf n 1 God
N'ompela det. one
na conj. with; and
na V rain
naka V be beautiful
nakisa V make beautiful; to beautify
nako n 9 time
nala adj. red brown markings on an ox
nama n 7 type of creeper has white thorns
namatila V ding to; stick on or adhere to
namatilana V
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nambara n
nam uni n
nam utshuka v
nam utshula v

chi- nana n
ba- nana n
zwa- nana n

nanayfla v
nangayfla v
nanguba adv.
naraki n
nasi adv.
natHa v

natsha v
nazwa v
nda n

n- nda n
ndabhatam n
ndakfdzflo n
ndalama n
ndale n
ndalo n
ndapo n
ndazula n
ndeba n
ndebo n

ndechedzelo n
ndedhu n
ndere n
ndfgwana n
ndflo n
ndima n

ndimo n
ndipo n
ndobe n
ndobolo n
ndoga adv.
ndongoloso n
ndori n
ndugwi n
ndulamo n
ndulo n
ndum e adj.

number
orange
become loose or detached
detach
rain frog
girls
group of small children
walk slowly
walk
even though
naartjie (a type of fruit)
today
separate flour from coarse grain;
sift or winnow
make beautiful; beautify
lick, as with a tongue
lice
field
month of March
revelation
beads; necklaces
traditional beer being sold
sexual intercourse
cure; treatment
type of traditional dancing
whistle
dialogue; meeting; a 
conversation 
permit; permission 
beard
type of wild bulb edible 
bread plate; small plate or bowl 
dish; plate
small subdivisions of a field 
when ploughed; plots 
ploughing season; agriculture 
payment
newly deposited dung of cattle
wedding; a marriage
alone (lsg.)
agenda; programme
sweet wild bulb
bile
righteousness; justness 
bile; gall
maleness, as of an animal

9
9/10

7
2
8

9

9/10
3
3
9
9/10
9
9
9
9
9
9/10

9
10
7
9
9
9

9
9
9
9

9
7
9
9
9
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ndzerema V make sound, as of a cricket
ndzunge n 7/2a type of wild sweet bulbs
ne conj. with; and
nebukhwa n la name used for calling men of a 

particular totem
nekere n 9/10 sweets; candy
nekwe prep. about

chi- nena n 7 mons pubis; area above pubes
nenekedza V carry or use very carefully
nenguba conj. even though

chi- nepe n 7 photograph
neswfmbo n la name used for calling men of a 

particular totem
ng'a n 5 cut on the sole of one's foot
ng'amuka V become stretched
ng'amula V stretch

chi- ng'ang'a
ng'ang'a
ng'ang'aba

n 7 Acacia mellifera tree or bush
V argue
V be on the verge of crying

bu- ng'anga
ng'anga
ng'anga

n 14 doctoring; medicine
n 9 doctor; witchdoctor
V scratch, as when itchy

ng'angahadzf
ng'apa

n 9/10 stretchmarks on the body
V scratch, as a thorn or a cat

ng'atha V take a bite, as of food
ng'aya adj. tie something tightly
ng'fna n 5 ear-ring
ng'olwana adj. denote a goat that is black
ng'ombe n 9/10 cattle
ng'ong'ola V grumble; to show dissatisfaction
ng'ong'olo n 9 complaint

ma- ng'onf
ng'umba

n 6 problems; bruises; pains
n 9/10 house; hut

ng'wanana n 1 girl
chi- ng'wango

ng'waya
ng'waza
ng'wazha

n 7 cultivating hoe
V gather thatching grass
adv. wilfulness; intentionally
n 3 trail made by livestock in the

forest
ba- ng'we n 2 others
n- ng'we

ng'we
n 1 someone; somebody

chi- n 7 something
ku- ng'we n 17 another

ng'we dz£ 
ng'wi

n 3 moon; month
chi- n 7 heavy beer drinker

ng'wfla V
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chi- ng'wilo 
ng'wina 
ng'wfsa 
ng'wise 
ng'wfsfdzfla 
ngabe 
ngamula 
ngano 

lu- ngano 
ngayi 
ngee 
ngeno 
ngfna 
ngfiulfla 
ngobe 
ngoni 

chi- ngoringori

ngubo 
ngulube 

chi- ngungu 
ngwa 
ngwe 
ngwena 
ngwenu 

chi- ngwenungwenu 
ngwingwi 

lu- nj£

bu- nji 
njfnji 
nkadzasha

nkope-shulo 
chi- nkwa 
bu- nna 

nna
nokHwe 
nokola 
nongo 

bu- no no 
nonoka 
norobaki 

ma- noto
nshashe

n 7 drinking vessel; a cup
n 3 holes as of ants or wild animals
V cause to drink; breastfeed
n 3 tail
Y watering, as with plants
n 9 ox
n 9/10 grown-up young man
n 10 folk tales
n 11 folk tale
adv. where
ideo. brighten, as at dawn
adv. here
V enter
V break in; jump the queue
conj. because
n 10 mercy
n 7 small cap on the side of the 

ankle
n 9/10 blankets
n 9 Pig
n 7 gizzard
n 9 fight; war
n 9 tiger
n 9 crocodile
adv. right now; at the present time
n 7 modern
n 10 gums
n 11/10 knitting needle; a long needle 

used for sewing bags or sacks; an 
injection needle

n 14 many; most
adv. many
n la name used for calling men of a 

particular totem
adj. sleep with one's eyes open
n 7 bread
n 14 forty cents
det. four
n 1 so and so; such and such
V take a handful of food
n 5 groundnut
n 14 slowness
V do something slowly
n 7a waistcoat
n 6 musical notes
n 7a/2a 
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nsungwasha n la name used to refer to men of a 
particular totem

nsunje n 7/2a small black ant with a very 
painful bite

ntemaphuhi n 7/2a species of agama lizard
nTha n 9 side
ntolo adj. long ago
ntolontolo adj. very long time ago; in the past
ntombo n la name used when calling men a 

particular totem
ntome adv. aside; out of alignment
ntule n 7 /2a spring hare

n- nuhwo n 3 smell, usually unpleasant; a 
stench

n- nung'una n 1 young sibling
nunga V pick; find a lost thing
nungo n 9 nodes; syllables
nungu n 9 porcupine
nuwa V smell; sniff; inhale
nxa inter j. express disapproval, annoyance
nya V defecate

bu- nya n 14 slowness, when doing 
something

zhi- nyala n 21 thumb; big toe
nyala V be tired or weary;exhausted

li- nyala n 11 fingernail
chi- nyala n 7 finger; toe

nyala-meya V be discouraged
nyaladza V silenced; stop one from crying
nyalala V be silent; keep quiet
nyalalfla V not speak to someone

ma- nyalo n 6 tiredness; weariness
nyaluluka V rest a while
nyama n 9 meat

bu- nyambf n 14 neatness; skilfulness; cleverness
nyambf n 9 skilful person

chi- nyame n 7 poisonous wild onion
nyamela V varnish; disappear

lu- nyanga n 11 horn, as of an animal
nyanga V move stealthily
nyanya V worsen
nyanyayidza V contradict; negate; oppose; deny
nyasa V splatter or spray some liquid
nyati n 9 buffalo
nyatsa V belittle; treat with disdain

n- nyatsho n 3
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nyawuka V melt; thaw
nyawusa V boil milk; warm food
nyaya V dampen; moisten
nyazukila V stand on tiptoe

bu- nye n 14 chaff
ma- nye n 6 type of dregs
lu- nye n 11 thick-sowing; overcrowded 

plants
nyebezela V whisper

n- nyebezeli n 1 one who likes whispering
nyekhwa n 5/6 lie
nyele n 9 flute
nyeledza V cause to disappear

chi- nyeledzi n 7 quietness; reserved person who 
does not talk much

nyelela V disappear; evaporate
nyelele V quiet
nyeluka V abscond; run away secretly
nyelukila V start first as in a race
nyelusa V cause to abscond or run away
nyemba n 10 beans

li- nyemba n 11 bean plant
nyemudza V tantalise by offering something 

and then refuse to give it
nyenama V show teeth; grin
nyenganyenga n 10 swallows
nyenya V smile
nyenyedzf n 9/10 stars
nyenyengwa n 5 rind, as of a sweet reed
nyepa V lie

n- nyepi n 1 liar
nyetsani n 9 spinal cord
nyevi n 9 wild spinach used as a vegetable
nyeya V tell tales about; backbite
nyeza n 9 type of edible grub
nyikishila V become infected and develop 

pus
nyfma V withhold; refuse someone

something
n- nyfmani n 1 stingy person

nyimo
nyfng'we

n 9/10 ground beans
n 7a/2a type of wild sweet bulb

nyfsa V euphemism for giving one a 
thorough beating

n- nyo n 9 vagina
nyoka n 9
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nyokana n 9 small snake
nyola n 10 marks made on one's body by a 

traditional doctor
bu- nyolo n 14 wetness; dampness; slowness 

when doing something
nyoloka V become wet
nyololo n 9/10 oval-shaped edible wild fruit

bu- nyolonyolo n 14 softness as of an overripe fruit; 
comfortable as of a cushion

chi- nyongwani n 7 greens from bean plant
nyonje n 9 gum from the bark of a tree

bu- nyonyo n 14 small black ants
nyonyonga V write
nyota n 9 thirst
nyotsHa V be plentiful, as fruits on a tree
nyuchi n 10 bees; honey bees; honey
nyunda n 9 hump on the bull's neck
nyungela V disappear into water; sink
nyungula n 9 toadpole
nyungwf interj. plunge into water
nyuni n 9/10 bird
nyunyidzila V sprinkle as of salt or pepper
nyunyu n 9/10 mosquitoes
nyunywani n 9 bird
nywenya V make an ugly face at someone
outsi n 9 oats
oveni n 9 oven
pa V give; offer; present

bu- pabf n 14 width; broadness
padzamuka V start or jump
padzamula V cause to start or jump

lu- pai n 11 soft cotton blanket
paka adj. wearing the same color or type 

of clothing
pakatfdza V cause to carry with both arms
pakatfla V carry with both hands
pakugwa V be served or dished
pakula V dish food; serve food

m- pakuli n 1 one who dishes food
i - pakupaku n 7 cobra snake

pala V burrow; dig a hole, like a rabbit 
or dog; paw the ground

paladza V scatter or spread out
palala V disperse; go different ways
palama V pass through; cut across
palamente n 9 parliament
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m- pale n 3 dried strips of melon
m- palo n 3 famine, as with livestock

palo n 9 maths problem
paluka V get tom
paluka-moyo Y get a fright
palula V tear something

m- pama n 3 slap, as with the palm of a hand
pampiri n 9 paper
panda V ache; chew something hard

m- panda n 3 type of tree
pandila V plough dry soil, without

moisture
i- paneri n 7 wench; spanner

pang'we conj. maybe; whether; perhaps
m- panga n 3 knife

panguka V become discolored; fade
pangula V cause to become discolored

i- pani n 7 span, as of oxen
m- pani n 3 Colophospermum mopane tree

panyaladza V cause to sit or stand with legs
spread out

panyalala V sit or stand with legs spread out
papamala V be exposed; be clearly seen
papha V increase
paphidza V increase something
paphidzo n 9 addition; increase; an increment
parafini n 9 paraffin

ma- parapara n 6 upper inner part of one's thighs
pasa n 9 passport
pasa V pass
pat'a n 9 main road
pat'a n 9 pocket in a garment
pat'ana V accompany each other
pat'fka V force someone; accuse falsely

i- patela n 7 hospital
i- pato n 7 anus

pawula V sprain
payfka V hang onto something, as of a

blanket
pazha V have diarrhoea (derogative and

usually used of animals
ma- pe n 6 honey-combs

pedza V finish; complete; end
peipi n 9 smoking pipe

i- peiti n 7 type of syringe used to give
enema
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bu-

bu-
m -

ma-

li-

i-

m-

pejo adj. near or dose
pejopejo adv. very dose or near
pela-moyo V get impatient; be anxious
peledzela V finish up; get used up
pelegwa V run out of
pelekedza V accompany part of the way; 

escort; take half-way
pelela V get finished
peleta V spell
pelete n 7 reader for beginners
pelo n 14 end; finishing point
pembela V nm  wild
penga V go mad
pengo n 14 madness; insanity
pengo n 1 lunatic; mad person
pengula V lift up so as to look under
peni n 9/10 pen
peni n 6 pennies
pensele n 9 pencil
penta V paint
pente n 9 paint
penya V shine; flash as of lightening
penyo n 11 lightning
penyu adj. alive
pepa V winnow grain to remove the 

chaff after pounding it
pepeta V sift or winnow grain to remove 

the flour
perekisi n 9/10 peach
pesu n 7 hare’s tail; goat's tail
peta V make a hem; fold
petenula V unfold; unroll; undo a seam
peto n 3 hem; fold of material
peyama V tilted or bent; sit leaning
peyita V give an enema
pezhugwi adj. high up; on top; above
pHanda n 1 0 rafters
phafla V first rains of the season
phainiapuli n 9 pineapple
phafphi n 9 pipe
pHakatigwa n 9 two ears of corn on one stalk
phakela V rise early in the morning
pHako n 9/10 tree hollow
pHala n 9 impala, roebuck
pHande n 9/10 applause; clap of hands
phang'a V
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pHangu n
pHani n
pHanje n
pHanje n
phapha V

pharachuti n
pharama V

pharela V

phasela n
phasula V
pHata n

phatshwa n

phatshwa adj

phatshwana adj.

phatu n
phatuka V

phatula V

phayflo n
pHazha n
phee n
pHejana n
pheku n
pHele n
pheleu n
phembge n
pHende n

pHene n
pheneselfni n
phensheni n
phenti n
pHepo n
phfld n
phfkoko n
phile n
phili n
phiri n
phizha n

pHobela V

phobola V

hawk
scorpion
unripe watermelon 
barren animal 
chop, as firewood; split 
parachute
sit or fall down on ones bottom
plaster with mud mixed with
sand and dung
parcel
slap
whole side of a slaughtered 
animal
being black and white of an 
animal
black and white markings on an 
ox
black and white markings on a 
cow
fragment of a broken thing
be cracked, as an earthen vessel
crack something
early rains
forehead; luck
pear
small hyena 
charm; amulet 
hyena; spotted hyena 
ram 
duiker
object made from the tail of a
horse carried by men
steenbuck
penicillin
pension
panty
wind
stallion; uncastrated donkey
peacock
bad singer
banks of a river or a stream 
secret; confidential matter 
name used to call men of a 
particular totem 
sink, as inmud 
strike with something hard

11
9
9
9

9

9

9/10

14

11

3
9/10
9
9
9
9/10
9
9/10
9

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9/10
7
la
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phodola V break sharply; a dean break
phoko n 9 uncastrated billy goat
pHokozha n 9 unmarried lady
pHola n 9 beewax
pHoni n 9/10 blisters on the hands
pHopo n 9/10 warts
phori n 9 rust in com
phonsa n 5 policeman

chi- phonsa n 7 pertaining to police
phoso n 9 mistake
pHou n 9/10 ostrich
pHowana n 9 small ostrich
pHudzf n 9 seeds of melon species
pHuka n 9/10 wild animal; an abcess
pHulu n 9/10 calves
pHumbu n 9 euphemism for vagina
phumula V rest a while from work
pHungugwe n 9 jackal
phunyuka V come out of a grip
phuphum a V rise, as of foam from some brew
phururuka V %
phuthela V wrap up; wrap

m- phutho n 3 bundle
phuthunula V unwrap, as of parcels
phutuka V explode; burst, as a ballon
phutula V crack; smash; crack a whip
pHuzu n 10 sour wild raisins
pi jama n 9 pyjamas
pika V carry one on shoulders
pfki n 9 pick, sharpened metal used for 

digging
i- pfkfri n 7 nail

pflisi n 9 pill or tablet
m- pimbfla n 3 shin of leg

pindiwa V being passed by
m- pini n 3 axe or hoe handle

piphila V pour from one container into 
another

pfsa V bum; set alight
i- pfti n 7 speed

pftikautu n 7 petticoats
pftfroli n 9 petrol
pitsf n 9 water pits; boreholes
pitugwa V be overturned
pituka V roll over
pitukana V overturn several times; turn
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and toss, as a sick person
pitula V make overturn
pfya V trip someone; hold a goat's leg 

under one's knee while milking
pkha V dry up, as water
pkhanya V break
pkhaya V remove extra chaff from grain 

by pounding softly
pkhita V draw back forcibly; snatch
pkhizi n 9 sheep

chi- p 0 n 7 gift or present
poba V flatten, as of a tyre or swelling
pobedza V impress, as with a finger; press
pobedzeka V become impressed; be dimpled
podza V cause to heal

bu- pofu n 14 blindness
pofunuka V recover one's sight
pofupala V become blind
poga adj. different

i- poko n 7 spoke, as on the wheel
pola V be healed; get well after sickness
poloni n 9 polony

m- polotfki n 1 politician
pomba V wind something, as a thread
pombedza V wrap round
pombonoka V become untwisted
pombonola V untwist; unwind
pompf n 9 water tap; pump

i- ponchi n 7 sponge
i- poni n 7 mirror

pom adv. where
pontela V search for water underground
porafmari n 9 primary, as a primary school

i- poro n 7 rail; railway line
porodza V miscarriage, as of an animal
porofita V prophesy

m- poroffti n 1 prophet
bu- poroffti n 14 prophecy

posa V throw, as a stone; shoot
m- posi n 1 one who's good at aiming a gun

pota V feel cold; to freeze from the cold
poteledza V make go around something
poteleka V surround; go round something
potesa V cause to feel cold
potola V wipe oneself after stool
psa adj. new
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psa V

l i - psa-badzimu n 11

m- psarara n 3
psayfla V

ma- psfgwa n 6

psfla V

pubula V

i- puku n 7
pukusha V

m- pukusho n 3

pula V

pulana V

i- pule n 7
pulula V

m- pululu n 3
pululudza V

puma V

pumfsa V

puna V

i- pungu n 7
pupelo n 9
pupuna V

pupunfka V

i- pura n 7
purapura n 9
puta V

putanya V

m- puto n 3

m- puzu n 3

mo- rabaraba n 3
raisi n 9
rantafulf n 9
ratha V

renke n 9
rente n 9
repa V

chi- repuli n 7

bum
bum on the skin, believed to by
the dead ancestors; the will of
the wisp
fowl excreta
sweep
burnt food
bum onto, as a pot
cut open; pierce through
ghost
blend, as corn flour into boiling 
water to make porridge 
traditional blender made from a 
stick
thresh corn or sorghum using
threshing sticks; hit hard
hit each other hard; palpitate, as
the heart
cooked red beans
remove leaves from a branch
ululation
ululate
be blunt, as of a knife 
cause to be blunt 
bend over indecently 
an eagle
woman's womb
chew noisely something hard
crunchable, as a nut
low stool
loose garment
kiss; sip
crush, as of a can
cooked soft sour porridge later
fermented to make beer
type of tree that bears sour wild
raisins
traditional chess; draughts game 
rice
roundavel; a big thatched house 
strike hard, as with a hand 
rank 
rent
become slack or loose
step; an embarkment around a
hut
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n- rero n 3 discussion; a secret meeting
resfti n 9 receipt
reza n 9 razor blades

*n n 5 small denomination of money
ma- r i n 6 money
ma- rfla n 6 sour milk

riya V delay; make late
rokotsa V sucking of milk, as a calf

chi- romo n 7 infected sores; food not eaten by 
young people if older people are 
present, e.g. kidneys

ma- rom u n 6 border of ploughed land
rom ula V cause a span of oxen to turn 

round when ploughing
bu- rotho n 14 bread
chi- rotswani n 7 black quarter evil, illness 

common in cattle
n- ruba n 3 heifer

ruela V pay; reward
bu- rukwi n 14/6 trouser; pants

rusa V be pregnant, of an animal
rusi n 9 rust

bu- ruthu n 14 loneliness; boredom
rwabha n 9 whip
sa conj. like
sabasi n 9 red soil

bu- sada n 14 carelessness; clumsiness
sada n 9 careless person
safari n 9 safari suit
sagwa V oversleep
safli n 9 canvas; sail
safna V sign
sauusa V cause to sign
saka n 5 sack
sala V remain behind
sale n 9 saddle
salfla V be last to finish; remain for

ma- salfla n 6 remnants of food
salfsa V cause to remain; bade farewell
samente n 9 cement
sapa n 5 insult; curse

n- sapo n 3 type of tree
sasi n 9/10 sparks
sazamila V have a pillow under one's head

n- sazamilo n 3 pillow; cushion
ma- se n 6
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se n 5 soft edible part of a bone
seba V whisper; gossip
seba V relish; use a sauce

bu- sebo n 14 relish
i- sechana n 7 small basket

seche n 10 small grain in the corn flour
n- seche n 3 sand, of a river or an ocean
i- seche n 7 basket

sedza V shift; move out of the way
sedzasedza V shift about while sitting; 

restlessness
sedzela V come or move closer
sedzesa V move something; move out of 

the way
sefa V sift or strain
sefo n 9 strainer
seka V laugh
seka n 5 bracelet
sekaseka V giggle
sekelana V laugh with each other
sekeresi n 9 cigarette

i- seko n 7 laughter
seli adv. across; the other side of a river; 

abroad
lu- selo n 11 flat winnowing basket

selo n 10 winnowing baskets
seme n 9/10 basket
sena V go beneath
sendama V lean against
sendedza V stir up the fire
sendedzela V stir up for; provoke into action
sendeka V put leaning
senete n 9 senate
senga V carry
sengela V carry for
sengesa V cause or help to carry
senke n 5 corrugated iron sheet
sente n 5 cent

n- senya n 3 sandy soil with a loose texture
senyana n 9 small basket

dzi- serekisi n 10 circus; spectacular performance
n- sesanyama n 3 type of tree
n sha n 3 low wall or enclosure in a 

home; courtyard; family
bu- shaba n 14 redness

shaba adj.
386
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shaba V

shababa V

shabana n
shabapala V

shache n
shadza n
shafma n
shaka n
shaka V

shakadza V

shakadzila V

shakala V

shakaladzwa n
shakaladzwa n
shakHwana n
shakisisa V
shakiwa V

shakula V

shakulisa V

shala V

shali n
shamba n
shambga n
shambo n
sham u n
shana n
shanduka V

shandukfla V

shandukila V
shandukunula V

shandula V

shandulo n
shanga n

shanga n

shangamidzo n
shangana V

shangana-nsholo V

shanganilo n

cut upa melon for cooking
slightly bitter; sour
small baby
become red; blush
gap between the two front teeth
porridge
type of wild plant 
bird’s nest
look for; search; seek; want 
make old or wear until old 
used idiomatically to mean 
giving used clothes to someone 
become old or worn out 
type of wild fruit 
type of tree 
small axe
search a lot; scrutinize
be looked for; be proposed for
marriage
weed; use a hoe to remove 
weeds
help weed; cause to weed 
choose; select 
pebbles; gravel 
type of tree 
dirt
wilddog 
cane; lash
placenta of an animal 
turn back or round; change 
wear a garment inside out 
turn against; turn for 
turn inside out, as of a garment 
answer or reply ; hum over, as 
food when cooking 
answer; reply
steamed mixture of corn and 
beans; eyeballs; alphabetical 
letters
reed; stalk of a herbaceous plant; 
straw; stalk of com 
act of meeting someone 
meet each other 
be confused; be insane 
meeting point, as of roads; 
joints

11

9
5
9
5

10
3
5/6

6
3
9
5
9/10
3/4

9/10
10

11

9

6
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shangano n
shanganya V
shanganyila V
shangashangana V

shango n
shangu n

n- shangule n
n- shanje n

shanu d(
shanyashanya V

shanyuka V

shanyula V

shapafla V
ma- shapkha n
n- shasha n

shashamuka V

shashamula V

shashfka V

shashula V

shatHa V

shatHiso n
shatHo n
shatHu n
shato n
shawara n
shaya n
shaya V

lu- shaya n
n- shayi n
bu- shayi n

shazha V

n- shazho n
bu- she n

she n
shfma V

shinga V

n- shingi n
shingidzana V

meeting
cause to meet; mix 
be in joint ownership 
be jumbled; be entangled; be 
mixed up
country; land; earth; the world
shoes; boots; sandals
blue bush
green grass
five
drizzle
start getting done, as when 
pounding com; fruit starting to 
get ripe
get half done as when threshing 
com or stamping com 
boil for a long time 
tasteless food
makeshift dwelling structure 
made from tree branches 
fall off, as of tree leaves during 
winter
brush off or dust off 
place by the side of the fire 
taste or eat from a pot while 
cooking
be happy; be glad; rejoice 
cause for happiness 
happiness 
axe
python
shower
cheekbones; petty talk 
be poor; miscarriage; find 
nothing
jaw; a cheekbone
poor person; a destitute person
poverty
simmer or boil
over-zealousness
chieftainship
chief
hate; abhor; dislike 
work
worker; an employee; a labourer 
cooperate; work together

9

9
9/10
3
3

6
3

9
9
5
9
9
10

11
1
14

3
14
la/2a

1
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n- shingo n 3 work; employment
n- shito n 3 sprouted com flour boiled for 

making traditional beer
shiya V show off; think highly of 

oneself
shoba V be stale, as of bread or food

n- shobi n 1 one who sets the tune; the 
leading voice of a choral group

shobola V pound grain in mortar to 
remove chuff

n- shodzi n 3 tear
shogwana n 10 grain from sifted ground com
shoko n 7 monkey
shola V check on someone

n- sholo n 3 head
shoma adv. much
shomanana adv. few
shomoka-moyo V feel pity; sympathize
shomola V pull out; draw out; extract
shomola-moyo V incite pity; pathetic
shomu n 9/10 nuts from dry plums from a 

sclerocarya caffra tree
shondo n 9 penis
shongotf n 9 first intemode of a sweet reed or

corn stalk
shongozhela V rejoice with others; be in jolly 

mood in a group of others
shongwe n 9 rock
shoni n 7 hedgehog
shoni n 10 shyness; shame
shonja n 5 edible grub that feeds on the 

leaves of a mopane tree
shosha V fence in with tree branches
showa n 10 marks made on the face
showela V tuck in, as a shirt into one’s 

pants
shozhedza V cause to peep; cause to look into
shozhela V look into; peep through, as 

through the window
shuba V desire; wish for
shubo n 9 desire; longing
shudza V walk with a limp; hobble about

bu- shudzi n 14 portent; mysterious happening
i- shudzi n 7 lewd person

shugwana n 7 small hare
shula V
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shule adv. behind; after; afterwards
shuleshule adv. long after
shulo n 7 /2a hare
shumba n 9/10 lion

bu- shungu n 14 poison
shunya V pinch
shunyiwa V be pinched
shushubala V become silent and reserved

chi- shwa n 7 bundle of thatching grass
shwa V remain for a day
shwaiwa V be poked at
shwaya V hook out; poke at
shwelela V do something for the whole day
shweshwana V creased; crumpled
shweshwanya V cause to be creased or crumpled

bu- si n 14 smoke
n- sf n 3 particular day
n- si n 3 pestle
pa- si n 16 ground

sfang'wa n 5 orphan
n- sfba n 3 feather

sffla V give water or something to 
drink; leave food for someone

sffsa V cause to leave behind
sika n 10 small round marks on the arms 

made by burning the skin
sika V make fire by rubbing two sticks

i- sfkalala n 7 wooden torch; a burning piece 
of wood

ma- sfkati n 6 daytime
sikfdzi n 9 bed bug
sfkflf n 9 sickle

bu- sfku n 14/6 night
sflrnga V make noise; to irritate
sxlfvara n 9 silver

n- sflfzf n 3 dried mark of dirty water on 
ones body

sima adj. difficult
sima-moyo adj. bravity; hardhearted
sfma-nsholo V be stubborn
simausu n 7 hawker's small caravan where 

he/ she sells merchandise
simba n 5 strength; power
sfmba n 9 genets

ma- simba n 6 strength; power
simbe n 9/10
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bu- simbe n 14 laziness
simbe n 5 coal, hot or cold
Simula V uproot
simulula V begin
sina n 9 type of grass used for thatching; 

a mould or ball of mud used in 
plastering

smdf n 7a/2a a squirrel
n- sfndo n 3 echo

smyanga V mould mud used for plastering
i- sipa n 7 soap
n- Slpfll n 3 walking pace; journey

sirila V massage; rub hard
sisila V trot
sitfla V obstruct one's view

ma- situ n 6 soot
sfya V leave behind
siye n 9 eyebrow
sfza-fulo V foam at the mouth
so n 9/10 kidney

bu- so n 14/6 face
n- so n 3 light chaff from harvested grain
chi- so n 7/8 face

soba V slide; move timidly while 
seated or asleep

sodzoloka V slide; slip; break a promise
sodzolokesa V be slippery; cause to slip
sdkfsi n 5 sock
sokonyola V sway one's waist from side to 

side, as when walking
sokosa V rub an eye with a finger
sola n 9 sole of a shoe
sole n 9 hairy small worm that eats 

dried meat or biltong
sole n 5 soldier

chi- sole n 7 military
sonyoka V sprain
sopHedzela V milk a cow or goat to the last

sopo
drop; being sucked dry

n 9 soup; gravy
sosara n 9 cup saucer

n- su n 3 Acacia giraffe tree
suba n 9 vagina
subuka V rub or wear off; peel; have 

abrasion
subula V fray; make the skin peel off
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sudhu n
sudza V

sudzi n
sudzika V

sukesuke n
bu- sukwa n

sula V

sulisa V

suma V

sumbika V

sumbula V

sunda V

sundu n
sunga V

sungana V

sungflfla V

sungfsa V

n- sungo n
sungunuka V

sungunuko n
sungunula V

sunula V

n- supi n
bu- supi n
n- susu n

susubula V

sutu n
swaba V

li- swabf n
swabfya n
swai n

chi- swaf n
swaki n

n- swani n
swanja n

n- swanja n
swaswabula V

swaya V

n- swazwi n
swazwf n
sweswa n

maize cob without the grain 
do something iritating to 
someone intentionally 

flatus
be fixed by someone for 
something you did 
flat poisonous centipede 
beer
fart; release bad air per rectum 
cause to fart or release bad air 
make a noise, a pot cooking, a 
river or a wind 
hide; conceal
make oneself dirty by playing on
the ground
push
skin shed by a snake or reptile
bind or tie as of a rope
be intertwined; tie each other
tie onto something
cause to tie; get one arrested
rope
become untied; be free
liberty; freedom
untie
castrate
witness
evidence; testimony 
type of tree
press clothes poorly such that
the wrinkles remain
suit
wither; dry up; be disappointed 
dried sweet reeds; dried fruits 
albino 
saw
shredded meat 
barrel
contents of animal stomach 
sour plum
ximenia and caffra tree 
beat; thrash, as of a child 
shred meat when cooked 
type of tree
cut bush, used for fencing 
large jet black ant

5

5

9
14

5

3

9

1
14
3

9

11
5
9
7
5
3
9/10
3

3
5
5
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swewuka V be stupid
swifl a V have sex, of humans
swika V arrive
swikidza V make sure something arrives
swikidzana V arrive at the same time
swikila V reach up to something; stay at
swikiri n 9 sugar
swfmbo n 9 knobkerrie; bat or club
swina V squeeze

n- swing'wa n 3 type of tree
swfnga n 9 type of bird with a long neck
swmga n 5 bundle, as of firewood

i- swfno n 7 filter, used for straining 
traditional beer

swinya n 5 male genital
swfpa V suck something into the mouth
swfswma V suck, as a candy

bu- t'ala n 14 green; blue
t'ala adj. blue; green; raw; unripe
t'fmela n 5 stray domestic animal

i- t'fna n 7/8 brick
t'ina V irritate; hurt someone
t'u t'o n 9 education
twaela V be used to

i- t'wflo n 7 chair
chi- ta n 7/8 enemy

taba V protect by medicine
i- tachi n 7 starch

tadzivefsi n la boxer
tafula V thatch
tafuli n 9 table
tafuna V chew; masticate
taka V color using coloring pencils
takana V splash out of soft porridge

mo- takasi n 3 electricity
takhwa adv. before
takhwa V be chased away; be expelled

n- tako n 3 crayon; coloring pencil
takula V drive cattle or livestock
talangana V spread out
talanganya V cause to spread out

n- talo n 3 line
tamati n 9 tomato
tamba V skip about, as young animals

n- tamba n 3 large sour monkey plum tree
i- tamba-pHou n 7
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tambfka V hang over something
tambo n 3 string; cord
tambunudza V stretch out, as a blanket
tambunuka V be straight or upright
tanatu det six
tanda V sew with big stitches
tanda n 7 endearment, refers to a girl
tandabadza V cause to spread out as legs
tandabala V spread out of legs
tandabalfla V sit with legs stretched out 

towards
tang' n 9/10 pincer; tweezers
tanga V be first
tangfla V arrive first or finish first
tangfsa V begin; cause to be first
tanka n 9 tank
tantabe n 7a/2a species of lizard or an agama
tapa n 11 sewing machine
tapa n 7 wedding ceremony
tapHula V harvest fruit or greens
tapudza V lessen; subtract
tapudzo n 9 decrease; reduction
tarada n 7 street
tarata n 9 fence; wire
tasflibomo n 9 harness
taswa V mount, as a horse
tata V chase away
tata n 14 chicken lice
tatalala n 7 argumentative person
tatamfdza V cause to chase or run after
tatamfla V chase or run after; to drive away
tate n la father
tatHa V climb; ride
tatHana V climb or mount each other
tatHanya V put one on top of the other
tatHi n 1 climber
tatHikana V be pilled one on top of the other
tatHikanya V pile on top of the other
tatHilila V climb or ascend
tatHisa V cause to climb; give a ride
tatfla V chase to or for
taula V relate or tell a folktale
taya n 1 foreigner; stranger
te n 6 saliva
tebetebe n 7
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tebula V spill; throw out, as of water
tebulfla V spill onto
techanana adj. thin

i- teechani n 7 station
teedzesa V cause to listen

n- teedzi n 1 good listener
tekedza V tickle; poke on the ribs
tekelela V cry without cause

ma- telele n 6 lots of okra
tema adj. black
tema V chop
tematema adj. pitch black
tembezela V pray

mi- tembezelo n 4 prayers; prayer sessions
i- teme n 7 calabash
n- temi n 1 one who cuts down trees
i- tempa n 7 stamp

tempa V affix a stamp; stamp
tenda V thank; show gratitude
tendebuka V turn around
tendebula V turn something around
tendeka V point out or at
tendeleka V move around

i- tendeleki n 7 wanderer
tenga V buy
tengelana V buy for each other
tengesa V sell

ma- tengesego n 6 outlet or market place
tengesela V sell for/ to

n- tengesi n 1 seller
n- tengi n 1 buyer

terabuli n 9 travelling rug
tesela V shave off all the hair
teswa V have a sharp end, as a needle

i- tete n 7 spoilt child
tetedza V advertise, as being for sale
tetema V tremble with fear; shiver
tetHela V put domestic animals into an 

enclosure or a kraal
bu- tetHelo n 14 place for keeping livestock
n- tetffi n 3 kick by a cow or goat

tewuka V turn over, as of a container
ma- teuko n 6 afternoon
n- tewa n 3 giant raisin bush
n- tewo n 3 foundation

teya V
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teyf n 1 one who sets a trap
tezwale n la father-in-law
Thaabadza V cause to be zealous, eager
Thaabala V be anxious; be in haste to 

accomplish something
thabf n 5 new hut with the grass thatch 

only and without a wall
Thaedza-mesho V look down upon
Thaela V come short; come short of
thaf n 9 tie
thaka n 14 peers; of same age
tHako n 9 dress
tHako-ye-thunj f n 9 skirt
thali n 9 thread; fibre
tHalu n 9 calf of the leg
Thama V do; make
thame n 9 secretary bird
Thamfsa V cause to do something
Thamo n 3 kind; type; variety
ThaN'wa V be made to do something
thanda-chukela n 5 light brown sugar ant
tHanga n 9/10 platform; playground
tHango n 9 piece of meat
ThanThanula V unstitch what was sewn
thanya V wake up from sleep
thapula V snap, as of something stretched
thatha n 6 problems; difficulties; hardships
thathubo n 10 examination
tHatu det. three (class 10)
tHeko n 9 hiccup
tHele n 9 strip of skin or cloth worn by a 

boy to cover nakedness; 
euphemism for male genitals

tHema n 9 rhinoceros
tHenda n 9 type of wild sweet root
tHengo n 9 purchase; purchase price
tHengu n 9 raven; black crow
theuka V turn off the road
Theula V separate
tHewa n 10 wild berries of Grewia flava
thfbo n 7 lid
thigama V kneel
thfkfli n 5 string of thatching grass
tHilili n 9 wildcat
thiwa n 5 trivet or three-legged stand
thfyani n 7
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tho n
tho n
tHobedzano n
tHobo n

thobolo n
tHogwana n
Thokomela v
tHokotHoko n
tHongo n
tHongomana n
tHonongola n

Thonya V

tHosula n
Thowa V

thowa n
tHozo n
tHu n
tHu n
thubukana V

thubukano n
thubukanya V

thubula V

thubula V

thubulidza V

thubulila V

tHuchilume n
thudza V

thudzf n
thudzi n
thuiwa n
thuka V

thukila V

thukwa adj.
thukwana adj.
thula n
thula V

thulana V

thulanya V

thulfla V

thulfli n
thulflfka V

thulunula V

vomit 
sore; wound
children bom one after another 
animal skin used as a sleeping 
mat, or sitting on 
gun
baby's sleeping mat
care for; take care
dung of goats, buck, hares etc.
castrated male goat
fontanelle of a baby's head
honey made by small bees
found in trees hollows
curdle, as milk
syphilitic rashes; syphilis
hate; dislike
whey
hoof of an animal
person
thing
break a bond; cease being 
friends; separate 
separation; divorce 
divide
remove upper garments 
cut, as a rope or string 
take a short cut 
snap at someone 
male person 
revived; come round 
shoulder
dry dusty cattle dung; manure 
domestic animal 
forcibly break out of a kraal, 
enclosure, as of livestock 
break into a kraal or enclosre 
dark brown, as an ox 
brown, as a cow 
Sclerocarya caffra tree 
kick 
collide
cause to collide 
thatch
thatcher; one who roofs houses 
be well thatched 
pull down, as roof

6
9
10
9

9
9

10
9
9
9

9

9
9/10
1/2
7

9

1

5
3
7

3

1
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thuma V sew
i- thumba n 7 goat whose kid has died and 

produces a lot a milk
thumb! n 9 puff adder

n- thumi n 1 tailor
thumo n 5 bullet
thumugwa V be provoked or vexed
thumula V provoke
Thunama V sit as one in a state of despair 

look sullen or morose
thunde n 5 sorghum

ma- thunde n 6 sorghum
tHundu n 9 possessions; goods; merchandise

tHungo n 10 rafters
tHunjf n 10 loins; waist

n- tHuntana n 1/2 old man
i- thunya n 7 flower

thusa V help; assist
i- thusi n 7 small black beetle that bores dry 

wood or poles
thuta V smoke a pipe or cigarette
tHutHugwa n 10 fruit of a belladonna plant
thutidza V blow air to induce a flame

n- thuto n 3 flame
thuwa V rear, as of livestock

i- thuwa n 7 pinnacle; the top of a hut
tHuzi n 9/10 fly
thwa V spit out; vomit

mi- tf n 4 drugs; trees
ti V say

n- n 3 tree
n- tfakoni n 1/2 deacon, as in a church

tfbelelo n 9 whole night gathering for 
prayers prior to a funeral

i- tfbfli n 7 pedal, as of a bike
tfchara n 1 teacher
tiki'ti n 9 ticket

i- tfko n 7 occiput; back of the head
tflfka V hang or place above
tfliyana V be on top of another
tfliyanya V put on top of another

i- tirafki n 7 strike
tirekftara n 9 tractor
tirina n 9/10 train
tftha n 9
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tfzha V nm away from something
tizhilfla V nm after

bu- tfzhflo n 14 refuge
tfzhfsa V cause to flee; have diarrhoea

mi- to n 4 types of gravy or soups
n- to n 3 gravy; soup

toba V massage
toboka V loose hope on something
tobokana V loose trust on each other

n- toboki n 1 dispairer; a pessimist
tobosa V deny

n- tochf n 3 swelling in the armpit or groin
todza V take after or resemble another

i- tofu n 7 stove
toga pron. we alone
togwa V be taken; be married

n- togwe n 3 snot-apple tree; Azanza 
garekeana

tdkdnyola V shred, as maize from a cob
tola V take

i- tole n 7 small child or a toddler
tolela V take for; take by force; seize

n- tolo n 3 burden; load
toloka V interpret
tolokegwa V be interpreted for
tolokela V interpret for

n- toloki n 1 interpreter
toloko n 9 abell

i- tombgana n 7 small hill
li- tombo n 11 flat rock

tombola V extract thorn from flesh
tom u n 10 reins
tongo aux. v denotes an act that would take

place or had already taken place
n- topi n 3 shepherd tree, Boscia albitrunca

topola V pick very little using two fingers
toroko n 5 railway truck
toronko n 9 prison
toropo n 9 town or city

i- toropo n 7 thong or halter that passes 
between two yoke pins

tose adv. together; all of us
tose det. all of us
tota V seal a hole using beeswax

bu- totHo n 14 coldness; very low temperature
totHodza V make cold
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i- toyf n 7 thing in the eye; an impurity in 
food

tsatula V crush something soft or alive as 
an insect between two objects

tsetse n 5 flea; tsetse fly
n- tsha n 3 sharpened metal or wooden 

instrument used for digging
chi tsha n 8 stump of a tree

tsha V dig
chi tsha n 7 site for a house or a field

tshamba V tramp, or tread
tshambilidza V oppress; emphasize; press down; 

pin down to the ground
tshambisa V cause to step on something
tshambo n 5 paw

mi- tshambo n 4 ways of walking
tshambuka V take one's foot off something; 

stop trampling on something
tshatsharika V walk unsteadily on weak legs
tshe interj. shift a little
tsheduka V shift to one side
tshedula V shift a little, as something heavy
tshepe n 9/10 springboks
tshetha adj. yellow
tshetshe n 5 bull frog

n- tshf n 1 digger
tshibama V give birth, as of a person

n- tshibamisi n 1 midwife
n- tshfbha n 3 neck

tshibika V turn container upside down
tshfla V dig for; bury
tshfma n 5 well
tshfmuta V sneeze
tshfnda V gasp or struggle, as a dying thing
tshmdfka V push one forcefully
tshfndmuka V come off, as the floor of a hut
tshfndmula V exhume; reveal what was 

concealed
tsHfnga n 10 veins or arteries

lu- tshfnga n 11 blood relative
n- tshfngftshi n 3 type of tree

tshfpf n 10 week; metal
tshfpf n 9 Sunday; church

i- tshftshfno n 7 heel of one's foot or shoe
tshonyonga V irritate
tshoo inter j. introduces a request
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tshotshoma V be active; hyperactive
tshu adj. black ox or bull
tshugwa V be wiped
tshula V wipe
tshulfsa V cause to wioe
tshulo n 9 fat round gut; omentum
tshung'ayidza V cause to be sleepy or drowsy
tshung'ayila V feel sleepy; feel drowsy
tshunyana adj. black cow

i- tshururu n 7 untalented person
tshwa adj. new
tshwa V burn
tshwaisa V brand for and give

i- tshwantsho n 7 picture; image
tshwaya V mark, as when branding
tshwayfla V sweep

mi- tshwayo n 4 small bells worn on 
during dancing

lu- tshwayo n 11 brand mark, as of cattle
tsika V squint, as of an eye

n- tsina n 3 thin fermented porridge
tsfta V fasten a napkin or diaper

n- tsfto n 3 baby's napkin; loin skin
tswapula V spoil, as of taste

i- tswmri n 7 talented person
tswiyf n 9 sunbird

chi- tu n 7 silence; quietness
tubatuba V come several times to a place 

within a short of time
tubula V manage

n- tugwf n 3 juice from a watermelon
tuka V insult; scold
tukana V quarrel; scold each other
tukisa V cause one to be scolded or 

insulted
tukununu adj. small; tiny

ma- tukuta n 6 lots of sweat
tukutidza V cause to perspire or sweat
tukutila V perspire or sweat
tukwana n 9 handkerchief
tukwi n 9 head scarf; head dress
tula V take a load off your head
tulugwa V be taken down
tulula V take down
tuma V send
tumba V crouch; squat
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ma- tumba n 6 drums
n- tumbu n 3 belly; stomach
n- tumbu n 3 corpse

tumfla V send; mail
tumflfla V send to or for
tuna V take an oath; abstain, as a taboo
tunda V urinate; pass water
tundila V urinate onto something

n- tundo n 3 urine
i- tundu n 7 basket used for harvesting

tundubadza V cause a pain to subside
tundubala V quieten down or subside

n- tung'wa n 1 messenger
tungamfdza V make a leader
tungamfla V lead; go before one

n- tungamfli n 1 leader or guide
lu- t ungo n 11 rafter
n- tungulu n 3 type of tree
ma- tungutungu n 6 blisters, as from fire bums
n- tupo n 3 totem

tura adj. be expensive
tuta V remove or carry away in loads
tutHumadza V elevate; heap up
tutHumala V be elevated
tutsHa V cause to urinate, as with a baby

n- tuts hi n 3 shadow; umbrella
ma- tutu n 6 whirlwinds; cyclones
i- tutujani n 7 com cricket

tutuma V boil up or over, as of milk
tutumisa V cause to boil, as of milk
tyajana n 7 small shawl
tyali n 7 shawl; mg blanket

ma- tjrfla n 6 cloths
lu- tytya n 11 flank; side of the body

uma V threaten
chi- unga n 7 species of ceropegia

vakacha V visit
vala V dress-up
vanga V knead or mix as some food

n- vavani n 3 Lippisa jaranica; the leaves are 
infused and used as a drink for 
fevers or wild tea; wild mint

veisi n 9 fist
ma- vele n 6 overgrown hair

VI n 5 grey hair
bu- viilo n 14
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operating theatre
vika V avoid blows; ward off
vi'ma V hunt
vfmi n 1 hunter
vinga n 5 lump of clay
viva V skin an animal
VO n 3 first milk after calving; 

colostrum
vokomola V grab a handful greedily
vondomoka V rise up instantly
voneka V provide light
voni n 11/6 lamp
v u n 5 soil
vubela V ferment with yeast
vubu n 9 hippopotamus
vudzi n 5 single strand of hair
vukidza V fill-up hole with soil
vukidzika V fill-up with mud; be silted up
vukula V remove mud or sand out the 

ground using a shovel, or dig
vula n 9 water; rain
vula-magwe n 7 hailstorm; hail
vululata V close one's eyes
vululatunuka V open one's eyes
vumba n 9 eland; gnu
vumbika V put underneath some soil
vuna V break or snap off
vunanya V break into many pieces
vunfka V have a broken bone; be broken
vuva V become mouldy or mildewed
wa V fall
wachi n 9 watch; clock
warn n 9 wire
wala V make bed ready for sleep.
walila V arrange a bundle of sticks ready 

for tying up; cushion up
walula V make a bed; rearrange bedding 

after use
wanana V get on well; have an 

understanding
wanda V increase; become many; 

multiply
waneftfko V lie on one's back
wanfka V spread out to dry or air.
wanika V be found
waya V
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wayilesi n
wedu pron.
wenyu pron.
widza V

wiki n
wila-zwilopa V

chi- wilo n
woba V

wobeka V

wola V

wolela V

wolobela V
wolota V

n- woloti n
worn a V
wonda V

woneka V
wonga V

wotsHa V

wubama V

chi- wulu n
wuluka V

wul usa V

wunga V

n- wunga n
wupula V

xalasi n
xarawu n
xaxamadza V
xaya V

xola V

xotha V

i- xwabha n
i- xweto n

yapo adv.
yeela interj.
yeno adv.
zana V

lu-
zanga n
zangwi n

n- zani n

9 radio
ours
yours (pi) 
finish 

9 wig
be calm; down-to-earth attitude 

7 chance
bow down as of a tree branch 
be bowed over 
remove excreta or trash 
fill, or load; gather to, or into 
get used to 
dream; day-dream

I dreamer 
dry
become thin or lean 
bid farewell 
nurse
cause to be thin or loose weight 
become bent forward, as of a 
person or a tree 

7 large antheap
fly
winnow; remove chaff from 
harvested grain; cause to fly 
flow

3 type of tree
snatch; to remove quickly with 
an open hand 

9 drinking glass
5 spade; shovel

tighten, stretch to make tight
rub soles of feet with a stone to
get rid of the cracks
draw a salary or some form of
reward for work done
scrub

7 dried meat; biltong
7 loop in a rope

present; there 
hey; hey there; ho 
over there 
dance; play 

5 oaf
II  type of creeper
1 player; dancer
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n- zano n 3 type of dance; game
zebe n 9/10 ears
zeeza V hesitate

n- zekulu n 1 / 2 nephew or niece
zengwe n 9 millet
zeu n 5 molar tooth
zeula V chewing of animals late at night

n- zeze n 3 type of tree
zha V come
zhadza V fill-up
zhafvi n 5 chameleon
zhala V full; in abundance
zhala n 9 hunger; famine

chi- zhala-nlota n 7 midden; heap of waste
zhalila V close; shut
zhalflana V be angry; troubled or in distress
zhalfma n 5 darkness
zhamu n 5 human or animal breast

ma- zhana n 6 part of the bee produce
zhani n 5 leaf; teabag

k u - zhe n 17 outside
zheko n 6 small four-corner closure of a 

granary
chi- zhema n 7 fool; idiot
chi- zhi n 7 foreigner; stranger

zhibikiti interj. fall of something heavy
zhfno n 5 tooth
zhisa V bring
zhfsho n 5 eye
zhizha n 5 time of the first ripe fruits; 

harvesting time
zhoba n 9 noise
zhodza V apply lotion on body,

ma- zhokoedza n 6 early morning
zhola V apply lotion onto one's body

chi- zholo n 7 ointment; a body lotion
zhongololo n 5 millipede
zhou n 9/10 elephant
zhowana n 9 elephant calf
zhuba n 5 sun; day
zhuka V become open
zhula V open
zhula n 5 frog
zhulo adv. day before yesterday
zhulo-lfja adv. few days ago
zhunga V remove thin grain from the
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coarse one
n- zhuzha n
nji- Zl n
n- zi n

ziba V

n- zfbf n

zibfsa V

lu- zfbo n
zigwa V

zijana n
zila n

n- zila n
zilawa n
zina n
zipa V

zfpi n
zipisa V

n- zipo n
zogwadza n
zojiwa n
zomola V

n- zonyo n
zuka n

zum bunuka V
zunguza V
zunguzika V

zununula V

zutula V

zutula V

zutulila V

zuwa V

zwabo pron.
n- zwadzi n

zwala V

zwalana V

bu- zwalani n
n- zwalani n
bu- zwele n

n- zwele n

young man 
rivers
home; dwelling place 
know
skilled person; knowledgeable 
person
notify; inform
knowledge
be known
foot or bicycle path
roads
line
kudu
name
sweet
zip
sweeten
sweetness, as of honey or sugar
anguish
food
pinch hard 
bull's penis
sixpence coin, equivalent to five 
cents
reveal; be in view 
shake
shake as of a tree or loose tooth 
uncork; unplug; remove a lid of 
a bottle
glare; look hard at something 
look hard
look hard or fix the eyes at
chat; be engaged in a friendly
conversation
theirs
parent
give birth
be related
friendship; intimate friendship 
friend
confinement, a lying in after 
giving birth; sitting on 
eggs of a hen to hatch them 
woman in confinement after 
giving birth

1
10
3

1

11

9
9/10
3
9
5

9

3
8
8

3
7

1

14
1
14

1
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bu-
n-

zwi
ZW1
zwi

n-

zwiambadza 
zwiambula 
zwibaakanya 
zwfbhatilila 

ma- zwibhato 
zwfbigila 
zwiboka 
zwibulaya 
zwibuyanana 

ba- zwichabachaba 
zwichengedza 
zwf da 
zwidwa 
zwfgwa 
zwfgwa

zwiisa-pasi 
zwfjisa 
zwikama 
zwikera 
zwikolola

zwikumbula
zwilandula
zwilapa
zwilebelekela
zwilfka
zwilfnga
zwilfzanila
zwilobesa-phepo
zwfmba
zwimba
zwimbila
zwimbfla
zwimbfsa
zwimbunula

chi-

chi-

zwimisa
zwimfsidzila
zwina
zwing'anga
zwino
zwisenga

n 14 honey; syrup
n 3 syrup; honey
ideo. darken, as in the evening or

before rainfall 
v dress oneself; be self supporting
v undress oneself
v prepare oneself; get ready
v hold onto; be well off
n 6 manners
v put away for later use
v praise oneself
v kill oneself; commit suicide
adv. very well; nicely
n 2 foreigners
v deceive oneself
v selfish; conceited; be tidy
v say to oneself; insult oneself
n 3/4 vangueria infauta tree
n 9/10 fruits from the vangueria

infauta tree 
v belittle oneself
v feed oneself; support oneself
v comb one’s hair
v cut one's hair
v stretch out oneself, as the hand

or arms
v serious self-examination
v plead innocent
v treat oneself
v defend oneself
v do one’s best
v look at oneself, as in a mirror
v be fit
v take a stroll
v swell
n 5 hide on the ground, as of rabbits
n 7 swelling easily, of someone
v constipate
v cause to swell
v uncover; unveil
v intend to; be determined to
v take responsibility
v mend or seal a hole
v scratch oneself
n 7 lid or stopper
v be pregnant
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ma-

zwisengesa V impregnant a woman
zwisunga V incriminate oneself
zwisungilila V hang oneself; commit suicide
zwitshula V clean oneself; wipe oneself
zwfwa V feeling okay; hear oneself
ZW1WO n 6 feelings; sensations
zwiya V crush between two objects
zwfzhisa V bring oneself; come unescorted
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